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THE LOW FREQUENCY MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF NICKEL-

IRON FILMS AND THEIR INVESTIGATION BY BH CURVE

PLOTTER TECHNIQUES

SUMMARY

The present thesis deals with the low frequency or

quasistatic properties of thin vacuum evaporated nickel—

iron films, in particular with extending the range and

accuracy with which these properties can be measured by

audio-frequency BH plotter techniques.

An integral part of this work has consequently been

the design and construction of a suitable BH plotter,

together with a critical examination of the theoretical

and practical factors limiting the performance of an

instrument of this type. Considered in detail are the

optimum integration transfer functions for low noise, and

the best geometrical shape of the sense coil for the maxim-

um coupling with the film sample. Circuits are given for

the transistorized, high accuracy, phase compensated pre-

amplifier and feedback integrator used in the BH plotter.

Theoretical and experimental results are given in

the use of the BH plotter for the measurement of such

 



quantities as anisotropy torque curves to 0.1 per cent

accuracy, which have previously required more complex and

delicate instruments. Easy axis hysteresis loops are

examined and the switching processes, and consequently the

coercive force, shown to be dependent on the time rate of

change of the measuring field. The effects of anisotropy

dispersion is considered throughout, and a rigorous

analysis is given of the wavelength and amplitude of the

resulting magnetizational ripple.

The properties of thin films are critically depend—

ent on the conditions during deposition. This thesis also

describes a self—supporting electron bombardment source

with instrumentation for the control of film thickness

and the stabilization of the deposition rate.
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STATEMENT OF ORIGINALITY AND SCOPE OF THESIS

The present thesis deals with the low frequency or

quasistatic properties of thin vacuum evaporated nickel—

iron films.

A General Outline

In thin films, a need exists for increased accuracy

in experimental measurements, coupled with a clear defin—

ition of the film parameters actually determined‘ This

thesis is largely concerned with these questions, and in

particular with extending the range and accuracy with which

film properties can be studied by audio-frequency BH plotter

techniques. An integral part of this thesis has consequent~

ly been the design and construction of a suitable BH plottere

together with a critical examination of the theoretical and

practical factors limiting the performance of an instrument

of this type. Theoretical and experimental results are

given in the use of a BH plotter in the measurement of such

quantities as anisotropy torque curves, which have previous-

ly required more complex and delicate instruments.

The properties of thin films are critically dependent

on the conditions during deposition. Hence this thesis also
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describes a self-supporting electron bombardment source with

instrumentation for the control of film thickness and the

stabilization of the deposition rate.

\

 The Scope of the Thesis

In greater detail, Chapters 1 to 5 consider film prop-

erties, Chapters 6 to 8 describe the BH plotter and Chapter 3

the vacuum evaporation equipment.

Chapter 1 is a brief introductory outline of the early

history of ferromagnetic films, with a reference to their

current importance in fundamental research and digital

computer applications.

Chapter 2 is basically a review of standard results on

low frequency switching behaviour needed in understanding

the experimental measurements of Chapters # and 5. Worthy

of note is Section 2.4, which introduces the original and

useful concept of a vector anisotropy function and gives a

rigorous derivation of magnetization ripple, leading to an

expression for the mean squared ripple amplitude which has

not been previously presented in the literature.

Chapter 3 is a critical evaluation of published experim-

ental results relating to the causes of the uniaxial aniso—

tropy in films. This work is a necessary preliminary to a

full understanding of film behaviour.
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Chapter u is concerned with experimental measurements

on films using the BH plotter described in Chapter 6. The

main emphasis is on the voltage switching waveforms. These

show multiple peaks indicating the presence of more than one

reversal process. The threshold fields for these processes

vary with the transverse field and the time rate of change

of the applied audio-frequency field. This approach could

usefully supplement Bitter pattern techniques and does not

appear to have been explored in detail by other workers.

Chapter 5 deals with experimental measurements of the

anisotropy energy function. Section 5.” describes a useful

and original method whereby high field torque curves can be

measured to 0.1 per cent accuracy using the BH plotter of

Chapter 6. Experimental torque curves for some films show

small departures from the true uniaxial ‘Ksin2¢ form,v

suggesting dispersion centres of other than uniaxial aniso-

tropy. These effects are resolved only because of the high

accuracy of the method used and have not been reported

previously. In the course of these measurements an irrevers—

ible "ripple jump" hysteresis has been observed, occurring

for small oscillations of the magnetization well above the

coherent rotational threshold. An expression is derived for

the magnitude of this effect in terms of anisotropy dis-

persion. An estimate of anisotropy dispersion may be obtained
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either by the Crowther technique, or from easy axis remanence

values. The present effect appears to correlate more closely

with the remanence values. Finally, in Section 5.6, eXperim-

ental measurements of the anisotropy field HK by extrapol—

ation of the initial hard axis hysteresis loops are compared

with the previous torque curves results. Small differences

exist which may be explained in terms of anisotropy dis-

persion, but again show no convincing correlation with

Crowther dispersion values, reflecting the inadequacy of the

models so far available to describe the details of film be-

haviour.

Chapter 6 is concerned with those practical details in

the design of the BH plotter, which contribute to the absence

of critical adjustment and the accuracy and overall conven—

ience of the instrument. Previously, imperfect cancellation

of the air flux voltage, in particular of its harmonic dist—

ortion components, has imposed one of the principal limit—

ations on the useful sensitivity. Section 6.6 contains an

original analysis of the uncancelled voltage which allows

the various error terms to be experimentally distinguished

and separately cancelled to give a complete elimination of

harmonic components.

In Chapter 7, a general theoretical treatment is devel—

oped of the conditions necessary for the maximum sensitivity
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of the BH plotter. An optimum operating frequency and an

upper limit to the sensitivity is established in terms of

certain fixed parameters, including the inductance and the

self—capacitance of the sense coil. Section 7.3 contains an

original analysis of the approximation problem to the inte—

grator transfer function having minimum low frequency noise.

The method is based on the successive compensation of phase,

amplitude and higher order error terms and extends to trans—

fer functions of arbitrary complexity. Pole and zero posit-

ions in the complex plane are considered directly, giving a

simple understanding of the effects of extraneous poles and

an immediate relation to experimental adjustment procedures.

It is felt that this material,coupled with its practical

application to the transistorized integrator of Chapter 8,

represents a useful contribution to the theory of electronic

integrators. Section 7.# presents general design curves for

the best geometrical shape of the sense coil. While the

analysis is concepually straightforward, previous treatments

have considered only a sense coil surrounding the film. They

contain serious approximations which prevent their extension

to the present case, where for mechanical reasons the sense

coil is located on one side of the film only.

Chapter 8 gives detailed circuits for the transistor-

ized preamplifier, feedback integrator and synchronous DC
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restorer used with the BH plotter and discusses aspects of

the overall circuit design peculiar to this application.

Emphasis is placed on the test and adjustment of the system

to be reliably free from phase error, essential if hysteresis

loop displays are not to show serious errors in coercive

force. The preamplifier and synchronous restorer are basic-

ally conventional. The integrator is based on the develop~

ment of Section 7.3 and has significant advantages over

previous designs, including the elimination of DC output

drift problems and the avoidance of the high frequency in-

stabilities normally troublesome with multi—stage transistor

feedback integrators. Finally, low input impedance pre-

' amplifiers are shown to be possible for thin film application,

in contrast to the situation for bulk samples. These offer

improved high frequency response and other advantages over

present conventional circuits.

Chapter 9 describes the vacuum evaporation system con-

structed for the preparation of the film samples used in

this thesis. A self—supporting electron bombardment source

is used with feedback stabilization of the deposition rate.

The present system, although relatively new at its inception,

no longer represents any significant contribution in this

field. Useful circuitry is however described for a four-

terminal resistivity measuring device necessary for the
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automatic control of the film thickness and deposition rate.

Appendix A contains certain simple statistical results

required in the analysis given in Section 5.61 of the effect

of dispersion on anisotropy field measurements.

Appendix B is a published article describing a precision

electromagnet power supply containing a number of novel

features. Outlined in this article is a transistorized

chopper amplifier developed for DC measurements, such as

thermocouple voltages, in connection with the vacuum evap—

oration system of Chapter 9. The author is solely respons-

ible for the chopper design and jointly with P.H. Cole for

its application to the magnet supply.

All the above theoretical, experimental and design

work, including the construction of the electronic equipment

used and the fabrication of the vacuum evaporation unit of

Chapter 9 has been carried out solely by the author, apart

from some assistance from the workshop staff of the School

of Electrical Engineering, and excluding the magnet power

supply of Appendix B. This work has not been submitted

elsewhere for a higher degree.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 A BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The study of the structure and physical properties of

thin films is not of recent origin, but has occupied many

workers over a period of almost one hundred years, since

sputtered films were first observed on the walls of glow dis-

charge tubes. A tremendous impetus has been given during the

last twenty-five years by the many industrial applications

which have developed. Evaporated films have been used for

metallizing coatings of all kinds. In optics, reflecting

surfaces, anti-reflecting coatings for lenses and more com-

plex multiple layer interference filters have been made. In

the electronics field, nickel—chromium films have been used

for resistance elements, and a wide range of metal and

dielectric films have been employed for evaporated micro-

circuitsBs. A formidable volume of experiment and theoretical

literature has consequently accumulated.

The main emphasis has thus, until recently, been

clearly on the mechanical structure and the optical, chemical

and electrical properties. A number of comprehensive works

have appeared in these fields including the volume on general
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H1; noteworthy theoretical

thesis on optical properties by MayerM2, HeavensH2 and

A1,Cl

deposition techniques by Holland

othersVl, and numerous literature surveys . Now, largely

of historical interest, isolated investigations of ferromag—

netic films made in very early years has included work by

El M1
Beetz (1860), Maurain (1901) and Kaufman and MeyerKl(lgll).

However, the present intense activity in magnetic properties

dates from the preparation by BloisB2 (1955) of permalloy alloy

films having square loop behaviour and low anisotropy. The

application of these films to digital computer storage is clear.

1.2 CURRENT INTERESTS

Current interest in ferromagnetic films may be broadly

classified into two levels. Firstly, thin films provide a

unique opportunity for the study of certain fundamental

physical problems, in particular lass mechanism and exchange

in spin waves, and theories of the ferromagnetism of a two-

dimensional array of atoms with the related problem of the

thickness dependence of the saturation magnetizationTl’B3’Gl.

Secondly, as discussed, permalloy films have technical applicg

ation as bi—stable switching devices in digital computer

storage.

In toroidal ferrite cores, two stable states of zero

demagnetizing energy exists. Transition between these by
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coherent rotation of the magnetization is prohibited by inter-

mediate states of high demagnetizing energy. Reversal in—

stead proceeds by the time consuming process of domain wall

motion. The switching time At is given by the relation

At(H-H')=Sw , where H is the applied field, H' a thresh—

old field for irreversible switching and Sw lies in the

range near 0.5 oe usec. For thin films, bi-stable operation

results from a permanently induced uniaxial magnetic ani-

sotropy. Under suitable conditions, reversal proceeds by a

coherent rotation of the magnetization in the plane of the

film. No demagnetizing fields or high energy intermediate

states are produced. The reversal time approaches the in-

trinsic spin lattice relaxation time of the material. Values

of SW lie in the range near 0.01 sec.

We may remark on three important aspects of film be-

haviour not yet fully understood:

- it is increasingly clear that the properties of thin

films are extremely dependent on anisotropy dispersion. The,

range of anomalous films and their progressively increasing

anomalous behaviour must be considered in terms of the nature,

magnitude, extent and density of irregularities or dispersion

centres in the film. The transition between various reversal

mechanisms is determined by this dispersion. Understanding
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of these problems isqualitative rather than quantitative at

the present time. A detailed theoretical analysis can come

only by the explicit consideration of dispersion fluctuations

with exchange and magnetostatic couplings. Possibly, the

micro-magnetics approach developed by Browan may ultimately

provide a satisfactory description of these matters.

The present thesis is principally concerned with in—

creasing the range and accuracy with which film properties

can be studied by audio-frequency BH plotter techniques. In

view of the preceding remarks, attention is paid throughout

to providing clear definitions of the film parameters act-

ually determined by such experimental measurements, with a

close consideration of the effects on these measurements of

dispersion and other departures of real films from ideal co—

herent rotation. Likewise, dispersion and magnetization

ripple is discussed in some detail in Section 2.4.

- the high speed switching of films has been investig:

ated by numerous workers. The multiple peaks and long tail

of the switching voltage waveform, with the lack of conserv—

ation of the traverse component of the magnetization, indic-

ate the existence of other reversal mechanisms in addition

81
to the expected coherent rotation. Smith has given a com-

prehensive analysis of coherent rotation. At the present
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time, however, there exists no quantitative description of

the degeneration of this coherent made into the various non-

coherent processes, nor of the increased value of the in-

trinsic damping parameter over that observed in small signal

ferromagnetic resonance experiments. It is likely that both

are related to the exponential growth of Spin waves Coupled

to the uniform mode by inhomogeneities in the film material.

— the origin of the uniaxial anisotrOpy is still un-

certain. Clear differentiation must be made between the

various rotatable and non-rotatable anisotropy components.

An important means of effecting this separation lies in de—

termining the time constants associated with various magnetic

anneal processes. From these considerations, it appears that

pseudo—rotatable and rotatable anisotropies must be eXplained

on a micro-domain model considering anisotropy dispersion. I

Past work has been hampered by the variability of the film

samples. Films are critically affected by impurities.

Impurities may arise from the residual atmosphere during eVap—

oration, from the substrate, from the source or crucible I

used and from the initial starting material. Substrate

temperature, deposition rate and thickness are all important,

variables. Future work must involve ultra—high vacuum evap-I
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oration from self—supporting sources with control of the

relevant evaporation parameters.

To provide some clarification of the abOVe situation,

the present thesis contains in Chapter 3 an evaluation of

published results on the causes of anisotropy. Chapter 9

describes a contamination free electron bombardment source,

together with instrumentation for the control of film thick—

ness and rate of deposition. This system is intended as a

preliminary step to a suitable ultra—high vacuum set-up

which would allow serious investigation of anisotropy causes.
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CHAPTER 2

BASIC MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THIN NICKEL-IRON

AT LOW FREQUENCIES

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The following chapter is basically a review of stand-

ard results on the low frequency behaviour of thin films need—

ed for an understanding of Chapter 3 and of the experimental

measurements of Chapters H and 5. Section 2.” contains, how-

ever, an extended and more rigorous treatment of magnetization

ripple than given in the literature. I

Section 2.2 discusses the assumptions and validity of

the Coherent Rotational (CR) and the Independent Region (IR)

models commonly used to describe film behaviour. For complete-

ness, an-analysis of low frequency or quasistatic hysteresis

curves based on the CR or Stoner and Wolfarth model is in- :

cluded in Section 2.3. Section 2.“, as stated, contains a

treatment of anisotropy dispersion and the resulting magnetiz-

ational ripple. An arbitrary uniaxial anisotropy may be re-7

presented in terms of component uniaxial anisotropies along

two fixed axes. In this form the anisotropy has the properties

of a vector. Linear vector superposition holds, and it is

possible to develop a statistical representation of a random

anisotropy in terms of plane waves. In particular this
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model predicts the fractional magnitude dispersion of the

anisotropy to be twice the angular dispersion. A derivation

of magnetizational ripple is given based on a first order

micronegnetics approach and includes exchange and magneto—

static coupling forces. Expressions are derived for the mean

ripple amplitude and wavelength based on the previous statist-

ical analysis. Sections 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 discuss aspects

of the departure of quasistatic switching from the CR model,

including partial switching and labyrinth propagation

processes. Section 2.8 includes a description of rotational

torque curves. Usage of the IR model and of the magnetization

ripple concept is clearly defined.

2.2 THE COHERENT ROTATIONAL AND INDEPENDENT REGION MODELS

Thin ferromagnetic nickel-iron films, deposited for

example by vacuum evaporation on a glass substrate, commonly

display a preferential direction of alignment of the magnet—

ization, or magnetic anisotropy, in the plane of the film.

While the physical mechanism for this anisotropy in films is

complicated and in some cases still obscure, an anisotropy

can be established by almost any means which defines a part—

icular direction in space during the deposition of the film, '

for example, a magnetic field, evaporation at oblique incid»
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ence, or structure in the underlying substrate.

The domain structure of thin (of the order of a few

thousand K) films consists of domains extending through the

complete film thickness, the latter being only of the order

of the width of a domain wall in the material. The domain

pattern in the film plane represents in the normal way an

overall minimum in the total energy arising from

- domain wall energy,

— external applied fields and demagnetizing fields due

to free poles at the edges of the film,

- anisotropy energy, including local anisotropy centres

caused by inhomogeneities and imperfections in the film such

as crystallite structure, stresses, voids and inclusions

which orientate the magnetization in the direction of minimum

energy at that point.

If demagnetizing fields and random inhomogeneities are

sufficiently small, then the film can exist in a single domain

state where, in the first instance, the anisotropy and the

magnetization can be considered as everywhere uniform over

the area of the film. Further, under certain conditions, a

film initially single domain can maintain approximately a

single domain state during a magnetization reversal (switch-
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ing) or other change. For these processes the magnetization

may be described by a single vector h whose magnitude is

conserved and which moves by a "coherent rotation" according

to a suitable dynamical equation of motion such as that due

to Landau and Lipshitle. These assumptions may be termed

the "Coherent Rotational" (CR) model of film behaviour.

Theoretical predictions of a single domain structure

for thin films by KittelK2 were first substantiated by the

investigations of Crittenden, Hudimac and StroughCl and

Crittenden and HoffmanC2 on Ni films. Direct observation of

the domains has been made by a number of techniques including

- the Bitter pattern methodK3

85

used by Sherwood and

H2,M3
Williams and more recently by a great number of workers

Ml
Refinements of the process have been discussed by Moon and

Garroodez.

- the Kerr magneto-optical effect used by Fowler, Fryer

Fl,F2,F3 P1
and Stevens and others . The limitations of the

method have been considered by TrevesT3.

- the Faraday magneto—optical effect described by Roberts

and Beaan and othersHu.

- electron microscopy techniques described by Puller,

H3,Fu B3,F5,M5,Wl
Hale and Rubinstein and numerous others
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Under the CR model the switching of a film is analog—

ous to the switching of any single domain particle having

uniaxial anisotropy. At low frequencies, the dynamic

equation of motion of M reduces to an equation of equilib—

rium of the total torque acting on M . Hysteresis curves

for this case are readily obtained and were first described

in a comprehensive paper by Stoner and WolfarthSZ. At high

frequencies the full dynamic equation of motion with

appropriate damping terms must be used. An analysis of high

speed switching has been given by Smithse. While straight-

forward in principle, an analytic solution is possible only

over an intermediate range of switching speeds by using a

"viscous-flow" approximation in which the angular rotational

velocity of h in the plane of the film is always proportional

to the instantaneous torque. At higher speeds, rotation out‘

of the plane of the film must be considered and only a ‘

numerical solution is possible.

The Coherent Rotational model provides a valid des—

cription of film switching only in those processes throughout

which the film maintains a uniform single domain state. In

*

qua51static sw1tching only in speCial cases 15 this true.

 

* A number of experimental hysteresis curves with traverse

bias fields applied to ensure a single domain state have been

given by Ogueyos.
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For switching along the easy axis, while a square hysteresis:

loop is obtained, reversal occurs at a field usually less

than the anisotropy field. The magnetization measured in the

traverse direction shows no rotating component. For switching

along the hard axis, a closed hysteresis loop is not obtained

for fields greater than a reversibility limit Hr typically

about 0.5 HK . Again, the magnetization measured in the trav—

erse direction shows no rotating component. High speed

switching has been investigated by numerous

workerscs’CH’SB’OZ’Hl’Dl.
The multiple peaks and long tail

of the switching voltage waveform, with the lack of conserv-

ation of the traverse component of h indicate the existence

of other reversal mechanisms in addition to the fast coherent

rotation.

It is found that domain wall processes, incoherent or

partial rotational processes, and coherent rotation all»occur

under various conditions. No theory exists at present which.

is satisfactory for all cases. Basically, real films are

far from uniform, but have considerable variation or dis-

persion of their properties. Certain features of film be-

haviour have been explained by supposing the film to consist

of many small regions in which the anisotropy has small var-

iations in magnitude and direction from the mean value

averaged over the entire film. Each region is considered to
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have no exchange or magnetostatic coupling between them, these

being, if necessary, introduced later as small perturbations.

Each region is assumed to obey the coherent rotational

equation for the particular anisotropy of that region. The

Independent Region (IR) model has been used in the explanation

of certain aspects of quasistatic hysteresis curves, in

"labyrinth" switching (an incoherent rotational process dis-

SlO
cussed by Smith ) and elsewhere. It is an underlying

assumption in the methods of measuring magnitude and angular

dispersionCB.

An alternative approach is to consider explicitly the

effects of exchange and magnetostatic coupling. It may be

shown that only sinoidal variations or "longitudinal ripple"'

of the magnetization with anelengths greater than about 2p

are permitted. To date, this analysis has been performed

only by assuming small magnetization variation and has not

been extended to the large magnetization changes occurring

during switching. The principal use has thus been in pre-

dicting the initial course of a change such as in the "partial

rotation“ process described by Methfessel et alMs. Further,

a useful indication is provided of the minimum size and

orientation one to the other of those regions which can be

considered as independent under the IR model. Clearly, the

two approaches are complfimentary,and either or both should

be used as best suited.
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2.3 QUASISTATIC SWITCHING BASED ON THE COHERENT ROTATIONAL

MODEL

This section describes the switching of a film for

those cases, where the film remains a single domain in accord-

ance with the CR model. Quasistatic switching is by definitL

ion switching taking place under fields changing so slowly

that the instantaneous position of h is simply the equilib-

rium position of M under the instantaneous values of the

applied fields at that time. Any dynamical equation of

motion of M reduces to an equation of equilibrium in the
a.

total torque T acting on M
a»

T = o (2.31)
an

The quasistatic hysteresis loops of h against an

applied field h are readily found from equation (2.31).

Referring to Fig. 2.31, HL and HT are external

fields applied in the plane (xy) of a film. The position of

the magnetization vector h is specified by the angular

eo-ordinates (¢,w). (ir,i¢,iw) are an orthogonal right-

handed set of unit vectors in a moving frame of reference

attached to h. The anisotropy of the film is uniaxial, with

the preferred direction or easy axis taken along the x-axis.

The free potential energy of the film is given by



5
.
.

V

 
 

 

Fig..2.31 Co-ordinate System Defining the Position of the

Magnetization During Coherent Rotational Switching.
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E=Ksin2¢ —(HLcos¢+HTsin¢)Mcosw+2ansin2w (2.32j

where

Ksin2¢ is the anisotropy energy,

—(HLcos¢+HTsin¢)Mcosw is the external field energy,

and

Zansin2¢ is the self energy of the "out of the plane"

demagnetizing field unMsinw .

The total torque T follows by differentiation of the energy

 

E.

_ . _ . £2 . 1 3g
T' farm-V?) ' 3c; 23¢ ' 31p (20qu a¢ (2'33)

Substituting equation (2.32) into (2.33) and equating to zero

each component of the vector equation of equilibrium T = O,

_ T. = gg = 2Ksin¢oos¢+H Msin¢-H Mcos¢ = o (2.3a)1W Bo L T

while the equilibrium is stable, if

23Q
)

= 2K00$2¢+HLMeos¢+HTMsin¢ > O (2.35)"1!¢

Equations (2.3%) and (2.35) can be normalized in terms of an

anisotrOpy field HK= 3% derived from the anisotropy con—

stant K as
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— 3E. - o. n. o -- Ti¢ _ 33—-- sin¢cos¢+th1n¢-thos¢ - O (2.36)

3213'
~;—7 = cos2¢+thos¢+hTsin¢ > O (2.37)

¢

where

T' = T/2K ,

E' = E/2K , and

hL’hT = HL/HK’ HT/HK, respectively.

The primedrmfietion for the normalized quantities T' and B?

will be disregarded in later sections of this thesis, where

no ambiguity is caused.

Equation (2.36) is most easily solved by assuming a

given ¢ and solving for corresponding hL and hT . This

forms the basis of Diagram 2.32 which provides a convenient

graphical method of solution. The lines are lines of zero

torque in the (hL, hT) plane with ¢ as parameter obtained

by writing equation (2.36) as

hT = than¢ + sin¢

The fields at the switching threshold her = H /HK can be
.,CI‘

found by simultaneously solving



Threshold Curve as a Function of the Applied Fields hL and hT

Fig. 2.32 Diagram Showing the Magnetization Direction ¢ and the Coherent Rotational
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8 ' . .

F?" = Sin¢cos¢+hLSin¢-thos¢ = O

823' .
-———7 = cos2¢+thos¢+hT51n¢ = O (2.38)

3¢

which, in parametric form, are

_ 3
hL — -cos ¢

._n.3

hT - sin ¢ (2.39)

The threshold curve given by equation (2.39) can also be cone

veniently plotted in Diagram 2.32. For any (hL’hT) inside

the threshold curve two values of ¢ are possible, one in the

same and one in the opposite quadrants to h . For (hL’hT)

outside the threshold curve the value of ¢ in the opposite

quadrant becomes a position of unstable equilibrium and only

the solution in the same direction as h exists. Using
.-

Diagram 2.32, or equations (2.36) and (2.39), the quasistatic

hysteresis curves for any combination of hL and hT can

be easily obtained. Diagram 2.33 shows the theoretical

hysteresis loops plotted against hL for various traverse

fields hT .

Rotational magnetization curves were first analysed

by Stoner and Wohlfarth82 and extended by many others in—

02 83,86
eluding Olsen and Pohm and Smith . A graphical method
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Fig. 2.33a Coherent Rotational Hysteresis Curves as a

Function of the Easy Axis Field hL with'the

Hard Axis.Field hT as Parameter.
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Fig. 2.33b Coherent Rotational Hysteresis Curves as a

Function of the Hard Axis Field hT with the

Easy Axis Field hL as Parameter.
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has been given by Chu and Singercs. The graphical approach

S“ and has
of Diagram 2.32 developed from work by Slonezewski

been presented in detail with an extensive set of hysteresis

curves by Oguey03. A useful simple presentation of the same

theory has been given by Crowthercs.

2.4 ANISOTROPY DISPERSION AND MAGNETIZATION RIPPLE

In real films, variations or dispersion in the magnit-

ude and direction of the anisotrOpy produce a corresponding

dispersion in the direction of the magnetization, that is a

"magnetization ripple". Magnetization ripple was first ob-

H3,Fu

served directly by Fuller, Hale and Rubinstein using

Lorentz transmission electron microscopy and has since been

F6,F7,C9
verified by numerous workers The effects of ex-

change and demagnetizing fields are well known and have been

M6 and by ThomasTu. Harte and
discussed by Methfessel et a1

Cohan5 quote an expression for the exchange cut-off frequ—

ency for longitudinal ripple corresponding approximately to

equation (2.H25). It is not clear from their brief note how

magnetostatic energy has been considered. The present

section introduces a new and useful concept of a vector ani—

sotropy and gives a more rigorous statistical treatment of

anisotropy dispersion and ripple than available in the
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literature. The result of equation (2.u22) has, it is be-

lieved, not been given elsewhere.

2.Hl A Statistical Representation of Anisotropy Dispersion

In the general case the anisotropy of a film must be

represented by an energy density function e(r ) which is

a function of position r over the area of the film. It is

consistent with certain models of the causes of anisotropy

(see Chapter 3), that e(r) is of uniaxial form,

e(r)=K(r)sin2(¢fB(r)) (2.41)
‘

Neglecting a constant independent of ¢ , equation (2.Ul) can

be written

_ t - 2 n . 2 fl
e(r)-K (r)51n ¢+K (r)51n (¢- F) (2.u?)

where

K(r)2 = K'(r)2+K"(r)2 , and

tan2e(r) = K"(r)/K'(r) .

The form of equation (2.41), where K(r) is the magnitude and

8(r) the direction of the anisotropy, is the form of the

energy function normally found in the literature. The form

of equation (2.u2) indicates that the energy function can be

resolved into component anisotroPies K'(r) and K"(r) along
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the directions 8:0 and E: % , respectively, and in this

sense may be considered as a vector 5(r) . Certain import-

ant results follow immediately, for example:

"The sum of any number of arbitrary uniaxial energy

functions is itself a uniaxial energy function whose comp-

onents are the linear sum of the components of the added

functions."

It is then possible to define an average energy

function over the whole film (the average energy function will

give the energy, if the magnetization is everywhere over the

film uniform and in the direction ¢ ) and to write the energy

at any point as the sum of the average energy plus a variable

term whose average value is zero.

s(r)-= ctr, + e'(r) = e 0(r) + e'(r) (2su3)

where, by definition, e'IrS must equal zero.

Further, the variable energy term, since linear superposition

applies, can be resolved into a series of plane anes in two—

dimensional k space

jk.r

e'(r) = i e'(k)c dk (2.”M)

k space
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Standard statistical methods can now be used to determine the

amplitude distribution of the components e'(k). From conu

sideration of the physical model, the variable energy e'(r)

can be considered to be correlated over a region of character—

istic dimension ro=l/kO and uncorrelated otherwise r0 is

perhaps related to the scale of microscopic centres in the

film, or to other inhomogeneities such as crystallite size or

fluctuations in alloy composition. The auto-correlation

functionTl of e'(r) may then be assumed to be of the form

-rkO ~rk0

@11(r) = e'§(r)e = {K'2(r) + K"2(r)} e (2.”5)

where e'(r) is expressed in terms of the "vector" components

K'(r) and K"(r). ~

The power density function in k space is
.-

2 _ 1 ~
5' (3‘5)- W i¢ll(r)e dr (2.46)

r Space

If all directions are the same in the plane of the film, that
-jk.?

is k space is isotropic, then e may be replaced by
~

its value averaged over all directions in k space
.4
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de: 30(kr) (2A7)

-jk.r " —jkrcose
‘ “ _ l

e average — 7? I e

~7T

where J0(kr) is the Bessel function of zero order. Substit—

uting equation (2.#7) in (2.“6), the amplitude distribution

6 I *

of the anisotropy components 18 thus

 

2
-————— l 2nr

e’2(k)=K'2(k)+K"2(k)= e'2(r). 2. O 3 (zone)
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (2.”) 2 2 7

(l+k rO )

Equations (2.uu) and (2.H8) express the anisotropy

variations in terms of dispersion waves in the "vector" comp"

onents K'(§) and K"(E). To interpret these in terms of

the more common "magnitude and angular dispersion" of films\

note that, provided K'(§) and K"(E) are both small

compared to the average anisotropy KO,

 

 

Integration of e'2(k) over all k space gives e'2(r)
~ no

as required

 

w 2
-3-- 1 2nr

e'2(k) dk=e' (r) . O . 2nkdk

~ ~ ~~ ~ (2") (1+k2r2)’32
k space 0 0

—'2

 



Kosin2¢+xv(k)sin2¢+1<n(k)sin2(¢—%>=(1<O+1<v<k))sin2<¢-e<k)>

(2.49)

where

23(k)+tan28(k)=K"(k)/KO

Thus K'(}§)/KO and %K"(E)/KO are respectively the fract-

ional magnitude and angular dispersions discussed in the

literature.

The concept of magnitude and angular dispersion as

uniaxial dispersion components along the easy axis and at %

to the easy axis allows certain predictions. If the variable

anisotropy term of equation (2.u3) is random in direction 8

over the film, than for any given wave 5, K'(E)=K"(§) and

the fractional magnitude dispersion should be twice the

angular dispersion. It is commonly found in thin films that,

while magnitude and angular dispersion are related in that

one increases with the other, the relation is not linear and

further, the fractional magnitude dispersion is much larger

(by factors of 3 to 7 times) than the angular diapers-

ionSlo’CB’Ts. A possible explanation may be with the assumpt-

ion of the "independent region model" implicit in these dis-

persion measurements. Alternatively, the random distrib-

ution assumed for the variable anisotropy e'(r) may not be
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correct. The results of Smith89 , that regions of "—ve HK"

(that is regions in which the local anisotroPy direction is

along the mean easy axis, but K has a negative value)

exist in films and that these regions themselves have a small

angular dispersion, are suggestive in this regard. It is,

however, extremely difficult to postulate any mechanism

whereby these -Ve HK regions, rather than an isotropic

distribution, might occur.

2.42 Magnetization Ripple

The magnitude of the magnetization ripple produced by

anisotroPy fluctuations may be found by equating to zero the

sum of the anisotropy, magnetostatic and exchange torques per

unit volume at all points in the film. The general equation

of torque equilibrium in a ferromagnet has been given by

BrownBz,

_ 36 2 _-T - vx(-— -MXH -2AV v) - O (2.410)
~ - 3v . ~t -

where

v is a unit vector in the direction of M ,

as
is a vector whose components are the partial deriv-

atives of the anisotropy energy a with respect to

the directional cosines of v ,
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H is the total field including the external applied

z rt

field H and the internal field Hi due to surface

poles and poles produced by fluctuations in M ,and

A is the exchange constant.

At the surface of the ferromagnet we must also satisfy the

exchange boundary condition

33
y X ~a—n' = O (2.”11)

where 3% denotes differentiation along the outward normal

to the surface.

For a thin film M may be considered as uniform across

the film thickness. In the present treatment we shall con-

sider only external fields H in the plane of the film and

shall assume that .M lies solely in the film plane, variat-

' ions out of the plane being suppressed by the large demagnet-

izing field produced*. In this case the boundary condition

(2.”11) is automatically satisfied, and equation (2.”10)

reduces to a single equation in the z-component of torque.

Referring to Fig. 2.u1,

-_a__e__ _ 2 --Tz- ¢ {Lat 2Av¢ - o (2.u12)

 

Such an assumption will scarcely apply for example to

films showing rotatable anisotropy propertiesL3.
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Hard Anisotropy Dispersion Wave
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Axis

(in the direction 60)

 
Fig. 2-41 Figure Illustrating Magnetizational Ripple.
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where ¢ is the direction of M

Equation (2.412) is non-linear and a general solution

for large variations in ¢ is prohibitively difficultB2.

For small variations ¢', hi and e' from the average equi-

librium values ¢O’ Hi0=0 and so, a simple linearizing

procedure is possible. Expanding I; as a Taylor series

to first order,equation (2.#12) becomes

2
_ a E 2 , _

-TZ - (-3-? -2AV )¢ -I\f.¥i-K" — 0 (201413)

0

where

E _ , . 2 n . 2 w

- eO+K Sln (¢-¢O)+K Sln (¢-¢O- E)-¥.§

is the sum of the anisotropy and applied field energies.

The anisotropy energy 6 has been expressed in terms of

its mean value so and fluctuating "vector" components

K' and K" along the mean direction of magnetization

I I I “

$0 and the assoc1ated direction ¢O+ F .

The internal field hi may be calculated if the form of the

variation in ¢' is known. Assuming sinoidal plane wave

variations in K", and consequently in ¢', of the form

sinh.r, then the component of hi in the plane of the film

is, to first order,
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Hi = —2ntM¢'ksine (2.u1u)

¢' « sink.r ,
~ :-

t is the thickness of the film, and

 

6 is the angle between the wave propagation vector k

and the direction of average magnetization o0 .

Substituting (2.41M) into (2.”13),

 

K"

¢' = 2 7
(2.1415)

1% + 2Ak2+21r(tk)M28in26

M o

For randomly orientated dispersion centres the value

of K" will be independent of direction, and ¢' will

2

depend on ¢O only through the denominator term 3—; .

a¢ 0

Equation (2.415) illustrates the economy of expression and

conceptial simplicity resulting from the use of the vector

anisotropy. In terms of the more common magnitude angular

dispersions AK and AC about the mean easy axis dir-

ection BO ,

K" = 2ABKOcos2(oo—GO)-AKsin2(¢O-BO) (2.u16)

Examination of equation (2.”15) shows that internal

magnetization fields will suppress lateral magnetization



    

    

(2.“17)

. the magnetization at reman-

»_{ififlming MHz-.10u cgs units,

:fisfixlo's ergs cm'l. Further exchange

r,§ all variations with a wavelength A

1. 2 _1
7 a E 7 _ (2.u18)
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Equation (2.u15) may be written

"

¢' = -§K . 21 (2.u19)

3—E AA AM . 2
a$2 0 1+ -:7 + :—Sln e

The mean squared ripples amplitude may be obtained by summing

¢'2(k) over all k space, where the distribution function

of K"2(k) follows from equation (2.”8). Thus,

 

 

"; K"2(k)dk
¢l : ~ ~ (2.“20)

2
2 2 A A 2

8 E A M

a (-- ) (1+ +-—sin20)

E Spac a¢2 o x2 x

AA2 AM 2 -2

Since k space is isotropic, the factor (l+-§-+-Sin 6)

may be replaced by its value averaged over all directions of

 

e .

A2 2 H A2 2- 1 -

(1+——7+—%sin29) = (1+-7+:—sin20) do

average

-1r

3
1 2 —§

1 A 2 AA
5‘ 7(a) (1+7) (2.”21)

where the approximation is accurate over the range

21A2

0. 02u=-———<A<AA M=500u . Since contributions to the integra‘

M
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  limits of this approximation

(2.”22)‘

 
      

    
 

75%2.fl22) can be evaluated

afl‘rgkz . In the case, where the ‘

Wb<<1A (if for example' r0 Vcopresponds .

fivfliflual crystallites in the film, r0 will;
0

of 100 A<<2u), equation (2.u22) simplifies to
“r1":

(2.u23)v

and A from equations
W o
100 A and the values of A A

: and (2.”18),
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T— (2.142”)

for the magnetization at remanence along the easy axis.

We may define the mean ripple wavelength from the relation

E=k¢'2/¢' . With the same approximations as in equation

(2.u23),

T =‘3- : 0.68 . 31 = 0.68AA (2.u25)

F A

Fuller and HalePu have given experimental values for

2rad=0.6° and T:2u .

O

a 200 A permalloy film of ¢'=10_

Agreement with the theoretical value of T is excellent.

From equation (2.424) a value of

“'7
K" =l.31<O is predicted, which seems not unreasonable for

permalloy. It is difficult to compare this value with the

results AK+0.1K obtained by dispersion measurements using
0

the Crowther technique. Clearly, the latter are greatly

reduced by exchange and magnetostatic couplings. Though not

directly applicable to the present case, an order of magnitude

reduction by interactions has also been reported by CrowtherC8

in connection with dispersion measurements on a strained

permalloy film of known chemical inhomogeneity over 12u
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intervals. From the form of equation (2.”19) only components

of the mean ripple having

2

. 2 7 AA
Sln e< -—41+ —7) (2.”26)

AM 7

will be significant. Substituting numerical values, the

ripple is indeed very closely a pure longitudinal variation

with 0<5.30. Present data reported in the literature does

not allow a more detailed examination of the predictions of

either equations (2.H23) or (2.426).

While longitudinal ripple produces no demagnetizing

field to first order (0:0), evaluation of second order terms

gives a magnetostatic energy of approximately M2(kt)¢'u.

Comparison with the exchange energy éAk2¢'2 for k=§g

shows that the magnetostatic term may be neglected for

¢'<6O . The present analysis is thus adequate for a descript—

ion of magnetization ripple (¢'+0.60), but clearly breaks

down if large angle switching is considered. The magneto-

static interaction model of ThomasT” suggests the importance

of magnetostatic fields in this case.
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2.u3 Switching Thresholds and the Unstable Growth of

Magnetization Ripple

If a film is being switched, then as the coherent rot—

ational switching threshold is approached, the restoring

torque for small magnetization disturbances tends to zero, or
2

mathematically 3—; + O . Thus equations (2.”23) and (2.ul8)
23¢ O

with (2.H25) predict the infinite growth of a longitudinal

ripple at increasingly greater wavelength (>2p) as the switch-

ing threshold is approached. While these results cannot be

interpreted too exactly, as the present analysis is necessar-

ily invalid in this limiting case, it is of value in an

understanding of the initial course of partial switching and

labyrinth propagation processes.

2.5 SWITCHING BY WALL MOTION FOR FIELDS NEAR THE EASY AXIS

Ni-Fe films, for switching fields applied at small

angles y<yC to the easy axis, reverse by domain wall motion,

If the film is saturated by an external field H and H

is then reduced to zero and increased in the opposite dir-

ection, small domains of reverse magnetization will be created

about inhomogeneities in the film at a "nucleation" field Hna

HD is defined as positive, if the field H must be reversed
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from its previous saturation direction before nucleation

occurs. The external field at which these nuclei begin to

grow irreversibly may be called the critical or threshold

field for wall expansion and denoted by HSW . st is not

necessarily equal to the critical or threshold field HOw

for the motion of a free domain wall through the material

according to the equation of Sixtus and TonksSl

vw = 9(H—H (2.51)
Ow)

where

v is the wall velocity, and

e is a constant of the material measuring the vicious

damping force on the wall.

Clearly, however, HOWsHSW .

In normal permalloy films nucleation of reverse domains

occurs at the edges of the film due to edge imperfections and

*

demagnetizing fields . Hn>0 and the remanence is high.

Reversal takes place at H=HS by growth of these nuclei
w

into large 1800 domains with walls parallel to the easy axis.

 

The behaviour of films of high dispersion (Type 2, R13

films described by CohenC7) or subject to special edge pre-

parationMu may be very different.
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The domains expand by motion of the walls in the direction of

the outward wall normal. HOw dis of the order of st , and

the walls thus move by a series of Barkhausen wall jumps

rather than a single step. The sides of the hysteresis loop

are correspondingly somewhat sloped. A measure of HSW and

HOw is often taken as the coercive force HC of the

(mL’HL) hysteresis loop. A more detailed considerationof the

relationship between st , H and HC is given in Section
Ow

”.6. Hn as defined above corresponds to the "nucleation

field" of GoodenoughGl. st corresponds to the "critical

field for irreversible wall motion" of Goodenough or to the

"starting field" of Methfessel et alMu. HOW is commonly

called the wall coercive force. Unless otherwise stated, Hn’

st’ H and He may be taken as the values obtained for an
Ow

external field applied along the easy axis, that is at 7:0 .

Permalloy films deposited under suitable conditions* have

anisotropy field values HK in the range 1 to approximately

6 oe and show small anisotropy dispersion. The normalized

' coercive force hC=HC/HK of such "normal" films is less than

unity as opposed to "inverted" films having hC>l.

 

* 0 -1 -5
Deposition rate 25 A see , vacuum 510 mm of Hg,

substrate temperature +3000C.
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If HC is measured as a function of the angle y of

the applied field, then the resulting "threshold" curve may

be conveniently plotted on a (hL,hT) diagram as in Fig.2.51.

A threshold curve can also be obtained by switching HL with

various traverse bias fields HT applied. Since processes up

to the threshold are reversible, then experimentally a unique

curve is obtained independent of the particular locus of the

field vector in the (hL’hT) plane. For some films the

curve will show a marked discontinuity in slope on approaching

the theoretical threshold for coherent rotation (see Fig.

u.u1*. If this discontinuity occurs at an angle Y=yc ,

then Ye represents a critical angle below which reversal

takes place by parallel wall motion and above which additional

rotational processes occur. These further mechanisms are

discussed in Section 2.6 and 2.7.

The domain processes described above have been veri-

fied by many workers using both Bitter patterns and the Kerr

magneto-optical effect. Bitter patterns of edge domains and

810 M7

expanding 1800 domains are given by Smith and Middelhoek .

Hw has been measured using low frequency BH plotters and

 

In other cases no such discontinuity is apparent and the

transition point can be found only from Bitter pattern

examination.
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Fig. 2.51 The Threshold Curve and Critical Angle YC for

Domain Wall Motion.
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torque magnetometersH6 by direct observation of the domains

85 or the Kerr effectFl’F2

. S7

ferromagnetic resonance .

using Bitter patterns , and by

2.6 SWITCHING BY PARTIAL ROTATION FOR FIELDS INCLINED TO THE

EASY AXIS AT GREATER THAN THE CRITICAL ANGLE Yc

According to the CR model reversal occurs by uniform

rotation for fields at angles y>yc to the easy axis.

Methfessel et a1M6 have, however, observed a non-coherent

process, illustrated in Fig. 2.61, in which the film splits

into elongated parallel domains or bands approximately

perpendicular to the direction taken by the magnetization

vector N just before switching takes place. The field at

which this "partial rotation" occurs is usually slightly

greater than the coherent reversibility limit Her“ The

pattern persists to higher fields until removed either by

domain walls nucleated at the film edges, or,at high angles

7 , by motion of the band wall themselves.

The banded domain pattern is generally considered to

result from the unstable growth of anisotropy dispersion

induced magnetization ripple as the rotational threshold is

approached (see Section 2.4 on magnetization ripple). As the

field increases, the rotational threshold for some of the
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bands is exceeded, and the magnetization in these bands rot—

ates into the other stable direction.' The magnetization in

the unswitched bands is prevented from rotation at their

rotational threshold by magnetostatic coupling with the

switched regions. Since the normal component of the magnet—

ization is not continuous across these domain walls, the wall

energy and hence the wall coercive force is high. Thus read-

justment of the band pattern to one of lower magnetostatic

energy by wall motion does not occur at fields of the order

of Her' A "partially rotated" state results with the bands

now separated by real domain walls. Except for regions close

to the edges of the film, the band structure appears suddenly,

indicating a rotational process. Further, all bands do not

occur simultaneously, but bands which occur later have the

same width and are correctly spaced between the others, indice

ating that the band structure is predetermined by the magnet-

ization ripple before the actual apjearance of the domain

walls.

ThomasTu has analysed an idealized film having altern-

ating bands of anisotropies K and K2, yerjendicular to
l

the magnetization direction just before switching. Consider-

L ing magnetostatic interaction between the bands, Thomas pre-

dicts theoretically a stable partially reversed state similar
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to that just discussed.

2.61 Deficiencies of the Simple Theory

When the partial rotation of thin films is considered

in detail, several important deviations from the simple theory

arise.
1~LI

Referring to Fig. 6.21, the angle X between the

band pattern and the easy axis for reversal by a field H

at the angle y is given by

l

tanx = tangy (2.61)

where we have assumed that the bands are formed perpendicular

to the direction of M at the switching threshold. Experim-

M7 810 and
ental data has been given by Middelhoek and by Smith

is in part reproduced in Fig. 2.62. Agreement is very good

for films of the order of 1000 X, but is clearly inadequate

for the thinner films.

Measurements of the wall densityM7 also show a marked

dependence on thickness, the average width of a domain band

decreasing with increasing thickness, tending to a limiting

value of about 70p for films greater than 1000 X . No

explanation is given by the present model. Indeed, Section

2.43 predicts that the wavelength of the principle component
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of magnetization ripple should increase to infinity at the

rotational threshold and should have no thickness dependence.

The occurrence of partial rotation depends on magneto-

static forces to both produce the initial longitudinal magnet—

ization ripple and to stabilize the banded pattern of switched

and unswitched regions. Since the effectiveness of magneto-

. static forces decreases linearly as the film thickness de—

creases (see for example equation (2.u1u)), the lack of agree-

ment for thinner films can possibly be understood in terms of

a readjustment of ripple direction and wavelength occurring

before the pattern is fully stabilized.

2.7 SWITCHING BY LABYRINTH PROPAGATION FOR FIELDS INCLINED

TO THE EASY AXIS AT GREATER THAN THE CRITICAL ANGLE yo

Noncoherent reversal at angles y>yc has been observed

by Smith et al810 to take place in a fundamentally different

manner to the "partial rotation" process discussed. Reverse

bands are not produced by a rotational process occurring

simultaneously across the whole film. Instead reverse centres

are nucleated at the film edges and propagate across the film

as long filamentary domains, giving a "labyrinth" like flux

pattern of switched and unswitched regions.

The sequential prepagating nature of labyrinth switch-
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ing indicates magnetostatic coupling between the last

switched region and the region to switched next*. In the

model proposed by Smith et al the film is considered as con-

sisting (due to anisotropy dispersion) of a large number of

regions of slightly different rotational thresholds. The

switching behaviour of any region is independently determined

in the first instance by its own local anisotropy while

magnetostatic interaction between the regions is included

later by a standard perturbation procedure. A rigorous

derivation of these perturbation equations has been given by

Harte and SmithH7. We shall reproduce here a somewhat

simplified and, it is hoped, somewhat clearer treatment as

an illustration of the use of perturbation methods with the

Independent Region model.

In Fig. 2.71, (l), (2) and (3) are three regions of

local anisotropy Kl,K2,K3 . Region (1) has switched;

region (2) situated at a characteristic distance R from

region (1) is at its switching threshold; region (3) has not.

 

It may be noted that lateral magnetostatic coupling is

also responsible for the longitudinal magnetization ripple

which initiates a partial rotation pattern.
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  1g. 2‘71 Figure Illustrating Labyrinth Switching"
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yet switched. X and demagnetizing factors NL and NT are

parameters specifying the position and shapes of region (2),

hél) in the thresholdassumed elliptical. The increases

field of region (2) due to interaction with regions (1) and

(3) can be found by equating to zero the sum of the torque

increments acting on (2). To first order,

2 interaction energies between
3 8E2 (1) 3 . .353(333)h2 + 53; ( region (2) and regions (1) ) = O

and (3) (2.71)

where the differential coefficients are evaluated for the un—

perturbed state.

If we consider many regions identical to region (2)

located at all possible angles X about region (1), then the

region to first switch will lie in that direction x which

(1)
h2minimizes the increase in the threshold field. Thus

the optimum x is given by

82 2 interaction energies between
 (2.72)

region (2) and regions (1) and (3)

The interaction energies per unit volume of (2), E21 and

E23 are



73   -; VIM:
F;321=—E§— {cos(¢2-¢l)-BCos(x+¢2)cos(x+¢l)}

L 2

1:323:2nMS {NT(sin(x+¢2)-sin(x+¢3))2+NL(oos(x+¢2)—cos(x+¢3))2}

 

2
V M
l s c

- R3 {oos(¢2-¢3)-3cos(x+¢2)cos(x+¢3)} (2.7J)

where

V1 is the volume of region (1), and

MS is the saturation magnetism for the film material.

E is calculated as the energy of a magnetized ellipse in a
23

uniform sheet minus a dipole - dipole term representing the

missing portion of the sheet, region (1). Substituting

equation (2.73) into (2.72), then

cos2¢2~cos(¢2+¢3)+8{cos(¢1+¢2)-cos(¢2+¢3)}
tan2x = (2.7”)

sin2¢2—sin(¢2+¢3)+B{sin(¢l+¢2)-Sin(¢2+¢3)}
 

where

¢1,¢2,¢3 are unperturbed values, and

3Vl

E?—

B = ”"INT'NLS

Two cases arise.
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2.71 8:0 : Shape Anisotropy and x for Thick Films

If the shape anisotropy energy of region (2) itself

is of much more importance than propagation effects due to

coupling to region (1), then B may be taken equal to Zero

in equation (2.7”), giving

3¢ +¢
_ 1r 2 3

X - 7 - Ii (2.75)

. 1T

7 7 - ¢

where ¢ is the magnetization angle calculated at the rot-

ational threshold for the average anisotropy of the film.

Equation (2.75) is just the result obtained by Middelhoek

(equation (2.61)) and applies well to thicker films.

The increase in the threshold field hél) for 8 =0

3¢ +¢

and X = % - -%——3 may be evaluated from equation (2.71) as

 

 

¢ -¢ ¢ -¢2”. 1 02 2 3 . 2 2 3

h(1)_ 8"Ms°ln§(¢2'¢3){NL°°“ "1r" ‘ NT31“ u } (2 76)
2 ‘ 2Késin(y-¢2) '

¢2-¢3 is small, but +ve so that sin%(¢2-¢3)>O,

  
cos "E” %l and sin -—fi—— +0. Thus the minimum increase  
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in the threshold will occur for those regions for which NL

is small, that is for long elongated domains in the direction

X . Because of the uncertainties in the values of ¢2—¢3 and

(l)
h2of NL and NT , numerical evaluation of is scarcely

justified.

2.72. B = 00: Propagation Effects and X for Thin Films

If the shape anisotropy energy of region (2) itself is

of much less importance than propagation effects due to

coupling to region (1), then 8 may be taken equal to in-

finity in equation (2.7%), giving

¢ +¢ +2¢ '
x =§--—1——-fi——-2- (2.77)

If the anisotropy dispersion is small, we may put

¢2$¢3 ‘2' ¢ and ¢l 4' ¢S

where

are the magnetization angles calculated at the

rotational threshold for the average anisotropy

of the film. ¢ is the angle immediately before,

¢c the angle immediately after switching occursq 
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Thus

_ “ 3¢+¢S
x - 5 - 'E—_' k (2.78)

Equation (2.78) is plotted in Fig. 2.62 and is seen to apply

well to thinner films.

Reasons for the thickness dependence of x are not as

yet well understoodSlO. If only magnetostatic forces are in-

volved, the whole pattern should scale linearly with film

thickness t while B , as a dimensionless product, must

remain constant. Experimentally, this does not happen, the

traverse width w of a switched band instead decreasing with

increasing thickness. Smith810 has thus proposed the follow—

ing tentative explanation. The range of magnetostatic forces

increases with increasing thickness (see equation (2.41%)).

If then the characteristic distance R is assumed proporti—

ional to t,

V/R3 . tRw/R3 m w/t
NT—NL NT-NL NT-NLB an

Since experimentally w decreases and also NT-NL increases

(to the limiting value of an) with increasing t, then B de-

creases with increasing t as % at least. Thus, small values

of 6 might be expected from thick films, large values of B
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from thin films.

 

 

The increase in the threshold field hgl) for B = w

n ¢1+¢3+2¢2
x: 5 - ————fi————- may be evaluated from equation (2.71) as

VM: ¢1‘¢3 ¢1+¢3'2¢2
-—§sin cos

h(l)_ R 2 2
2 - — .

2K2sin(y-¢2)

1 V”: .
7 ErSln(¢S-¢)

is approximatelyNumerical evaluation shows that hél)

independent of y for n—700<y<n and in this range

2
1 VMs 1 wt 2
2 R5 2 R s

h(l) (2.710)2 *‘T *‘T

o
For a permalloy film of thickness t=150 A , taking w=25u ,

3 ergs cm-3 , thenR=50u, M5=800 cgs units, and K=10

hgl)% -0.25. Though the above analysis is inexact, it is an

indication that, for thin films, the switching threshold may

be appreciably lowered by the labyrinth mechanism.
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2.73 Reconciliation of Partial Rotation and Labyrinth Prop—

agation Processes

MiddelhoekM7 has stated that the labyrinth pattern is

not inherent in the reversal process itself, but appears only

when the reversing field is decreased due to demagnetizing

effects within the switched bands. It appears, however, that

‘ this is not true. Cohencg has investigated a single film in

which the anisotropy dispersion has been progressively in—

creased by heat treatment. At low dispersion labyrinth prop-

agation occurs. At high dispersion, simultaneous reversal at

many centres throughout the film is possible without requir-

ing a lowering of the threshold by magnetostatic interaction

with a labyrinth tip. Partial rotation then occurs. Cohen's

work underlines the importance of not only the uniaxial ani«

sotropy, but of the magnitude and scale of the anisotropy dis~

persion in deciding film behaviour.

2.8 TORQUE MEASUREMENTS AND ROTATIONAL HYSTERESIS

Referring to Fig. 2.81, then in normalized notation,

T=sin¢cos¢=hsin(y-¢) is the torque acting on a film due to

a field h applied at an angle y to the easy axis. The

[film has been previously saturated along the easy axis in the

direction shown. Torque curves of T against y are common—
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ly obtained by a mechanical torque magnetometer, a recent

» model of which has been described by Humphrey and JohnstonHSQ

2.81 Theoretical Torque Curves Based on the Coherent

Rotational Model

Fig. 2.82 shows theoretical torque curves for a film

obeying the Coherent Rotational (CR) model. For small fields

h<0.5 , switching of the magnetization from its initial dir-

ection does not occur. The curves are reversible (when

immeasurcd by rotation of the field (h,y) in the +ve and

-ve senses) and of approximately siny~ dependence (curve

(1) of Fig. 2.82). The shape of the curve may be readily

calculated from the torque equilibrium equation.

sin¢cos¢ - hsin(y-¢) = O (2.81)

;;by solving graphically using Fig. 2.32, or analytically by

. assuming a value for ¢ and solving for y .

For field 0.5<h<l.0 , irreversible switching of the

‘rmagnetization occurs at a critical angle ¢r(h) as the field

I(h,y) rotates into the reverse quadrant. The curves are no:

ilonger reversible, but show discontinuous jumps (as switch—

ling occurs) between the two branches of the curve calculated

lfor -¢r<¢<¢r and for "'¢r<¢<“+¢r (curVe (2) of Fig.2.82),

@‘considerable rotational hysteresis loss wr=dey is indic-
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ated by the enclosed area between the curves measured in the

+ve and —ve senses.

For large fields h>l.0, again no irreversible switch-

ing of the magnetization occurs, but the latter rotates con—

tinuously with the field h . The torque curves are revers—

ible and, as the field is increased and g is more closely

aligned with h , tend to the form T=sin¢cos¢+sinycosy .

2.82 Departures from the Coherent Rotational Model

With real films a number of departures from the CR

model occur. For small fields in the range O.3<h<0.5 and

for films for which hC>0.5 so that wall motion reversal

does not occur, the torque curves are of the eXpected CR

form, but show a unidirectional hysteresis loss occurring

about the easy axis direction antiparallel to that of initial

saturation.

Unidirectional rotational hysteresis (UDRH) has been

defined by Doyle, Rudisill and ShtrikmanD3 as one irreversible

jump occurring in every 3600 rotation, as distinct from the

normal uniaxial rotational hysteresis (UARH) in which two

irreversible jumps occur, and is illustrated by the dotted

3. . . W
curves in Fig. 2.82. UDRH was first reported by Doyle et alL

and extended in a further paper by Doyle and PruttonD”. An
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adequate explanation appears to have been provided in terms df

irreversible switching of anisotropy dispersion regions -

(orientated approximately 90° from the average easy axis)

under the sum of the applied field and a local effective

field due to the bulk film magnetization. Consistent with

this model, Doyle et a1D3 report a continuous increase in

UDRH with increasing film coercive force and dispersion.

Uniaxial rotational hysteresis has been reported by

Doyle, Rudisill and ShtrikmanD2 and more recently by a large

number of Workers. Since magnetization reversal occurs by

wall processes at fields below the rotational threshold, large

hysteresis loss occurs for these films at fields (typically

down to h=0.2) considerably lower than the range

D2
O.5<h<l.0 of the CR model. Doyle et al have discussed the

low field difference in terms of a wall motion model of

K1
Kondorsky and a non—coherent magnetization curling model of

Shtrikman and Trevessa. However, in view of the multiple

"reversal processes occurring in real films, it is perhaps

best to determine the points of discontinuity of the torque

curves from an experimental plot of the film switching curve

in the (hL'hT) plane as in Fig. 2.51.

For large fields h>l.0 the torque curves tend to the

expected CR form sinycosY , but have a residual hysteresis

loss occurring about the y=90o and 2700 directions. This'
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can be attributed to irreversible switching of regions in

which the magnitude of the anisotropy is greater than average.

In addition, films of very high dispersion (such as found in

' inverted films or films possessing rotatable anisotropy in

which a new easy axis direction can be established by a large

saturating field) show isotropic rotational hysteresis (IRH).

Typical curves (showing a residual uniaxial Component) are

shown in Fig. 2.83 and are readily explained as the averaged

    

   
  

hysteresis loss for a film consisting of randomly orientated

uniaxial regions. Alternatively, the slightly different View

may be taken that the field produces a rotatable anisotropy

with the anisotropy axis slightly lagging the field direction.

The torque measured then corresponds to that required to move

the anisotropy axis over a local energy minimum (in a similar

manner to the coercive force for domain wall motion). High

field hysteresis loss and IRH have been reported by BozorthBl

for bulk material and by Jacobs and LuborskyJl for permanent

magnet material consisting of randomly orientated uniaxial

particles. For films, investigations have been made by

numerous workers including Takahashi, Watanabe, Kono and

OgawaTz, RobinsonRZ, CohenC7, Lommel and GrahamLz,

I ‘Flanders, Prutton and DoyleF8

by LehrerLa. MayfieldM2

and in somewhat greater detail

has measured the hysteresis loss

by a different method employing a rotating AC field. Doyle
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et a1D2 report a very small high field loss for a low dis—

persion film of hc=0.l7. Again, the general result is

found of increasing loss with increasing film anomaly, dis-

persion and coercive force.

2.83 Anisotropy Measurements

For small fields h , measurement of the anisotropy

can be made from the torque curves by plotting the initial

slope g; of the curve against % and extrapolating to in—

finite field, since

(sin¢cos¢) %% = -—$T (2.82)
y:0 1+ F

0
2
0
;

-<
P3

w
l
w

¢

where

%% has been evaluated by differentiating equation

(2.81).

If the fields used are less than that required to produce rot—

atable anisotropy, then the measurement will depend on the

previous magnetic history of the sample and the measured ani—

sotropy will be the sum of both fixed and rotatable components,

For large fields, measurement can be made of both the rotat-

able and fixed uniaxial anisotropies by separating the con-

stant and sinycosv components of the torque curves (Fig.

2.83).
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CHAPTER 3

THE ORIGIN OF MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY IN

THIN EVAPORATED NICKEL-IRON FILMS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The origin of the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in thin

evaporated Fe—Ni films is imperfectly understood at the

present time. The problem is related to the magnetic anneal-

ing of bulk material, but differs in several important

respects. Firstly, while Fe and Ni films show strong anisot-

ropy, magnetic annealing of pure bulk metals has not been re-

ported.* For bulk Ni-Fe alloys the anisotropy is in the range

l-lelO3 ergs cm-s, compositions from 65 to 85 per cent Ni

responding strongly, compositions from 90 to 92 per cent to a

lesser extent, and compositions outside this range not at all.

Secondly, anneal of bulk Ni-Fe alloys occurs only at high

‘ temperature ( 2 ”500C)Fl, in contrast to the low temperature

(s 3000mm“Slo annealing and, more obviously, the rotatable

anisotropy found in thin films. While low temperature order—

ing of interstitial impurities, such as carbon and nitrogen,

is well established for bulk materials, the magnitude of the

anisotropy involved (% 102 ergs cm-B) is inadequate to account.
5
t‘

* with the possible exception of Fe, where a small effect

may exist.
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for that observed in films. Further, Grahame” has found no

anisotropy (<lO2ergs cm‘z) in Ni foils prepared from the bulk,

indicating that anisotropy is due to some inherent property

of evaporated films rather than their thinness as such. A

number of theories have been advanced for bulk material over

a space of many years. A proposal which appears at the

present time to be most promising is the directional ordering

theory developed by NeelNl—S

et alcz. Reviews of bulk anneal have been given by Becker

, Taniguchi et al T2 and Chikazumi

and Daring (in German)32, Chikazumi(in Japanese)cu,BozorthBlo

and GrahamGZ.

A discussion will thus be given here of some of the

features and possible causes of film anisotropy. In view of

their importance to the general problem, sections 3.2 and 3.3

are devoted to a review of reported results on film micro-

structure and on film stress, respectively. Section 3.5 is a

review of certain aspects of directional ordering theory

needed in an explanation of anisotropy in films. Section 3.4

discusses the anisotropies observed in Ni and Fe with emphasis

on a clear separation of the non-rotatable anisotropy Ku

and the pseudo rotatable anisotropy Kr . Some confusion has

resulted in the past from failure to make this distinction.

The non-rotatable anisotropy Ku of normally incident films

is most likely due to a combination of



- directional Fe—Ni pair ordering,

— directional ordering of imperfections, and

— anisotropic elastic stress and magneto—striction.

Section 3.7 discusses evidence for directional pair and

imperfection ordering in zero magneto-striction permalloy and

indicates the importance of magnetic anneal experiments in

providing information on the different imperfections contrib-

uting. Section 3.8 discusses the compositional variation Ku

in terms of pair ordering and an "equivalent" anisotropic

stress which may arise either from elastic stress, or from

imperfection ordering. Section 3.6 has been added for com-

pleteness and shows that crystalline texture does not contrib-

ute to the anisotropy Ku . Crystalline texture has been dis—

cussed in the literature principally for oblique incident

films and certain of the arguments used there are inapplicable

in the present case. Pseudo-rotatable anisotropy Kr seems

most likely to result from a distribution throughout the

film of randomly orientated centres of high anisotropy. Ani—

sotropy is established by magnetic interaction rather than by

a structural anisotropy of the film. Section 3.9 discusses

various features of this model. Finally, Section 3.10 is a

brief review of the causes of anisotropy in oblique incident

films, which appear well understood at the present time.
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3.2 CRYSTAL ORIENTATION AND MICROSTRUCTURE

3.21 Crystallite Size, Shape and Orientation

The microstructure of thin films has been extensively

Ei,K5,v2,A2,Pu,p5,H5,c7,M5,Y2
investigated using a range of

techniques including transmission electron microscopy (TEM),

transmission electron diffraction (TED), reflection electron

diffraction (RED) and X-ray diffraction (XD). A very useful

article on general film microstructure with a review of TEM

and ED techniques has been given by Basset et alBlZ.

A2’H5’C7’M5 show that Fc—Ni films are
0

polycrystalline with a crystallite size of 200—1000 A. A

TEM investigations

slow deposition rate, or an increased substate temperature

(aSOOOC), favours an increased crystallite size due to the

lower initial nucleation densityClO’S7. Crystallite size may

also be increased by annealing at aBOOOCCIO. No geometrical

anisotropy in crystallite shape has been reported in normally

incident films. Oblique incident films show a "chain"

H5,S7
structure whose long axis is normal to the incident

vapour plane, with elongation of the individual crystallites

in the vapour direction for very large angles of incidencecg.

TED, RED and XD studies indicate the normal body

centred (alloys < 25 per cent Ni), or face centred
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(alloy > 25 per cent Ni) cubic lattice with no evidence of

addition phases such as ordered Ni3Fe. Crystal orientation

is either random or sometimes shows a texture axis formation.

The details of the texture structure is subject to consider-

PM
able disagreement and while some workers have found no

H5,M5
structure , persistent reports of texture have been made.

K5
Knorr et a1 and Yelon et alY2 (using XD) report [111],

[221] and [110] texture in Fe; VerderberV2 (using XD) reports

[111] and [311] texture in alloys from 50 to 82 per cent Ni;

AdamskyA2 (using XD and ED) reports [111] texture in Fe, perm~

C7 (using RED) reports [110] texture inalloy and Ni; Smith

permalloy. HeidenreichH5 suggests that RED is unreliable and

that the apparent texture may be a surface effect due to an

orientated oxide layer. It appears that texture, principally

(111], may occur for Ni, permalloy and Fe. It is important

' to note that no reports of a [100] texture have been made. The

most extensive texture reported occurs for Fe and involves some

50 per cent of the material. For Ni and permalloy a 20 per

cent texture seems a more probable figure. Texture tends to

form more readily for higher substrate temperatures (220000)

and for thicker films (though see Yelon et alyz). For normally

incident films the texture axis is found normal to the film =

plane (the accuracy of such a determination is probably é2°)9

while for oblique incident films the texture axis lies in the
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plane of incidence as shown in Fig. 3.21 and may be tilted up

to approximately 100 toward the vapour source.

3.22 Oxide and Other Impurities

The existence of oxide in technical films deposited on

glass is well established (films deposited in a "technical"

vacuum of the order of lO'Smm of Hg).Reports of oxide have

been made by numerous workers including Moore et a1M5 (perm—

P59P7ap8 (NiO in Ni filmss

H5

alloy films, TED); Prosen et al

TED); AdamskyA2 (£9,203 in Fe films); Heidenreich et :11

(Fe, permalloy and perminvar films,RED) and Smith et alC7

(permalloy films,RED). HeidenreichH5 reports that the oxide

has a preferential orientation with a [220] texture axis and

moreover that no magnetic anisotropy is developed in films

showing no presence of oxide. While the effect of oxygen on

film anisotropy is important, it appears now that it is b"

means necessary. Further, aware of Heidenreich's results,

both MooreM5 and SmithC7 have investigated films which were

anisotropic, but for which no preferential oxide orientation

could be detected.

The importance of small quantities of other impurities

AMis also firmly established. Prutton et al reported that

the anisotropy of Ni-Fe films is extremely dependent on the
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Fig. 3.21 Diagram Illustrating a Film deposited at an Oblie

que Angle of Incidence of g

The direction Q3 of the crystalline texture axis is
inclined at an angle T] towards S and lies in the ”plane of
incidence" (yz). Anisotropic mechanical stress will be
taken agnositive if the film is in tension along the x—axis.

The magnetic anisotropy constant K will be taken as positive
if the easy axis lies in the x-axis direction-
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material of the crucible used for evaporation. X-ray

fluorescence analysis indicates that the amount of contamin-

ation involved is less than 1 per cent. Further, addition to

_the melt of traces of manganese (0.5 per cent), titanium

(0.2 per cent), aluminium (3 per cent), copper (3 per cent),

or cobalt (3 per cent) can significantly alter the magnetic

propertiespg’Blu.

3.23 Structural Defects

As is well known, films contain extensive structural

defects. TED patterns show the satellite Spots associated

with severe lattice twinningC7. TBM observations of twinning

bands, stacking faults and dislocation loops in a number of

metals are discussed in some detail by Bassett et alBlZ.

A3 has made several observations on Ni films. Disloc-

10 to 1011 cm per cm3

Anderson

ation line densities of the order of 10

are reported.

3.2% Chemical Inhomogeneity

Alloy films show considerable chemical inhomogeneity.

Chu et a1C6 report for permalloy films variations in com-

position of up to 3 per cent at 0.001 in. intervals. Films

of nominally zero average magneto—striction may be strain
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{ensitive on a microscopic scale. Further information on film

inhomogeneity and stratification has been given by Hermitage

rat a1H8.

.3o3 MECHANICAL STRESS

$3.31 Causes of Stress

It is likely that stress in an evaporated film is the

[ net result of a number of different contributing mechanisms.

- Differential Thermal Expansion between Film and Substrate

Stress may result from differential thermal expansion

Ibetween the film and substrate as the former cools below the

irecrystallization temperature. Differential eXpansion was

Efirst proposed by Murbach et a1Ml to eXplain a correlation

abetween stress and recrystallization temperature for evaporat-

led films of a number of different metals. Support is given

73y the work of FreedmanF6
t1,(

on Ni evaporated on single crystal

AfCl, for which a reversible appearance and disappearance of

' iles occurred on heating and cooling of a film partially

frayed from the substrate. Such a reversible dependence

Etrain on temperature is consistent with a differential

§[sion model.

 



- Intrinsic Film Stress, Lattice Defects and Crystallite

Surface Energies

  

  

 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

  
  
  

 

  
  

   

Differential thermal expansion alone however does not

};provide a complete description. The magnitude of the stress

; in permalloy (81 per cent Ni, 19 per cent Fe) on soda glass,

} both of which have a coefficient of linear expansion of

‘5 OC'l, cannot be explained. Nor is it1 approximately 1.2x10

::consistent with the irreversible stress anneal behaviour in

i the temperature range 100-30000 observed in Ni films by

lCl’Hl’H2. Hoffman et al proposed instead aJ Hoffman et a

‘ qualitative explanation in terms of the initial diffusion and

E aggregation of vacancies and their final coalescence into

W5 have measured stress as ai;dislocation rings. Smith et a1

l'function of evaporating rate and substrate temperature during

¥'deposition (see Fig. 3.31) and propose a different model based

lion crystallite surface energy. Smith suggests that at low

; temperatures tensile stress results from a tendency for

:;aeighbouring crystallites to coalesce to reduce surface energy.

lgflt temperatures of the order of 2000C, crystallite size is I

alarger and a compressive stress may result from the surface

S7 has calcul-iiension of the individual crystallite. Smith

lated that the surface energy involved is more than adequate

Ito supply the elastic strain energy observed. Difficulty
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Tension

 

Compression 
IP10 - n 9Prutton 81 2 per cent Fe, 800 to 1:00 A ;

subBtrate glass; 105mm of Hg, deposition rate

40 A sec1 ‘

Weiss and Smith W4, 83per cent Ni; 17 per cent Fe

in melt; 200 to 2000 A; substrate g1?85 or :nica,

105mm Hg; deposition rate 4 A sec1

g. 5 31 The Variation of Stress in Permalloy Films with

Substrate Temperature TS
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occurs in explaining the tension again found at higher

temperatures 230000. This theory receives however some

support in explaining the anisotropic tension known to exist

along the long axis of the "chain" structure of oblique in—

cident films.

- Epitaxial Misfit

Stress may result from epitaxial misfit for films evap~

orated on single crystal substrates. Bassett et alB12 report

that the lattice spacing of a film is that of the bulk material

even when of an average thickness of a few atomic layers. No

evidence of polymorphism exists. Epitaxial misfit may thus

be eXpected to produce a stress strongly localized in the

surface layer. The independence of stress on film thicknessF”

is an indication that this is not a significant mechanism in

most cases.

3.32 Methods of Measuring Stress

Reported Experimental Data

Methods of measurement of film stresses can be divided

into two classes:

- Measurement of Crystal Lattice Strain

For single crystal films the elastic strain can con“
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veniently be found from a measurement of the lattice parameter

Mu,P2 F6
by standard electron , or X-ray diffraction techniques.

Difficulty occurs for polycrystalline films. The X-ray

W2
diffraction method of Warren et al for determining rms strain

and crystallite size from a Fourier analysis of line profiles

fails for thin films as usually only one line can be measured.

89
Techniques using a single line only suffer from considerable

GI‘I‘OI’S ll 0

- Measurement of Stresses Transmitted to the Substrate

The stress transmitted by a film to the substrate can

‘be found by depositing the film on a thin elastic substrate   

  
  

  

 

  
  
  

 

  

and determining the resulting substrate curvature. The sub-

strate may be a cantilever beam whose deflection is measured,_

or a plate whose curvature can be found by the optical Newton

"ring technique. The latter allows stress anisotropy to be

'lalso determined.

Stresses arising from differential expansion or epitaxial

27*sfit may be expected to be transmitted to the substrate.

thr intrinsic stresses it is conceivable that significant

fiaresses internal to the film will also be present. The

F6
Eganges in lattice parameter and in various magnetic proper:

S7,F6,Y1,H7
fees on stripping films from their substrates are  
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- consistent with the almost complete relief on any average

stress component. Randomly orientated micro-stress centres

most likely still remain.

Stresses in normally incident permalloy films have been

W5
. measured by Smith et al (cantilever beam technique)“ and by

Pruttonplo (Newton ring technique), and for comparison have

been replotted in Fig. 3.31. Both Smith and Prutton report

a stress essentially independent of film thickness and of

composition (near 81 per cent Ni, 10 per cent Fe), but

dependent on substrate temperature and deposition rate. The

different temperature dependence is unexplained. Prutton

also finds any anisotropic stress component to be less than

108 dynes cm'z.

PM . . ** . .

(Newton ring technique) have investigeHoffman et al

‘ ated obliquely deposited Fe films (substrate temperature 75°C,

0 - ..
deposition rate *60 A sec 1) at angles of inCidence ; up to

{36.50. Hoffman et al report an isotropic tension and an

 

'* Earlier work (by the Newton ring technique) of an incon-

lglusive nature has been briefly reported in references H7, C7,

[37.

A detailed account of the Newton ring technique is given.

earlier and less extensive investigation is reported in

#kference F2.
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anisotropic tension, the latter approximately proportional to’

(l-cosc) and normal to the plane of incidence (along the

x-axis in Fig. 3.21). A maximum stress occurs at a film

‘ thickness of 700 X. For a 1000 3 film at c = 35.50, iso—

tropic and anisotropic stresses are 6x109 and 8x10 dynes cm.2

respectively. The accuracy of the results infers that any

anisotropic stress existing in normally incident films is

less than 108 dynes cm'2.

MacdonaldM2 has reported an anisotropic stress of

5x108 dynes cm-2 for Ni film deposited at normal incidence in.

P10
a magnetic field. It is felt , in view of the failure by

many workers to detect anisotropic stress of this magnitude

in normally deposited films, that Macdonald's results may

have been due to anisotropy of the single crystal mica sub-

strates used. However, anisotropic stress < 108 dynes cm—2

may well be present. The results of stripping of normally

incident filmsYl are suggestive.

Additional indirect evidence for film stress is provided

"by a number of magnetic measurements. Anomalous values have V

F6 ,NS
been reported for "out of the plane" film anisotropy and

for the crystalline anisotropy constant Kl of single crystal

filmst’C8. A detailed analysis of these effects is given by

,FreedmanFs. Again, an isotropic stress of the order of

10 dynes cm"2 is indicated.
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3.“ SOME PROPERTIES OF Ni AND Fe FILMS.

PSEUDO-ROTATABLE AND ROTATABLE ANISOTROPIES

Both Ni and Fe films normally show a pseudo—rotatable

anisotropy (PRA), in that the direction of the anisotropy can

be rotated by saturating fields of the order of the anisotropy

field itself. Thus for "initial" measurementsfi, PRA films

will appear to have a fixed uniaxial anisotropy. For satur—

ated measurements, for example the measurement of saturated

hysteresis loops, PRA films will appear isotropic in any

direction.

Fig. 3.41 shows typical results of torque studies on

PRA films. The magnitude of the siny and sin2y torque

components and of the rotational hysteresis less Wr is

 

* Examples of "initial" measurements are

~ the direction of the remanent magnetization,

— the hysteresigraph initial susceptibility,

- the siny component of low field torque curves.

All these properties are measured with small applied fields,

\and the term "rotatable initial susceptance" (R18) is cons

veniently used to collectively describe them.
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plotted against the applied field H. The low field behav-

iour is consistent with an apparent fixed anisotropy Kr .

LAs H is increased to the order of the anisotropy field

VKr/ZMS, the initial anisotropy is destroyed, and an isotropic

rhysteresis loss occurs associated with the independent switch—

fing of material of randomly orientated anisotropy. The sin2y

.lcomponent at high fields indicates a residual fixed anisotropy

Ku . Ku is an order of magnitude less than Kr and independ-

llent of both the magnitude and direction of Kr .

In addition to the PRA properties discussed above,

L3
:oxidized Ni films , or Ni films greater than a critical

Lu. O .
.thlckness of + 900 A , show a true rotatable anisotropy (RA).

IRotatable anisotropy has not been reported for Fe or for

leompositions of +ve magneto-strictionLu. RA films differ from

“PRA films in that the anisotropy is rotatable only in fields

9f magnitude greater than the anisotropy field itself.*

pTorque curves show a sin2y component corresponding to Kr

Eefore the anisotropy is destroyed. The curve of loss Wr

'against field H shows two peaks. The first is associated

with normal irreversible switching of the film considered as

having a fixed anisotropy Kr .‘ The second is due to the

 

Differences in hysteresigraph behaviour for PRA and RA

films have been discussed by LehrerLl.
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éestruction of Kr and the increase of isotropic hysteresis.'

it high fields a residual fixed anisotropy Ku is found as

infers.

For PRA films Kr may be found from the hysteresigraph

€§itial susceptance. Alternatively, Kr may be estimated

ising torque curve data from the field H5 at which the

§5ny torque component is a maximum, or from the field H; at

‘Aich the loss WP is a maximum. It may he expected that

+ §HKP , while HS will be somewhat greater than §HKr .

>
=§HK for a film obeying the CR nmflel. Hg is < THK for

ginon-ideal film with hC 3 1.0, respectively). For RA films,

may be estimated from the field Hg at which the torque

an27 curve corresponding to Kr , or from the field H; at

is lower peak of the Mr curve. Data for Ni and Fe collected

gem various sources is given in Tables 3.R2 and 3.43.

DIRECTIONAL ORDERING

In substitutional alloys of the Fe-Ni type, the average

istial distribution of the three possible bond types Fe—Fe,

juNi, and Fe-Ni is normally isotropic. If, however, the bond

Bkrgies are differently dependent on the angle between the

-sd and a reference direction established, for example by a



"%"v‘fih tfis'ANIsotkosY’0F Ni

Substrate Pressure

and Subst.
Temp 0

mm of Hg

'5Glass 10

200°

Glass ”

50°C

Glass

20°C

Evap. Thick- Quantity Measured *
Rate ness

0 _ O
A sec 1 A

~ 1000 Ku 3x103 ergs cm‘3 .
. _ a

H; 50 oe equivalent to 12x103 ergs cm 3

The results quoted are from torque magneto-

meter measurements by RobinsonRz. The films

showed PRA properties.

8 600 Ku 3x103 ergs cm-3

to H; 500 oe equivalent to 117x103 ergs em-s.

2500 The results quoted are from torque magneto-

meter measurements by LehrerLu. The films

showed RA properties.

‘ ‘ Ku 3x103 ergs cm—3
3Hé 50 oe equivalent to 11.7x10 ergs cm'a.

The results quoted are from torque magneto-

meter measurements by Graham and LommelGH’G§

The films showed PRA prOperties with Hé

varying from 10 to 100 oe. The results

given indicate that HP+2Hé .
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sufifltrate Pressure ' Evap. Thick— Quantity Measured*
and Rate ness
Temp. 0 -l 0

mm of Hg A see A

Evaporated 10"5 “ ‘ Ku 3.5x103 ergs cm-3

Molybdenum or Kr 30x103 ergs cm-3

underlayer 10-10 The results quoted are from torque magneto-

on glass meter measurements by Lommel and GrahamLs.

The films showed RA properties. Ku and Ki

have been estimated from torque curves

given for the applied fields H=750 and

ZHOO oe, respectively.

NOTES:
 

- Definitions of Kr’ Ku, Hfi and Hg are given in the text of Section 3.”.

- If H

ial hard axis hysteresis loop to saturation, then HK = 2(Kr+Ku)/M*2Kr/Ms.

K is the normal anisotropy field obtained by extrapolating the init-

— All anisotropy values quoted have been measured at room temperature.

Conversion has been made between anisotropy field values H and the "equivalent"

anisotropy energy densities K using the formulae H = 2K/MS, where the saturation

magnetization Ms has the value #85 cgs units for Ni at 20°C.

h
I
I



Glass

75°C

. o _

mm of Hg A see

10
-€

60

l

ness

0
A

600

350

. a
Quantity Measured

3K 2.7x10 ergs cm-a.u
Hfi 19 oe equivalent to 16.3x103 ergs cm‘3

H; 26 oe equivalent to 22.3x103 ergs cm‘a.

The results quoted are from torque magneto-

meter measurements by TakahashiTs. The

films showed PRA properties.

Ku
H 35 0e
C 3 -3

Kr 30x10 ergs cm .

The results quoted are from hysteresisgraph

measurements by Knorr and Hoffmanxu. The

films showed PRA properties. The value of

Kr has been inferred from the BH curves

given in Fig; 4 of reference Kn.

 

  

5’:

H

H
0'1



 

\
A:

,- 17f” ' *
Substrate Pressure Evap. Thick- Quantity Measured
and Subst.

Temp.
mm of

Glass “

NOTES:

- Definiti

- If HK

hard axi

Rate ness

fig X sec"1 2

‘ 790 Ku 1.5x103 ergs cm"3

HC #2 0e

The results quoted are from hysteresisgraph

measurements by Vrambout and de Grevevs and

are the averages of the values for film

samples 1 to 11 of that reference. The

films showed PRA properties.

one of Kr’ Ku, Hé and Hg are given in the text of Section 3.” .

is the normal anisotropy field obtained by extrapolating the initial

s hysteresis loop to saturation, then HK = 2(Kr+Ku)/M%2Kr/M.

- H is the normal coercive force measured in the easy axis direction.
c

- All anis

*
ConverSion has

ctropy values quoted have been measured at room temperature.

been made between anisotropy field values H and the "equivalent"

anisotropy energy densities K using the formulae H = 2K/Ms, where the saturation

magnetization MS has the value 171” cgs units for Fe at 20°C.

S
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dNu,'r2 ,c2 21
Wrgnetic fiel , or an applied stress , a short range‘

@irectional order or anisotropy will result. Further, in

fiddition to the normal pair ordering of the substitutional

'alloy constituents, pair ordering of vacancies or of sub—

'contribute to the anisotropy in both alloys and pure metals.

"The effective number of possible pairs will be proportional

to

nclzcz2 per unit volume,

there n is the number of atoms per unit volume, and

7 cl, c2 are the fractional concentration of the relevant

constituents.

Interstitial impurities or other defects which may

leingularly define a direction in space will also directionally

@rder. In this case the effective number will be simply

’yropcrtional to

no per unit volume,

there c is the fractional impurity concentration.

At any temperature TA , the equilibrium spatial distrib—

Wtion of pairs or interstitials will be given by the Boltzmann

aunction at that temperature. Since the ordering energies

E? —15 -16
g.volved (of the order of 10 to 10 ergs) are small

13
QS-pared to the thermal energy (kTA=10' ergs at TA=450°c),
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the effective number of aligned pairs or interstitials will be

w(TA)
An°° c=ncl c2 . —§ETX for substitutionals (3.51):

w(T )
Anm c=nc . -§EéF- for interstitials,

A

where w(TA) is a measure of the ordering energy per pair or

interstitial.

The approach to equilibrium with time t is given by

An = Anco (l-axp(- $—))
A

where

A is a constant, and

T0 is a measure of the activation energy required for

diffusion of the substitutionals, or interstitials,

between the possible sites.

If a magnetic anneal is carried out at TA for time t

and the material cooled to temperature T such that the

Aequilibrium distribution at TA is quenched in, the anisotropy

jenergy produced will be
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K = Kw (l—exp(— $4) (3.52)
11

where Km = Anm w(T)

acnel c2 -—§ETr—£L- for substitutionals

and

w(T)w(TA)
Kco mnc -—§TfiT—_-' for interstitials.

A

3.51 Ordering in Bulk Materials

Directional ordering of the alloy constituents has been

applied to bulk materials with some success. NeelNu and

Taniguchi et alT2 have predicted the angular dependence of

the anisotropy in crystals in approximate agreement with

Flexperiment. Experimental data by Ferguson on Fe-Ni alloys

is in good agreement, giving anisotropies of the correct

magnitude (of the order of 2x103 ergs cm-a) and a time con—

stant TA (independent of composition in the range 40—100

per cent Ni) of Ion secs. at T =uSOOC. Table 3.51 givesA

data on the anisotropy expected from various types of sub-

stitutional impuritiesPQ’Fs. Ordering of interstitial

N5,Rl
carbon in iron has been well established and is the
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Material AtomicoRadius Aniéotropz

A ergs cm

Al 1.#3 200

c 0.77 1300

Co 'l.26 _ 300

Cu 1.27 300

fFe 1.26 300

My 1.29 300

N 0.71 ‘ r 1600'

O 0.60 2600

Si 1.18 350

Fig.’ 3.51 Induced Anisotropies for Various Substitu-

tional Impurities in Iron

Data: Prutton?9. 
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sause of diffusion "after-effect". For carbon at room

temperature the relaxation time is approximately lsec, and

.the magnitude of the anisotropy at the solid solubility

limit* is % 102 ergs cm-Z. It appears that carbon is hence

Mnimportant in thin films (however, see Matcovich et alMB).

Similar effects for nitrogen have been reportede. Directional

ordering of vacancies in pure Ni has been discussed by Seeger

SB K6
et a1 and Klein et al

.3'52 The Origin of the Ordering Interaction Energy

The origin of the interaction energy w is at present

in some doubt. A useful review has been given by RathenauRl.

Both substitutionals and interstitials will produce some

distortion of the normal lattice and hence an energy through

Imagneto-strictive coupling with the resultant stress. In

:addition, the distribution of nearest neighbours at such

lpoints is no longer isotropic. An exchange energy contrib-

fition can then ariseNu‘Bla. Neel has presented a simple

élassical phenomenological theory of crystalline anisotropy

end magneto-striction which relates this exchange energy to

 

*  0.01 per cent at room temperature. Carbon at concentrations

above the solubility limit is not effective.
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the magnetomstriction constants, 1100, A111, and the elastic

constants, C11, C12, Cu“, of the material as

me. = -l]f(2Bl—B2) = — fi-(A (Cll-C12)—A C ) (3.53)100 111 ”H

where

2 is the exchange energy per atom, and

n is the number of atoms per unit volume.

   

   

  
  
  
  
  
  

   
  

  

Thus, in both cases an interaction energy prOportional to the

magneto-striction is predicted. Gross defects such as voids,,

dislocation planes and regions of impurity segregation, etc.,

will also have an interaction energy associated with them.

In principle, ordering will result at temperatures at which

the mobility of the defect is sufficient for ordering to take

place during the time of the anneal. Such defects will have,

as before, a magneto-strictive and an exchange "surface"

energy associated with them. They may also have a demagnet-

izing energy, The latter will be proportional to M52. For

Ni rich alloys the temperature variation of M82 is very

similar to that of the magneto-striction, however, a distincts

ion can be made by the compositional variation particularly

in the permalloy region of zero magneto-striction.
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I3.6 ANISOTROPY IN NORMALLY INCIDENT FILMS

PREFERRED CRYSTALLINE ALIGNMENT AND ISOTROPIC STRESS

Uniaxial anisotropy can arise due to crystalline ani—

:sotropy if a preferential crystal alignment takes place. In

laddition, a further component will result from the now ani—

sotropic magneto-strictive properties of the material and the.

large isotropic stress known to exist in thin films. It has

been convincingly shownP” that crystalline texture axis form-

gation gives an anisotrOpy both in the wrong direction and an

E'order of magnitude too small to explain the anisotrOpy K

,of oblique incident films. It is, however, still possible

'on these grounds that crystal alignment may contribute to the

'smaller fixed anisotropy Ku of normally incident films, if

1we are prepared to assume that a weak texture structure is

1formed in the correct direction. While electron and X-ray

Vfiiffraction evidence cast serious doubt on the existence of

an inclined texture axis in normally incident films, the re-

Fults of these studies have been somewhat contradictory (see

fiection 3.2). It is thus worthwhile to consider the pre-

iictions of such a mechanism more fully for the normally—

cident case, and to show that it is in fact deficient on

sTwerous other counts.
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3.61 Calculation of the Anisotropy Produced by a Crystalline

Texture Axis

The anisotropy due to a texture axis structure may be

licalculated from the phenomenological equation for the magnet-

ic anisotrOpy energy of a cubic crystal as given by Kittele,

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2Kl(ala2+a2a3+a3al) + Kzala2a3

22 2
* Bl‘“1exx+“2eyy+“3933) * B2‘“1°‘29xy+°‘2°‘3 eyz+“3“1ezx’

2 2 2 l 2 2 2
+ 7C11(exx +eyy +ezz )+ 7CMu(exy+eyz +ezx )

+C12(ey +e ) (3.61)yezz+ezzexx xxeyy

where

al,a2,q3 are the directional cosines of the magnetization

vector M with respect to the crystallographic [100] axes,

J exx’eyy’ezz’eyz’ezx’exy are the strain components relative

to the same axes,

Kl,K2 are the crystalline anisotropy constants,

I - 3 _ .

Bl- '7A100(C11'Cl2)’ B2- -3A111Cuu are the magneto-elastic

coupling coefficients, and
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C11,C12,Cuu are the elastic constants.

The energy is averaged over all possible crystal

orientations by deriving an unstable coordinate transform—

ation between the crystallographic [100] axes and axes (x,y,z)

fixed to the plane of the film as in Fig. 3.21, such that an

arbitrary rotation may be performed around the texture axes

direction. For small angles of tilt n of the texture axis

from the normal to the film, the anisotropy energy is closely

of uniaxial Ksing form, where the anisotropy constant K is

given byPl+

K = .- AOX‘I'BOY - C

- (ox+oy)(A-B)—(ox—oy)(A+B) — C (3.62)

where, referring to Fig. 3.21,

are the stress components in the plane of the

film,

A, B, C are constants depending on the angle n'

such that A-B and C are proportional to

sinzn and

K is considered positive if the easy axis lies

along the x-axis direction.
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If magneto-striction may.be neglected, the averaging

63 and KittelKu haveprocedure is very simple. Goodenough

given explicit details of this calculation.‘ Knorr and

HoffmanK5 have described the analysis for the more general

case, where magneto-striation cannot be neglected. For a

[111] texture axis a solution can only be obtained numeric-

PMally, and Pugh et al have given curves of A, B and C as

functions of n for Fe and Ni. Fox [hkO] texture an

analytic solution has been obtained by Yelon et alYQ.

3.62 Anisotropies in Fe and Ni

Contradictions of the Texture Axis Theory with

Experiment

Table 3.61 gives the anisotropy values, calculated from

the data of references Pu and Y2 , which may be expected for

various texture axis structures, if the texture involves 20 per

cent of the total material, is inclined at n=10O to the .

normal, and the film is under an isotropic stress of

10 dynes cm-z. In the case of pure Fe and Ni (see Tables10

3.#2 and 3.H3), the predicted anisotropy is comparable to

the fixed anisotropy Ku , but inadequate by an order of

magnitude to explain the initial anisotropy Kr . In the case

of permalloy the predicted anisotropy is too small by several-



_ EKISOtEOPIss PRonucsn BY VARIOUS CRYSTALLINE TEXTURE AXIS STRuéTfigzs

Material [111] Texture [110] Texture [100] Texture

m m m
c a c
wp o p ~H¥ o 9 W9 0 9
Hi: .... c. HC‘. H 1:: Hr: -.-u c:
H m a o rim a o rim m 0
run Ocnc inc Gena In: 0(nc
4J0 F4030 H #0 Same r-I +40 Sumo .—I
m n. +Jo a m m a. v otm m m a. +1m m m
>sE 095 +4 >‘E 097:? P >553 OLE +’
no mvo o 90 mp0 0 no mp0 0
oo Hmo &« oo Hmo B 90 HmU a

-3 3 -3 -3 -3 -3
ergs cm x10 ergs cm x10 ergs cm x10

Fe "1-.”> -3.l+ _l+.9 ‘0.60 +1.7 +1.1 +2.1 +4.9 "'7.0

Ni +0.1u +2.u +2.5 +0.02 -2;u —2.u -o.19 -u.1 -u.3

Permalloy +0,03 ‘ +0.03 +0.01 ' +0.01 -0.05 " -0.05

NOTES:
 

This Table gives the values of the anisotropies produced by various

crystalline texture-axis structures. It is assumed that the texture axis in—

volves 20 per cent of the total film material, is inclined at 100 to the

normal and that the film is under an isotropic tensile stress of 1010

The values of the constants KPu 1’ K2; “100' 1111; C11’
given by Pugh et a1 . The anisotropy is denoted as +ve, if the easy axis lies

dynes cm‘z.

C12, can used are as

in the direction normal to the plane of incidence containing the texture axis

(866 Fig. 3.21).
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dysers of magnitude to be of any significance. Various

   

   

 

  
   

    

  

    
  

  

ggrkers have reported no correlation between the amount of

Es ture in a film and the observed anisotropy, but these

,bservations have generally been made for oblique incident

films. However, an explanation of Ku in Fe and Ni fails

sh several additional counts;

- TakahashiT3 reports that Ku for Fe decreases with

”increasing substrate temperature during deposition, whereas

'the best texture is formed as the temperature increases.

[Similar measurements for Ni do not appear to have been made.

- Takahashi also reports that the temperature variat-

‘ion of the Ku for Fe does not agree with the temperature

{dependence of the bulk crystalline anisotropy constant K1

.(the effect of K2 may be neglected). From Table 3.61, how—

Jsver, the principle contribution to Ku arises through the

risotropic stress. Ku has been plotted against temperature

. from Takahashi) in Fig. 3.62, together with the variation

bf Ms’ Kl’xlll andA100 for bulk Fe. While recent determin-

Jmtions of K1 depart considerably from the KlaMSl0 re-
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*
lationship assumed by Takahashi , it is evident that Ku

agrees with neither Kl nor with the magneto-striction or a

**
combination of both .

For Ni the crystalline anisotropy is in order of magnitw

ude less than the stress component and may be neglected. Ku

G4 .
(flom Graham et al ) and Ms’ A111 and A100 for N1 have been

plotted in Fig. 3.63. Again, the variation of Ku and the

magneto—striction differ, principally in the temperature at

*as
which each fall to zero .

 

The relationship K 10

C5 Z2

¢MS is based on theoretical work by
l

'Carr and Zener and has been fitted by them to experimental

resultsB7 given by Bozorth (1937) and Honda et al (1928)~V

More recent data indicates a M55 or MSu dependenceBll’Gl.i

as
The exact temperature variation of the stress component

can only be found by a calculation of the anisotropy as out—

lined in Section 3.61 for the values of the magneto-striction

‘ and elastic constants at each temperature for the particular

Crystallographic texture concerned. It is reasonable, how-

'ever, for the present argument to assume an approximate

I variation as the magneto-stricture_constants themselves.

*fifi . . _
The temperature uncertainty in the data for Ku lS

.estimated by Lemmel and Graham as 10°C.
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3 The Temperature Dependence of the Fixed Anisotropy Ku
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, — Results by Takahashi indicate for Fe that Ku is

independent of whether a glass or quartz substrate is used.

-§ut since the different thermal coefficients of expansion of

jglass and quartz may be expected to produce a different

~fi30tr0pic_stress, this is at variance with the anisotropy

stress mechanism discussed and indicates instead isotropic

fiagneto—strictive properties for the film.

- It is difficult to explain the reorientation of the

anisotropy axis, which may be produced by magnetic annealing

at temperatures less than 300°C (an annealing time constant

Iof 10u secs is found at 3000C) with recrystallization and

reorientation of a texture axis. While no direct data

appears to exist in the literature on the effects of anneal

on texture structure in thin films, primary recrystallization

Cannot be expected in bulk materials, even after severe cold

working at temperatures less than ”00°C for Fe and 550°C for

‘N132,ss,35,34.
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3.7 ANISOTROPY IN NORMALLY INCIDENT PERMALLOY FILMS.

DIRECTIONAL ORDERING

Permalloy films, evaporated under normal conditions,

show a small non-rotatable anisotropy Ku . Since permalloy

films have zero average magneto-striction, K may be expect—
u

ed to be solely due to directional ordering of either Fe—Ni

pairs or impurities. Several observations may be made.

3.71 Fixed Anisotropies and Anisotropies Rotatable by Low

Temperature Magnetic Anneal

Directional pair ordering alone is inconsistent with

the low temperature annealing behaviour of technical films.

‘SegmflllerSlo reports that the temperature variation of the

'anisotropy of permalloy films is reversible up to 3000C, if

Tho field is applied. If a field is applied along the hard

:direction, a gradual rotation of the easy axis into the new

'direction occurs. Segmuller reports relaxation times

associated with this anneal as ranging from approximately

1 sec at 300°C (for a small irreversible anisotropy decrease

phich occurs immediately on applying the field) to a time

-onstant of approximately 10u secs at 300°C associated with

-he main rotation. If repeated anneals are carried out
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'(provided the temperature is not excessively high); the rotat»

able anisotrpy component is often found to decrease in magnit—

udeTS. In addition, for alloys, a "memory" effect is ob-

'served in which, if annealed without a field, the anisotropy

returns to the original easy directionLl’Ta. The memory

T3
effect has been found not to occur'for Fe , nor has it been

reported for Ni. Low temperature anneal has been verified by

M3 G”
numerous workers for permalloy , PeT3 and Ni

These results have been explained by TakahashiT3 in

terms of two different anisotropy sources,

- An anisotropy Kup not rotatable by low temperature

anneal

It is suggested that Kup is due to directional

ordering of Fe-Ni pairs and provides the "memory" of the

'original easy direction.

- An anisotropy Kud rotatable by low temperature

anneal

It is suggested that Kud is a combination of

directional ordering of various types of defects such

as dislocation, vacancies, substitutional or interstitial
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impurity atoms which occur in high density in technical films.

The decrease in Kud after repeated anneals may be explained

by a reduction of the number of imperfections. The results

of Chu et alC6 on the spread of K values for a number of

technical permalloy films before and after anneal, suggest

that Kud is associated with much of the variability found

in films. While the ordering energy of impurities will vary

approximately as the magneto-striction, an exact zero energy

at the zero magneto—striction composition can hardly be ex-

C6 on the chemical inhomogeneitypected. The results of Chu

found in permalloy films is also relevant.

Low temperature anneal is consistent with recovery and

stress relief in bulk materials arising from diffusion of

lattice imperfections. Stress annealling in Ni films has

been reported by Hoffman et alHl. A minimum stress was found

V at 2000C. It is well known that the resistivity of evaporated

films is a critically dependent function of the deposition

conditionsAl. The resistivity may be written

0 = pz+ps+om+pi (3.71)

where

02 is due to scattering of the conduction electrons

by thermal lattice vibrations,

p is a surface scattering effect,
8
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may arise from scattering at domain walls in a

magnetic film, if a saturated reference state is

not established, and

pd is due to scattering at lattice imperfections.

  

 

  
  

   

  

   

  
  

  

“in films of all metals show irreversible decreases in

v1 ,m
pc1

* annealling ("island" formation may, however, occur

mfir thinner films and higher temperatures). Hoffman et alH1

H‘port such a decrease in the range loo-200°C for Ni films.

Considerable support of the above interpretation is

jiven by the work of Methfessel et a1M7 on permalloy films

LEaporated from a thorium oxide crucible at rates of

jDO X sec'1 at 10"9 mm of Hg onto quartz or artificial

Thpphirc substrates precleaned by heating in vacuum to 9000C.

‘h films may be expected to be free from contamination due

33 the residual atmosphere, the substrate and the evaporation

:rcible. Such films do not show low temperature magnetic

igeal. For higher temperature anneals (>HOOOC) the magnitude

lipthe induced anisotropy and the relaxation times involved

tees very well indeed with the data by PurgesonFl and others

Fe-Ni pair formation in bulk permalloy. The anneal data

;“similar to that reported by SegmullerSlO for "recovered"

;%ws in which presumably the low temperature mechanisms have

annealed out by heating above uOOOC.
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3.72 The Variation of Anisotropy with Substrate Temperature

The variation of K=Kr+Ku with substrate temperature as

reported by a number of workers is given in Fig. 3.71, to-

gether with bulk data for Fe—Ni pair anisotropy. The results

3
of Prutton et alP cannot be interpreted in terms of Fe-Ni

pair ordering, and suggest a high density of imperfections

:‘c
or contamination by the vacuum or silica crucible used .

Similar high values of K are reported for films showing low

810,06 L2,0l
temperature anneal . More recent results using

tungsten sources show an entirely different temperature

variation. The values of K are lower in magnitude and are

not significantly different from those shown by films after

low temperature anneal or from the values reported by

M7
Methfcssel et al for evaporated UHV films. Less imper-

fection is suggested, and data on the anneal behaviour of these
J."k

films would be interesting . A detailed prediction of the

 

Crucible contamination is indicated by the different var-

iation of K with film composition for films evaporated from

different crucible materialsAu.

Such information does not appear to have been reported in

the literature.
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ijisotropy (for films as evaporated rather than annealed)

irom bulk data is impossible due to the non-equilibrium

§+ture of the process. During evaporation the effective

Qrdering temperature may be eXpected to be above the sub—

fitrate temperature by an amount depending on the surface

fiLbility of the depositing atoms. Thus both the effective

ismperature and time of ordering will depend upon the

Evaporation rate.

' I
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gw8 THE DEPENDENCE OF THE NON-ROTATABLE ANISOTROPY Ku OF

NORMALLY INCIDENT FILMS ON COMPOSITION.

DIRECTIONAL ORDERING AND ANISOTROPIC STRESS

A number of workerst’Pg’Ol have explained the variation

if the non—rotatable anisotropy Ku with film composition as

yvcombination of Fc—Ni pair directional ordering and of stress

fi‘isotropy coupled to the magneto-striction. Typical reported

‘Eata for Ku is shown in Fig. 3.81 and for comparison

ghe compositional variation of the magneto-striction and sat-

" ation magnetization is included in Fig. 3.82.

The stress magneto-striction theory was originally

proposed for bulk alloys by BozorthBl. For polycrystalline

aaterial magnetically annealed at temperature TA , magneto-

strictive strain produces local stresses which are removed by»

plastic flow. On cooling to a lower temperature T, the

{Deal strains are frozen in, resulting in a mean anisotropic

gkress in the demagnetized state of 1(TA)Y (T), where Y(T)

is Young's modulus at temperature T. A uniaxial magnetic

;hisotropy is produced of magnitude

K(T) = 3Y(T)A(T)A(Tfl) (3.81)

In bulk material several objections arise including the_

fiiisotropy found in unconstrained single crystals, the lack of
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anisotropy in pure metals, and the small value of anisotropy

predictedBa. For thin films the compositional dependence of

“the anisotropy strongly suggests some such mechanism coupled

' to the magneto-striction. The results by Robinson for the

non-rotatable anisotropy Ku agree closely with the direct-

ional pair and anisotropy stress theory. For Ni the anisotropy

stress is

0(T) =A(TA)Y(T)

= 0.4x108 dynes cm"2

for

31 +2;

MTA) = -—l-$L5i-—-}-O—C = 20x10'6, TA=2u0°c and Y(T)=2x1012

dynes cm-z,

   
  
  
   

  

  

in agreement with evidence that the anisotropic stress in

normally incident film is less than 108 dynes cm“2 (see

Section 3.32). The magnitude of the anisotropy predicted is

2.0x103 ergs cm‘3 (A(T) = —38x10'6). The magnitude of the

directional pair component has been chosen by Robinson to give

the correct anisotropy at the zero magneto-strictive composit-

ion. In view of the discussion of Section 3.7 on the non-

equilibrium nature of the directional ordering process further

.refinemcnt appears unwarranted.
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3.81 An Interpretation of Anisotropic Stress in Terms of

Directional Ordering of Imperfections

It is of importance to consider whether the anisotropic

stress postulated above arises solely from elastic strain or

whether there exists a wider interpretation. Such an inter—

pretation is possible in terms of directional ordering of

impurities and imperfections as discussed in Section 3.5. If

the ordering energy is due to either magneto-striction or ex—

change*, then writing w(T)¢A(T) in equation (3.52), the re-

sultant expression for K is identical in form to that of

equation (3.81). The results by Prutton et al on crucible

AH
contamination and the effects of trace additives to the

 

Voids, and inclusions may be expected to have also a con-

tribution to the ordering energy due to demagnetizing energy.

(The voids may be uniformly or randomly elongated). For Ni,

voids involving only 1 per cent of the total material, if

uniformly elongated by 20 per cent, fully aligned and non—

interacting, will produce an anisotropy of 2.2x103 ergs cm-B.

However, in view of the incorrect compositional variation pre—

dicted, the influence of any such mechanism is in serious

doubt (compare Ku , Fig. 3.81 and Ms , Fig. 3.82).
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meltP9 clearly indicate the importance of impurities. Further,

they indicate that the effect of any given impurity is

kapproximately proportional to the magneto-striction, in

’ agreement with the above.

‘ All mechanisms contributing to the apparent or equivalent

anisotropic stress will thus have the same temperature and

‘compositional variation. A separation may be expected on the

' basis of the relaxation time or times involved in magnetic

anneal. Considerable work is at the moment proceeding to

determine accurately the relaxation time spectrum by dynamic

annealing in alterating fieldsSIZ’Sls. It might be noted

that the anneal behaviour of Ni films reported by Graham et

alga suggests at least two mechanisms (both of the order of

1.5x103 ergs cm—3). The relation of work by Graham et alGu

_on Ni films to that of Methfessel et a1M7 (Section 3.71) on

permalloy is not clear. In the former case it is possible

'that anisotropy may be due to structural defects or to sub-

‘strate or crucible contamination.

3.82 The Effects of Oxygen

Finally, mention should be made of the confused sit«

nation with regard to the importance of oxygen. Various

mechanisms have been suggested including  
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- ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic exchange with oxide

inclusions or surface layersPB’Ls. The persistence of Ku

for Ni (Fig. 3.62) at temperatures above the anti—ferro—

magnetic Neel point for NiO (*5200K, reference B6) casts con—

siderable doubt on this mechanism.

— surface exchange across ferromagnetic non-magnetic

interfaces due to condensed oxygen fault planesHs’Bls.

- stresses resulting from oxide inclusions or surface

6,L3
; layersP , or from intergranular diffusion of oxygen in a

preferred patternP7.

A brief review and a calculation of the anisotropy

   
  

   
   

   

energies produced by the above mechanisms has been given by

Pruttonpg. The significance of oxygen in produced NiL3 and

permalloyP6 films with rotatable anisotropy is extremely

provoking.

3.9 PSEUDO-ROTATABLE ANISOTROPY IN NORMALLY INCIDENT FILMS.

RANDOM ANISOTROPY CENTRES

In Section 3.8 an explanation of the non—rotatable

anisotropy Ku was given in terms of Fe—Ni pair directional

.ordering and an equivalent anisotropic stress due to elastic  
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strain or imperfection ordering. Attempts have been made at

various timesP3’$8 to explain the total anisotropy K=Kr+Ku

(both non-rotatable and rotatable components) on a similar

basis. Such a theory encounters severe difficulties both in

suggesting an origin for the stress88 and in the magnitude of

the stress required. For Ni, K=20x103 ergs cm"3 requires

a stress of uxlO8 dynes cm'z. Anisotropic stresses of this

magnitude are not found in normally incident films (see

Section 3.32). Further the relaxation time* associated with

the rotation of the anisotropy and the independence of this

. ** . . . .
time on temperature does not indicate a diffu31on process

(as would be involved in reorientating any structural ani-

 

Smith and othersH7 report that if a saturating alternating

field is suddenly applied and the hysteresis loop of the film

measured, relaxation effects occur which indicate that rot-

ation of the anisotropy takes place in a few cycles of the

applied field. MatcovichM6 et al report relaxation times of

the order of 10 milli-secs.

**
Posen et alP6 report that the relaxation time for RA perm—

alloy films is independent of temperature from 770K to room

temperature.
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sotropy of the film). Rather a model based on a magnetic

interaction is suggested.

It seems most likely that pseudo-rotatable anisotropy

_ should be eXplained on the basis of an isotropicdistribution

of small centres of high uniaxial anisotropy. After satur-

ation in any direction, a pseudo-anisotropy is established

by the magnetization relaxing symmetrically about that dir-

ection into a minimum energy configuration in which the

magnetization at any point tends to be in the direction of

the local easy axis. Similar PRA behaviour occurs in bulk

material of high anisotropy and in the field of fine particle

magnets, where a large amount of work has been donepl’Ku’Jl’J2°S}

Several points may be noted:

- A discussion of various mechanisms causing random

anisotropy centres has been given by CohenClo. The composit—

ional(Fig. 3.81)and temperature* dependence of Kr indicate

an "equivalent stress" mechanism as discussed in Section 3.81.

Either elastic strain or ferromagnetic to non-magnetic surface

anisotropy may be important. No difficulty now exists to

.postulating simple elastic strain centres, for as these are

‘random, no anisotropy stress results. The isotropic stress
l,
 

Found for example by measuring the temperature dependence

f the rotational hysteresis lossClo’R2.
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found in films is of sufficient magnitude to provide the

anisotropy centres found (for Ni, A=-34x10_6, a stress of

10 dynes cm"2 gives an anisotropy K of 51x103 ergs cmn3).10

— For a two—dimensional isotropic distribution of non—

interacting uniaxial particles it is readily shown (see

Section 5.61) that

- 2 _
mp - '1? " 0.6“

and

_ 2

KI‘ - _— (3091)

(K)

where

m is the fractional remanent magnetization,

K is the pseudo—rotatable anisotropy, and

K is the anisotropy of the film at any point.

EXperimental values of mr reported by RobinsonR2 agree well

with the predicted value 0.6” for alloys >90 per cent Ni.

For alloys <80 per cent Ni, however, a random cubic ani—

sotropy is indicated. The high remanence PRA films reported

by Cohcnc10 cannot be explained for non—interacting particles,

- If interaction takes place between the anisotropy

centres, variation of the magnetization into the local easy

axis directions will be suppressed. The remanent magnetiz-'

ation will be increased and the anisotropy and coercive force
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decreased. Interaction may be magnetostatic or more likely

(in view of the wavelength of the magnetization ripple seen

‘by Lorentz electron microscope, see Section 2.u) due to ex-

change. From equation 2.H180f Section 2.4 exchange may be

expected to average anisotropy variations below a critical

size or wavelength AA . Thus, as a rough approximation,

_ 0.36mr _ 1 _ _____1?

A1+ .17

A
and

T J‘A
( ) (1+ -—7)
F A

where

1

AA = 2n(%)§, A = 2::10'6 ergs cm'l , and

A is a measure of the scale of the anisotropy dis-

persion.  
   

   

 rFor Ni the value of mr=0.65 indicates that the independent

particle model may be reasonably valid in this case. For

Kr=20x103 ergs cm'3aanisotr0py centres of K+40x103 ergs cm-3

and of size A>AA = H000 X are indicated. High remanence

PRA filmsC10 can perhaps result, if the anisotropy dispersion
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J: on a sufficiently fine scale. For example, if again

1-7u0x103 ergs cm‘3, but A=2000 X, then mr=0.93 and
fij=ux103 ergs cm-s.

E! — Bulk materials or fine particle magnets do not appear

9% show the rotatable anisotropy properties (as distinct from

) found in certain films. No explanation of rotatable

egisotropy can be given at the present time. The progressive

fihange from PRA to RA behaviour reported by CohenC10 suggests
LJs.)

'imat no new mechanism is involved. Results by LehrerLu again

ggphasize a compositional variation similar to the magneto-

jariction. No explanation has yet been produced, but it is

[Eggested that RA may be associated with twisting of the

H7netization out of the plane of the film . The existence

9a a critical thickness and the fact that RA behaviour is

*_eynd only in —ve magneto-strictive compositions (permalloy

élms may show RA behaviour if subject to special treatment

'pypreparation) is suggestive of such a model.

filo ANISOTROPY IN OBLIQUE INCIDENT FILMS

A large anisotropy arises in films evaporated at oblique

: les of incidence C . Data on the compositional variation
 

‘ISOtrOpiC tension for -ve magneto-striction will produce

,easy axis perpendicular to the film plane.
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7K(§) for g=3uo is given in Fig. 3.(10)l. SmithS7 has

fiémined the variation of K(c) with angle ; for perm—

; (which has been used to correct Smith's results

#50 to c=3#o in Fig. 3.(10)l). In addition, K(c)

Lids on evaporation rate and decreases rapidly as sub-

vfifie temperature is increasedpu.

Various models have been suggested:

.efl)l Crystalline Texture

The formation of a crystalline texture axis has been

Vassed in Section 3.6. Again, the anisotropy predicted is

arder of magnitude too small and increases rather than de-

gises with substrate temperature; Moreover, as discussed in

sfiil by Pugh et alpu, the anisotropy for any of the textures

{i}, [110], [211], etc. is of the wrong sign for both Fe

Q‘Ni films (the anisotropy is taken as +ve if the easy axis

'jnormal to the plane of the incident vapour as in Fig.3.21)a

fiy for a [100] texture is the correct direction predicted,

;§ this texture has never been reported (see Section 3.2l)o

g10)2 The Formation of an Anisotropic Crystallite Chain

Structure and Anisotropic Stress

It is generally accepted that angle of incidence ani-
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Taropy is primarily due to shape anisotropy of the chain

Eastallite structure in oblique incident films produced

Tiual to the vapour plane of incidence by a geometrical self~

S7,}(l
?%dowing effect (A modification of the shape anisotropy

;iurs at angles of incidence >60O due to elongation of the

heividual crystallites in the vapour directionC9 ). The

iisotropy predicted is positive and appears to be of

-pfficient magnitude*.

Direct evidence of chain formation has been obtained by

Eectron microscopy. Anisotropy in the properties of oblique

aridence films, not necessarily magnetic, have been observed

*7 many yearsHa. SmithS7 discusses Optical dichroism and

Wsonance linewidth and Pughpu,resistive anisotropy,in some

fetail. Considerable support is given by magnetic replica

’Rperiments in which magnetic anisotropy is transmitted to a

eaially deposited magnetic film by an obliquely deposited

54-magnetic underlayer. Evaporation over a sufficient

atermediate non—magnetic layer at normal incidence causes

 

T L

firgitudinal demagnetizing factors of the chains be taken as

{Fer Ni, if the difference N -N of the traverse and

Q5 and an interaction factor between neighbouring chains of

'L1 assumed, an anisotropy of +70x103 ergs cm'3 is predicted,
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the correspondence to be lost.

The change in sign of K(§) (Fig. 3.(10)l) at the 90

per cent Ni composition results from magneto-striction and

the anisotropy tensile stress found normal to the deposition

plane in oblique incident films (shape anisotropy alone cannot

explain such a change in sign). The anisotropy, calculated

from reported values of anisotropic stress (see Section 3.3)

again appears to be of the correct magnitude**.

If the simple assumption is made that the shape and

stress anisotropies are independent of composition, the

compositional variation of K(c) predicted by the shape and

stress anisotropy model is in fair qualitative agreement with

experiment over the whole range 0 to 100 per cent Ni. Rem

sistivity data by Pughpu may suggest that the geometric ani~

sotropy is also composition dependent. In this case even

better agreement is possible, but there is as yet insufficie~*

evidence to support a more detailed estimate along these

lines. Collaborating evidence is provided by the change in

K found by Smith on stripping a number of films (compositw

~ional range 75—95 per cent Ni) from their substrates. These

 

6
a _ . .

For Ni, A: -3ux10 , assuming an anisotropy stress of

’2

7x108 dynes cm.2 at c=3u°, an anisotropy of -35x103 ergs cm"‘

is predicted.
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tresults have been plotted in Fig. 3.(10)1 and show a remark~

Lable similarity to the variation of the magneto—striction. On

P14,H5
the other hand, others have found no correlation in

anisotropy change on stripping. No explanation of this con—

'tradiction can be given, but nevertheless the stress mechanism

appears most likely correct. 'Finally, the anneal behaviour

WM
cf oblique incident films is well explained by the above

model.
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CHAPTER H

BH PLOTTER HYSTERESIS LOOPS AND LOW FREQUENCY SWITCHING

BEHAVIOUR OF THIN FILMS

  
   

    

    

   

w
non-coherent nature of this switching is discussed in Section

§.fl. Voltage switching waveforms are examined in Section 4.5,

'fihese waveforms show multiple peaks indicating that more thané

fine reversal mechanism is present. Transitions from one to

-the other occur with increasing traverse field hT and plots_

‘are given of the threshold curves for each process on a
If

khL’hT) diagram. The time required for switching is consid—
. l‘u

ffired in Section “.6. It is not negligible in 1000 c/s BH

¥lotter measurements which thus cannot be regarded as truly

'éuasistatic. Different processes proceed at different rates,

Iiid the coercive force consequently varies with the frequencyvf

end amplitude of the applied field.
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”.2 TYPICAL SWITCHING WAVEFORMS AND HYSTERESIS CURVES

Fig. “.21 shows the easy direction linear hysteresis

(mL’HL) and the switching voltage waveforms (mL,HL) for

four typical film samples, 82P17, SZPlB, SZPQ and S2P7. The

loops have been measured at a frequency of 1000 c/s by the

audio frequency (AF) MH plotter described in Chapter 6. The

initial hard direction curves (mT’HT) have been superposed

on the photograph so that the total anisotropy field HK and

the normalized coercive force hc'HC/HK may be found. The

photographs show that all films are "normal" with hC<l.0. A

summary of the physical and magnetic properties of the four

samples is given in Table ”.22.

The switching behaviour of films is changed, if a

static traverse field HT is applied. As discussed in

Section 2.5, the switching process is fundamentally altered

at higher h -HT/HK . The behaviour of film 82Pl7 is typicalT'

in this respect. Fig. u.23 shows experimental 1000 c/s

(mL,HL), (mT,HL), (mT’HL) and (mT’HL) curves for film

$2Pl7 taken with increasing values of the field h Fig.T Q

0.20 gives the same results taken at 230 c/s.

: H.3 INSTRUMENTATIONAL ERRORS

The 1000 c/s curves show small errors due to the high
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Fiv. 4.21 1000 (3/3 EASY AXIS LINEGAR HYBTL—iRESIS LOOPS

(EVIL) AN!) SWITCHING VOLTAGE WAVEFORI'ILS (ziL,HL)

0F TYEICILL THIN FEM/[ALLOY FILMS-

AF field,lOOO c/s,l2.7 oe pp

Scales: m 2 mV/cm +

fi 50 mV/cm

H 1-27 oe/cm

+

Frame 1: Film S2Pl7

Frame 2: Film 82P18

AF field,1000 c/s, 12-7 oe pp

Scales: m 5 mV/cm +

fi 100 mV/cm

H 1.27 oe/cm

+

Frame 1: Film 32P9

Frame 2: Film S2P7

+ referred to the terminals

of the sense coil of the MH

plotter by the gain at 1000 0/5 



Fig. 1+.22 Measured Properties of Film Samples

g 3 Easy Axis Hard Axis Anisotropy Dispersion _§

$ 0 Hysteresis Hysteresis Data Data g

E E % Loop Meas. Loop Meas. ? 55

a -H,G $.¥
ca rzq 54 M h h m H' h' m' R 3 g B F’“ ”3 .

8 0 c r c c r I‘I-Ki HKtorq 1;. hip-é; demag

0

Units A mV oe 0e . 06 ca x102 x103 x103

I +

Error :005 :005 ic05 i005 :00]. i5% -5% deg.

82P17 1070 2.85 2.4.8 .69 .98 .26 .075 .15 3.57 3.14.9 1.0 19.5 19.5 19 2.1

32P18 880 2.32 2.85 .93 .98 .71 .239 .112 3.00 2.83 6.0 62 62 19 3.7

82PM M20 3.70 1.91 .514. .98 .35 .099 .18 3.51;. 3.67 22.5 23.8 25 2.1:-

SZPlS 1390 3.70 2.02 .57 .99 .35 .098 .18 3.56 3.614. 20.7 18.14. 23 2.9

SZPA. 1010 2.70 2.65 .67 .98 .35 .089 .18 3.93 4.18 30.0 25.1; 15 0.1+

32P9 3470 9.05 0.89 .23 .93 .15 .037 .07 4.01 3.56 0.0 58 51+ 57 1.3

82P7 31:70 9.05 1.10 .36 .90 .29 .095 .114. 3.09 2.65 1.0 123 123 69 1.2

82P8 3500 9.20 0.95 .27 .93 .26 .071. .07 3.50 1;..31 57 57 65 2.5

8
[
I
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Conditions of deposition: 81 per cent Ni 19 per cent Fe in

melt, soft glass substrates at 800°C, source to substrate dis-

5tance 9 in., deposition rate 4 A sec-1, pressure 10- mm of Hg

rising to 10.4 mm of Hg, orientating field 75 oe.

Relative thicknesses are accurate, being based on the measure-

ment of Ms; Absolute thicknesses were determined to 110 per

cent using a Taylor-Hobson Talysurf Model 2.

All hysteresis loop quantities were measured using the MH plotter

of Chapter 6 with a 1000 0/8, 12.5 0e pp audio field.

HKi measured from the extrapolated initial hard axis suscepti—

bility.

'is the torque anisotropy measured by the method of Section
tor

5.# agd R a parameter measuring the departure of the anisotropy

torque from a sin 2¢ form (defined in Section 5.4).

and e are the angular dispersions measured by the Growther8
¢1 hré
figst and second methods. dembg is the apparent dispersion due

to the demagnetising field of the film given by 8 equals
demaq

1r2MSt/HKi D , where t and D are the film thickness and

diameter. Low dispersion values measured by the Crowther tech-

nique must be regarded with caution.



Fig, A,“ 1000 C/s AxilS Llrcmh :PISTEELLSIS Leeks (13L,EI:),

(phi-1]) 53:1; ".JITJiIT'G pHLTAGL tzAvm‘ms (E1 ,Ei,r),(r'nT,HL)

AS A cur!cm: 0:" "RAVERSE FIELD hr .—‘;--0 FILL; 321317

AF field,1LOO c/s,12.7 oe pp

Scales: m 2 mV/cm

m 50 mV/cm +

H 1.27 oe/cm

The traces shown are (mL’HL)’
(mL’HL ), (mT,HL), (mT’HL ) respecti-

vely for varying hT— HT/HI
torque

Frame 1 : hT = 0.00

Frame 2 : hT = 0.05

Frame 4 : hT = 0.20

+ referred to the terminals

of the sense coil of the MH

plotter by the gain at 1000 c/s  
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4.'7 cont.

 

Frame 5: hm = 0.5

Frame 6: hT = 0.8

Frame 7: hT = 0.9

Frame 8: hT = 1.0 



 

Fig. 4.25 cont.

 

Frame 9:

Frame 10:

Frame 11;

hh

h
T

h
T

1.10

= 1.20

= 1.30

1(7



1/8

Fig, (1,94 2130' c/s :Asy AXIS LINEAR HYSTLh’ESIS LOOPS (mL,E{L),
(mT,EiL) AI-Iu 3.1ITCHING VOLTAGE amvzmms (61L,11L),(ram,71 )

.a.

AS A FUNCTION OF TRAVERSE FIELD hT FOR FILE S2P17.

AF field, 230 c/s, 13.6 0e pp
Scales: m 2 mV/cm

m 20 mV/cm

H 1.36 oe/cm

*

The traces shown are (mL,HL),
(mL,HL),(mT,HL),(mT,HL) respecti—
vely for varying hm = FLT/H},t

' ‘ orque

Frame 1: hT = 0.00

Frame 2: hT = 0.05

D
‘ IIFrame 3: 0.10

Frame 4: h = 0.20

+ referred to the terminals

of the sense coil of the MB

plotter by the gain at 230 c/s 



1/‘9

Fig. 11.?4 CDIW‘C,

Frame 5: hT = 0.50

Frame 6: hT = 0.80

Frame 7: hT = 0.90

Frame 8: hm = 1.00 



lRO

Fig. A .94 cont.

Frame 9: hT = 1.10

Frame 10: hm = 1.20

Frame 11: hm = 1.30
.1.
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frequency limitations of the MH plotter (arising from the in-

ductance and self-capacitance of the sense coil). Their

interpretation must be made with this in mind. An idealized

square hysteresis loop will show instead a finite interval of

rise AH (from the 10 per cent to 90 per cent value) and an

associated error AHC in the coercive force HC . Using

formula (6.73) and the data on the high frequency reSponse of

the MH plotter given in Section 6.72, AH=0.M oe and

AHC=0.2 oe for a 1000 c/s applied field H of 12.5 oe pp

assuming HC<<H. 0.” es and 0.2 oe are equivalent to

0.30 and 0.15, respectively, of a "centimetre" division (or

one large division) on the photographs shown. The switching

voltage peaks will show a finite rise and a broadening over a

similar interval. For the 230 c/s curves the high frequency

error is negligible, being AH+0.09 oe equivalent to 0.07 cm

divisions and AHC+0.OHS oe equivalent to 0.035 cm divisions.

The hysteresis curves of the present chapter have been

taken with the "basic" integrator of Section 8.”, equation

(8.02). Phase compensations of the transfer function has not

been used in this case. The effects of low frequency sag is

shown in Fig. 6.73 and with reference to that figure, is

approximately 15 per cent for the 230 c/s curves reducing to

H per cent for the 1000 c/s curves.
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The facility of measuring hysteresis curves at diff-

erent frequencies provides a useful check on the effects and

interpretation of instrumentational errors.

u.u DEPARTURES FROM THE COHERENT ROTATIONAL MODEL

Experimental (mL’HL) and (mT’HL) hysteresis curves

depart significantly from the coherent rotational (CR) model.

An examination of Fig. 4.23 and Pig. ”.2“ shows that the CR

model adequately describes the reversible rotation of the

magnetization up to the point where switching occurs. The

switching threshold and the nature of the irreversible

switching process itself is, however, in considerable dis-

agreement. In this connection the following differences may

be listed showing clearly that the switching process cannot

be one of coherent rotation.

- It is convenient in a first approximation to define

the switching threshold field as the coercive force HC of

the (mL’HL) hysteresis 100p. Plots of HC as a function

of HT are given in Fig. ”.41. For small HT , that is for

fields near the easy axis, HC is well below the coherent

rotational threshold Her. In particular (except for film

szpla),



 
  

   

,i Fig. ll-Jrla Plot of'the Coercive Force HC and the Switching

‘ Threshold Fields H1, 112, '33 on the (hL, hT)

Plane‘for Film 82P17.

The fields are normalised in terms of the anisotrOpy

afield HKi 3.57 oe. '

L
:

(
1
)

\
J
S



 
Fig. #.#lb (continued). Film 82P18.

The fields are normalised in terms of the anisotrOpy

field HKi 3.00 oe. 
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  Fig. Lid-dd (continued). Film SEP7.

The fields are normalised in terms of the anisotropy

field HK 3009 06.
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HC(HT=O) _ HCO _ h
n-T—

K K

This necessarily implies that reversal is not by coherent rot-

ation. The single domain state must be lost_and reversal must

then occur by some incoherent mechanism. At higher HT’ HC

‘may be close to Hr“. .This, however, does not necessarily.

.mean that.artransition to a coherent rotation has occurred.

The nature of the incoherent reversal processes occurring for

different 'HT' has been discussed in some detail in Sections

2.5, 2.6 and 2.7.

- The (mL’HL) curves do not show the discontinuous

switching transitions of the quasistatic hysteresis curves

predicted by the CR model. Instead reversal takes place over

a definite field interval AH. For film 82Pl7, measurement

of AH and the corresponding time interval At between the

10 per cent and 90 per cent switched values of the 230 0/3
J.u

(mL’HL) curves gives for the switching coefficient 8 ,

S = AHAt 0.8” 00.70 usecs 59 oe-psecs for hT=O

0.37 oe.H0 usccs 15 oe-usccs for hT=0.2

 

*
The data quoted for At has been measured directly.

Alternatively, At may be deduced from AH using equation

(6.73). Both values agree to within 10 per cent.
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Thus AH cannot be due to the finite rise time (alousecs)

of the MH plotter, since the times involved are too long.

The switching process itself must have either a variation in

the switching threshold of AH over the area of the film, or

require a finite time At for the completion of the process.

This question is further discussed in Section “.6. For the

present, a coherent process cannot, ad hoc, have a variation.

tin the threshold field. Further, the above values of S are

several orders of magnitude larger than the values eXpected

for a coherent rotation (typically values of S of

%0.01 oe usecs are obtained from pulse switching experim-

entssz)

- The coherent rotational (mT,HL) Curves of Fig. fins

2.33 show a transient spike reaching to mL=l.0 as the

magnetization rotates past the hard axis direction. With an

AP MH plotter of normal high frequency response, this spike

will not be seen even if a coherent rotation were to take

place.

If we assume for the moment that the magnetization does

rotate coherently in a time At short compared to the time

constants of the MH plotter, then the spike may be represented

by a delta function of magnitude in normalized notation of

Atu0(t)secs. If the overalltransfer function T(s) of the

instrument (defined as in Section 6.72) has a double pole at
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: wzsl/rrfi, that is T(s)=l/(l+Srr)2, then it is readily shown

that the maximum value of the output pulse produces is

6 m0 max=0.367AT/r.r. For At=0.01 oe-usec/0.l oe=0.l usecs and

rr=3 usecs, then mo max4-0.01. If only a fraction of the

film switches coherently, and the remainder of the film

switches in a time of say 0.11O , where wo=%— is the repet-

ition frequency of the applied AF field, thenothe spike will

be accentuated in the (mT,HL) display relative to the re-

mainder of the pulse by the factor 0.110/Tr . If this

factor is of the order of 10, it may be expected that the

spike (strictly the spike will now occur as a differentiated

delta function) may just be seen in this case. However, in

the region of higher hT , where a coherent rotation is most

likelyi mo max will be reduced by a further factor

(l-hé)? . It is thus possible that some small fraction of the

flux may rotate coherently at high hT . The experimental

curves of Fig. ”.23 and Fig. 4.2H show no evidence of any

such Spike.

4.5 SWITCHING VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS AND THE OCCURRENCE OF MULT-

IPLE REVERSAL PROCESSES

The switching voltage waveforms can show details of the
 

A double order pole will be produced by the sense coil.
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switching voltage process which are not readily visible from

the integrated hysteresis curves.

(mL,HL) and (mT,HL) curves have been included

amongst the curves for film 82Pl7 given in Figs. 4.23 and

”.2”. The curves are, however, more conveniently studied if

displayed separately. (mL,HL) curves for film S2Pl7, taken

for increasing traverse field hT , are given in Fig. H.51a.

Curves at both 1000 c/s and 230 0/3 are shown. The same

data is given for films SZPlO, S2P9 and 82P7 in Figs. H.51b,

H.510 and n.51d, respectively.

For film 82Pl7, Fig. H.51a shows two distinct switch-

ing peaks occurring near hT=0.9 at fields H2, H3 (where

H2>H3). The peaks are partially masked by rise time limit—

ations in the 1000 c/s series, but are very much clearer at

230 0/3. The occurrence of two peaks indicates that reversal

is not a simple single process, but rather that two different

mechanisms occur. Reversal proceeds by process H2 for

hTsO.8, but is then progressivelytransferred to the lower

threshold process H3 as hT increases. Fields H2 and

H3 are plotted as a function of hT in Fig. H.41a. The

almost exact agreement of the H3 threshold with the coher-

ent rotational threshold Hcr suggests that H3 is very close

to a coherent rotational process itself. Unfortunately, it

has not been possible to verify the nature of the processes
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Fig.4.51w :000 c/s AND 230 c/s SWITCHING VOLTAGE HAVEFonms(&L,H,)
LI

as A uUNCTION 03 TRAVERSh FIELD nT FOR FILM S2P17

1000 c/s WAVEFORMS

AF field, 1000 c/s, 12.7 0e pp

Scales: & 50 mV/cm

H 1.27 oe/cm

The traces shown are taken for

hT = HT/H" = 0.00

htorque 0.05
0.10

0.20

0.50
0.80

0.90
1.00
1.10
1.20

1.35

230 c/s WAVEFORMS

Scales: 5 20 mV/cm +

H 1.36 oe/cm

the traces shown are taken for

WET/BK =0o00torque 0.05
0.10
0.20
0.50
0.80

0.90
1.00
1.10
1.20
1.35

+ referred to the terminals

of the sense 0011 of the MH

plotter by the gain of 1000 c/s

and 230 c/s respectively.
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F1 ,A.31h 1 H.O C/s AILJ 230 C/S SJITSJITG V0LTC£HL JAVEEQRIS(&7,UV)

AS A -LITT‘x LE TLMJLHSL FIQLL hT FOR FILM S2P18

1000 c/s ‘llAV-UFOZ‘IEE

AF field, 1000 c/s, 12.7 0e pp

Scales: h 50 mV/cm +

H 1.27 oe/cm

The traces shown are taken for

-—H /H —-0.0
hT T Ktorque 0.1

d
-
‘
O
O
O
O
G
O
O
D

I

a
o
o
m
w
m
v
m
w
m

230 c/s WAVEFORMS

AF field, 230 c/s, 12.7 oe pp

Scales: h 10 mV/cm

H 1.27 oe/cm

The traces shown are taken for

hT: HT/H}:torque=

O

-
‘
O
\
O
m
\
1
0
\

\
v
a
U
-
J
M
-
‘
O

—
*
-
‘
O
O
O
O
.
0
0
0
0
0
0

I
.
.
.

+ referred to the terminals

of the sense coil of the MH

plotter by the gain of 1000 0/5

and 230 0/5 respectively. 
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Fig,z.510 1000 c/s AF; 230 c/S SWITCHING VOLTAGE WAVLBORMS(EI,HL)

AS A hUNCTIOE 0F rWE‘XAVLRSE FIELD h? FOR FILM S2P9

1000 c/s WAVEFOEMS

AF field, 1000 c/s, 12.7 06 pp

Scales: & 100 mV/cm I

H 1.27 oe/cm

The traces shown are taken for

hT = HTflirtorque :

‘
O
‘
O
f
fi
fl
w

‘
J
‘
U
L
-
U
J
M
-
‘
O

4
-
‘
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

230 c/s WAVEFORMS

AF field, 230 c/s, 12.7 oe pp

Scales: h 50 mV/cm

H 1.27 oe/cm

The traces shown are taken for

hrs/HI

 
‘torque

I

4
0
0
m
e

U
l
h
b
-
U
U
M
-
‘
OI

-
‘
-
‘
O
O
O
O
0
0
0
0
0
0

I

+ referred to the terminals

of the sense coil of the EH

plotter by the gain of 1000 0/5

and 230 c/s respectively. 
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Fig.4.51d 1000 c/S AND 230 c/s SIEIT‘CHING VOLTAGE '.IAVEZ“C‘1\I.S(EIL,H1)

AS A FRICTION 0i" Tl-LAVL..SL*' FIELD h,11 F011 EILM S2?7

1000 0/5 WAVLFORMS

AF field, 1000 0/5, 12.7 oe pp

Scales: & 100 mV/cm

H 1.27 oe/cm

The traces shown are taken for

hT=HTr =
‘torque

A
-
‘
O
O
O
O
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
I

-
‘
O
\
O
O
O
\
'
I
O
\
‘
J
\
k
5
4
A
H
\
)
-
’
O

230 c/s :‘IAVEFORLLS

AF field, 230 0/5, 12.7 oe pp

Scales: & 50 mV/cm +

H 1.?7 oe/cm

The traces shown are taken for

= H f7, ._

hT T nhtorque
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0
0
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O
‘
O
O
O
V
C
fi

\
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D
U
J
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+ referred to the terminals

of the sense coil of the MH

plotter by the gain of 1000 c/s

and 230 c/s respectively. 
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involved by direct observation of the domains using the

Bitter technique or otherwise.

Multiple peaks of the above type occur generally for

films in the thickness range near 1000 A. For example, film

82P18 shows identical behaviour in Figs. M.Hlb and H.51b.

No such multiple peaks occur for thicker films near 3500 3.

Films 82P9 and 82?? are typical of the behaviour in this case

(see Figs. U.ch, H.51c; H.41d, H.51d). The reasons for the

difference is not known. For thicker films, however, the H2

threshold itself approaches very closely to Her for high hf

values. Possibly (and not entirely unexpectedly) the H2

process may be basically different for the two film thick—

nesses. In any case, a more gradually transition from the

H to the H3 process is indicated.
2

0.6 THE TIME DEPENDENCE OF CERTAIN REVERSAL PROCESSES AND

THE ASSOCIATED DEPENDENCE OF COERCIVE FORCES ON THE

FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE OF THE APPLIED AF FIELD

The behaviour of film S2Pl7 for fields near hT=O is

particularly interesting. The 1000 c/s hT=O trace of

Fig. H.51a shows two peaks occurring at fields H1 and

H2(H1>H2). H1 and H2 are plotted as a function of HT

in Fig. H.41a. Again, a multiple switching process is
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suggested. However, in this case the H1 peak, clearly

visible in the 1000 0/5 trace of Fig. H.51a, is absent from

the same trace of Fig. H.51a taken at 230 0/8.

The above results are caused by the dependence of the

dH
switching process on the time rate of change 3? of the

applied field H. %% may be varied by varying the field

frequency, or more conveniently, by varying the field amplit—

ude. Fig. H.61a shows the switching waveforms for 82Pl7 as

a function of field amplitude at both 1000 and 230 c/s. The

230 c/s switching waveforms are given to an enlarged scale in

Fig. 4.62. The switching voltage is shown against both a

field scale and a time scale. Fig. H.61b presents the same

data for film S2P18 as is given for S2Pl7 in Fig. u.61a. The

230 c/s, H=2.5 cm pp trace of Figs. H.61a and 4.62 is blurred”

Close examination shows individual pulses, suggestive of

Barkhausen domain wall jumps. The waveform has a triangular

shape beginning at a field H' and extending over only a

small field interval AH. Since

%% : ngw (4.61)

where

vW is the domain wall velocity, and

£w an effective domain wall length,
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Fig.é.61w 1000 C/S AND 230 0/5 SWITCHING VOLTAGE WAVEFORLE

(ELL,;:L) AS A FL‘NCTION OF THE AMPLITUDE 01“ mm:

AEPLILD FILLL HL FOR FILM'S2P17

 
Frame 1:

Frame 2:

1000 c/s WAVEFORMS

Scales: a

H

50 mV/cm +

1.2/ oe/cm

230 c/s WAVEFORN

Scales: 61

H

20 mV/cm +

1.36 oe/cm

The traces shown are taken for

various amplitudes of the applied

AF field HL = 2.5 cm pp

3.8

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

in equivalent cm field units.

+ referred to the terminals of the sense coil of the MH plotter

by the gain of 1000 c/s and 230 c/s respectively.
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Fig.4.51b 1000 c/s AM) 230 0/5 SWITCHING VOLTAGE WAVLFOHLLS

(r'nL,1:L) AS A M'CTIOII OF THE AMPLITUDE OF THE

APPLILD FIELD HL FOR FILM S2P18

The traces shown are taken for

various amplitudes of the applied

AF field HL = 4 cm pp

6

8

10

15

20

in equivalent cm field units.

 
Frame 1; 1000 c/s WAVEFORL

Scales: & SO mV/cm +

H 1.27 oe/cm

Frame 2: 230 0/3 WAVEFOSLS

Scales; m 10 mV/cm +

H 1.27 oe/cm

+ referred to the terminals of the sense coil of the MH plotter
by the gain of 1000 c/s and 230 c/s respectively.



Fig. A.A? 25H c/s JJIHChING VOLTAGE wxvnwoaus (i],HL)
J,

A: A “NNdTInt cw THE AMPLITUDE OF THE

1-?LTLD FIVTU “7 FOR FILW 32P17-

 

The traces shown are

- (mL,HL) Scales: m 20 mV/cm +

H ~65 oe/cm

— (mL,HL) Scales: m 20 mv/cm

H 0.25 oe/cm

— (m ,t J Scales: m 2b mV/cm

t 100 sec/cm

taken for varying amplitudes of

the applied field EL .

Frame 1: ”L 4 cm pp

in equivalent cm field

units‘

Frame 2: HL 4.5 cm pp

in equivalent on field

units

Frame 3: H1 5 cm pp

in equivalent cm field

units

Frame 4: H] 6 cm pp
J

in equivalent cm field

units

+ referred to the terminals of

the sense coil of the AH plotter

by the gain at 230 0/8-

* in terms of the scale of trace

1 



 

Fig. 4.6? cont.

 

 

Frame 5:

Frame 6:

Frame 7:

Frame 8:

9H0

HL 8 cm pp

in equivalent cm field

units.

HL 10 cm pp

in equivalent cm field

units.

HL 15 cm pp

in equivalent cm field

units.

HL 20 cm pp

in equivalent on field

units.



Fig. A.fi2 cont.

1
”

Frame 9:

Frame 10:

 
Frame 11:

Frame 12:

 

BL 25 cm pp

in equivalent cm field

units.

HL 30 cm pp

in equivalent cm field

units.

HL 35 cm pp
in equivalent cm field

units.

HL 40 cm pp

in equivalent cm field

units.
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than the initial linear rise may be eXplained by

- an increase in zw due to a distribution of values

‘of the critical field HSW for the expansion of reverse

nuclei (see Section 2.5), or i

- more likely by an increase in vw according to the

Sixtus Tonks equationSl (see Section 2.5)

vW = 6(H-H') ‘ (u.52>

- The fall is due to the decrease in 2w as the reversal nears

“ completion. I

As H increases in Fig. n.61a, the threshold field

H' for the beginning of the reversal pulse is unchanged, but

the pulse lengthens. The pulse height %% is almost con-

stant. For the H=5 cm pp trace, %% is constant for the

duration of the pulse even though the field almost doubles

over this interval. The pulse width AH in field units in-.

creases roughly linearly with %% while the width At in

s
time units remains approximately constant . l/At has been

 

Constancy of %% requires constancy of At 5 since

2.0 = J<§§§>dt = (%%)Jdt = (-g-mf) At
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plotted against E; in Fig. “.63. From equation (H.61), if E

J g? is constant, the wall length—velocity product zwvw must?

also be constant.

It may be expected that AH will have a minimum value

of 2HD , where HDi-vrzMo % is the demagnetizing field of the

0

film sample. For a 1 cm diameter, 1000 A permalloy film,

2HD=0.16 oe. The experimental pulse width AH is both

larger than 2HD and varies with g; . Also, as AH varies,

with 5% , the results cannot be explained by a variation in

the threshold field over the film. Nor is it likely that 2w

decreases. Examination of the (§%,t) trace of Fig. n.62 for

HC=2.5 cm pp shows that the plateau occurs when only a small

fraction of the film has reversed. It is thus suggested that

a limiting wall veloc1ty vw max is reached.

The existence of a limiting velocity is in contradict-

ion to the Sixtus Tonks equation and to numerous results for

bulk materials. For permalloy thin films, Olmen and Mitchell01

have reported a variation of wall velocity as

-lcm sec'l.
:1

v=vO(T)exp(8.8(H—H')) for very low velocities <10

F1,Cl
Other workers using pulsed field techniques, have re-

ported agreement with the Sixtus Tonks equation over a range

of switching times from 5 to 100 usecs, of fields H-H' from=

0.1 to *1 cs and of wall velocities from 1500 to 15000cm seq'l.



  

  0 l
10' dH/dt oe msec'

as a Function of
5

Fig. 4:63 Inverse Switching Time 1/ t

the Time Rate of Change of Bield dH/dt at the

Swiéching Point for Film s2P17
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If the rate of increase of the field is further in-

  

  

 

  

  

  
  

     

  

     

  

creased, reversal of the film is not completed before a

second threshold field H is reached and a modified revers-

1

, a1 process occurs. This second peak is seen in the 230 c/s,

.i20 cm pp trace and in the 1000 c/s, 10 cm pp, 15 cm pp and

‘ 20 cm pp traces of Fig. 4.61a. A preliminary examination

indicates that this H1 process does obey the Sixtus Tonks

Irelation, although accurate data is not possible due to the

rise time limitations of the MH plotter.

The extent of the effects described varies considerab-

'«1y from film to film. Normally, it is present in thinner

films near 1000 X. It is strongest in films of low hC and

i low dispersion and scarcely present in films of high hC and,

' high dispersion. Film 82Pl7 is typical of the former class,

' film SZPlB typical of the latter. The plateau appears only

. for fields aligned along the easy axis and can be lost for

‘deviations of :30 or hT=:0.05. The effect has not been

Observed for thicker films near 3500 2. Films SZPQ and

82P7 are typical of this case and show only the triangular

shaped waveform expected from the Sixtus Tonks relation.

While no explanation of the H1 and H2 process can

be given, the results do indicate a number of important points,

- Hysteresis loops as common measured by AF MH plotters

"
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cannot be regarded as quasistatic. Examination of Figs. H.23

and 0.2” show clearly the difference in shape and coercive

force between 1000 c/s and 230 0/5 loops for fields near the

easy axisa

— It is suggested that the reversal process examined

under static conditions, for example by the Bitter technique,

may be modified for even AF switching. (Certainly, this is

true for high speed nano-second switching as shown by the

increasing approach to coherent rotational behaviourDl).

~ If the reversal of a film requires a finite time for

completion, then, necessarily, the coercive force HC will

depend on the field amplitude and frequency. Both of these

should be specified in any measurement. Formally, if the

rate of change of magnetization can be written as a function

of the applied field H(t), then

gm? = mum (H.633)

and the coercive force He is given from the equation

to
l.0=m-m(-°°) = I f(H(t))dt

t=_oo

HC

= I 3&1 . dH (1+.su)
H:_oo 31E
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if %% may be taken as constant over the interval in which

switching occurs, then

dH 12;
H = H' + (2.0 5"— (n.65)
C 2.9

w

flor a film obeying the Sixtus Tonks law and

dH
at.. 1HC - H + W (”’66)

   

 

  

 

    

    

  

  

gfor a film for which the wall length-velocity product 2wvw

Lis constant above the threshold H'.

Data in the literature on the variation of the coercive

_force HC with field amplitude is small. SmithS2 gives

a
fphotographed hysteresis loops showing a large change . A

61
latter publication indicates that the apparent dependence

‘of H may be due to a phase error in the field display. For
C

:‘a sinoidal field, phase error will give a variation of HC

identical in form to that of equation (”.66). However, the

"hysteresis lOOPS of Figs. ”.23 and ”.24 are accurate to

approximately 5 per cent, and the variation of pulse width

‘ shown in Figo ”.61 is unambiguous.

 

The change in slope of the sides of the hysteresis loops

'igiven indicate a time dependence of the switching process.
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CHAPTER 5

MEASUREMENT OF TORQUE CURVES AND OF THE ANISOTROPY

ENERGY FUNCTION OF THIN FILMS

   

  

  
  

 

  

 

  

  

  

    

-a,1 INTRODUCTION

The following chapter presents in Section 5.“ a new

”Ezthod whereby torque curves and the anisotropy energy funct-

:§on %% of a film may be determined to an accuracy of 0.1 per

gent using an ordinary MH plotter*. Such a method is partice

%mlarly attractive9 since mechanical torque balances of the

teensitivity required for thin film measurements are not readi—

Ely available, and are further costly, delicate and sensitive

to vibration. For completeness Sections 5.2 and 5.3 give a

'firief review of-previous film torque curve measurements and

belassifies these,according to the method used, into three

If

.gasic groups.

 

.f- The method of Section 5.“ extends to measurement of bulk

@amples. All that is required is a large saturating field

l> 1000 oe) which may be deeply modulated. Such a field is

iossible with the magnet supply described in Appendix B.
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In the past, some confusion has existed between the

-yarious ways in which the anisotropy energy can be determined!

,fieyleDl has found that different methods give significantly

different answers. An attempt has been made in the present

chapter to establish these measurements on a firmer footing

qty giving precise definitions of the quantities actually

’MEasured and by considering the departures of real films from

fine ideal Coherent Rotational (CR) model. Thus, Section

as.uu discusses the effects of anisotropy dispersion on the

rgresent torque curve measurements.. It was originally hoped

lihat the high accuracy of these torque measurements would

Jallow HK to be determined for increasing fields and that

_the resulting "approach to saturation" would give details of

{Le anisotropy magnitude dispersion. However, experimentally?

%ych is not the case; instead, an irreversible "ripple jump" a

fienomenon occurs. The high accuracy, however, does allow

gums interesting experimental torque curves to be obtained

pfich show small but significant departures of the anisotropy

Qg~rgy function from the true uniaxial Ksin2¢ form (see

fifiction 5.u6).

i Section 5.5 discusses the difference between "initial"

'gd "saturated" anisotropy measurements. Section 5.6 con-"

iders in some detail the effects of anisotropy diSpersicn-
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ggthe well known "initial" method of determining the ani—

EVropy field HK' in which the initial reversible hard axis

;,ue. Experimental results for HKi for a number of films

Tm compared with their anisotropy field values obtained from

i;urated torque curve measurements. Small differences are

no convincing correlation with dispersion measurements

T4 the Crowther techniqueCl), nor can values of dispersion

fivestimated from them. The results reflect the inadequacy

i‘the models so far available (see Section 2.2) to describe

he details of film behaviour.

:2 BASIC METHODS OF MEASURING TORQUE CURVES

It is in principle possible to calculate the anisotropy

argue %% as a function of the angle ¢ between the magnet—

fiétion and the easy axis direction from the linear hysteresis

es. For example, if the film remains single domain, the

syn direction hysteresis loop of mT againstlhr gives

1
¢ = sin” mT

%Be - 2
'53 - (l-mT ) HTM

(5.21)
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lysing an audio frequency MH plotter, measurements can be made

.snly at fields HT less than the irreversibility limit

_fir +0.5 HK’ as the film then Splits into a multi-domain state,

fWith a VCS magnetometer (see Section 6.23), HT can be taken

'ko higher values, although a multi—domain state may still be

:expected for HT near HK due to anisotropy diapersion.

. Such indirect determinations of §% are of low accuracy.

,Eurther, interpretation is complicated by anisotropy dis—

ipersion and fixed and pseudo—rotatable anisotropy components.i

Whe basic MH plotter is thus unsuitable for a detailed examin-

I§tion of 35 . Torque curves can be accurately measured by
3¢

'fhe mechanical torque balance. As discussed, a balance of

ilhe sensitivity required for thin films is, however, rarely

available, and is delicate and sensitive to vibration.

gince the MH plotter is a relatively simple instrument, a

ber of variations of the basic design have been preposed

par such torque measurements. The following section reviews

firee basic methods of torque curve measurement and discusses

3% particular their application to MH plotter type instruments.

Referring to Fig. 5.21, (H,y) is an applied field and

ii has been rotated into the direction of ¢ by the torque

T = 2—;- = MH sin(y—¢) (5.22:)
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The methods of measuring torque curves may now be subdivided

linto three basic types:

‘5.2l Direct Measurements of the Mechanical Torque

"The mechanical torque T may be measured directly as a

' function T(H,y) of H and y by a torque balance.

I 5.22 Measurement of the Component of the Magnetization

Normal to the Applied Field

Msin(y-¢), the component of M normal to H , may be

Imeasured by a suitable magnetometer, T is then given as a

function T(H,y) of H and y from the equation

T = H {MsinCy—¢)} (5.23)

All such methods will not be absolute, but will depend upon

Ithe calibration factor of the magnetometer used, that is upon

the fraction of the film flux effectively linking the

instrument.

If the static value of Msin(y-¢) is measured, for

’example by a VCS magnetometer; torque curves of T(y) against

7 may be plotted which are identical to those of a torque

lbalance. Alternatively, an MH plotter may be used by applying,
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along the direction of (H,y), a field alternating from zero

to saturation. The varying component of M normal to (H,y)

:can be detected by a suitable sense coil, the peak to peak

tamplitude of this signal being just Msin(Y-¢). Low field or

"initial" torque curves cannot be found by this method. As the

film is alternately saturated in the direction y, pseudo-

rotatable anisotropy components will be eliminated. ColletteC2

has described an MH plotter type instrument overcoming this

Vdisadvantage. The sample is rotated at 200 c/s by an air

i'turbinefi. Msin(y—¢) is detected by a sense coil and displayed

on an oscilloscope against the angle of rotation y. In this.

tease any isotropic component of T(y) (that is a component

g'independent oflwhich hence produces no time variation of

'Msin(y—¢)) will not be detected. Assuming that the film

Wheys the CR model, the magnitude of the detected signal is

Tmax

max : ET

Msin(y-¢) M for H5; HK

1H

M. 2;H5 for H;% HKl
l

 

It is irrelevant whether the film is rotated as in

iellette's instrument, or the field (H,y) is rotated as in

¢7torquc balance.
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Thus, for low fields the sensitivity is comparable to that of.

a normal MH plotter (or as discussed in Section 6.23, to that;

of a good torque balance). At high fields, the sensitivity

decreases rapidly as l/H .

5.23 Measurement of the Angular Position of the Magnetization

The angular position ¢ of M may be measured. T will

then be given as a function T(H,y) of H and y or as a

function T(H,¢) of H and ¢ from the equation

T HMsin(y—¢)

provided that M is known. For a real film with anisotropy

dispersion, M in the general case will not be equal to the

saturation value MS , but will depend upon the applied field

(H,Y)*. The results are thus best expressed in terms of an

equivalent field Ht defined by

T = HTM = HMsin(y—¢) (5.2M)

 

For permalloy films in which the anisotropy dispersion is

small, M may be nearly equal to MS . Experimental values

'of the easy direction remanence of a number of permalloy films

,are given in Table ”.22 and range from 0.90 to 0.98. For

'Ni films on the other hand, M+0.65 Ms .
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7gp an ideal film obeying the CR model, e=Ksin2¢ and M=MS

xi the above definition gives:

1 2
- 8 e

Ht = fi— . 335-: HK881n¢cos¢ (5.25)

s

iiere H 2K/MS is the saturated anisotropy field of the
, Ks

I The direction of M may be determined by a number of

759thods, for example, by use of a VCS magnetometer, by RF

Hl,S3
VfifithodsBl, or by ferromagnetic resonance Rossing and

fitolean have described an MH plotter type instrument using

3én AF "probe" field. All are equivalent. The method of

'}ribed in Section 5.“ and is hence discussed in some detail

the following section.

‘j.3 MEASUREMENT OF TORQUE CURVES BY DETERMINING THE ANGULAR

POSITION OF THE MAGNETIZATION

THE METHOD OF ROSSING AND STOLEN

1331 A Description of the Method

R1
The method of Rossing and Stolen is illustrated in

fig. 5.31. (H',y) is a steady DC field. (H", a) is an
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Fig. 5 31 The Method of Rossing and Stolen for Determining

the Angular Position of the Magnetization.-
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audio frequency (AF) field and PP' the axis of a sense coil

detecting variations in the component of h normal to E"

If h" and the sense coil are rotated together, a null in

the output of the sense coil will occur when H" lies pre-

cisely along the equilibrium direction of h under h' alone.

The equilibrium direction is thus accurately determined.

Fig. 5.32 shows the locus line xx' of the total field

¥=§'+H" such that M remains stationary in the direction ¢

in the first quadrant. If part of the magnetization switches

into the second quadrant, no null can be obtained. A typical

experimental threshold curve for a film is shown dotted in

Fig. 5.32. Switching occurs below the CR threshold for

fields near the easy axis. The necessary condition is then

that for any given field h' , h" must be sufficiently small

that the total field H does not cross the threshold curve.

5.32 The Theoretical Accuracy of the Method

The accuracy to which the equilibrium direction can be

found is determined by the sensitivity of the null. For the

purposes of calculating the sensitivity, the film will be

assumed to be ideal and to obey the CR model. Referring to

Fig. 5.31, ¢ is the direction of h under the steady field

(H',y) and the small AF probe field (H",e). To first order
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Wine sense coil signal is, in normalized notation,

. _ fisin " _ _Slnp - ‘Efiwfl h"=0' h , where p - ¢ 6

, . :‘c

fflquation

Sinp T . h"

3

3?

- %-Sin2p

. h" (5.31)

 

cosZ¢+h'cos(y-¢)

 

The torque equilibrium equation may be written

% +h"sinp = (2.:— -h'sin(y-¢))+ h"sinp = 0

kid differentiating with respect qt iTkififiT = seepgg =se0p3%

fives

seep(3£§ + h"003p) + sinp 3T%§%_T = O

a¢ ‘3
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The null sensitivity Q, is given by

 

- 38in h"Q = —_——£. : ' (5.32)

39 p=O ais l

'37 ¢=e

If g is the signal to noise ratio of the MH plotter when

measuring the full saturation flux, then d(sinp) can be set

.zero to the order of l/(g).

 .'.dp = giéiflfil = (é) (5.33)
Q Q N

Since Q increases with h" , the most sensitivity condition

is with h" as large as possible, provided that switching

does not occur. For fields H' close to the critical curve,

7 h" may be +0.05 with 33% a 0.5 giving Q *0.1 . For

large fields H' , Q4h"/h' , and the sensitivity rapidly

3 decreases if h" is maintained small. If h" is made large,

;.Q may still be +1. However, in this case the above small

'isignal analysis is invalid. Further, it is more convenient

:to use a modified method which is described in detail in the

‘following section.

. I y
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5.” MEASUREMENT OF HIGH FIELD TORQUE CURVES BY DETERMINING

THE ANGULAR POSITION OF THE MAGNETIZATION

'_5.Hl Introduction

Both the methods of Colette and of Rossing and Stolen

- are most suitable for low field torque curve studies. At

- high fields the sensitivity of Colette's method decreases as

; l/H , as also does the method of Rossing and Stolen of the

:probe signal H" is kept small.

This section describes a method, based on determining

fithe position of M , suitable for measuring high field torque

L:c‘nnrves. The method is similar in principal to that of Rossing

gand Stolen, but has the following advantages:

   
     

    

   

- An ordinary MH plotter is used. No additional rotat—

, ing AP field is required. Further, in the method of Rossing

fhand Stolen, the H' and H" field coils are not necessarily

iorthogonal and large AF currents may be induced in the HI

Icoils, if special precautions are not taken (see Section 6.H5).

r - A large probe signal is used, giving a null sharpness

ffactor Q of the order of unity for all fields. The sensit-

fivity is thus comparable to that of the basic MH plotter.

- A direct and accurate reading of the anisotropy torque

‘3: may be obtained in terms of a DC field H' (that is in



 

' terms of a DC current measurement). No calculation of

L sin(p—¢) is necessary.

- 35 may be determined directly as a function of ¢ .¢

5.u2 A Description of the Method

Referring to Fig. 5.Hl, (H",e) is a field varying

u n l
'

from Hmin to Hmax . g' may be produced by paSSlng both

i a DC and an AC current through the same field coil. PP' is

the axis of a sense coil detecting variations in the component

1 of M in the direction % +9 normal to H" . If a static

field H' is then applied in the direction g + e, a null in

the output of the sense coil will occur when the equilibrium

position of M under H' lies in the direction of H" . If

u Hmax is sufficiently large, then p will be zero for

"H"=Hmax regardless of H' . The null condition is then that

.- V n: n. ,t p be zero for H Hmln also.

fl That is

-_-
n: n.

'
p 0 evaluated at H Hmin (5 ul)

3 which, from the torque equilibrium equation, requires,

chem = 3'? evaluated at H"=H;r;in (5.1+2)
¢=e
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Fig. 5.H2 shows the locus line xx' of the total field

§=h'+g" such that h remains stationary in the direction ¢

in the first quadrant. As discussed in Section 5.31, Hmin

must be sufficiently large so that switching of the magnetiz-

ation does not occur. If the film obeys the CR model, the

   

  
  

  

   

  
   
   

  
  
  

  

minimum value of H"min is given, in normalized notation, by

I .—
c0529 + hmin - 0 (5.43)

For a real film,switching by non-coherent processes may re—

quire a larger Hmi to be chosen for fields near the easy
n

axis. It is convenient in most cases to make hmin%l‘0‘ The-

whole torque curve may then be plotted without difficulty or

readjustment. The resultant loss of sensitivity for smaller

values of e is usually of no importance.

The most convenient way of detecting the null is to dis-

play the integrated (sinp,H") hysteresis curve. If the null

is correct, the trace will be a straight line. A deviation

from the null condition will cause the trace to curve at the

low field or H"=Hmin end. The trace will curve up or down

I depending on the sign of the error. Curvature of a straight

line in this manner is very readily apparent even in the

'~presence of considerable noise. Traces taken experimentally

n o

‘ for a typical 1000 A permalloy film are shown in Fig. 5.u3
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Fig. 5.A3 1000 C/s (m,H") TRACLS ILLUSTRATING THE NULL CONDITION

:OR TEL ADJUSTXLYT OF H' 1N TEL HLASULLMENT OF THE

AKISOThUPY TURfUL T(p) BY THE METHOD OF SECTION 5.4

The photograph shows the traces

obtained for field H' above,at,

and below the correct null value.

”he field Hain has been correctly

choosen so that no irreversible

switching occurs.

The traces of frame 2 have been

taken at higher gain to illustr-

ate the high sensitivity with

which the null may be adjusted.

The blurred width of the trace

is due to the noise of the

Ifli plotter. 
Frame 1: (n,H") IbI‘AIfl = + 40 x 10'3

O

- 40 x 10"3 respectively
The scale of m is 50/iV/cm referred to the terminals
of the sense coil by the gain at 1000 c/s, or normal-
ised in terms of the saturation magnetisation of the
film, 17 x 10'3 parts/cm.

‘ Frame 2: (m,H”) fortah' = + 7.5 x 10'3

O

- 7.5 x 10"3 respectively

The scale of m is 10/LV/cm or 3.4 x 10'3 parts/cm.

Data: Film $21317, thickness mm X, HY 3.49 oe, 11"1 =' ‘torque m n o
1.0, haax = 8.3 and H" is in the direction 0 = 45 
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'f and illustrate the accuracy to which the null can be adjusted.

In addition, the display shows whether or not partial switch-

ing is occurring and hence whether satisfies the con-
Hmin

*‘ditions discussed in the previous paragraph. Experimental

traces showing the onset of switching are given in Fig. 5.uu.

It is also possible to detect the null from the unintegf

rated output using a suitable synchronous phase sensitive de-

tector. However, the most convenient way is rather to first

integrate and display the signal as before. A check is thus

3 provided that switching is not taking place. The DC restorer

of the MH plotter itself can then be used to synchronously

i DC restore the trace at H"=H"max . The restorer output 18

: passed through a suitable low pass filter, and a signed DC

':error signal obtained. It is important to note that if

:lswitching occurs, zero DC error signal will not correspond to

‘éthe correct null condition. The correct null condition is

gshown in the second trace of Fig. 5.uu and it can be seen

fthat it does not have equal positive and negative areas above

rand below the straight line section of the trace. The method

is capable of very high sensitivity depending on the narrow—

iness of the bandwidth used. Further, automatic balancing is

fissily arranged by a simple feedback control of H' , if this

?s desired.
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Fig. 8.44 1000 c/s (m,H”) ThACES ILLUSTRATING THE NULL CONDITION

50E THL ADJUSTMENT OF H' IN THE MEASUREMENT OF THE

ATTISO‘l‘ROPY TORQUE T(¢) BY THE METHOD Ob‘ SECTION 5.4

The photograph shows the traces

obtained for fields H' above,

at, and below the correct null

value when the field Hmin is

incorrectly choosen. The occur-

rence of irreversible switching

is clearly seen.

 
Frame 1: (m,H”) for h' = + 6 x 10'3

O

- 12 x 10"3 respectively

The scale of m is SO/LV/cm referred to the terminals

of the sense coil by the gain at 1000 c/s, or normal-

ised in terms of the saturation magnetisation of the

film, 17 x 10'3 parts/cm.

Data: Film S2P17, thickneSSJIXX3X, BK 3.49 oe, h" =
torque min 0

0.2, hmax = 7.5 and g" is in the direction 0 = 45 . 
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S.u3 The Theoretical Accuracy of the Method

    

        

 

The accuracy to which H' can be adjusted is determined

%1 the sensitivity of the null. For the purpose of calculating

ifie sensitivity, the film will be assumed to be ideal and to

;&*y the CR model. Referring to Fig. 5.Hl, the sense coil

{anal, in normalized notation, will be sinp evaluated at

l$=h£in and the null sensitivity is hence

_ 8(sin )
Q - —-EFT£_

9:0, h"=h"in

ffiluating the derivative from the torque equilibirium equat-

by i:
«:1 ’ h'

Q =
n

(5014”)

32B]

2767

l

hn

COS§6+EH .

min

= n: n.
¢ 6, h hmln

 

E... I n - .25. "0' ' C‘ ‘a¢ h 0000 - (3¢ + h ulnp) — h C009 - O

fkdifferentiating with respect to

3 _ 3 _ 3
~733337 ~ seep ap — secp 3p

2

ah'a E , . .. _
seCp (32¢ + h Slnp) - (2ngm — O
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Jfixin Section 5.32, if g is the signal to noise ratio of the

.gjplotter when measuring the full saturation flux, then

gainp) can be made zero to the order of l/(%) .

3herefore,

dhfi d(sinp) l
= = o (5.”5)

' IJ
hn Q Q(fi)

 

EXperimental measurements of the error signal d(sinp)

éwsed by deliberately introduced deviations dhfi from the

,ill condition have been plotted in Fig. 5.45 for film 82Pl7

n
hmin

el.0. The slope of the lines d(sinp)/dh£ = Q/hfi

li‘es very closely with the theoretical result of equation

?.uu>.

If the film has rotatable anisotropy properties, the

irression for the sensitivity is slightly modified. Referring

gifig. 5.H6, suppose the film has a fixed anisotropy Ku

Ehng the x-axis and also a rotatable anisotropy Kr which

f§1 be established in the direction of saturation of the

LEM, that is in the direction 9 . Then the total anisotropy

be (see Section 2.#l)

Ksin2(¢-B)

2 _ 2 2
K - Ku + Kr + ZKUKr c0526
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Experimental curves ,ratio of slopes El: 6 5

Thecretical curves ,ratio of slopes 0.5: 1: 1.5

Data of film 82Pl7, at hrin=l.0, hgax=8-3

The Var?tion of the Normalized Error Signal
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Krsin26

tan” =m
u r °

5‘ null condition, as expected, involves only Ku

.n — ' '
MHn — Kus1n2e (5.”6)

   
it film may be considered as having a fixed anisotropy K

the results of the previous section used to determine the

' ' N. V H.
.1331b1e value of hmln and consequently of cosZO+hmln ,

here the normalized values are now in terms of the total

Whisotropy field HK=2K/M.

The null sensitivity Q is given by

I

Q = h“W
min

I

= Ku hun
(5 LL“)

R- . -c0"s7e"'r-'fi"~“+- e I «

min

re

hén = sinOcose denotes the value of HA normalized

in terms of the fixed anisotropy field

HKu= 2Ku/M only.

K>>Ku , then e'+0 and
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.fihe magnitude of Q is thus similar to that for a fixed

“snisotropy, but reduced by the factor Ku/K .

{$.Hfl A Discussion of the Null Condition for Real Films

is.
3¢

iflepend upon the applied fields and upon the past magnetic

In the general case, M and for a real film will

thistory of the sample. If the film has rotatable anisotropy

igmoperties, then, if Han is sufficiently large, the axis

1&3 the rotatable anisotropy will be eStablished along the 9
Ben

_s:rection. Only the fixed anisotropy component 33— will

leater the null equation. The torque curve measured will

CLnrrespond to the "high field" or "saturated" torque curve

-ef the film (see Section 2.8).

Equation (5.u2) implies an implicit dependence of

:tg(e) on Hmin through the factors M and %% . It is

tens simplest to express an experimental measurement in terms

HA(6) and to state the value of Hmin used. It is also

Hfis(6) = lim Hfi(0) (5.#8)

H" . +00

min

H£'(6) is then independent of the conditions of

measurement.
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For an ideal film obeying the CR model, e=Ksin2¢ and  

      

   

  

    

  

   

:ffls. Equation (5.”2) reduces to

. 2K
l - o ..

Hn(0) - HKSoln¢COS¢ , where HKs' H;

' t I u ' °
iae dependence of Hn(e) on Hmin for a real film is of

literest, both in relating the measured torque curve to the

cfiturated curve through equation (5.48) and as a possible

iéans of measuring the anisotropy dispersion. For a film

lseying the Independent Region (IR) model of Section 2.2 we

derive an expression for HA in terms of H". and the
min

l’“walizcd standard deviations OK and GB of the anisotropy

The behaviour of H; for the special case of e = % is

‘gbical of the general behaviour for any 6 . In view of the

jfupler resulting expressions and the importance of this case

‘h measuring the anisotropy field HK (see Section 5.46)

Fly 9 = & will be considered here.

I Thus, for e = & , referring to Fig. 5.H7, the torque

finilibrium equation for a typical region (HK, B) may be

,,itten

sin(%+p+8)cos(%+p+6) +H"sinp- H'COSp = O
eiflx

ing
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H'COSp- éHKCOSZBCOSZp
     

     

       

 

Slnp Hfl-HKSiBZBCOSp (5.u9)

_£ing the-null condition as Slnp = O at H"=H&in’ then

fraging equation (5.u9)

HA.eosg = %. HK(cos2Bc032p- sin2ssin2p$

= l H'EBEETET'T (5 ale)2. K p I

Esapproximate solution of equation (5.H10) is POSSible by

,fiserving that, if the anisotropy dispersion is small: then

:gwut the null point H'=Hfi, H"=H" uation (5.49) becomes

 

‘ H1 H02 H;l 2

,rp ‘fi%"'{A+(% ___7 A2+u Asin8+23in B)
. min H" H"-Hmin min

+ third order terms }

flare
r- 2H'—HA = “‘gfiTE (5.u11)

n

Vie, sinp is independent of 8 to first order. If the HK

yd 8 distribution are independent and Sln = 0, then

fiuation (5.”10) reduces to

 

Hg. eosp = % . HKCOSZD . c0558



2H0  
  
  
  
 

and HKCOSZp may be evaluated in terms of A and 3a

$5“ equation (5.”11). Taking the average values and perform:

g?.the division

 

-EEEEEZE— = H‘ (l-33H'2 a 2)

ééro

OK is the normalized standard deviation of HK'

“my approximation is correct to the fourth order in A and B .

Lfilce

1 3—7— 3H'2 2
- fl .-Hr'l(el- E) - 7. KCOS B . (1- 7W OK)

mln

13H'2 2

mln

iially, the value of sinp as a function of H" for the

value of H; given by (5.u12), may be obtained by re-u

ching -Hmin by H“ in (5.”11), then substituting (5.”12)

Sln _ _ (1_ min ) a 2

p 7 H" nHI§ H": K

min

Vgch has a minimum value of
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' _ ._l.. 2 ° n _ n
{inpmax‘ J? .fiz—gu OK occurring at H - “FHmin (5.413?

      

  

 

   
  

  

  

  

Attempts to experimentally verify equations (5.”12) and;

$5,413) for permalloy films have not been successful*. For

j".s-j.«31111:;le, the (sinp,HV) trace shown in Fig. 5.u3 for film

éflPl7 is, at the correct null condition, very close to a

garaight line. Any curvature is less than 1 part in 103 at

agin=l.0, that is Hn/Hmin=0'5' From equation (5.413) then

7 I OK < 0.11

igrther measurements on film 82Pl7 have, in fact, shown that

”g‘ature of the trace is less than 1 part in 103 down to

}§in=0.65 giving

0K < 0.03

When at lower fields the trace does depart from a

Efraight line, the reversible curvature predicted by the

yEVious model is not observed. Rather a hysteresis effect

fikurs. An open hysteresis loop similar to those shown in

fir. 5.HH is observed down to the smallest detectable signal.

 

J The effect should be larger in Ni films. However, none
v  

 

qx~ available.
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y; normalized amplitude of the hysteresis loop m' , is

flywn as a function of hmin' for four film samples in Pig.

QM8.

“ The cause of the hysteresis effect is not understood in

itail. There are, however, several features of the behaviour

Iiich may be noted.

The curves of Pig. 5.U8 show two regions. At high

is:there is a long exponential tail. As hmin

{treased, there is a sudden and rapid increase in m' as the

> nV?elds hmin

’Elm switches in the normal manner. The transition on a

Vigear plot is much more marked. If the threshold switching

j,1d is taken as the value of h" for m'=0.5, then theremin

9 satisfactory agreement for all four films with the thresh-

id fields predicted by drawing the appropriate H50 field

§cus line on Fig. 5.42. .

The high field tail is of interest. In particular, for

,iims S2P9 and 82P7 hysteresis is present at fields much

figher than that at which domain walls might normally be ex-

isted. A model may be derived based on the IR model of

fiftion 2.2 in which the hysteresis is associated with the

fikeversible rotational switching of regions whose anisotropy

:wsuitably diSpersed from the mean.

Referring to Fig. 5.u9, suppose the total field
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. 5A8 The Normalized Amplitude of the Minor Hysteresis
a T

.
Dp m‘=(fl'/Nq) as a Function of the Ninimum

eld h” in for Four Films $2Pl7,32P18, 82P9, 32P7-
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{:ig; 5.49 Figure Illustrating a Model for the Hysteresis Loss

:7 Based on Irreversible Switching of Independent
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J$§'+¥" is initially at its maximum value, which for the

¥1rposes here may be taken as infinite. As H" is decreased,

V? will move along the locus line xx' from the point R at

fininity to the point Q , where 9Q=¥ is the instantaneous

sine of the field. All regions whose threshold curve is

ffigssed by the line RQ will then have been irreversibly

hitched by h. Consider firstly all regions dispersed at an

“5316 B to the mean easy axis of the film. Then the region

ifik,8) will have been switched, if HK lies between the two

kiremes HKl and HK2 shown in Fig. 5.u9. For HK=HK1 the

fifleshold curve is tangential to the line xx' at the point P.

HK=HK2 the vertex of the threshold curve lies on xx 6

“g‘elementary geometry it follows that

l-.§§‘K2=H'sec(-E+B) <HK <2H'sec28 = HKl (5mm;

5% upper bound 2H'se025 is valid only, if point P lies

‘}¥ve the point Q on xx'. This then requires that

H" I

_ l -l min
5’81 - it“ "Z—F’

'fnot, it must be replaced by the bound Hkl> HK’ where

is given as a function of B in terms of the parameter ¢;

'gm the equations«A
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3_ .1r 1r

—Hklcos ¢ - —H'81n(E&B)+ H£incos(fi+8)

.3_ fin c“1r
Hlein ¢ - H'coe(E+B)+ H£inaln(fi+8) (5.“15)

   

    

Equation (5.“15) is then valid over the range

82 < B < 81

% > ¢ > &*51

géd intersects the lower bound of equation (5.u1u) for B

van by

5;.

8 = 82 = tan'l-H$2~— %

he region bounded by these curves is conveniently shown On a

d, HK) diagram as in Fig. 5.u10. If the field has decreased

gem infinite to the value H , all regions in the shaded area

will have switched, all regions in the unshaded area R V

Ell remain unswitched.

The sense coil signal will be given as a function of H

,;4= Isinp P(HK,8)dHKdB + [sinpsp(HK,G)dHKdB (Seals)

R R
*

S

p(HK,B) is the probability distribution function of the
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{ted as a function of HK’ B, and H for an unswitched region
u.

i the first quadrant, and sinpo is calculated as a function

"a: HK’ B, and H for a switched region in the second

An exact numerical solution of equation (5.”16) is

$0rmidable. However, the maximum value of Slnp occurs for :

near Hm’ . If H . of the order of HE , then examin-i‘ in min

giion of Fig. 5.H9 shows that at H=Hmin the magnetization i

'fin all switched regions will be approximately in the direction

m»- E— . Hence sinpS may be taken as +1.0 and is independ—

K’ 8 or H . Further, putting approximately sinp= 0,

"hen equation (5.#16) reduces to

(Sinp) = j pCHK,6)dHKdB (5.Hl7)R .
s

hhere the region RS 18 taken for H=Hmin .

i~e numerical integration of equation (5.u17) is then moderate-

ly simple once the form of the probability distribution is V

igown.

It is commonly assumed that HK and B are independent:

rid that they both satisfy a normal probability distribution.:

. o ‘ cu -'-—- ' l1 _Egg. 5.48 shows curves of (Sinp)max against Hmin calcul

:fed for UK=0'2’ 08:50, and for oK=0.5, 8:150, where

, a‘3 are the respective normalized standard deviations.
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{bm Fig. 5.u8 the theoretical curves do show some similarity-

fi'the experimental results, however, agreement is not good.

.ér films 82P9 and SZP? the experimental curve is moderately

.511 fitted over the central region only if we assume values

aK=0.6 and 08:150, values which are greater than those

afiesured for these films by the Crowther technique (see Table

B

916 theoretical curve falls too steeply at higher fields.

:.22 , where a :3.1° for s2p9 and 7.00 for 3297). Even so,

Better agreement is obtained if the distribution of UK

ifi not strictly normal, but has a high field tail. There is

15‘s evidence in the literature that such may well be the

=5se . However, the greatest argument against such an

Efiproach and against the simple model presented is that the

EiSults for the four films shown in Fig. 5.u8 do not correlate

Tfith their measured values of anisotropy dispersion (Table

9522 ).

‘ In deriving equation (5.u17), the model used has

issumed the independent irreversible switching of dispersed

Eégions throughout the film. As discussed in Section 2.2,

Ffith exchange and magnetostatic coupling exists which produces

J3 averaging effect over the random dispersion regions. The I

gétent to which regions of a film can be considered independ-

fifit depends on both the scale and on the nature of the dist—
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gfiance. For example, variations which produce a lateral

Qtnetizational ripple are much more effectively suppressed

those causing a longitudinal ripple. The irreversible

ditching of the present model should rather be interpreted

i irreversible ripple jumps. The manner in which a ripple

p occurs is easily understood from Fig. 5.u11. Fig.5.ull

hows the magnetization configuration about a small region

fimse easy axis is at 900 at the mean easy axis of the film.

fi”figurations(l) and (2) both represent equally likely

s ilibrium configurations at which the total energy has a

I%.l minimum. A transition from one to the other may be

'filcuccd by a traverse field HT , and will occur as an

Jeeversible jump. The magnitude of HT required will depend

'ipn the anisotropies and upon the effective coupling between

is dispersion region and the remainder of the film. A

fqilar ripple jump phenomenon has been suggested by Feldt-

F1 to explain the residual opening of very small§"1er

gplitude hard axis direction hysteresis loops.

Anisotropy dispersion as measured by the Crowther tech—

;eue is essentially the measurement of longitudinal variat-

~55 of the magnetization whose.wave1ength corresponds to the

file of the domains into which the film splits. This scale

g be much greater than the wavelength involved in the ripple

ifips considered here. In this case there is some doubt in
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lfifig- 5~4ll Figure Illustrating "Ripple Jump" Hysteresis

A. (l) and (2) represent two stable equilibrium configur-

‘fitions of the magnetisation near a dispersion region of

fiLVe HK : A transition from one to the other may be produced

1&3 applying a traverse field HT .
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use of the concepts of magnitude and angular dispersion.

fry have been introduced in Section 2.H to describe small

twiations of the anisotropy from the mean, and it is only in

fits case that they may be expected to be independent and

érmally distributed*. Over a short range the anisotropy

i iations may be very large indeed.

An alternative measurement of magnetization ripple may

5
’ t

hiobtained from the easy direction remanence of a film which,

{'reverse nuclei domains do not exist, is given by

m = c"o"s"('¢$307
I‘

¢O is the mean direction of the magnetization.

may well correspond more closely to the present case than

hisured is an approach to saturation. Values of. mr for the

5r films considered have been given in Table ”.22 . The

'Ffiures quoted in Table u. 22 are about 2 per cent too low

Visto low frequency sag in the MH plotter used for the

égsurement. Thus mr for films 82917 and S2Pl8 is very

Ebsc to 1.00. There appears to be some correlation

;mwecn the high field hysteresis tail, between mr and

 

:’The same conclusion has been given by Crowthercs.
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ik~tween the film thickness. The small sample tested does not

iflustify any further comparison.

;5.#5 Some Practical Details of the Method and Experimental

Errors

For an ideal film the accuracy to which the null may be

 

'

dhn d(sinp) l

h' ' ' ’3

where

hl

0 = “Tn?”—cos 0+ min

ah;1 »

These equations suggest that "ET may he made arbitrarily

n ,

small by choosing cos2 +hmin sufficiently small. However,

the (sin6,H") null trace of practical films shows (as

previously described) a hysteresis effect at the lower values

of h"min . The uncertainty in the error signal d(sinp) is

i no longer -l~ , but is determined by the amplitude of the
S

3 ( )

t hysteresis filoop and this rapidly increases with decreasing

. . . 1
H p v‘ H

hmin . There thus ex1sts an optimum hmin for which :33

3 and the amplitude of the hysteresis loop are approximately

9 o

' equal. As a typical example, the 1000 A film SZPl? can be

: measured by the MH plotter used here with an error of
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. .- - 'L“ ‘ u.— «g— of about 5x10 . From Fig. 5.M8 a hmin of
L7 C )
;ie order gf 0.75 may be chosen giving Q*0.66 and

The principal measurement errors arise from

- Measurement of the Field HA
\

HA is directly measurable in terms of a DC current

'g precision manganin standard resistor and a digital volt-

:peter. Stray static magnetic fields (such as the earth's

:fiield) will produce a systematic error in HA equal to the

amomponent of the stray field in the g' direction. This

igrror may be eliminated by taking the mean of two readings

fior HA taken with the direction of the field E" reverseda

Afin error in HA will occur if the fields h' and h" are

that precisely at right angles. This is a second order effect

land in the present instrument is less than 1 part in 10”.

- Measurement of the Angle O

The true angle 6 to the easy axis will depend upon

fioth the mechanical accuracy and limit of reading of the

filotter and upon the accuracy to which the hard axis of the

Film can be found by the Crowther cross field techniqueCl (see
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gection 6.5). For the present instrument these errors are

Itogether less than i 0.200 or 0.00” rad.

Experimentally, a series of 20 independent measurements

1bf H; were made on the same sample S2Pl7. The measurements

:Nere taken for the angle a = & . Angular errors are there-

2 +2x10‘5. The{fore of second order and will be less than 0.00”

- sample was removed from and then replaced in the MH plotter

ghetween each measurement. The root mean square error was

$0.15 per cent and the maximum error of any of the readings was

50.23 per cent. An error of 0.15 per cent corresponds to an .

error of one unit in the last digit of the digital voltmeter

insed. Several different films have been measured and all

:give the above accuracy. A further check of the accuracy may

:be made by measuring HA for the two directions a = % and

’*= — + n. The maximum error between any two such measure—

EMents was 0.35 per cent.

f5.H6 Experimental Torque Curves for a Number of Films

, BXperimental torque curves of (HA,¢) are shown for the

four films 82Pl7, 82P18, 82P9 and S2P7 in Fig. 5.u12a, 5.412b,

}.u120 and 5.u12d, respectively. A sufficiently high Hgin

was been used so that the curves correspond to the saturated

Jerque curves of the films. The curves are very closely



 
Fig. 5 412a Experimental Saturated Torque Curve for b‘ilm

SZPl? R = 1 x 102

~. H' is given in terms of a DC current, the conversion

~ifactornbeing 516 oe/amp. The accuracy of oetermining HA

{Cat any point is better than the accuracy of plotting the

:yoints on this diagram.

 



     
g- 5-4le Experimental Saturated Torque Curve for Film

’ S2P13 , R e 6.5 x 10’2



 
7- 5;. 5‘412° Experimental Saturated Torque Curve for Film

‘3???) a ‘i = 0-0}: 10'?

 



 
CLTorque Curve for Film
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intted by a uniaxial anisotropy function of the form

£=Ksin2¢ or 33 = Ksin2¢ . There are, however, definite
3¢

Land important discrepancies. The magnitude of H5 at ¢= %

agrees with that at ¢= 2% to within the experimental error

of 1 0.2 per cent as it must, since the sign of magnetization

:Vector along the same direction can have no effect. The

:magnitude of Hfi at ¢= % differs from that at ¢= 3% by

!the order of a few per cent. Films SZPlB shows the largest

'_effect and referring to Fig. 5.H12b, the difference in the

{height of the peaks is clearly seen. Fig. 5.Hl2b also shows

:the points of zero torque, and these are not regularly spaced

at 900 intervals. The curve is distorted from a sin2¢ shape,

the higher peak occurring between the zero points of closer

lspacing. This cannot be explained by a simple shift of a

sin2¢ curve parallel to the torque axis. If the easy and hard

-axis direction of the film are determined by the Crowther cross

-?ield technique, then these also are not spaced at 900, but

siree with the zero torque points above to within 1 0.10. The'

{aturated torque curves depart from the uniaxial sin2¢ form

g‘d obtain an added c052¢ component form. It follows from '

Esction 2.“ that if a film consists of small regions in which

“We anisotropy is random but still uniaxial, then the satur-

ited anisotropy of the whole film will be uniaxial also. Thus

appears that other than uniaxial anisotropies are present in
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films of higher dispersion, the cosu¢ form possibly suggest-

ing crystalline anisotropy centres.

The ratio

 

 

R = AHA

nm

where

- _ fl _ 3n
AH; ’Hfi(¢—)F) -l H'(¢- 'F)

and

1 . 3Hr'lm = 54‘ n + I H'(¢= 111)}
 

       

is given in Table ”.22 for a number of film samples. The

number is too small to show any definite correlation. The

t results however suggestthat R is much larger in thinner

films near 1000 g than in thicker films near 3500 A and that

i for_films of the same thickness, R increases with increas-

ing dispersion.

if5.H7 A Variation of the Method for the Measurement of the

Saturation Magnetization of a Film

A variation of the present method can be performed with

Tthe fields H' and H" applied at a known angle 6 out of

»%he plane of the film as in Fig. 5.013. The restoring torque

'?s now provided by the demagnetizing energy of the magnetiz-
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I ation out of the film plane and the null conditon becomes

2
H'Mcose = %§(2nM Nsinze) = HwMstinecose

;‘giving

 M - H' .- E?RCOSG (5.#18)

where the demagnetizing factor N is closely unity. As

distinct from the mechanical torque balance which measures

only (MV) , equation (5.Ml8) gives directly the saturation

magnetization of a film, independent of its volume, thickness,

or porosity excepting as thesenodifizfiu;effective demagnetiz-g

ing factor N.

515 METHODS OF MEASURING FILM ANISOTROPY

SATURATED AND INITIAL MEASUREMENTS

5.51 Introduction

Methods of determining the anisotropy energy fall into

1 two classes:

Initial Measurements

"Initial" measurements are those involving only Small

2rotations o of the magnetization about its equilibrium

fdirection along the apparent easy axis of the film. The easy
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tyis may be fixed, or may be determined by the direction in

fifioh the film was last saturated if the film has pseudo-

2ftatable anisotropy (PRA). (PRA has been discussed in

Emotion 3.4). In either case, for sufficiently small ¢ , an

fiisotropy energy e(¢) may be associated with the position V

%f the magnetization. e(¢) is the total anisotropy energy,

hiya is the sum of both fixed and rotatable components. All

II‘I‘initial" measurements then have in common that they measure
a

anly the total local stiffness %% _ of the magnetization.

5 number of examples are discussed gegow;

. - The anisotropy is cemmonly determined by measuring

‘Ehe initial susceptibility in the hard axis direction by an M3

§iotter or other suitable method. The field at which the

attrapolated low drive trace intersects the saturation level

as taken as the anisotropy film HKi of the film. Thus, by

fizfinition

S . 3 6 (5.51)2 a¢'
r H=O,¢ :0

H

itere

Mr is the remanent magnetization,
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Ms is the saturation magnetization, and

H is the applied field in the hard direction.

   
  

      

  

   

Ehe proof of equation (5.51) is discussed in detail in Sect—

gen 5.61. In practice the low drive trace is usually a straight

iine up to ‘H=Hr+0.5 HK' This then also implies that e(¢) is

of the form Ksin2¢ at least for ¢<sin'1(Hr/HK).

- The anisotropy may be calculated from the low field

torque curves found by any of the methods of Section 5.2. If  EJH,y) is the applied field, then the initial slope of the

:pnrve, %%\ 0’ is plotted against l/H and extrapolated to infin
. Y =

-itefield.Since T :13- : HMsin(y-¢) (5.52)
!~

'then

 

 

 
'+ V. ’87 as H+°° (5053)  
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IM — The anisotropy may also be found by a number of in-

81   
    

  

   
  
  
  
  

  

  

eirect means such as the torsion pendulum method

“QagnetiC'resonancess. In either case the period of oscillat-

, or ferro-§

‘ion or the resonant frequency depends upon the local stiffness

is.LM  ¢=0

High Field Measurements

These involve large rotations of the magnetization

Tend measure essentially the fixed anisotropy component eu(¢)

fenly. The basic method of finding eu(¢) is to measure the

ihigh field torque curve of the film in any of the ways of

'Section 5.2. Experiment shows that eu(¢) is closely of the

hform eu(¢) = K sin2¢ (see Fig. 5.M12). eu(¢) is thus
u

lepecified by the value of the anisotropy constant Ku.

g5.6 MEASUREMENT OF THE ANISOTROPY BY THE HARD AXIS INITIAL

SUSCEPTIBILITY METHOD USING AN MH PLOTTER

5.61 The Effects of Anisotropy Dispersion

As discussed in Section 5.5, the anisotropy is commonly

estermined by measuring the united susceptibility in the hard

éais direction by an MH plotterSZ’Bz. The field at which the
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extrapolated low drive trace intersects the saturation level

is taken as the anisotropy field H of the film. By this
Ki

definition

M

H“; S (5.61)

ag<Msin¢)

H=O

where

(M,¢) is the magnetization of the film,

MS is the saturation magnetization, and

H is the applied field in the hard direction.

The torque equilibirium equation for the film may be written

a .
-% - HMSin(y-¢) = O, y: % (5-52)

As previously discussed in Sections 5.23 and 5.HH, for real

films both the anisotropy energy a and the magnetization M

will in the general case depend not only on ¢ , but also on

the applied field (H,Y). Two independent variables are

needed which may conveniently be taken as ¢ and y . The

derivative in equation (5.61) may be evaluated from equation

(5.62) to give

 

M

H = S

Ki Mcos¢(Mcos¢+sin¢ gg)

 

2

2—; + H(Msin¢- cos¢ gM)

3¢ ¢ H=O, ¢=O 



    

     
  
 

hhere the total derivative %? has been replaced by the part-

Qal derivative , since 7 is constant.2..
3¢

 

 

Fus,

Hki=

MS 826
= .7 , .7 (5.53)

Mr 3¢ r

:here

Mr is the remanent magnetization, and

328
33— is the initial stiffness evaluated at the

r 
remanent condition.

; 1 thus might alternatively be called the remanent anisotropy

For an ideal film obeying the CR model, e=Ksin2¢ ,

J; MD and from equation (5.63), H
U K Ks

2K/Mo is the saturated anisotropy field of the film.

.=H , where
1

S

4: relation of HKi to H for a real film having ani—
Ks

tiropy dispersion is of great importance. For a film obey-

7£ the Independent Region (IR) model of Section 2.2, then

15erring to Fig. 5.61, it follows that if (HK,B) is the

isotropy of a typical region, then
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1 Fig. 5.61 Diagram for Calculating HKi for a Film

Consisting of Independent Dispersion Regions-
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H = M5

gfi(Mssin(¢+B))r
H=O,¢=O

 

did differentiating the torque equilibrium equation,

 

- . - '. -vrHKM831n2¢ - HM851n(y—¢—B) - O, y - 5

{é obtain,
ori l

 

(coszfi)

K

If the magnitude and directional distributions are

independent, then

 

 

 

HKi = AKABHKS (5.55)

:5; are

l
A =

K ‘r

_ 1
A ..

B -—7—

H = H c0528 is the saturated anisotropy field of

the film-
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AK and AB may be evaluated for a normal distribution

! in terms of the respective normalized standard deviations OK

and CB . The calculation is outlined in Appendix .A and  
I‘values of AK and AB have been plotted against OK and

'0 in Fig. 5.62. AK is less than 1, while A is greater
8

than 1. Thus, HKi can be either greater or less than HKS

j depending on whether the angular dispersion factor AB or the

magnitude dispersion factor AK is dominant.

Experimental measurements of HKi have been plotted

3against the angular diSpersion 81 for a number of film

- 7
isamples in Fig. 5.53. Plotted also in Fig. 5.63 are the

values of HKs for the same films found from measurement of

vthe saturated torque curves as in Section 5.0. The two values  degree moderately well. HKi is as often smaller than HK
S

[as it is larger. As expected, these permalloy films show no

'evidence of any significant pseudo-rotatable anisotropy  
Yeomponent. Though the sample number is small, it would

Iippear that agreement is best for thinner films near 1000 X

and somewhat worse for thicker films near 3500 R. There

pppears to be no correlation with the dispersion 8 . HKi

w'd H have also been measured by DoyleD1 who similarly
Ks

Evports approximate agreement between the two, but a lack of

|

shrrelation with B . It does not seem profitable to discuss
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F10. 5.63 'Experimental Measurements of HKi and HKs plotted

b

against the Angular Dispersionfi 1'
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.further the predictions of the IR model other than to repeat

1that, for a normal distribution, HKi can be either greater

or less than HKs depending on whether the factor 18 or the

fifactor AK is dominant.

Finally, it may be noted that if instead 8 is random-

:ly distributed from — % to + g , then equation (5.6”) pre:

idiots a pseudo-rotatable anisotropy of magnitude

 H . = 1 = 2 (5.66)
Ki ""1?' ""'

(g%).cos B (E:)
K

Ehe saturated anisotropy HKS is zero in this case.

5.62 Practical Details and Experimental Errors for the

Present MH Plotter

H is conveniently measured from a photograph of the
Ki

ascilloscope display. The photograph is double exposed so as

39 superpose both the initial and saturated hysteresis loops

~fas in Fig. H. 21 ). Alternatively, HKi may be read

{erectly by using a rotatable protractor, fitted to the

aucilloscope face, to record the slope of the initial loop.

Ewe saturated loop is then displayed and HKi read from the
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magnetization. Other variations of this method are possible.

Once a standard measurement procedure has been adopted,

random errors are small. It is found in practice that the

slope can be set to 2 per cent, the oscilloscope scale read

to 1 per cent and HKi thus determined with a relative

error of approximately 3 per cent. Experimentally, a series

of 20 independent measurements of HKi were made on the

same sample 82Pl7. The sample was removed from and then re—

placed in the MH plotter between each measurement. The root

mean square error was 2 per cent, and the maximum error in

any of the readings was 5 per cent. Several different films

have been measured and all give the above accuracy.

Additional errors in HK may arise from
i

- the calibration of the field scale of the oscillos—

cope diSplay. This may readily be calibrated in terms of a

DC current by comparing the voltage produced across the field

n current monitoring resistor RM of the MH plotter (see Fig.

$.22) when passing both an AP and DC current simultaneously

. through the field coils. An accuracy of l per cent is ob-

‘ tainable.

- the effect of the small but non-zero value of the

~ measuring field on the reversibility and slope of the

initial hysteresis loop. Typical experimental results for
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flhe variation of HKi 'with the field amplitude are shown in

73g. 5 . an . .

- incomplete cancellation of stray static magnetic

i’elds (such as the earth's field).

I - inaccurate alignment of either the film or the sense

fioil with the field direction.

In Fig. 5.65 e and a are small errors in the align-

?ent of the film easy axis and the sense coil, respectively.

:"9 y') is an uncancelled static field. Equations (5.51)

figd (5.62) then become

 

Mscosa

Hf<1 = a (5.67)

(Msin(¢+gaa)

EH H=0

3.5 .. HMsin(y-¢-s)- H'Msin(y'-¢-a)=0, y: g- (5.68)

¢

fife derivative may be evaluated as previously. For the

 

= ——% is unaltered by the field (H',y') and also

H=O a¢ r

t gig-~o.

. . . , _ H'M

Finally, writing h - 7 , than
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8 2 r 
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H'- = H . cosa<l+h'cos(y'-B))

K1 K1 cosscos(g~a)

*Hxi' (1+h'c03y'+8h'siny'+B2-aB+...) (5.69)

   

  

  

   

  

  

lperimental results showing the errors caused by deliberately

introduced variations in h' and B are given in Fig. 5.6# and .

_@erify the form of equation (5.69). Stray fields along the

[easy axis (y'=0) produce first order errors, while alignment

errors are of second order. In the present MH plotter such

fields are cancelled to i l milli 0e and alignment errors

ere similarly negligible (see Section 6.5), giving an error

3
from both these causes of less than 1 part in 10 for a

typical film.
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THE DESIGN OF'ANMH PLOTTER FOR THE ACCURATE

MEASUREMENT OF THIN FILMS

L

1
l
I

r
I
%
I
I

1

.' 5. 1 INTRODUCTI ON I

; I In the course of the present research, it has been

lnecessary to design and construct a sensitive audio frequency

13H plotter or hysteresigraph for the measurement of thin

Qmagnetic films. The instrument is suitable for the measurement

iof planar films of thickness from 100 X to 3000 X deposited

Fen a flat non-conducting substrate and has a noise Ievel

gnorresponding to the signal obtained from a film of 1 cm

fdiameter and 0.6 2 in thickness. Provision has been made for

fwariable frequency operation from 100 c/s to 1000 c/s to

enable study of the effects of frequency on film behaviour.

A prime object of the present investigation of thin

films has been to extend the range and accuracy with which

'Eilm properties can be studied by MH plotter techniques. An

:1tegral part of this work has been an examination of

H‘eoretical and practical factors limiting the performance

9f an instrument of this type. In the construction of the

iresent MH plotter, particular attention has been paid to

' 1
r
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283  mechanical accuracy, faithful reproduction of the hysteresis

loops and high sensitivity.

The basic principles in measuring the hysteresis loops:

:of magnetic materials are well understood. .A comprehensive ‘

survey up to 1950 has been presented by BozorthBl . Alternating

field instruments suitable for the oscilloscope display of {

MH curves of small samples have been described by a number of:

01’ C2’ C3’ Ml’ Hl’ W1. Instruments have been construct—

ed‘ 83' 01’ 02’ 33, especially for measurements on Ni-Fe

films in which provision has been made for orientating the

sample and for applying traverse magnetic fields. Instruments

have been described for measurements on films deposited on I

other than flat substrates. In particular, the MH plotter

B3 allows the film to bereported by Bryzinski and Sahba

positioned to within 0.10, but the mechanical construction is'

-complicated, the sense coil large and its resonant frequency

low (8.3 Kc/s). The most sensitive instrument is a recent

01 who has obtained a noise level correspond-'design by Oguey

ing to the signal from a 1 cm diameter film of 2 2 thickness:

Oguey has discussed the optimum design for maximum sensitivity

and has given a brief description of the choice of the ‘

integration characteristic and a restricted analysis of the

correct sense coil shape. Neither of these aspects has been

fully treated. Further, as much as anytheoretically Optimum  
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design, the success of an MH plotter depends upon its lack of

'critical adjustments, its stability and absence of drift, and

the accuracy, reliability and ease with which measurements

-can be made. The purpose of the present treatment is thus

twofold;

- to extend certain features of the optimum theoret-

ical design, in particular the choice of the repetition

gfrequency fO , the design of the sense coil and the choice

of the integration transfer function. These matters are con-

sidered later in Chapter 7. Details of the preamplifier and

lintegrator used in the present instrument, and embodying the

theoretical principles outlined, are given in Chapter 8.

- to record those aspects of a practical nature

which are of importance in the overall performance of the

instrument.

The present chapter is concerned with these latter

'practical considerations. Section 6.2 briefly outlines the

principles of operation of the MH plotter. Section 6.3 des-

eribes the mechanical construction of the MH plotter, the

Isense and cancellation coil assembly and the film holder. The

ass of a sense coil positioned on one side only of the film

simplifies the mechanical construction and allows a greater
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accuracy in positioning the film. Section 6.4 discusses

features of the field coil design including the size, impedance

level, tuning, and orthogonality of the coils. A method is

given for producing, using the same field coils, an audio

frequency (AF) field and a simultaneous DC field necessary for

the saturation of the film while cancellation of the air flux

voltage is made. Section 6.5 outlines a method of orientat—

ing the film and cancelling the earth's magnetic field using

the film itself as an indicator of the null field condition.

The latter is cancelled by passing a current through auxiliary

windings on the normal field coils, avoiding the additional

02 used inHelmholtz coilsBa, or magnetically shielded boxes

some previous designs. Section 6.6 considers the cancellation

of the air flux voltage and other stray voltages other than

the signal from the film induced in the sense coil circuit.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that the lack of perfect

cancellation, in particular of harmonic distortion components

in the drive field, imposes one of the principal limitations

on the useful sensitivity of an MH plotter. Section 6.7 dis-

cusses and establishes tolerable limits for the effects on a

hysteresis loop display of limited frequency response of the

flux detecting system and of phase errors in the field dis—

playc The latter is particularly undesirable as a hysteresis.

loop may appear normal yet be grossly in error. An adjust-  
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ment procedure is given. It may be noted that adjustment is

only possible if the flux detecting amplifier and integrator

are designed as in Chapter 8~to have zero phase error.

6.2 THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

6.21 A description of the System

A photograph of the MH plotter is given in Fig. 6.21,

and a block diagram of the circuit is shown in Fig. 6.22. The

method of operation is readily understood. Referring to

Fig. 6.22, the film F is placed in a sinoidally varying

magnetic field produced by the Helmholtz coils Dl . Repetition

frequencies fo from 100 c/s to 1000 c/s can be used,'

variable frequency operation being of value in interpreting

certain time dependent features of film behaviour (see

Section u.6). The second Helmholtz coil pair D2 provides

a steady DC field at right angles to the field of D1 ,

necessary for traverse field studies of thin films.

The flux of the film is detected by the sense coil S

placed near the film. 8 has a voltage induced in it pro-

portional to the rate of change of the component of flux

along the coil axis. The signal is amplified and displayed

on an oscilloscope against the instantaneous applied field
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to give the voltage switching waveforms of the film. Finally,

the signal is electronically integrated and again displayed

against the applied field giving the MB or hysteresis curves

of the film. The fidelity of the display is determined by

the frequency response of the flux detecting system. At high

frequencies the response is limited by the self-resonance of

the sense coil (though see Section 8.6). The resistor RD

is used to give critical damping. At low frequencies the

response is determined by the integration characteristic used.

Due to the small size of a thin film, the sense coil

cannot be coupled to the film alone. A large voltage is also»

induced in it by air flux linking the coil. This unwanted

signal is cancelled by connecting the cancellation coil C

in series opposing with the sense coil. The cancellation coil

is positioned so that a signal is induced in it by the air

flux but not by the film. The cancellation coil cancels the

air flux voltage closely, but cannot do so exactly. A final

adjustment is provided by injecting a small signal derived

from the drive coil voltage. The signal is adjusted to the

correct magnitude and phase by the cancellation bridge net—

work marked as N. Amplitude and phase errors may be disting:

uished from the hysteresis loop diSplay. The final cancell—

' ation must be made with the film magnetically clamped in situr

by a large saturating DC field. While the air flux voltage
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'is Very much the largest, other drive frequency voltages are

I induced in the sense coil circuit by stray capacitive,

i'magnetic, and common lead couplings. The final balance

i should thus be made after all other settings, for example the

'position of the sample holder or the gain of the sense ampli-

'fier, have been first completed. In the present instrument,

while these voltages are small, being less than 1 part in 10”

of the air flux signal, they are very apparent at the highest

sensitivities. Capacitive couplings in particular eliminate

any final adjustment procedure in which an object, for example

.uan adjusting tool or a hand, is brought into the immediate

:region of the sense coil. Likewise any procedure in which

hthe film sample is removed, the balance made, and the sample

then replaced, is in serious doubt. Apart from possible

fmechanical disturbances, capacitive effects caused by the

lintroduction of even a plain glass sample slide are again

Tvery apparent at high sensitivities.

_ The DC saturating field is best produced in the same

'direction as the AF field by passing both a DC and AF current

simultaneously through the field coils Dl . The design of

,a coupling network for this purpose is discussed in Section

:%.uu. The magnetization will tend to lie along the DC field

afirection and the torque exerted on it by the AF field will
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, be small. For fields precisely along the easy or hard

directions, there is ideally no signal from the film if the

‘ minimum field exceeds H If instead the DC field isK O

1 produced via coils D2 and is traverse to the AP field, the

latter will always exert a torque on the magnetization. A

' very much larger DC field will be required for effective

saturation.

6.22 The Limiting Sensitivity

The sensitivity of the MH plotter is limited by thermal

. noise in the sense coil resistance and the input noise of the‘

: preamplifier. Hum, imperfectly cancelled air flux voltages

gland other extraneous interference have been reduced to a neg-

_1igible level. The theoretical aspects of achieving the

{maximum signal to noise ratio % are discussed in Chapter 7.

:It is sufficient here to say that the signal from the film

,will be given by the time pate of change of the fraction

:0 = 0.13 (see Section 7.48) of the flux effective in linking
‘ o
“ghe sense coil, giving, for a 1000 A , 1 cm diameter permalloy
Q

Eilm (unMs = lOuergs units) and a repetition frequency

:0 = l Kc/s, a saturated signal of 6.3 mV pp at the sense

Eoil terminals.
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The measured noise of the preamplifier and integration;

also referred to the terminal of the sense coil by the gain

at f0 = l Kc/s, is (see Section 8.2) no pV pp. The noise

{level of the MH plotter thus corresponds to the signal from

a o

a 1 cm diameter film of thickness 7 A. With synchronous DC

restoration (See Section 8.7), the noise level is reduced to

o

3.5 uV pp, giving an "equivalent thickness" of 0.6 A,

- 6.23 A Comparison with the Vibrating Sample Magnetometer and

the Mechanical Torque Balance.

The low frequency properties of thin films are also

commonly measured using vibrating coil or vibrating sample

Sl,Dl,Fl,F2
(VCS) magnetometers and mechanical torque

balancesBz’Hz.

The VCS Magnetometer

The VCS magnetometer is identical to an audio frequency

NH plotter in that the measured quantity is the film flux

component in a given direction, with howeVer the difference

that the measurement can be made with steady fields applied

mo the film. This latter feature can have advantages in

Lage‘rtain cases. For example, hysteresis curves as measured   
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@y an MH plotter may not be truly quasistatic (Section ”.6 ).

.@5 a second example, the measurement of anisotropy magnitude

:gispersion by the Crowther techniquecu is simplified,since

fab read pulSes are required to determine the remanent

lmagnetization component along the easy axis.

“With an MH plotter, a permanent record of the data can

'pe made photographically, or using synchronous time sampling

fof the display, an X—Y recorder can be used. The latter need

linvolve only a small modification of tha DC rgstsrer given in

:Eection 8.7 J. In presenting hysteresis loops. an oscillos-

Lfiope display is useful if adjustments are to be made by ob-

igerving changes in the pattern. The sensitivity of either

Ian MH plotter or a VCS magnetometer, other factors being

7equal (for example, the coil shape and relative position to

the film), is proportional to‘B/wo2 ,

'where

V B is the detector bandwidth,

“02 is the AF field frequency or the frequency of

vibration.

for an oscilloscope display is neceSSarily large (> 100 mo)

é't need not be if an X-Y recorder is used. In this case the
:

ibwer limit on B is the same for both MH plotter and

1;;netometer and is set by the time allowed for a recording
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to be taken. The MH plotter normally has the advantage that

the AF field frequency can be made higher than that for a

mechanical vibration. Also for the MH plotter the sense coil

flux linkage varies from maximum in one direction to maximum

in the opposite direction. The amplitude of vibration of a

VCS magnetometer is usually small* and the flux change

corre3pondingly less than the optimum of maximum to zero. It

is not difficult, however, to find a design where the optimum

flux change does occur. Fig. 6.23 shows a possible moving

h‘coil arrangement. The stationary sample allows accurate

orientation with respect to the field. Further only a con—

tinuous rotation is required giving a simpler mechanical

design and a higher frequency mo .

The Mechanical Torque Balance

In the torsion balance also, a steady field H is

applied to the film. The balance then measures mechanically

the component of the torque vector T = h x h along the

torsion axis of the instrument. The torque is proportional

to MSV ,

 

* In the vibrating sample instrument described by Flanders

P2
and Doyle the amplitude of the vibration can be varied

from 0.5 to u mm.
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where

   

 

   

  

  

   

  

  
   

    
   

 

  

 

MS is the saturation magnetization,

V is the volume of the film.

The low field torque curves for g in the plane of

‘the film show rotational hysteresis* and Contain all the

information of the linear hysteresis curves Obtained by an

MH plotter. In principal, one may be calculated from the

other. The low field torque curves also giVe the values of

4the remanent magnetization MPV and the total anisotropy

iconstant KV . Measurement of MSV (by measuring torques

:for fields out of the plane of the film as outlined by

Tumphrey et alHZ) allows the anisotropy field to be calculat—

lsd as HK = (2.KV)/MSV . At high fields the direction of the

W.gnetization tends to that of the applied field.'Thus the

norque curve gives directly the fixed anisotropy torque

= (as/a¢)v as a function of the angle ¢ between the

uagnetization and the easy axis.

For thin films the torque balance may also be used to

Liot directly the magnetization in any given direction

L

Vsinst an applied field, thus exactly duplicating all the

    

 

A detailed account of torque measurements and rotational

geteresis has been given in Section 2. 8 .
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uses of an MH plotter or VCS magnetometer. The method is a

variation of that given by Humphrey et al for determining HC

and is illustrated in Fig. 6.2H.' A small fixed field Hi

(i few oersteds) is applied perpendicular to the plane of

the film. Rotation of M out of the plane of the film is

negligible (% Hl/unMs) and the torque component Ty about

the y axis is closely equal to the product of Hi and the

x component of the magnetization. The film may be rotated

in the xy plane and additional fields HL or HT in the

xy plane applied as required.

A Comparison of the Sensitivities of the Three

Instruments

The sensitivity of a torsion balance is not directly

comparable to the sensitivity of an MH plotter or a VCS

magnetometer. For the former the torque is KV while for

the latter, assuming a circular film of thickness t and

diameter d, the output signal will be proportional to

unMStd . For a 1 cm diameter film, taking K=103 erg cm-3

—u
and HnMS = 10 cgs units = 10 volt secs.,

KV = 103v dyne cm

H v , -u
; . ”HMS . d r 10 V volt secs.4: z: '

3
CO

r
t
D
. II



 

    Figure Illustrating the Use of a Mechanical

Torsion Balance to Measure Magnetization

Components in the Phase of the Film-
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secs with synchronous restoration and is representative of

the best results obtainableOI. A VS magnetometer has been

F2 12
described by Flanders et al with a sensitivity of 0.5x10'

volt secs. Torque balances commonly have a sensitivity of

'3 dyne cmBz, increasing to 10"5 dyne cm with extremely10

careful designHZ. At the present state of development the

sensitivities of the three instruments are thus of the same

order.

6.3 THE MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

6.31 A General Description

A photograph of the MH plotter has been given in

Fig. 6.21. Photographs of the sense coil assembly and the

film holder are shown in Figs. 6.31 and 6.32, respectively.

Detailed constructional drawings are given in Fig. 6.33 and

are included in the pocket inside the back cover of this

volume.

The coil assembly is fabricated from Novasteen D201

supplied by the W.J. Manufacturing 00., Australia’ This

material is a coarse weave linen based, phenolic bonded

laminate available in sheet and in rolled rod form.

good machining properties, mechanical rigidity and

dimensional stability.  
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The complete assembly is rigidly mounted on top of

   

  

   

   

   
  

   

   

 

   

  

  

  

  

a cabinet housing the sense coil amplifier, integrator and

all other necessary circuitry except the AF and DC field

supplies. This construction gives the minimum pick up of

hum and interference and the maximum operating’convenience.

The controls of the air flux cancellation bridge are grouped

at the left hand side of the front panel.

6.32 The Sense Coil Assembly

The sense coil is positioned on one side only and

just below the film sample. In comparison to the more

usual type of coil enclosing the film, sensitivity is less,

but the mechanical construction of the film holder is simpli-

fied and the angular accuracy in positioning the film greatly

increased. This is further discussed in Section 7.U2.

The sense and cancellation coils form one rigid,

interchangeable unit. The unit may be rotated through 1900

with respect to the field coils by the worm drive J2 shown

in Fig. 6.33, the angle being measured from the graduated

disc M2. The 90° position with the sense and field coils

at right angles can be located to within 1 part in 101* by

adjusting the sense coil for zero induced voltage across it.
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6.33 The Film Holder

The film is held by the film holder just above the

sense coil. The holder rotates through 360° with respect

to the field coils, the angle being read to i 0.0200 from

the graduated disc Ml using the vernier V*. The holder will

take either lin diameter circular glass slides or 1 in

wide rectangular slides. The former is held by the four

jaws A, B, C and D, and the latter by the flat faces on the

jaws A and C. The slide 1 located at a reproducible height

above the sense coil by being pressed against the button E.

The height is adjustable by means of the spacer H. For

rectangular slides, the film spot is centrally positioned by

aligning it through the glass with a series of concentric

circles inscribed on the face of button E. The variation in

the apparent saturation flux of the film with angular

position is less than 1 per cent. The jaws are flexible,

and the holding pressure, adjustable by means of the collet

G, should be no more than just sufficient to retain the slide,

Surprisingl. little pressure is required to distort a 1/32 in

thick glass slide and changes in HK of up to several per cent;

may occur, even for permalloy films of nominally zero magneto:

strictive coefficient.

 

* The measurement of angular dispersion of a film with

o = zoxlo'3 C”

an accuracy of i 0.050 at least.

or 10 using Crowther's first method requires

*
-

w
j
a
m
:
-
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:8.” THE FIELD COILS D AND D
l 2

As outlined in Section 6.21, the fields of the MH

plotter are produced by the two Helmholtz field coils D1 and

- the coils D of 7 ins diameter produce either an
1

LAF field, a DC field, or both simultaneously; the latter

. being required for magnetit2clamping of the film during air

flux cancellation, in partial switching cxperinentst and in

the measurement of torque curves by the method of Section 5.4

- the coils D of 11 ins diameter produce a steady
2

field at right angles to that of the coils Dl .

These two sets of mutually orthogonal coils are all

that are required for almost all possible measurements which

might be made on a film (one exception being the method of

Rossing and Stolen outlined in Section 5.3).

Winding data, measured electrical parameters and

other details of the field coils have been collected in

,Table 6.Hl. Formulae for the design of Helmholtz coils,

including the effects and optimum proportions for a winding

of finite cross section, have been given by numerous

R1, 32
’authors and will not be repeated here. The design of
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Table 6.41 DETAILS OF THE FIELD COILS,

} THE EARTH'S FIELD COMPENSATING COILs,

AND THE BRIDGE CANCELLATION COILS. *

*-X-

“ THE FIELD COILS

Inner Coils Dl Outer Coils D2

7 Mean Diameter 7 ins 11 ins

Winding Data Each half 80 turns of 48

strand 33 SWG litz

Field Calibration Factor 8.12 ea amp—l 5.16 oe amp-l

(field per unit current)

DC Resistance 18° C 0.63 ohms 0.98 ohms

Inductance 3.76 mH 6.96 mH

Self Resonant Frequency 100 kc/s 61 kc/s

Q at l kC/S .. 3102 3701

Parallel Resonance ' 740 ohms 1640 ohms,

Impedance

THE COILS FOR COMPENSATING THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD **

Inner Coils D‘ Outer Coils D4

Mean Diameter 7.8 ins 11.8 ins,

Winding Data Each half, 36 turns 23 SWG'

enamel

-l -l
l"ield Calibration Factor 3.65 oe amp 2.41 0e amp

. Dc Resistance 18°C 2.7611 4.0551
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[THE CANCELLATION BRIDGE COILS **

Inner coils ups - Outer coils .D6

fl Mean Diameter 7o5'ins 11-5 ins I

Winding Data Each half, 6 turns 23 sws'
enamel

DC Resistance 18° C 0.67 JL 0.87 JL

Inductance 4l/uH 69/aH

gutual Inductance to the ZlS/JJ , 455JJH
‘ield Coils D1 and D2

* the present MH plotter was originally designed so that

either the inner or outer coils could be used as the AF

field coil, thus windings D2, D4, D6 duplicate Bl? D3? p5

respectively. Ear normal use it has been found more con—‘

venient to use the inner coils D1 as the AF field coils,

and this is the mode of operation which has been described

in the text.

** unless otherwise stated all values quoted apply to‘

the two halves of each coil pair connected in series
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the coils Dl , D2 are determined by a number of considerations

which are briefly listed in Sections 6.Hl to 6.”? below.

6.41 The Diameter of the Coils

The 7 ins diameter is set by

- the minimum field uniformity required over the

region of the cancellation coil for successful cancellation

of spatial harmonics in the induced air flux voltage as dis-

cussed in Section 6.63.

— the provision of a working space inside the coil}

large enough for easy handling of the film sample. It may

‘also be necessary to measure individual spots on a large

glass plate, or to bend a long slide in determining the

magneto-strictive properties of a film.

The field homogeneity of 1 part in 10” over a 1 cm

diameter film is more than adequate for normal applications*.

 

The measurement of anisotropy dispersion will require the

highest uniformity. For a film of GB: 20x10"3 or 10, a

uniformity of 1 part in 103 is desirable.
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6.H2 AF Power Requirements of

The AP power requirements have been made small, con-

sistent with 7 ins coil diameter, by the use of a large

Vwinding cross section. For a given field, the power required

by a Helmholtz pair increases as the first power of the

diameter if both diameter and winding cross section are

scaled together. It becomes increasingly difficult to

provide large amounts of distortion free power. Harmonics

in the drive field can prevent complete cancellation of the

air flux signal. Undue thermal changes can effect the

stability of the cancellation.

6.H3 The Impedance Level and Tuning of D1

The impedance level of D1 has been made low to

reduce capacitively coupled voltages in the sense coil

circuit. A balanced drive has not been found necessary in

this regard. D1 is parallel tuned to reduce distortion and

to provide a suitable load for the driving amplifier. At the

lower frequencies near 100 c/s the tuning capacity is large.

AC "motor start" electrolytics have been satisfactorily used

for this purpose.
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t.uu The Production of Simultaneous AF and DC Fields

A DC supply cannot be connected directly across the

as a large AF voltage would be impressed upon the

supply. For the same current, the ratio of the AP to DC volt-

sges would equal the Q of the coil, about 30 at f0 = l Kc/s.

f current, regulated supply would be needed with the regulat-

ing element absorbing the full AF voltage. The problem is not

svoided by using separate windings, since if the windings

produce coincident fields, then necessarily they must be

Magnetically coupled.

In the present instrument D1 is decoupled by the DC

supply by the choke-capacitor filter shown in Fig. 6.22. The

iron cored choke L is designed to avoid excessive inductance

thange and consequent detuning of the AF circuit when a DC

gurrent is passed. Both the current monitoring resistor RM

érd the AF supply are earthed. Any convenient AF or DC

ipplies may be used. Other coupling methods are possible

Lsee Appendix B ), but are not as convenient as the above.

L,-
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‘.#5 The Orthogonality of the Field Coils and Induced

AF Currents

   

   

  
  

    

 

The field coils D1 and D2 must be set accurately

at right angles to prevent magnetically induced currents flow—

Iing in D2 . If a mutual inductance M exists between the

icoils, the total field will be

¥ : §1Hl + 92H2

H (n + n :1 SM) n (e #1)l ~l ~2 ' Y1 ' Z; '

'Where

H1 , H2 are the fields of D1 , D2 , respectively,

Yl , y2 are the field calibration factors (field per

unit current) of D1 , D2 , respectively,

n1 , n2 are unit vectors along the axis of D1,D2 ,

reapectively, and

22 is the total impedance in the circuit of D2 .

A current monitoring resistor used in series with

coils D1 to measure the AF field will detect only H not H
l 2’

$1milarly, field sensing coils will measure only H1 and not

:32 which is normal to their axis. Variations in 22 and

consequently H2 can cause the air flux cancellation to change

Hwith the DC current through D2 . Certain film measurements
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will be effected by H2 .

It seems desirable to set a limit of H2/H1<1x10-3 .

If the coils D2 are supplied from a high impedance current

Isource so that Z2 is large, the induced voltage in D2

needs only to be sufficiently small to be absorbed across the

5current regulating element. The simplest arrangement, how-

ever, is, as in the present instrument, to short circuit

coils D2 by a large capacitor. The AP operation of the MH

uplotter is then independent of the DC source and any eon-

Alyvenient variable DC supply may be used . In this case

‘equation 6.Hl reduces to

H -:- Hl(l;11 + :12 . $1- . E5) (6.”2)

where L2 is the inductance of D2 , and it may be calculat-

‘ed from the measured parameters of the field coils (Table 6.Hl)

-3that for H2/Hl < 1x10 , D1 and D2 must be orthogonal to

3Within an angular error of approximately 3xlO' rad. This

is easily obtained in the present instrument by adjusting D1

relative to D2 using the worm drive J3(Pig. 6.33) to give

'zero induced voltage across D2 . H2/Hl can be made <1x10'u

and the adjustment is stable over a period of months. Never-

'theless, as discussed in Section 6.u6, a fixed coil design

effers definite advantages and an angular error of < 3x10-3  
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irad. does not seem unreasonable with accurate construction.

Adjustment of D1 and D2onr zero voltage across D2

‘will not, due to constructional irregularities and nearby

‘metal objects, necessarily ensure that the fields at the film

{are orthogonal. With the present instrument this has been

ichecked by mounting the sense coil assembly in place of the

ifilm holder in the graduated measuring plate Ml (Fig. 6.33),

Hand measuring the position of the sense coil nulls for an AP

ifield produced by first Dl , then D2 . Experimentally, the

error in orthogonality is 0.23 i 0.020.

.6.u6 Possible Modifications

In the present instrument the inner coils Dl can

2 . ThlS

facility has not been found necessary and a decrease in size

-be rotated through 3600 inside the outer coils D

and an increase in rigidity and simplicity is possible if the

lcoils are permanently fixed at right angles to each other.

A design in which the inner coils are used as the AF

:coils tends to give the lowest AF power requirements for a

vgiven working Space inside the coils, at the expense of an

increased overall size. While not used in the present case,

the alternative design in which the outer coils are used as

the AF coils can have certain advantages. The larger outer
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coils can give a uniform AF field necessary for correct air

flux cancellation, while the smaller inner coils, to which

this requirement does not apply, will still give adequate

field homogeneity over the film area. The earthed inner

coils will reduce capacitive coupling between the AF coils

and the sense coil circuit. Temperature changes of the

sense coil assembly will be less. Such a design tends to

give a smaller overall size at the expense of increased AF

power and a decreased working space inside the coil.

6.5 THE ORIENTATION OF A FILM AND CANCELLATION OF THE

EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD

6.51 Determining the Easy and Hard Axis Directions of a Film

The orientation of a film is best determined by the

»cross field technique originally described by Crowthercu.

For films with high dispersion, or with a large pseudo-

rotatable anisotropy component the orientation may be found

in this way even though the normal(mL , HL) hysteresis loop

may indicate no orientation at all.

In the cross-field method the magnetization is

measured in the direction normal to the applied AF field.

If the AF field is orientated precisely along the hard axis
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:of the film, and if there is no stray DC field component

normal to it, then the magnetization will rotate equally in

,opposite directions and a straight line null will be observed.

If there is either a small error in film orientation, or a ’

small non-zero traverse field HT , then the magnetization

, will rotate preferentially in one direction. The nature of

the hysteresis loops observed in this case are shown in

Fig. 6.51. Angular and field errors are readily distinguished

by the different hysteresis loops produced. The precision in

locating the null is high, the error in angle or in normalized

traverse field hT = H HT/ K being of the order of a few per

cent of the angular dispersion GB for films a 500 2. For

low dispersion films, where 08 is of the order of lo , the

error in angle is set by the limit of reading i 0.020 of the

MH plotter while the field HT can be set to zero to within

1 l milli.oe.. It is also possible to measure cross field

hysteresis loops with the AF field applied near the easy

axis of the film. The method is however less sensitive than

the previous hard direction measurements.

The approximate orientation of a low dispersion film

can be found to within i l0 or i 20 without the use of the 
cross field technique by examining the hard axis (mT , QT)

switching waveforms. These waveforms normally show a series

a

of peaks due to domain wall transitions which change



   

  
 Scales:

515

HARD AXIS 1000 0/8 TROSS FIELD HYSTERESIS LOOPS

O

O“ A 1000 A PHRMALLOY FILM 82P17 SHOWING THE

MVEHOU 0F ORIENTATING THE FILM AND CANCELLING

WHE PARTP'S ”RCWWTIC FIELD-

is taken at zero traverse field for varying angles

the hard direction
3

+ 0.500 + 8.7 x 10' rads

0 c or 0

— 0.50 _ 3.7

is taken along the hard direction for varying

traverse fields HT of

+ 31 milli 0e + 8

0 or 0
8-31 -

m 1 mV/cm

H 3-18 oe/cm

.7 x 10-51n normalised notation

-Y

i referred to the terminals of the sense coil by the gain

at 1000 0/8
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lssymmetrically for angular deviations from the hard axis.

{ihey vanish altogether when the magnetization begins to

irotate coherently at deviations of the order of GB . This

fmethod is somewhat quicker than rotating the sense coil and

irecancelling the air flux as is necessary for a cross-field

:measuremcnt.

6.52 Cancellation of the Earth's Magnetic Field

The behaviour of low anisotropy is seriously affected

by the earth's magnetic field. The field component normal to

the plane of the film has a negligible effect; the field

Teomponent along the AF field direction, that is the

[longitudinal component, is not critical*; however the

isomponent traverse to the AF field must be accurately

itancelled. The simplest way to make this adjustment is to

lmeasure the hard axis cross-field hysteresis loops of a low

dispersion film as just discussed, and to use the behaviour

bf the film itself to indicate the zero field. The traverse

 

In the display of saturated hysteresis loops, the loop

fl”ll be unchanged, but slightly displaced along the field

£"is. In the measurement of the hard direction initial sus-

a‘ptibility, such an uncancelled field has only a second

fi'der effect.
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component is cancelled by passing a small current through an

additional winding Du wound on the same coil former as the

traverse field coils D2 (see Fig. 6.22). While this

I current could be passed through the main field winding, the

use of a separate winding simplifies the design of the

necessary DC current supplies. The winding Du requires

little power (75 mA, 0.3 V) and can be supplied by an

adjustable dropping resistor from the — 12 V regulated

voltage supply used for the transistor electronics. The.

adjustment is stable to within 1 l milli.oe.. Cancellation

of the longitudinal component is more difficult. An addition-

al winding cannot be used, since AF currents will be induced

in it by magnetic coupling with the main field winding (see

Section 6.H5). The simplest way is to position the MH

plotter on the bench so that the earth's field in the

longitudinal direction is zero. Alternatively, a current can

be passed through the main field winding via the AF decoup-

ling network. However, two constant current supplies will

be required if the reversing switch R81 is to reverse only

the additional DC current and not the current cancelling the

earth's field.

In numerous measurements (for example the measure-

ment of torque curves as in Section 5.u ) it is very con-

venient to either eliminate the effect of the earth's field,
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er to check that it is correctly cancelled by taking two

readings with the directions of all other applied fields

reversed. It is sufficient to reverse only the DC fields by

Ithe reversing switches,RSl and RS2 shown in Fig. 6.22.

IReversal of the AF fields corresponds merely to a change of

phase. The field coils themselves should not be reversed as

stray couplings to the sense coil circuit, and consequently

-the cancellation adjustment,will be altered.

6.6 FACTORS IN THE STABLE CANCELLATION OF THE AIR FLUX

VOLTAGE

6.61 Introduction

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that the lack of

,a perfect cancellation of the air flux voltage imposes

one of the principle practical limitations on the useful

sensitivity of an MH plotter. Nor can it be reduced by

.correlation techniques as with random noise in Section 8.7.

Cancellation must be both

- stable and-

- insensitive to the frequency of the drive field.

Cancellation of the fundamental will otherwise still
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components in the field. Harmonics have been a definite

limitation in some previous designsss.

The cancellation system has been shown in the block

diagram of Fig. 6.22 and is given in greater detail in Fig.

6.61. Winding data, measured electrical parameters and other

details of the sense and cancellation coils have been

collected in Table 6.62. As outlined in Section 8.21, the

air flux voltage induced in the sense coil S is cancelled

by a series connected cancellation coil C, a final adjust—

ment being made by injecting a small variable voltage via

the cancellation bridge N . Injection of this signal in

series with 8 rather than at a latter point in the amplieL”

fierS3 makes the adjustment independent of all following

circuitry, in particular of the coil damping resistor RD

and the amplifier input impedance and gain.

Section 6.62 below derives an expression for the

residual voltage across the sense and cancellation coils,

and examines the conditions for a frequency independent

balance. Section 6.63 considers the principle unbalance

component, the first order amplitude term and its relation

to the overall cancellation stability. Practical con—

structional details and experimental measurements of stabili~
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82 K precision WW resistor

switched bank of 9 18 K precision WW'resistors

   
 

02 switched bank of 9 350 p? capacitors

3A fine adjustment is provided by a second higher impedence

l
-
J u

{fiecade with a final continuously variable shunt across R1 ’01

iFig. 6.61 Details of the Cancellation Bridge
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41 B and S enamel, layer wound,

 

  

 

   

‘sions: as above.

urng Data: 3740 turns

1 mil. gape? between layers.

Eisters: resistance RS 758 ohms, Ls 142 mh, self capacit-

ance C 28 n? rfrequencv f - = E /QWLT=O-825kfi/Ss L ’ ~ “ Ld s s ’ ’
self resonant frequency 17 kc/s.

fitional Flux Linkage: normally from 0.11 to 0.15 , details

given in Section 7.4.

*«eiiation Coil

nsions: as given in detailed mechanical drawing Fig. 6.33

ing data : 2 x 405 turns per half, 38 SWG

'sueters: resistance ‘RC 75_ohms, Lc 14.8 mH, self capacit-

ance Cc 25 pF? frequency fLR = Rc/ZWLC = 0.810 kc/s

added capacitance for 77 kc/s self resonant fre—

quency 260 pF.  



322  ty are given. Section 6.6M discusses the second order phase

unbalance, higher order unbalance terms and extraneous volt-

age produced by stray'capncitance coupling and other effects.

.It is shown that cancellation will be independent of frequency

(only if higher order terms and extraneous voltages are neglig;

ible, the former requiring that the resistance, inductance -

and self-capacitance of the cancellation coil be in the same

'ratio to each other as the corresponding parameters of the

sense coil. Experimental results on harmonic rejection are

given. Section 6.65 describes the cancellation bridge design

, to give first order amplitude and second order phase correct-g

ion without higher terms. The conditions for the minimum

"reaction field" are discussed. Finally, the effects of the

cancellation coil on the frequency response of the sense coil

circuit and its value in reducing stray interference are

mentioned briefly in section 6.66.

6.62 Conditions for Stable and Frequency Independent

Cancellation

The induced air flux voltage in the sense coil will

produce a voltage vS across the terminals of the coil given

by sM i
V = -——-.-.——§——f——- (6.61)

s . - 2
l+sRSCS+s LSCS
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M ,is the mutual inductance between the sense coil

and the field coils Dl ,

if is the current through Dl ,

s is the complex frequency of if ,

R , Ls and C8 are the series resistance, inductance

and self—capacitance of the sense coil.

A similar expression may be written from the voltage

Sif (—A—MT' + M M-“LT’

   
 

  

 

l+sRC+s LC l+sRC+s LC

-where

M = %-(MS+MC)

AM = (MS—MC)

j'( 1 2 ) = % ( 1 i + 1 Eve )
l+sRC+s LC l+sRSCs+s LSCS l+sRcCc+s LcCc

LA( _ul_7__q : ( l 2 — 1 2 )
l+sRC+s LC 1+sRSCS+s LSCs l+sRcCc+s LCCC



n
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At the fundamental and low harmonics of the drive

2 2
lfrequency both 1/(l+sRsCS+s LSCS) and l/(l+sRcCc+s LOCO)

{will be close to unity giving

v + sif(AM - sMA(RC) - $2MA(LC)) (6.62)

where

A(RC) = R C - R Cs s c c

A(LC) = LSCs - Lccc

The various terms in v may be classi fied as

sifAM - first order amplitude term,

second order phase term,2.
-s ifMA(RC)

third order amplitude term,—ssifMA(LC)

— fourth order phase term,

(6.53)

In a simple cancellation procedure as outlined in

Section 6.21, it is possible to distinguish only total

amplitude and phase errors. Since the relative ratio of

terms of different order depends upon frequency, cancellation

of the fundamental drive frequency will not necessarily

result in the cancellation of harmonic frequencies unless

all third and higher order terms are negligible.

 



 

We shall now consider the various terms of equation

6.62 and their influence on the quality of cancellation.

6.63 Cancellation Stability

First Order Amplitude Unbalance

With correct design the first order amplitude term

determines the limiting cancellation stability. Stability

is high, depending only on relative dimensional changes

between the two coils. For the present instrument, with the

sense coil aligned in the field direction, a 12.5 oe.pp.1000c/s

field gives an air flux voltage of 5 V pp. This may be

cancelled to below the amplifier noise level of 3.5 uV pp.

(Table 8.22 with synchronous DC restoration). Drift, measured

under normal room conditions, is e 3 uV per hour or 1 part

in 2x10B per hour after a l hour.warm.up period. For compar—

ison the saturated signal from a 1000 2 film is 6.3 mV-pp.

Practical points which may be noted are

- the rigid one piece construction of sense and

cancellation coils preventing relative motion between them
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- the uniformity of the AF field making cancellation

‘independent of the exact position of the sensing assembly

- the rigid mounting of connecting leads to the

coils eliminating variable voltages from this source.

The limiting stability is achieved only if the

initial cancellation between the sense and cancellation

Vcoils makes sifAM so small that drift in the cancellation

bridge does not become significant. It is convenient to be

able to measure hysteresis loops at any angle 9 to the

drive field, in particular at the e = O0 and 90C positions3

sifAM should thus be small at all values of 6 . Further a

‘ knowledge of variation of sifAM with 9 assists in the

interpretation of various phase error terms (see Section

v6.6”). We shall hence consider this variation in further

‘ detail a

The Variation of sifAM with Angle 6

Fig. 5.63 shows schematically the sense coil 8 and

cancellation coil C positioned with their axis of rotation

22' in the median plane of the Helmholtz coil pair D1 . The

’axis of both coils makes an angle 6 with the axis xx' of D1.
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331g. 6.64 Figure Illustrating the Variation of the Mutual

a Coupling between the Sense and Cancellation Coils

and the Drive Coils Di and D?
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The mutual inductance M between either the sense or-

khe cancellation coil and the coil pair D1 is a function

“(6) of the angle 9 between the axis of the coils. M(e) is

finite, single valued and continuous over the range

0 s e 5 2n and hence can be expanded as a series of Legendre

polynomials Pn(e) as

M(e) = M1P1(6) + M3P3(e) + M5P5(e) + ... (6.6“)

where the Mi will be functions of the dimensions of the coils.

iFrom symmetry considerations all even harmonics double vanish,

since both

- the X2 plane is a plane of symmetry for each of

the coils D1' and D1" separately, and

— the yz plane is a plane of symmetry for the coil.

,' l I!pair D1 and D1 .

For a circular sense coil centrally positioned as in

:Fig. 6.63 the detailed form of equation 6;6H is readily ob-

tained by standard techniques outlined in a number of

l-"1t:extsGl’Jl . Referring to Fig. 6.63, for coils of negligible

cross section,



(.
0
N L
"

1r
P111(6)P1"1(7)

M = Mn sinzw r (%)n (5.65)‘
n(n+l)

for n = l, 3, 5, ...., valid for r < R ,

r is the radius of the smaller sense coil,

R is the distance from the arc of the field coil to

the origin 0 ,

w is the angle subtended by a radius of the field coil

at the origin 0, and

dPn(6)
 P$(6) = is the derivative of nth Legendre
d(cose)

If the coils D form a Helmholtz pair, then
1

snszw = 1/5 and Pé(w) = 0. After the first harmonic term,

     
  

‘mnly the fifth remains and

M5 9 r H 18 r u
M— = W (i) = m (K) (6.66)
l

filere A is the radius of the field coils Dl .

For the case of the cancellation coil positioned off

sentre as in Fig. 6.63, the calculation of the coefficients

fih‘ is extremely difficult. In this case the third harmonic
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germ M3P3(e) will be present, whether or not the coils Dl

germ a Helmholtz pair. From the nature of the expansion in

fipherical harmonics of a field satisfying Laplace's equation,

will still be proportional to (r/R)n.

If the mutual inductances of both the sense and

sancellation coils are expanded in a series such as in

fiquation 6.6“ and if further the axis of the sense and

fancellation coils are malaligned by the angle a, and if the

fense coil is smaller than the cancellation coil so that

fiigher order harmonics of Ms can be neglected, then

AM M M
AM 1 . 3c 5c
-— = ( cose — e Sln 6 ) - -——-Z (a)- Z (a)- ...
M1 M1 M1c 3c file SC

(6.67)

\here

Ml : Mls ' Mlc

Ml + MlS % Mlc provided that AM/Ml is small.

The solid curve of Fig. 6.6” shows experimental values

[if Av — A!

‘ vze=05 " Ml

AMl M3c M5c
(M_- cose - ssine)- fi—-Z3c(6)— pr—%5c(e) ...

l l 1

N



 

Fig.

.Ag x103 Experimental Residual Unbalance

v Derived First and Third Special ___._.__
Harmonic Component

  

  

 
6.6% The Variation of the Residual Cancellation Voltage with the Angle e

the Sense and Field Coils
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where

v(e = O) a v % vC measured at e = 0

for the sense and cancellation coil assembly of the present

MH plotter. The dotted curves of Fig. 6.69 show the amplitudes

of the first and third harmonic components. ;

Ml has been experimentally adjusted by varying the

number of turns on the cancellation coil so that the maximum

value of AM for any 6 is minimized. AM/Ml is everywhere

< lelO—B. In the present case the optimum value of AMl is

closely zero. This is not generally true, and the optimum

value of AMl depends upon the angular error term a sine .

An analytic treatment is difficult, and it is best to draw

curves for various values of AM for the particular case.
1

O the optimum value isFor a sin 9

AM M
M—l = + 0.375 Més' ne lecting higher terms,
1 1c g

and the maximum value of‘ aM/M1 is

M
(fifl) = 0.615 —23 occurring at e = 0 and 600 .

1 max 10 .

It can thus be seen that the maximum value of AM/Ml cannot

be reduced very much below the limit M3c/Mlc no matter how

small a sin e is made. In the present'case, reduction of
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e by a more complicated construction of the sense and cancell}

ation coil assemblies is not justified.

6.6M Cancellation Frequency Dependence

First Order Phase Unbalance,Higher Order Terms and

Other Extraneous Voltages

Both the second order phase term ~82ifMA(RC) and the

third order amplitude term ~83ifMA(LC) of equation 6.63 may

be made small by ensuring that the frequencies l/RC and

ll/EC of the two coils are both sufficiently high and well

matched. In the present instrument the frequencies l/RCCc

and l/ JEEE: of the cancellation coil have been adjusted to

within 1 2 per cent of the 7.1 Mc/s l/RSCS frequency and the

77 Kc/s l//I;E; resonance frequency of the sense coil by

the capacitor Cé and resistor R; of Fig. 6.61. The result-

ing fractional unbalance components, -82ifMA(RC)/sifM and

-saifMA(LC)/sifM are both of the order of i 31:10.6 at

Isl = 21rxlO3 rad sec—l. As discussed in Section 6.62, the

third order amplitude term is a direct cause of frequency

dependent cancellation.

In addition to the magnetically induced air flux

voltage just discussed, extraneous drive frequency voltages



'. 

result from stray capacitive couplings, secondary inductive

circuits, common earth impedances and induced voltages in

early amplifier stages. Expressions for these voltages are

given in Fig. 6.65. Other than first and second order terms

are present and thus all voltages must be reduced to a neg—

ligible level if cancellation is to be independent of

frequency. The latter three components are negligible with

correct design. The largest component is that due to stray

capacitance. It may be reduced by using low impedance drive

coils and, if necessary, a balanced drive. Ideally, it may be

cancelled by connecting a small capacitor C' from the top

of the sense coil to the appropriate side (or phase) of the

bridge coil LB as shown in Fig. 6.61. However, in practice

it is difficult to separate the phase error due to stray

capacitance from other components.

Fig. 6.66 shows experimental measurements of the

phase error as a function of 6 found by first obtaining an

exact amplitude balance with the cancellation bridge. The

capacitors of the bridge were disconnected for this measure-

ment. There are clearly a number of components;

— a variable term following the form of the first

order amplitude unbalance of Fig. 6.6M. This voltage arises

from the inductive characteristics of the high stability wire
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QFig. 6.66 The Variation of the Phase Component of the Residual Cancellation Voltage

with the Angle 6 between the Sense and Field Coils.
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g- 6.65 Extraneous Voltages Coupled into the Sense Coil

’ Circuit.

Ca and 39 renresent the tuned drive coil circuitI ’ *.. f ’ .L A .
5d Lq , R9 the sense coil shtnted by the total stray capacit-

e CS+C' -

   
   

 

@tween the drive and sense coils and produces a voltwge HCTOFO

sC'(st+R:)(sLS+RS) 2
if . t t 9 t ifs C'L£(SLS+RS)
* l+sR F +S‘L C " ‘ ’

s’s s sL

 

The coupled circuit L', R'Nwhere Kl , M1, M2 ere the mut«

inductences between L' and Lf and.LS respectively represents

hrculating eddy currents in nearby conductors and produces a

‘tage across the sense coil of I
2r "

3 him?

If . (sL'+R')(l+sR C +82L C )
‘ s s s s

The resistance R? represents common earth impedance bee

'en the drive and sense coil circuits and produces e voltage

gwss the sense coil of

  



 

wound resistors used in the cancellation bridge and is almost

.entirely a second order phase error. It may be corrected by

a capacitor (a 22,000 pF) across the resistor RL of Fig.6.6l,

however, such correction will not reduce the residual third

-order amplitude term.

- a smaller variable term possibly due to.changes

in the effective stray capacitance with the angle of the

Sense coil. The second order phase term produced by the air

flux voltage is, as discussed, < i 3x10.6 .

- a constant stray capacitance term.

In the present instrument no attempt has been made to

reduce these phase errors further and a phase adjustment of

suitable range has been incorporated in the cancellation

bridge. This has proved satisfactory in all resPects. From

Fig. 6.66 and equation 6.68 of Fig. 6.65, noting that

3 rad sec‘l, it may be concluded

that third order amplitude terms are < :50x10'6. Experiment:

ISL I + R at Isl = 2n x10
s s

ally, for a 12.5 oe.pp., 1000 c/s field and u amps DC flowing

through the iron cored choke L of Fig. 6.22, if contains

a l per cent third harmonic component. The air flux voltage

of 5 V pp. shows a residual harmonic content of the order of

the amplifier noise level of 3.5 uV pp., or as a fraction of
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{the uncancelled voltage, 1 0.7x10"6 , in satisfactory agreement

'with the theoretical predictions. While not a problem, it

may be mentioned that it is possible to further suppress

harmonics by carrying out a balancing procedure at two

Edifferent frequencies, for example the initial balance may be

made at l Kc/s and the frequency then increased to 3 Kc/s.

‘The resulting unbalance amplitude and phase terms at 3 Kc/s

‘are cancelled by adjusting the capacitors C' and Cc ,

.respectively of Fig. 6.61.

36.65 The Cancellation Bridge

The circuit of the cancellation bridge has been shown

in Fig. 6.61. A voltage VB is induced across a centre tapped

:"bridge" coil LB inductively coupled to the AF driven coils.

Amplitude and phase adjustments are made by varying the

'resistors R1 and R2 and the capacitors Cl and C2 ,

respectively. The circuit is intended for a stepped adjust-

ment in which resistors (or capacitors) are switched from R2

and added to R such that R
l l 2

and from Rt to 0, respectively, while RlHR2 = Rt remains

constant. All resistors are precision wire wound and

and R vary from O to Rt

.switching of R1 and R2 is readily done by a progressively

shorting Oak type switch.
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Neglecting LB, the output voltage across RL may be

:written

v0 = SMB1f(Ai+sA2) (6.611)

, where

MB is the mutual inductance between the bridge and

field coils and Al , A2 are variable constants.

vO has thus the correct frequency dependence for a

cancellation of first order amplitude and second order phase

.errors, and ideally introduces no higher order terms.

01An alternative circuit is shown in Fig. 6.67 . R1

and R2 should be precision helical potentiometers. There

is little to choose between the two circuits. The costs of

:each are comparable.

If balanced field coils are used, the field coils

'themselves can be used as the bridge coil LB . Since the

voltage across the field coils and the true induced voltage

will have a phase difference determined by the Q of the

fooil, a compensating capacitor must be connected across the

output terminals 22' of the bridge. In this case the circuit

of Fig. 6.61 is preferred as the output resistance RO is

.closely a constant for any setting of the bridge controls.

If a compensation capacitor is not used, then the amplitude

correction signal will introduce an additional phase error, 
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ztypically an order of magnitude larger than that normally

present. The required range of the phase correction network

‘is then increased.

As discussed in Section 6.u5, currents flowing in

'the bridge coil LB will produce a drive field component

-whose fractional magnitude HZ/Hl is, from equation 6.41

H2 sLB

H: "2;

       

where referring to Figs. 6.61 or 6.68,

LB is the inductance of the bridge coil,

ZB - vB/iB is the effective load impedance in the

coil circuit,

vB is the induced voltage,

i3 = (ié + ig)/2 is the effective load current, and

k, the coefficient of coupling between the bridge and

field coils, has been taken as unity.

The design of the cancellation bridge must provide a

cancellation signal of the necessary magnitude, subject to the

‘conditions that the reaction field H2 , and the resistance R0,

[added in series with the sense and cancellation coils, shall

both be sufficiently small. A large value of RO will in-

.crease the input noise. Equation 6.612 may be rewritten as '
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2
113..

H z P
E2" ._B_2. = 3" (6.613)
1 VB B

SEB

 

  
  

  

  
  

  

Neglecting the inductance and resistance of the bridge coil,

P will be the "power" flowing into the bridge network. For

a given AF field, PB is a geometrical constant of the

bridge coil, proportional to the third power of the linear

dimensions and independent of the number of turns. Consider-

ing the resistance bridge component only (the phase error is

. normally very much smaller), it may be shown that the maximum

value of P at any settling of the bridge controls will be

Pmax = “P0

= nAZPS for the circuit of Fig. 6.61,

and

Pmax = nPo(l+HB(l-l/n)

= nAZPS(l+HB(l-l/n)) for the circuit of Fig.6.67

where (6.614)

P=v2/R
O O max 0 max

_ 2

Ps ' Vs /R0 max

v is the sense coil voltage,
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V0 max = AVS is the maximum required correction voltage

across the terminals 22' ,

RO max is the maximum allowable resistance measured

across the terminal 22' ,

 

2 VB 2 Rlll R2+RL f th ' 't f F'n = V——-—- = . ----—-- or e Circui 0 1g.

0 max RL
6.61,

Ri+R£ '
= 2 . for the circuit of Fig.6.67,

RI

L

 
and 8 = (R£+R£)/Rl is a parameter, defined in the diagram

.¢;d graph of Fig. 6.68, determining the "evenness" of the

fiotentiometer adjustment. A value of B = l is reasonable.

Hence, combining equations 6.613 and 6.614, then

2 n 2( S) for the circuit of Fig. 6.61

J?
N

P
n12<§§)[1+ua(1_1/n)] for the circuit of Fig. 6.67.

B
(6.615)

The method of design is now clear. Ps/PB is a con-

w>ant depending on the geometry of the bridge coil, on the

Exsign of the sense coil, and on the maximum tolerable

1981stance RO max . The shunting effect of the phase
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Fig. 6-68 The Evenness of a Potentiometer Adjustment

The graph shows the variation of the evenness of

the adjustment, defined as gk§vO/vB) , with the pot-

entiometer setting (O<3<l) for various values of the

ratio B=(Ri/R1) of the "load" impedance to the

potentiometer impedance. 
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correction capacitor (01+C2), or C across RO will cause

the amplitude cancellation signal to itself produce a small

phase error. This added phase error will be + l/n of the

original phase error to be corrected. Further some attenu-

ation n should be included to reduce the effect of inter-

ference picked up in the coil LB , in the wiring, or in

the helical potentiometers R1 and R2 . n should be as

small as possible, subject to the above requirements. A

value of n g 10 is reasonable. For the desired value of

A , H2/Hl then follows from equation 6.615. The impedance

level of the bridge network is determined by the value of

RO max . Finally, the number of turns on the bridge coil is

chosen to give a cancellation signal of the correct magnitude.

For the present instrument the relevant parameters are

R0 min = 75

PS/PB = 19.5x10'3

A = 9.3x10‘3

n = 23

H2/Hl = 38x10"6

V Since H2 is closely 900 out of phase with H1 , H2 is best

vmeasured by the change in the phase difference (using the

5 method of Section 6.73) between the sense coil voltage and

P‘the AP field current through Dl on connecting the bridge
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3
.network. Experimentally, H2/Hl< 1x10- , the limit of read-

ing of the method. Connecting lower value resistors across

3 parts-‘the bridge coils produces a change of H2/H1 = 150x10-

“per mho in satisfactory agreement with the predicted value

“from equation 6.612.

V6.66 Some Additional Considerations

The Effect of the Cancellation Coil Upon the Frequency

Response and Input Noise of the Sense Coil Circuit

It has been shown in Section 6.6” that if cancellation

i is to be frequency independent, then the resistance, induct-

; ance and capacitance, Rc , LC and C0 of the cancellation

. coil must be in the same ratio to each other as the correspond-

:ing parameters RS , LS and C8 of the sense coil. By

iThevenin's theorem, the combination may be replaced by an

iequivalent sense coil for which the voltage induced by the

lfilm flux is unchanged, but whose impedance level is raised

by the factor a . The parameters of the equivalent coil are

 
 

-

_ l _ l

where

o - R +Rc _ LS+LC _ C +Cc

_ R ' L ' C
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féince the same air flux voltage must be induced in both coils:

in is a geometrical constant, independent of the number of I

fturns, which tends to unity as the diameter of the cancellat-l

pion coil is made larger than that of the sense coil. For the

Spresent instrument a = 1.1 .

Connection of the cancellation coil will thus leave

“unaltered the nature of the transfer function

wrz/(wr2+25wr8+s2) of the input circuit (see Section 6.72).

{LHowever, the resonant frequency up will be lowered by the

HEfactor C %' C -il 1

(1+0 23A) (1+ EA) 2 < a?
S S

‘ where CA is the input capacitance of the sense amplifier.

The ratio 3 of the signal from the film to the input noise

(see Section 7.1) will be decreased by the factor a .

The Reduction of Interference

The cancellation coil significantly reduces stray

interference by

- acting as an earthed electrostatic screen about

the higher impedance sense coil and

~ by cancelling magnetically induced interference

for which the interfering field is uniform over the region
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pbf the sense and cancellation. The construction of the

Sensing assembly with sense and cancellation coils positioned

close to each other assists in this regard.

Fig. 6.63 shows photographs of the interference

;level of the present instrument. Connection of the cancell-

2 to[ation coil reduces 50 c/s interference by a factor of 10

Ebelow the limit set by the input noise of the preamplifier.

(< 0.5 uV pp. referred to the input by the gain at 50 0/3

' without‘DC restoration).

4 5.7 FREQUENCY RESPONSE ERRORS IN HYSTBRESIS LOOP DISPLAYS

‘6.7l Introduction

Of the various measurements which may be performed

using an MH plotter, the display of hysteresis loops places

“ the highest requirements on faithful reproduction. Errors

f will be produced by both

- inadequate high or low frequency response in the

flux detection and amplification system, or "sensing system".

- phase errors in the field display.

In the present section we shall discuss the nature
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“1.0. r .QQ 'T‘WV 1‘l‘l~'.[T-"TER'~“ 7-? ".1 \T' b 'EEiV-j'lli'xll BOISE LEVEL

”he traces show the output noise

of the ME plotter referred to

the terninals of the sense coil

by the gain at fC = l Kc/s-

The MM plotter has been rotated

on the bench through 160° to

find the positions of maximum

and minimum interference.

Trace 1: Maximum interference,

cancellation coil disconnected.

Scales: l mV/cm , 10 m sec/cm

Trace 2: Minimum interference,

cancellation coil disconnected.

Scales: loo/pV/cm , 10 n sec/cm

Trace 3: Maximum interference, cancellation coil connected-

Scales: 20/;V/cm , 20 m sec/cm

Trace 4: Minimum interference,

cancellation coil connected-

Scales: ZO’pV/Cm , 20 m sec/cm

Trace 5: Reference noise level

of amplifier in ”calibrate"

position, 1 k resistive source

impemance-

Scales: 20/JJ/cm , 20 m sec/cm

Trace 6: Minimum interference,

Cancellation coil connected,

with 1000 c/s synchronous DC

restoration (Section 8.7).

Scales: S‘PV/cm , 20 m sec/cm 
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   {and magnitude of these errors so that they may be readily

vfrecognized in a hysteresis loop display and a possible invalid

:interpretation of film behaviour avoided.

6.72 Errors Due to Limited Frequency Response of the Flux

Detection System

We may define the overall transfer function of the

system T(s) as the transfer function measured from the flux

¢i linking the sense coil to the output oscilloscope display.

Thus
T(s) = s A(s) (6.71)

where A(s) is the transfer function of the amplifier system

measured from the induced coil voltage to the output

oscilloscope display

High Frequency Response

In the present instrument T(s) has the form at

high frequencies of

2
up 1

T(s) = 2 2 = 2 2 (6.72)

wr +25mrs+s l+2€rrs+rr s

 

determined by the resonant circuit formed by the inductance

of the sense and cancellation coils with the coil self-



 
(
J
O

0
1

L
4

capacitance and the input capacitance of the preamplifier.

The resonant frequency fr is 60 Kc/s; values of coil in-

ductance and capacitance have been given in Table 6.62. The

27 k9 damping resistor RD of Fig. 6.22 chosen to give a

i_critically damped (5 =1) response, the overall transient

response being measured directly by passing a square wave

current through a few turns of wire held near the sense coil.

The measured 10 per cent to 90 per cent rise time A1 is

10 usecs. and the 0 per cent to 50 per cent rise time

A11 is 5 usecs. As discussed in Section 7.2, the resonance

offthe sense coil should not be regarded as a fundamental

limitation on the high frequency response. Since the poles

produced by the sense coil can be compensated by a network

83, the limitation is of a practicallater in the amplifier

nature depending on how accurately compensation can be

achieved.

Fig. 6.71 shows the nature of the errors produced.

The solid line represents the true hysteresis 100p, in which

an idealized linear change in flux over the field interval Hl

to H2 is assumed. The results may be applied to either an

? easy or hard axis loop by an appropriate choice of H1 and

H2 . The error Hé - H0 in the apparent coercive force can

: be obtained if it is assumed that the rate of change of field
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M

  

 

   
Fig. 6.71 Errors in the Display of a Hysteresis LOOP due

to Limited High Frequency Response of the Film

DetectiOn System'

The dotted curves show the error from the true

response (represented by the solid line)-

Curve A shows,the case where the rise time of the

flux detection system is less th n the time t2-tl over

which the flux takes place- '

Curve B shows the case where the rise time is.

greater than the time t2—tl
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:with time is constant during the interval H2 - H1 in which

fthe flux change occursfi It is then possible to convert

flinearly from field values to time values and hence to

.irelate field errors to the time domain response of the de-

__tection system. Limited high frequency response results in

ithe apparent hysteresis curve crossing the H axis delayed

}:a time ATD from the ideal response. AID may be calculated

iiby standard Laplace Transform methods,and values are given in

fFig. 6.72 for the double pole transfer function of equation

sinwot to first orderp6.72. If the drive field is H = HP

dH
' — :HC HC (a?) - ATD

H-H
C

= wOATD HP ~HC (6.73)

iAn easy axis hysteresis curve will show an increased slope

Eof the sides and an error in coercive force given by equation

i6.73. A hard axis curve will similarly show an increased

lcoercive force or opening of the loop. Further, and most

iimportant, these effects will vary with the magnitude HP of

Jthe applied field.

In an experimental measurement of HC , HP/HC is

”fiypically of the order of 2.5 . For the present instrument

= 1.2 At = 6 usecs. for Case A ofJfr = 60 Kc/s and AID %



1.0 “

 0.5 n
2.0 E ’//' ‘ 1.9

Fig.6.72 The Delay Time ATI)due to Limited High Wrequency

Response of the Flux Hetection System-

The graph gives the value of fltD for the two pole

transfer'functicn l/(l+2 gEswtr‘sg)

There are two cases: ‘

V Case A; mrD<< the time t2—tl over'which the flux change

occurs- .

AtD/2Tr is given as a function of the damping parameterg

Sihce experimentally the O to 50 per cent rise timeA'cl is

the easiest to measure, the graph also gives curves E

ofA13/21r andATD/tl againstg -

2 2
Case BizYED>> the time tQ—t1over which the flux change

occurs- Here, as might be expected,at7fi&rl

E 
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'fig. 6.72 (5:1), giving an error in HC of l per cent at a

'repetition frequency of f0 = 100 c/s and 10 per cent at

’f 01

= l Kc/s . Previous writers have stated that a response
0

“to fr = 100 f0 is satisfactory. however a response to

er = 500 f0 is more desirable. In the present case fr

Leould be increased by a factor of 2 by winding the sense coil

A1in two pyes and using a transistor of lower base-collector

»Feapacitance in the input of the preamplifier, as described

‘ in Section 8.3 This amount of trouble seems justified in

‘any future instrument constructed.

Low Frequency Response

The low frequency reSponse of the MH plotter is de-

‘Etermined by the integrator characteristics used. A detailed

;‘theory of integrator transfer functions has been given in

'{Section 7.3.

Fig. 6.73 shows the nature of the errors produced in

,a hysteresis loop display if, in the terminology of Section

(7.3, the dominant error of the integrator characteristic is

:‘the first order phase term P—l (see equation 7.3M). As in

f Fig. 6.71, an idealized linear change in flux over the field

1 interval Hl to H2 is assumed and the results may be

applied to either an easy or hard axis type loop by an



 

 

 
.—

"’—..___ ——.-
   

Fig. 6.73 Errors in the Display of a Hysteresis Loop due

to Limited Low Frequency Response of the Film

Detection System

The dotted line shows the error from the true hyster—

esis loop (represented by the solid line) for a integrator

characteristic having at low frequencies a dominant first

order phase error P_1* . The hysteresis loop shows both

sag and an error in coercive force of

sag : %TOP—l

2 2
H' — H = m H -H

where C C O D C

__l_ _ m _/. _1D — 8(t2 1:1)(LO «c2 t1) )P_1

and
T0 = 2waO is the repetition period

of the hysteresis loop

 

* For the single pole transfer function s/(s + “L)
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_appr0priate choice of H1 and H2 . Fig. 6.73 has been draWh

* by the successive integration technique outlined in Section

‘7.33. The hysteresis 100p shows both a sag of the flat sat-

x uarated regions of the loop and an error in coercive force.

If a phase compensated integration characteristic is used so

that the dominant error is then the second order amplitude

term P__2 , the hysteresis loop will show a parabolic curvature

of the saturated regions, but no error in coercive force.

Again, the above effects will vary with the magnitude HP

of the applied field.

Fig. 6.7” shows photographs of MH curves taken at

1000 c/s and 230 c/s, using the phase compensated response

of equation 8.01 and having sags of 0.01 per cent and 0.2 per

_ cent, respectively. These may be compared with the MH curves of

i Fig. 0.21 taken with the basic two pole characteristic

' 2

2£§§41§J without phase compensations. There
T(s) = l/(l+

the error at f0 = 1 Kc/s is l per cent and, as can be seen,iS

.still barely noticeable.Hence it appears that a l per cent

integration error is adequate for most applications.

6.73 Phase Errors in the Field Display

An additional error occurs if the field display is

not the same as the applied field itself. If the display

has a phase error 9 and is delayed a time Arb=—9/w0 with
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Fig. 6.74 EASY Agni; LINEAR HYSTER3‘28IS LOOPS (mVHL) OF A
O

1000 A PFRYALLOY FILM S2P17 ILLUSTRATING THE

FIDELITY 0? THE NH PLOTTRR

 
The photographs were taken using the phase compensated

response of euuation 8.41

Frame 1: is taken at 1000 0/8. The calculated low frequency

sag is 0.01 per cent

Frame 2: is taken at 230 0/3. The calculated low frequency

sag is 0-2 per cent
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xflspect to the applied field, then the error in coercive

   

    
   

  

    

    

   

   

  

$1rce is, as in equation 6.73,

HIC-H
dH

c ' (at) _ “1'3
H-HC

= 6 H -H (6.7”)II I-wOATD P -HC

Aihe apparent coercive force of a film will thus vary with

&ield amplitude without, however, any increasing in the slope

Lpf the sides of the 100p or of the apparent sag. The present

‘ease may hence be distinguished from errors due to the

i§requency response of the detection system.

'! In practice it is almost impossible to avoid some

lphase shift. Phase shift will occur in the field display

Iémplifier circuitry. Even with bifilar winding, the induct-

janCe of the wire wound 0.1 9 field current sampling resistor

CkM cannot be reduced below 0.1 pH, giving a phase shift

‘Ef + 5x10"3 rad at f0 = 1 Kc/s. (Self-capacitance of the

rérive coils is not a problem in the present instrument, the

‘iOO Kc/s self-resonant frequency f; , giving a phase error

2 '2 _ -6pf -fO/Q fr - - 3x10
1

'fiecessary to incorporate a phase adjustment and it is

rad at f0 = 1 Kc/s). It is thus

Ihesirable that this should be possible without an associate
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ghange in gain and field calibration. A suitable network is

shown in Fig. 6.75, giving a first order phase adjustment of

‘ 2

  

   
  
  
  

   
  
  

   
  
  
   

  
  

   

3x10- rad at f0 = l Kc/s with a second order fractional

i} ange of gain of i 2x10‘3.

'The phase adjustment may be made by displaying either

ithe integrated air flux voltage induced in the sense coil, or

an initial or unsaturated hard axis hysteresis loop of a low

Edispersion film, against the field and adjusting to give a

:closed straight line trace. The former method allows the

3Vadjustment to be made within i lxlO- , and the later to

fiwithin 1 3x10'3 , the limit being set by noise in the hyster-

:esis loop display. Both agree to within the experimental

kerrcr. It is essential when making this adjustment to dis-

leonnect the damping resistor RD from across the sense coil,

Lotherwise a large lagging phase error will be introduced.

:The error in the field diSplay will now be just the phase

'error of the sense coil amplification and detection system,

:and this can be independently set to zero by the procedure

'described in Section 8.5. Note that it is not sufficient

Qto merely adjust the flux and field displays for the same

‘error at the repetition frequency f For example, if theO I

iflux detection system has a phase error at f0 due to low

1fall off, then the sides of a perfectly square hysteresisr

loop will not be effected. However, if the flux and field
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Fig 6.75 A NETWORK FOR PHASE

 

  

 

VO(S)
a Transfer function

' V.(s)1

= R1 . l + SCIRl

R + R R R
l 2 \ . l g_

l + s(C1 + 02, R R

-1 + 2
R ' R

g ———$——- [:1 + s ——¥¥——- (0R1 — c2R2)
R1 + R2 R1 + R2

R R R

+ 52 ———l——— (0 R - 02R ) 1 2 (01+C )
R + R 1 l 2 R + R 2
l 2 l 2

5 Variation of C2 gives a first order phase adjustment with

only a small second order amplitude change. Suitable values

—2
i for a phase change of i 3 i 10 rad at f0 = l kc/s are

R1=R2=22k

1C1 = 470 pF

C2 = 30 to 1000 pF

‘3 The associated fractional change of gain is i 2 x 10-3 
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:Qisplays areadjusted for the same phase error, the field

'fihase error will then result in a shift of the sides. What,

Eih fact, is required is equal time delay at all frequencies

‘fi d the only way of achieving this is to avoid phase shift

ialtogether.
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‘ CHAPTER 7

FACTORS IN OBTAINING THE MAXIMUM SENSITIVITY OR SIGNAL

TO NOISE RATIO IN THE DETECTION OF THE FILM FLUX

‘01 INTRODUCTION

AN EXPRESSION FOR THE SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO

  

 

  

  
  

 

  

 

  

  

   

  

  

It is clearly desirable to obtain a hysteresis loop

display as free as possible from noise and extraneous inter-

Terence. The following section discusses those factors

important in achieving the maximum possible sensitivity as

limited by thermal noise in the resistance of the sense coil

‘and by input noise in the amplifiers used to detect the film

:signal. A general theoretical treatment is develcped,

‘illustrated by reference to the present MH plotter. In this

,instrument, by attention to the points outlined, a limiting

Sensitivity has been obtained corresponding to the signal

from a film of 1 cm diameter and 0.6 A in thickness (for

O

The sensitivity or signal to noise ratio % may be

repetition frequencies f from 0.1 to 1.0 Kc/s).

'written as the ratio of the mean squared signal voltage

produced by the film flux to the mean squared noise voltage,

measured at the output oscilloscope displayOl.



s
N

“where

A(w)

“:
1 The expression wO2IA(w

367

2 2 ‘7

i F(w)IA(w)I2dw
(7.11) 

-2-‘kTR.
1T 1

0

is the repetition frequency of the MH plotter,

is the Boltzman's constant,

is the absolute temperature,

is the equivalent resistance of the sense coil*,

is the spot amplifier noise figure at the

frequency wO ,

is the transfer function of the sense channel

measured from the induced coil voltage to the

output oscilloscope diSplay, and

is the mean squared film flux linking the total

turns of the sense coil (and is thus proportional

to n2 , where n is the number of turns).

on??? for the mean squared

output voltage follows from the fact that, if a hysteresis

 

* Strictly, Ri will be the total input resistance and is the

sum of the sense and cancellation coil resistances as dis-

,cussed in Section 6.66 plus the output impedance R0 of the

air flux cancellation bridge.
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curve is to be accurately displayed, the overall transfer

function sA(s) must be constant for all frequencies of

:interest in ¢i . As discussed in Section 6.72, the trans-

fer function is determined by the permissible errors in the

hysteresis loop diSplay and is thus a function of the

relative frequency m/wo rather than of mo ; It is con-

venient to normalize equation 7.11 in terms of “O to give

2 ¢2
g _ “’0 i

N ' 2 (7.12)

where

I lA(w)I2 «3—)

o

B = O 

IA(wO)l2

T1
is the normalized noise bandwidth and

F(w) [Am 12 «7‘34

0

IA(w)I2 d<“’—)

“’0

O
‘
fi
8
0
‘
fi
8

'is the averaged amplifier noise figure.

Equation(7.l2)is in a form which allows a convenient

lmeparation of the various factors involved. These are
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- the repetition frequency m0 , the impedance level

of the coil and the design of the detecting amplifier. These
L

N

‘cussed in Section 7.2 below. Both transistor and valve

gfactors effect the E ratio through the terms mO/F and are dis?

famplifiers are compared and the former shown to be clearly

superior.

- the transfer function A(s) effects the % ratio

.principally through the normalized bandwidth 8 and to a small

extent through the noise figure F . A choice of A(s) which

{decreases B will produce a net decrease in BF. Thus Section:

1”7.3 discusses the approximation problem in choosing A(s) to

iminimize 8 subject to preserving the necessary frequency

;response and fidelity in the transmission of the film signal.'

— the geometrical shape and size of the sense coil

‘which effects the g ratio through the factor

;;7/Ri . Ezf/Ri is a measure of the fraction of the

flux effective in linking the sense coil to the winding

presistance per turn. A detailed analysis is given in Section

7.4 including design curves for a coil both enclosing the

film and located on one side of the film only.
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7.2 THE CHOICE OF THE REPETITION FREQUENCY mo

THE AMPLIFIER NOISE FIGURE F AND THE OPTIMUM IMPEDANCE

LEVEL OF THE SENSE COIL

>7.2l Introduction

The choice of w will be determined by both instrum-
O

entational considerations and by the effect of frequency on

the properties of the films measured. For example, at high

frequencies the switching of a film will no longer be quasi—

static. Section N. 6 discussed some experimental results

illustrating such non-quasistatic behaviour. It is for this

reason that variable frequency operation (and the range 0.1

to 1.0 Kc/s appears the most suitable in Practice) is of such

value.

In regard to instrumentational difficulties, previous}

writersCl’Ol have limited mo to a small fraction, typically

0.01, of the sense coil resonant frequency up so that the flux

‘waveform is accurately reproduced with a sufficiently fast I

rise time and satisfactory overshoot. Since poles produced

by the sense coil can be compensated by networks later in the.

Sl,B3. . * . . . . .

amplifier , or by other methods , this limitation becomes-

 

v* For example, the input impedance of the sense amplifier

may be made to appear as a negative capacitance by suitable

positive feedback, or the low input impedance circuit des—

iaribed in Section 8.6 may be used.
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if a practical nature depending on the accuracy with which

rompensation can be achieved (for example, poles at 10 mo

pompensated to within 10 percent will have an effect comparable

i0 uncompensated poles at 100 mo). A more definite criterion

gs required. From equation 7.12 it can be seen that as mo

§s increased, 3 initially increases as “0’ but then decreases

ms the noise figure F begins to increase due to the coil in~

@uctance and shunt capacitance. Thus an optimum mo exists

gimply on the basis of an optimum % ratio. It remains to

g-velop a quantitative analysis of the variation of g with

frequency. Such an analysis is given for transistor ampli~

fiers in Section 7.22 and for value amplifiers in Section

7.23.

For valve amplifiers the previous situation has been

fbscure, normal practice being to make the sense coil imped-

fnce as high as possible subject to a specified value of wr/wdn

Lye question then arises as to what penalty is paid by Spec-

ifying wr/mo and if a lower impedance and higher mo should

finstead be used for the same value of wr/wo . The present

alysis was originally undertaken in connection with an

:mrlier MH plotter using the E180? valve preamplifier des—

Jribed in Section 7.23. Clear and definite answers are

irovided. Both an optimum mo and an optimum coil impedance

are predicted and these values are practically useful

* 2 Kc/s, Ri + 10 kn ,see Fig. 7.27). For white noise,  
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ifecifying (or/wO decreases the possible % ratio by the

‘ector ”r/“oKu , where K1+ is a dimensionless constant of the

:der of 20 describing the shape of the transfer function

4(5). Further low frequency‘% noise may be readily included

in the analysis.

Section 7.24 discusses the relative advantages of

Qransistor and valve amplifiers and shows that on numerous

gractical considerations, the former are clearly preferred.

§©r transistor amplifiers, Section 7.22 gives an operating

arequency in the range 500 c/s to l Kc/s. The optimum imped—

Tce in this case is not greatly different from the normal

gptimum resistive source impedance of a transistor amplifier

;Dr minimum noise figure. Most previous MH plotters have in

fact used frequencies in the range 500 c/s to l Kc/s to obtain

:5 acceptable wr/wo 01. Nevertheless, it is useful to show

fihat this is also the optimum frequency from the quite general

ratio and to set a figure to the maximum

z
u
n

finsideration of

gralizablc value of § .

i322 Transistor Amplifiers

For transistor amplifiers the impedance of the coil is

= fficiently low so that coil self-capacitance may be neg-

:kcted in the noise figure calculations. The effects of

‘iite noise can be analysed almost exactly, and low frequenc"

Tnoise can be included with lesser accuracy if certain simpl-
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inng assumptions are made. The spot noise figure F(w) may

is written as the sum of separate white noise and % noise

somponents, AFw(w) and AFL(w) respectively;

F(w) = l + AFw(w) + AFL(w) (7.21)

iwé coil inductance Li has a significant effect on the noise

9igure only at frequencies w >Ri/Li . For a practical coil

design, Ri/Li is of the order of Zn x 103 rad sec"l . % noise

$8 negligible at these frequencies and AFL(w) in equation

i121)can be replaced by AFLt(m), the % noise for a purely

fiesistive source Ri alone. Using the independent current

Esmerator model for white noise proposed by GiacolettoGl ,

k(w) becomes

2 Iec 2

+ Ri+ ijil ( + a I + I )

  

 

rbb' Ir‘bb' Tt' so be

‘v
I ' x

Arum) + R + R M (7.22,

i i t

:ere

¢t
r

so

a =

'rbbl'l' Ri+ JwLil

Ri is the resistance of the equivalent sense coil,

Li is the inductance of the equivalent sense coil,

is the extrinsic base resistance,
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Iec is the emitter to collector current,

Ibc is the base to collector saturation current,

at is the common emitter current amplification factor;

¢t = kT/q is the thermal equilibrium potential, and E

q is the electronic charge.

Performing the integration of equation(7.22),the

iverage noise figure F is given by 
  

 

  

    

  

I2 2 2 2 so ,2
rbb' (rbb'+ R1) + “0 Li K2 ( at + a Iec+Ibc)

=+ AFLt(wO)+ R ‘ + R . 2¢
i i t

(7.23;

her6

2 a)([AFLthAmH cum-6)
 

juAFLt(wO) w

[mm | 2«2—)
w

0 0

$13 the average % noise component for a resistive source Ri .

'If AF (w) varies as l/wm, then for a given shape of the
Lt

iresponse function A(w), AFLt(wO) will vary as l/wOm .

 

¢t 2
( )

a,2 Iec 3
‘ 2 2 2

(rbb'+ R1) + 0 Li K2  
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Band

w 2 2 w
(36) IA(w)I d($;)

O
‘
—
-
»
8

 

I|A<m)|'2d<£”-)
0 mo

   
    
 

K2 is a constant, normally of the order of unity, depending

only on the shape of the reaponse function A(w). Formulae

*end typical values for K2 for various integrator transfer

:function are given in Table 7.21.

The Optimum Impedance Level of the Sense Coil and the

Optimum Repetition Frequency mo

The number of turns n of the sense coil effects the

a ratio of equation(7.12)only through the factor F . Since

1 and Li are proportional to n2, then minimizing the

Thite noise component of F with respect to both n , that

is the impedance level of the coil, and the transistor

grerating current Iec ,

2 1
F = 1+ P (w )+ AP (1+ mo K 2 ) 7 (7 2n)Lt o Wt 1"? 2 ‘

LR

Itd the minimum occurs for

 



  

 

  -v=~(7.211) FOR THE pHASE COMPENSATED TRANSFER FUNCTION w
(1+ 1;)

A(s) = 3
2“l s

s(l+——) (1+ -—)s w
2

In terms of the normalized frequencies = wl/wo, w = mZ/wo, “5 = wa/mo , then in

the case wi,w§<<l,w2>>1, integration gives to a very good approximation

1 l wg-wi l 2 2 Numerical Values.1. __ _’ _ __ 1 C

2wl “1 “2 mi = 0.58x10'2
2 2
— -2«1 1 “3 “1 m' = 1.73x10

8K1 ‘1' loge Er; + ET + loge (132-1 3

l wé = 2x102
2 , 1r

BK2 ' E “2 e = 2.60 gxloz

BK33 + % mg K_l = 182

Kl = 0.0255
BK 1+ a 1: 2 '

u ‘ E ”2 K2 = 0.38% , K2 = 0.619
3 _ -

K3 " l"’087 , K3 - 3.65

K” = 1 snxlo” K = 11 1
4 ' ’ u '

' (.0

where B is the normalized noise bandwidt} defined in equation (7.22) and for which E

a general expression has been given in equation (7.38).



 

If synchronous DC restoration is used, then from equation (8. 72), A(s)

contains the additional pole factor (1+ ——0, where wu = mo /5. 05. Only the

formulae of BK_1 and 8K1 are significantly ordered. The latter remains

negligibly small while BK_1 becomes

Numerical Values for

(synchronous restoration)

1 “3 1 “3‘3“i 2
BK ' ———-(log ~—— + ) w' = 0.58X10-

.1 2“3 “i 2 “i l —2
wé = 1.73X10

m5 = 2x102

Formulae for 8K2, 3K3 and BK” m4 = 1/5.05

_ 11'

as previously. 8 - 5'05 7

K_l = 11.u

K 2 = 19 8 K = u us
2 C ’ 2 C

3 _ 3 _K3 - 2.5x10 , K3 - 13.6

n _ u -Ku _ 79.3x10 , Ku - 29.8

L
L
S



 

 

 

   

    
 

m

R. =
l w 2 %

o 2
(1+ 2 K2 )

“’LR

I = Ieth

6C w 2 3;

(1+ 0 K22) 2

2

“’LR

where

II ”LR = Li/Ri is a geometrical constant of the coil

independent of the number of turns

 

 

1

'AF - l + 2 (rbb' """':bc 3?
Wt ' V 8t ¢t

1
2¢ -

R1Wt ' (rbb' 1"")c )2
he

find

¢
_ t

‘Ieth

(Rim:+ r'bb')v 8t

in deriving equation(7.2u),the usual approximation of

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

figs been made.
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Wt , Rth , Ieth are the minimum neise figure

{ncrement, the optimum source resistance and the optimum

sperating current of the transistor for a purely resistive

éource and considering white noise only. They are best

fieasured directly for the transistor type used rather than

éalculated from the formulae of equation(7.2u). Equation(7.2u)

iepresents a minimum of the total noise figure F only if

the values given for Ri and Iec simultaneously minimize

the % noise component AFLt(wO). While this is not so, it

pay be expected that the error involved is not great. The

éptimum source impedance and operating current for % noise

ire both a little lower than the values Rth and Ieth FI’FZ.

further AFLt(wO) varies only slowly about the optimum point.

From equation 7.12, the g ratio depends on “0 through

 

e terms

3 “’0 “’0
a: = (7025)

if T 1

2 7

1+AF ( )+AF {1+wO K2}
Lt “’o Wt ""5“ 2

LR

low frequenCies m0 << wLR/K2 , wO/F reduces to

“’0 “’0

1+ AFLt(mO)+ AFWt t"
d

jfi-might be expected. At high frequencies m0>> wLR/Kz, wO/F
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,tends to a limiting value (“O/F)max I “LR/K2 AFWt independent

of the % noise. Little is gained by increasing mo much above

x - _ 1
lthe value (mo;% for which (mo/F) - 7(w0/F)max . Thus,as

stated in Section 7.21, an optimum repetition frequency may

'be determined purely on the basis of the maximum % ratio.

The Optimum Conditions for White Noise Only

: l ' . I

In the case AFLt(wO) - O , where T n01se may be neg—

71ected, equation(7.25)simplifies to

 

 

w w '

o _ o =
P- _ 1 (7.26)

2 7
' “’0 2
1+ AFWt (1+ —7 K2 )

“’LR

_ “’0
' 1

L002 7
1+ AFWt (1+ —'--§- )

“LR

ihere wiR = “LR/K2 is a characteristic frequency depending

in the coil shape (but independent of the number of turns)

Lind on the constant K2 describing the shape of the transfer

w*nction.

3 iting
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(.0 w

(—9) (—9—) AFWt
F “LR

w = (7.27)

< 0) w 2 1 'P- max 1+ AFWt (1+ 0 2 J 7

i

“’ LR

:hen a series of universal curves of (mo/F)/(wO/F)max can be

*{otted against the normalized frequency wo/w' with AF
LR

is parameter. These curves are shown in Fig. 7.22.

Wt-

In the derivation of equation(7.22)it has been

;ssumed that the self-resonant freqdency “r of the sense coil

FL sufficiently above the frequency “0 that self~capacitance

fif the coil can be neglected. It is of interest to verify

¥"at this is true. For the optimum coil impedance of equation

i.24)it may be shown that

 
 

l
2 — 2 l

m’ w' w M Z .
r LR ( o 01 7

w w w' (R.R. )
O 0 LR 1 it

{here

LO' : fir;
r K2

and

z - (13$
01 ' C.

l

l
2

:EOiZ/RiRit) is a dimensionless constant depending on the
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7.22 Universal Curves of (F )/(F—‘max against the Normalized Frequency fO/fLR

“for a Transistor Amplifier in the case of White NOise only. 88
E
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gype of the coil (but independent of the number of turns) and

1 the re81stance Rit .

Equationc7.28)depends only on the optimum coil imped-

ice as given in equation(7.24)and is valid for both white and
h 1
' _ o 2 n c u A

' p C‘neise. wr/wO(Z0i /RiRit)7 is conveniently plotted against

,i/wiR on the previous diagram of Fig. 7.22. For the present
" l

'7_ . _ 2 _ a .
imstrument taking Rit - 1 K9 , (Zoi /RiRit) - 70. Assuming

3 , I; . ..'. V g. I _._Epplcal values of K2 . l , ”LR/NO . 1 , then wr/wo . wr/wO

{'70 which is sufficiently high to have a negligible effect

‘ . . . *
9h the neise figure calculation .

The Optimum Conditions for the General Case

If % noise cannot be neglected then the general form

sf equation O.25)must be used. Equation(7.25)will depend

fhrough AF (mo) on the particular transfer function consid-
Lt

mred. While it is no longer possible to remove this depend-
 

Briefly, if coil self-capacitance is considered, then the

.5 alysis at high frequencies follows that given for valve

& plifiers in Section 7.23. The worst case occurs for white

‘moise only, and equation(7.213)of Section 7.23 then becomes

" n

F = 1+ FWt(l+ "T Kn

Mhis coil capacitance may be neglected provided wr/mo >1<u .

are typically from 15 to 25 (see Table 7.21).lyalues of K1+
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‘ance by normalization, the normalized scales of Fig. 7.22 are

still the most convenient way of drawing curves of wO/F

against ”0 . In Fig. 7.24 discussed below, normalization has

not been used so that the results for transistor amplifiers

might be more conveniently compared with those for valve

amplifiers in Section 7.23. The nature of the curves are not

significantly altered by % noise. The limiting value (MO/F)ma§

is as before “LR/K2 AFWt independent of AFLt(wO), however the.

.frequency (mo); for which (mo/F) = %(woF)max is raised.

The above discussion can be best illustrated by

reference to the specific case of the present MH plotter. We

shall consider two possible transfer functions A(s),

corresponding approximately to those normally used with the

instrument with and without synchronous DC restoration (see

Sections 8.Hl and 8.71)

 

 

— without synchronous restoration A(s) is of the form

1.73x10'2wO
1+

A(s) = l. ( S ) (7.29)
5 —2 3 2

0058X10 (.00 S

(1* “—T‘“) (1* was?)

giving from Table 7.21, K2 = 0.62 . Using the measured

frequency fLR = 0.825 Kc/s of the sense coil, fLR/KZ = 1.33Kc/s.

- with synchronous restoration the effective transfer.

function for the calculation of noise is from equation(8.72),
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1.73x10‘2mO
1 (1+

A(S) = g . § (7.210;

0.53:10-2w0 )1 (no 8 2 ‘
1+ --—--——— 1+ 1+

( 5 5.058] ( 200w0)

giving from Table 7.21, K2 : H.H5 . Using the measured

frequency fLR = 0.825 Kc/s of the sense coil, fLR/K2= 0.185Kcrs.

The transfer functions of equations 7.29 and 7.210

i give a 0.01 per cent low frequency sag error at no increasing

I.to l per cent at 0.1 ”O . These are representative of the

tolerances which might be set in a practical case. Measured

:xnoise figure data for the transistorized preamplifier of the

; MH plotter is shown in Fig. 7.23 ; F = 0.25and F
Wt Lt

f plotted against the repetition frequency fO for each of the

(mo) is

Vtransfer functions of equations 7.29 and 7.210.

Calculated curves of fO/F against fO for the above

data are shown in Fig. 7.24, together with the corresponding

A'curves for the two cases considering white noise only

Wt = 0.25, AFLt(wO)E 0), As previously stated % noise

f raises only the frequency (mo)l leaving the limiting value

.‘(AF

‘(wo/F)may_unaltercd. With DC synchronous restoration, the

-lower frequency components are suppressed and (w0)1 is

lowered. With restoration and considering % noise,

(no); = 0.83 Kc/s which is near the upper limit of the

2



 
 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
     

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

    
 

 
 

ansistor Preamplifier.MH Plotter Tr23 Noise Figure Measurements for the7

The equivalent or average noise figure F is defined in equation 7
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All other measurements were made using the Bal

3 db point 20 c/s) and correcting

of the instrument.

30/3 for the transfer function (7.209) was made by estimating the.—'-

l hc/s and 10 kc/s.
1

peak noise from an oscillosc0pe display (see Fig. 6
The measurement at f0

value.

.05 db for the average rather than rms reading properties1
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operating range 100 0/8 to l Kc/s of the present instrument.

It may be noted that the limiting value (fo/F)max is less

with restoration than without, whereas the reverse result

I might be eXpected. However from equation(7.12),the complete

effect of the transfer function A(s) on the g ratio is
N

through the terms fO/BF and

(:2)
BF max

0.013 Kc/s without restoration

0.093 Kc/s with restoration.

Thus the correct result is obtained.

7.23 Valve Amplifiers

For valve amplifiers the impedance of the coil is

usually sufficiently high so that the self-capacitance of the

coil cannot be neglected in noise figure calculations. At

low frequencies the noise sources of the valve may be re-

presented in the normal way by a noise resistance Rn in

series with the input grid. We shall assume that the

frequency Spectrum of the noise may be described by writing

Rn as the sum Rnl + Rn2/m of separate white noise and %

flicker noise components. The Spot noise figure F(w) is

given by 
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2 2F(w) 1 + ————————— {(1 - w LiCi)2+ m RiCi} (7.211)

    

   
ihere Ci is the total capacitance across the coil.

Performing the integration of equation(7.211),the

average noise figure F becomes

 
 

 

Rnl OJ02 2 “on u “02 mRLZ 2
F = l + §“'(l‘2 m 2 K2 + “‘E Ku + m 2 ' w 2 K2 >

1 I” ml“ P I”

R w 2 w H w 2 w 2
n2 0 O 3 0 RL

+ (K_l-2 —-§- Kl+ .7? K3 + 7 . ——-2 K1) (7.212)
wOR. w w w m

l I’ I" I‘ 1?

“LR = Ri/Li is a geometrical constant of the coil

E2dependent of the number of terns

 

“r = l/VEiCi is the resonant frequency of the coil

i=d

[(E—Wlmmlz (349—)
Km = “o “o
m 2[maul «51)

O

1 , Kl , K2 , K3 and KH are constants depending only on

fslues for K_ . . . . . K are given in Table 7.21. Inu
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practice ”LR is normally less than or of the order of m

u

Kn

9

>> K22 and K-l is Of the order of K33 and both >> K .
1

To a close approximation equation(7.212)simplifies to

u u
 

R (u R (.0

F = 1+ .2l(1+ ‘9? Ku”>+ “2 (K + -9— K 3) (7.213)
R. w w R. -l w 4 3

l r O l r

The Optimum Impedance Level of the Sense Coil and the

Optimum Repetition Frequency mo

The number of turns n of the sense coil, that is the

impedance level of the coil, effects the E ratio of equation

0:12)on1y through the factor F . Now Ri u n2 and for

 

 

. _ 2 _ a 2
fixed values of “LR — Ri/Li and Ci , ”r — wLR/Rici l/n .

Hence minimizing F with respect to n

Rn
Rn1+"fig K-l

F = 1+2 R (7.214)

i

l 3 l
. R K 2 R K 2

= 1+2 ——£ (Rnl+ —23—:l) (Ranuu+ “2 3—0 ° w02
“LR “o “o

and the minimum occurs for*

 
. 2 . 1’

1" : ‘ , ..
Since up “LR/Rici and “LR and C1 are fixed, we may con

sider either Ri or up as interchangeably specifying the coil

impedance level.
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R 11:H n2 3
RanH + “0 K3

“r = ”O an (7.2153

Rn1+ “‘ K-1“0

From equation(7.12), the % ratio then depends on “0 through

the terms

 

s “o _ ”o 1
N“ -? - (7.216?

% 3 % 'C. R K R K
1+2 __£(R + .££_:£) (R K u+ _2£_§_).. w 2

“LR n1 “0 n1 H mo 0

mo/F passes through a maximum with respect to “O , the

position of this maximum being given by the simultaneous

 

equations 1

”r an “on 3 E
000 3 FL: {1+ R “(-1. 7K3 )}

“0 nl “r

(7.217)

4

_ n2 “0 3
R. - 2Rnl+ -——(K_l- ——EK3 )

wO 00r

In practice it may not be possible to make the impedance

level of the coil equal to the optimum value given by

equation(7.215). For example,

- it may be preferred to avoid the added complicatit:
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of compensating high frequency poles produced by the sense

coil, in which case the variation of mO/F must be considered

subject to a fixed value of mr/mo. For a specified wr/uo and '

fixed m0, F is completely determined from equation(7.213)and

_equation(7.216)is replaced by

 

w_% = 1+ 0 1+ (7.218)
Rnl “’0 u Rn2 “’0 31+ ___(1+ ___ K” )+ _——_(K—l+ ___ K3 )

R. w M w R. w H
1 r O 1 r

As before, wO/F passes through a maximum with respect to ”O .

. . 2 . .
Noting that for fixed :r/wo , m0 Ri 18 independent of “O ,

the maximum occurs for

u

“’0 u
Ri - Rnl(l+ -_E Ku ) . (7.219)

(1)
r

- alternatively at low frequencies ”0 , the resist-

ance Ri given by equation(7.215)becomes large. A maximum Ri

'will be set by difficulties in winding the sense coil. For a

coil of Ri = 5 K9 , 50 SWG wire must be used. For a specified

‘Ri and fixed so , F is completely determined from equation

 

:-

0 2 _ 3

Since wr - mLR/RiCi and “LR , Ci and wr/mO are

fixed, then specifyinz Ri specifies also we .
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:(7.213), and equaticn (7.216) is, as before, replaced by

equation (7.218).

Again wO/F passes through a maximum with resPect to so now

occuring for

l

wr=wo o R (7.220)

Thus in all cases, as stated in Section 7.21, an optimum

'repetition frequency exists purely on the basis of the maximum

‘% ratio.

The Optimum Conditions for White Noise Only and the

Effect of Specifying wr/wO

In the case Rn2 E 0, where % noise may be neglected,

quuation(7.216)simplifies to

 

(.00 = (no

T CiRniKu? 2
1+2 w (7.221)

NLR 0

uo/F passes through a maximum with respect to “0 given by



QOY'.

l

w w —
o. 1 LR 2 _ 1

(T)max .2. (—7) _ .5. “11 (7.222)

2C.R K

1 nl u

occuring for

w 2 _ mLR _ w 2

O ' 5 — n

2CiRanl}

    

  
  

  
  

   

where “n is a characteristic frequency depending on the coil

shape (but independent of the number of turns), on the noise

resistance Rnl and on the constant K” describing the shape of

the transfer function.

"Writing

 

21g 22
(I)

—— = 2 . n
(7.223)

NO (00 2

(?—)max 1+ (3;)

then a Single universal curve of (mo/P)/(wO/F)max can be

plotted against the normalized frequency wolwn as shown in

Fig. 7.25.

Substituting Ri /C , cquation(7.218)giving the
= ”LR iwr

hptimum wO/F for fixed wO/wr , reduces to

(.0 (.1)

t2 = O u (7.22%

1+ ——-—-CiRnl (3)2(1+ 7‘00K ”V 2

(0 L0 0) '4 mo

LR O r
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Equation(7.22u)can be normalized to the form of(7.223)in an

identical manner to(7.221),the characteristic frequency 55

being now given by

2I

”n " u

(7.225)

ll

  

Thus the value of (mo/F)max and the frequency at which

it occurs are both considerably reduced if “r/“o >> Ku .

The Optimum Conditions in the General Case

If % noise cannot be neglected, then the general form of

equation(7.216)must be used. A normalization procedure as in

the case of white noise is no longer possible and a calculation

must be made for the particular transfer function considered.

As an illustration we shall consider the two transfer

. functions A(s) previously given in equations (7.29) and (7.210).

Curves of fO/F against fO are shown for each transfer functiong

in Figs., 7.26 and 7.27, respectively for both the optimum

' coil impedance using equations(7.215)and(7.216)and for a 
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fixed value of Ri = 10 K9 using equation(7.718). The curves

have been calculated for the measured values Rn1 = 1 K9 and

Rn2

: constructed for use with an earlier MH plotter which was

=6K9 Kc/s of a valve preamplifier originally designed and

superseded by the present transistorized instrument. The

amplifier used a balanced input stage of pentode connected

El80F valves at a plate current of 2 mA designed by standard

methods for low % noiseZl. Finally, the parameters

ifLR = Ri/ZnLi = 0.825 Kc/s and Ci = 20 pF of the sense coil

{ of the present MH plotter have been assumed.

For the optimum impedance curves of equation(7.216),%

noise decreases the maximum value of fO/F , and shifts the

position of the maximum to a lower frequency. This later

result is somewhat unexpected, and occurs only if Ri is

allowed to assume enormously large values. For example, in

Fig. 7.26 the maximum occurs for R > 1000 K9 . Setting a
i

realistic limit of Ri f 10 K9 , % noise then shifts the

maximum to higher frequencies. With synchronous restoration,

:the lower frequency noise components are suppressed and the

curves shift to lower frequencies. This is particularly so

for the curves for R1 = 10 K9 .
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7.2a A Comparison Between Transistor and Valve Preamplifiers

Fig. 7.2” and Figs. 7.26 and 7.27 allow a ready com-

parison to be made between the use of transistor and valve

preamplifiers. It is felt that the two preamplifiers consid-

ered here are representative of the noise performance readily

obtained, though in the case of the valve preamplifier lower

% noise is possible. A number of different valves have been

investigated during the present work, and it has been found

that the % noise resistance Rn2 of the ElBOF stage is of the

same order as obtained for l2AX7 or 12AT7 triode stages, but

that the white noise resistance Rnl is lower. The above

values of an agree with similar results reported by BrophyBl

for l2AX7 triodes, but are an order of magnitude greater than

obtained by the same author82 using a modified triode connected

6CB6.

Limiting Ri to 10 K9 , then without Synchronous restor-

ation, the transistor amplifier is two orders of magnitude

better at l Kc/s and improves further at lower frequencies.

With synchronous restoration, where the higher % noise of the

valve amplifier is not so important, then comparable results

are obtained at l Kc/s, with the transistor amplifier again

the better at lower frequencies. However, the greatest ad-

vantages of the transistor amplifier are of a practical nature   
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and result simply from the lower impedance level of the

transistor circuit (that is the lower optimum source imped—

ance Ri < 1 K9 required). The lower impedance automatically:

locates the coil self-resonant frequency fr well above fO .

While, as discussed, it is possible to compensate these poles,

it is far more convenient if this can be avoided while still

' obtaining the optimum % ratio. If for a valve amplifier a

ratio fr/fO > KUr is required, equations(7.218) or(7.22“)apply=

- and the signal to noise ratio decreases as fO/fr ' The valve

a amplifier then compares even less favourably with the trans-

istor amplifier. Further, and most important, a low impedance

greatly simplifies the manufacture of the sense coil. High 1

impedanccs require small wire gauges which are almost im-

possible to wind without breakage. Finally, it may be

mentioned that a transistor amplifier is in any case simpler

to construct and avoids the hum problems (accentuated.by the

integration characteristic used) and the DC heater supply

necessary in a valve amplifier.
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{)3 THE CHOICE OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION A(s)

i;31 Introduction

The choice of the transfer characteristic A(s) of the

sense channel is a compromise between requirements of accurate

integration and minimum noise. An ideal integrator has the

iransfer function

”0

7

( ) _

( '81)

siere for convenience, since only the form of the transfer

iunction is to be considered, we have normalized A(s) to

firity at the repetition frequency ”0 .

‘ Since AC5) + a as s + 0, such a characteristic is

doth physically unrealizable and undesirable in practice as

few frequency noise and DC drift will be greatly accentuated.

éince, however, only a repetitive signal is to be integrated,

gt is possible to modify A(s) at frequencies below the

h»petitive frequency m0 so that the noise output is a

{inimum while causing only a small fractional error e from

fhe ideal integrated signal. For white noise, the noise

fierformance of A(s) can be described, as in Section 7.1 , by

j e effective noise bandwidth 8 , normaliZed in terms of the

7¢petition frequency ”0



uou

“My”? d(-‘*’—)
0 m0

8 : 2 ' (7.32)

|A(jw0)l
 

The present section thus deals with the approximation

   
  
  
   

 

  

  
  
  
  
  
   

   

problem in deriving a physically realizable transfer function

A(s) such that for a given error 8 , the noise bandwidth has

the minimum possible value. It is shown that an error band-

rwidth product 68 can be defined which is a constant charact—

.erizing the number of poles and zeros, that is the

i“complexity", of A(s). Thus for any particular network, band-

-width can be traded against the integration error.

The use of more complex integration characteristics

than that of a single CR section is not new. Dunstan and

SomervilleDl have described a feedback integration producing,

in the terminology of the preSent section, a "two pole"

transfer function and also an integrator producing a "two pole

01 hassingle zero phase compensated" transfer function. Oguey

hiscussed the use of these two transfer functions in MH

plotters and has given the element values of certain passive

getworks realizing them. The value of the present section

ties in the clear separation of the approximation and realiz—

ation problems. In the work of Dunstan and Somerville no
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distinction is made between choosing the transfer function

‘and the design of the feedback amplifier circuits. Much

unnecessary confusion is caused. The present treatment is

:quite general and extends readily to transfer functions of

higher complexity. Since the transfer function is visualized

in terms of pole positions, the effects of extraneous poles,

‘produced in a practical amplifier system by interstage coup-

-1ing capacitors and by—pass capacitors, are readily seen.

rThe necessary adjustments to the pole positions of A(s) to

'preserve phase compensation are clear. In particular,

Section 7.36 derives a three pole one zero phase compensated

response which makes possible the design of the feedback

éintegration of the present MH plotter discussed in Section

8.4. This integrator represents a considerable advance on

previous designsol ; giving reduced white and low frequency

% noise and completely overcoming overload problems due to

DC drift of the amplifier output.

7.32 The Form of A(s) for Physical Realizability

The transfer function of a practical integrator may

be written
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A(s) = —E P(s)

S.

(1— 131)

w m s

: S—g . T"

(7.33)

N

“(1- -%)

where the poles and zeros sn and 3; may be real or complex.

A(s) is physically realizable if N - M a 1.

7.33 The Fractional Integration Error

If vo(t) is the integrated output signal for the

ideal transfer function wO/s, the actual output v6(t) may be

obtained by expanding P(s) as a function of 1/8

co P i

P(s) = Z 4-i- (7.34)

i=0 5

where

P0 = l

P-l = 2 Sn ' 2 Si

2
P_2 = {(2 sn) - ansp} — an 25$ + isfisa
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and is ismsP , . . . denotes the sum of the poles and
n D

28$ , isfisé , . . . the sum of the zeros taken one, two,

. . . at a time, respectively. It follows from well known

V1
properties of the Laplace transform that

' _ V .

v0(t) — vo(t) + P_1v_l(t) + P_2v_2(t) + . . . . (7.35)

where,

t

v_l(t) = Ivo(t) dt

0

t

v_2(t) = [v_l(t) dt

0

For a periodic function vo(t) of frequency so ,

then depending on the choice of the time origin, v_i(t) as

defined in eqnation(7.35)may contain non—periodic terms of

the form ti‘l, ti'z, . . . . , t0 as well as the periodic

component. These are transient terms corresponding to the

pole l/si and are to be neglected in obtaining the steady

state solution. The expansion of equation(7.34)is valid

provided only that Isn/sl< l for all sn .
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From equation(7.35)fractional error components may

   

   

  
   

  
  
  
  

  
  
  

  

, be defined as

|v_l(t)lmax

E— = P- T—TT— (7.35)
l 1 v0 t max

_ Iv-2(t)lmax
8—2 ‘ P—2 v

0 - .max

To calculate the v_l(t) it is necessary to specify the

particular waveform v0(t). If vo(t) is a sine wave of

frequency m0 , then simply

P P
_ -l _ -2

6-1 - W , 5-2 - "F— , o o o o (7.37)

To second order, 6-1 and e_2 are just the phase and

a fractional amplitude errors, respectively, at the frequency

m0 . In the measurement of MH curves, v0(t) is often more

closely approximated by a square wave. Fig. 7.31 shows the

form of the error terms in this case and lists the values of

[ the error coefficients e_i . These values of e_i differ

' from the ve_i of equation 7.37 only by a numerical factor

{ near unity. For simplicity then the following analysis will

I be in terms of the sine wave errors of equation 7.37. This

‘ is in keeping with the conventional useage.
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Fig. 7.31 Tntergration Error Terms produced in an Ideal

Square Wave Output-

Analytic expressions for the error voltages Vi(t) are,

for the range 0 < t < —9 , given by4

vO(t) = 1-0

v_l(t) = t

2 T
t 1 O 2

V_2('t) = '2'! " '2'('4-‘)

3 Tt l O 2
V__3(‘t) = '3': - 511?)
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7.3” The Effective Noise Bandwidth

From equations(7.32)and(7.33),noting that

A(jw0) % 1 ,

M sfi 2
09(02 H'll-w—

O .m w
8 = I -§ d(+—)

m N sn m0
0 H 'l-v-

n

M sfiz
m H (1+ ~7—)

_ m m “0--I {—7 «z,—
s

0 II (1+4;—
n w

The latter exPression is valid for both real and complex

values of s or sh since for any complex conjugate pair

  

n

Sn 9 Sn*o

sn isn* in sn* sn* sn

ll- 3; |l— 3w = (l— jw)(l+ 33—). (1- 33—)(1+ 3;)

2 a*2
S a

(1+ J37)<1+ .117.)
w w

Since N > M, which is just the condition for physical

realizability, the integrand may be expanded in partial

fractions with no integral term. By elementary integration
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M 8'2
n (1- in?)

a N ”O . m si
3 = - 7 2 57 '——__'—_77' (7.38)

i=n l N s

n (1— ~37)
n Si

7.35 Uncompensated Transfer Functions

The simplest possible integrator characteristic is

the one pole transfer function

fig 1
S OA(s) = (7.39) 

E;
S

1-

From equationsO.3H),0.37)and(7.38) the dominant error is the

phase term 5-1 and

-1 (no

on
n O

6:- —

7 s1

and 88 = " (7.310)
-1 7 ;

Low frequency % noise and DC drift may be suppressed

by the addition of a second pole such that
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0.)

A(s)=-—-O-. 81 S

l 2

(l— §-)(l- 5—)

 

 

(7.311)

_ “’0 1 ¥
‘— .C—fl

8 25m w
I" 1"

1+ +7

8 S

For white noise there is no advantage over the one pole trans:

fer function since from equations (7.3“), (7.37) and (7.38)

 

 

isn 25mr

8‘ :-——=

-1 wo wo

w w

e = _ § __2.. ;, 0 (7.312)

Sn 2£wr

"

and 86—1

a

'2'

88-1 is entirely independent of the choice of the pole

positions. It should be noted that the phase error e_l

dominates the amplitude error e_2 only if the pole damping

factor 5 is sufficiently large that
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ZEwr wrz _ wrz
“O > ——7 , that 13 25> -—7

Smaller values of E should not be used since the Be product

is increased.

Fig. 7.32 shows curves of |A(jw)l against normalized

frequency w/wo calculated for an error e (that is e_ of ll) _
0.01. Curve A is for the one pole function of equation(7.39);

and curves B, C and D for the two pole function of equation

 
0.311) for E = 1.0, 0.5 and 0.1, respectively. Character—

istic D is not desirable in a 1000 c/s MH plotter, since

the peak occurs in the 50 c/s region and a significantly

increased hum interference level can result.

7.36 Phase Compensated Transfer Functions

The noise output is substantially decreased if the

. dominant phase error 8-1. is compensated by adding a suitable

pole and zero pair. The compensated equivalent of equation

0.39) is the two pole, one zero transfer function

Si
“0 1‘ 75— 7 3)A(s) = S— . -——s———S—— ( .31

l 2
(1— 5—)(1- 5-)
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Constant Peak g‘ ‘ Normalized Noise Bandwidth

7: 7i

5 Single Pole

, . Transfer Function

Two Pole

Transfer Function

: C D

€=l 9:0.5 §=O.l

n
9 ,

0.0005 0.001 0.002 0.005 0.91 0.02 0.05” '012 0.1 ”00.5 1.0

I l
I
 

7.32 Curves of A(jo) against Normalized Frequency u)Auo for the Single Pole and

Two Pole Uncompensated Transfer Functions of Equations (7.39) and (7.311) res- V
I
V

pectively Calculated for an Error of {1 0.01
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As before, low frequency % noise and DC drift may

i‘ be further suppressed by addition of a third pole. The com—

 

pensated equivalent of equation(7.311)is thus the three pole,

one zero transfer function

SI

1- .l
s

m
0

E— (7.31”) 

S S S

1 2 3
(l- §—)(l- 5—)(1-E—J

+ O as s + O

For the two pole one zero response of equationC7.313),

e_1 vanishes if

81‘ 2 51
1,2

For this value of Si , from equations(7.3k),0.37)and(7.38),

 
 

e_2 and 8 become

— 8152 = P

5-2 ‘ 3T :7

O O

{< 2 8 )2+ 5 s } (o (52w)
“’0 1 1 2 0

1T 112 W .

B ' 7 v 3 7

8152 2 81 SP

1,2
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where S = 2 s1 is the sum of the poles and P = 8182 is

1,2
the product of the poles.

To determine the optimum positions of the poles sliszg

it is most convenient to consider e_2 and B as functions of

the two independent variables S and P . S and P are real,

and the optimization procedure is hence valid, irrespective

of whether real or complex poles are considered. Minimizing

8 subject to the condition that 5—1 , that is P , remains

constant gives

3 = P , or E; = 0.5 (7.315)

and we may define a modified error bandwidth product as

_ n
B/E_2 _ 2.0 1- (7.316)

If the transfer function is to be realized by a passive RC

network, the poles s1 and s2 must be restricted to real

values. The minimum 8 then occurs when the two poles coincide

so that

S = HP , or 5 = 1.0 (7.317)
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},d in this case

-2    ? is is only slightly worse than the optimum value, however

Samplex poles may be preferred if low frequency % noise and

SC drift are a problem, since

(.03 w 2'_.
A(s=0) = O = _Q for S - P

P 5

°’ 2
— 2.0 -— for S = ”P

For the three pole, one zero response of equation

I1.311;), 6-1 again vanishes, if

3/? = 2.5 3%- (7.31:3?



2 B152

8 _ 1,2,3

-2 ' w 2

o

P

o;5
O

2 2

wo{( 2 81) + 2 $182} mO(S +P)

 

B = 3 §

*

where

S = 2 31

1,2,3

P = 2 5152

1,2,3

Q = 815253

Subject to the condition that e_2 , that is P remains con—

stant, 8 is monotonically decreasing with Q , and the minimtm

8 occurs for

 

Q. = 0

82 = P

* I _
2 $152 - 5132 + $253 + 5331 etc.

1,2,3 



4.1.3)

These are just the necessary conditions to remove the

third pole and to reduce the transfer function to the optimum

two pole one zero configuration previously discussed. Since

the third pole must be retained for the suppression of %

noise and DC drift, 8 must instead be minimized subject to

a specified value 33 of the third real pole .

Writing

- tS - 83 + S

_ 0 IP — 338 + P

— I
Q "' Sap

where

S' = 2 31

1,2

' =P 8182

then - (33+S')2+ P _

- ‘l’ w ,

(s3+S')P-83P'

By the method of Lagrangian multipliers, then minimizing 8

with respect to S' and P' subject to the condition

P = 538' + P' = a constant (7.320}

gives the further conditions 
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(33+S')2P-P2-2s3(53+8')P'
+ A53 = O (7.321)

2
{(53+S')P-s3P'}

, 2
s3(s3+S ) +53P

+ A = O (7.322) 

{(s3+S')P-53P'}2

 

Eliminating first A , then P' from equations(7.32®,(7.321)

and(7.322),gives finally

8'2 = P + 332 (7.323?

Equations(7.320)and(7.323)may be readily solved to give the

optimum position of the poles 81 and 52 in terms of P

and 53 . The value of B at the optimum point follows from

equation(7.319) as

 

I 83 3

_ I o 83 +P

giving

{53+ lssi+P } /§
_ 1 ~ ’

Q3

The above results are most conviently shown as a root locus

plot on the normalized frequency plane s//P , values of B/e_2

being marked at corresponding points along the loci. Such a



plot is given in Fig. 7.33. B/e_2 ranges from

S

B/e_2 = 2.00-E-for -—§- = o (7.325)
/P 1

to

3/3 a‘ a 31 S2 s3 18/6 = = 2.50 for ._ = _— = _— = - _—.=-0,577 (7.3263
'2 T7 7 /P'/p /P /3

Clearly equation(7.326)gives the desired pole positions since 
this provides the largest attenuation of the lower frequency

% noise.

Fig. 7.3H shows curves of [A(jw)l against normalized

frequency w/wo calculated for an error of e (that is e_2) of

0,01. Curves E and F are for the two pole one zero transfer

function of equation(7.313)calculated for pole damping factors

of E = 1.0 and 0.5, respectively. Curve G is for the three i

pole one zero transfer function of equation 7.314 calculated

for three coincident poles at s//P= —0.577 as given in

equation(7.32§). For comparison curves A, B and D of Fig.7.32

are shown dotted and a list of numerical values of 8 is given°

The improved noise performance possible with the phase com-

pensated characteristics, curves E, F and G, of the present

section is apparent. When, as occurs in practise, % noise

is also present, curve G is very much superior. Coupled wit‘

the active network realization of Section 7.38, character-
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istic G has made possible the design of the feedback integrate:

. used in the present MH plotter (see Section 8.Hl).

7.37 Transfer Functions of Higher Complexity

Examination of equation(7.3u)readily shows that both

e_l and e_2 can be cancelled by addition of a second pole—

zero pair. The doubly compensated transfer function equivalent

to equation(7.39)becomes

s' s'

(1— ngl— l)

S

1 S2 3
(1- 5—)(1— 5—)(1— '5"

are satisfied.‘ If physically realizable pole positions arc

choosen, the condition 2 Si = Z ensures that the

1,2 1,2,

zeros will be also physically realizable, though normally

5
3 1

complex. The pole positions may be optimized by minimizing B

in the same way as before. The method clearly extends to as

high an order of compensation as required.
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The use of such higher order transfer functions in

practice requires some comment. Ideally, a circuit should

provide independent adjustments of both the sum and product

of the poles. Such an adjustment is given by the resistor

R2 and the combination R3, Ru, CZ’ respectively, of the

active network realization shown in Fig. 7.36. It is not

difficult to see the extension of the present feedback

integrator of Section 8.4 by the addition of a second pole

zero pair (complex zeros) to give a four pole two zero com-

pensated response. Both 6-1 and e_2 can be readily

adjusted to zero using a test differentiator as in Section

8.5, the latter either from the square wave response or by

measuring the gain at two different frequencies.

7.38 Realization of the Transfer Function

Passive Realizations

Passive network realizations of the basic single pole

response of equation(7.39)an
d the basic two pole response of

equation(7.311)a
re given in Fig. 7.35. Other realizations

are possible, for example the dual of the networks given. If

both poles are real, the two pole response can be produced

by cascaded C-R sections and the use of an inductor avoided.

Fig. 7.35 also shows a network giving a phase compensating
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1 1 ) . ; . (7.327)1
A(S) & o

SClRl l : C:R1 +02R2

 

Single Pole Response

 

 

 

 

 

PM ‘ fin

R1 LL ’
Cl . R2

I r
0* - .0

. _£
' Ms) =—-1 .. i 1 + 81$

’ sclRl 1+l(—l—- +-l-—,+-13)+=~2( 1 ._ 1‘ n r )
S 0131 0132 L 8 Ci; CiERl C1532

Two Pole Response
(7-328)

fit IC'

F ' I 1 + l -
AC ) _ R" 557?“

3‘ S " R'+R" ° 1 + 1

" SC'zR'+R"5 ‘ (70329)

i Phase Compensating Pole Zero Pair

Fig. 7.35 Passive Integraiion Networks
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pole-zero pair, which may be connected in cascade* with the

basic one or two pole networks to give the compensated trans-5

'fer functions of equations(7.313)and(7.31#).

I It may also be noted that Oguey01 gives a simple three

'element network (and dual) which may be shown to combine the A

:basic one pole response and the compensating pole-zero pair.

The necessary price for this simplicity is that the poles are

-complex with a predetermined damping of E = 0.5 (see

. equation(7.315)). The network involves, however, an induction

which in an active network realization cannot be avoided by

the method of Fig. 7.37.

Active Network Realizations

The advantages of integration by means of operational

«mm feedback amplifiers are well known

- integration and amplification are combined such

what the resulting output is independent of the amplifier gain

._L.‘
9"

It is assumed that each section is isolated so that one

woes load the other. If this is not so the formulae given in

gig. 7.35 for the pole positions will be modified.
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- amplifier noise is not added to the signal after

a large attenuation as occurs with a passive integrating net-

work. If,as in the present application, the input waveform

is a train of pulses of peak amplitude many times their mean

value, then high amplification cannot be used before inte-

gration. In particular with transistor circuits, where the

dynamic range is limited, the use of an operational amplifier

becomes essential.

Suitable circuits realizing the basic one pole and the

basic two pole transfer functions of equations(7.39)and(7.3ll)

are shown in Figs. 7.36 and 7.37, together with expressions L

for the resulting transfer functions ACs). The expressions

for A(s) have been derived by a mesh analysis of the circuit

and contain no approximations. It has been assumed only that

the amplifier gain A0 is independent of frequency and that

the amplifier has infinite input impedance and zero output

impedance. Figs. 7.36 and 7.37 also give equivalent circuit

representations in which the effects of feedback are re-

presented by shunt impedances across the amplifier input.

These circuits should be compared with the passive networks

of Fig. 7.35 and the eXpressions for A(s) may alternatively

be derived from the equivalent circuit element values and

equations(7.327)and(7.328)of Fig. 7.35.
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Cl
II
R"

2

. R R4
:x «véxr 4v»«p——4

o—va/v—«hoJ —c a
4L. C

2

9 -A0

1 o——————————«> —c. *r0

Equivalent Circuit L _ C R R /(A -R /R )v
2 3 4 o 4 3

R I' = (R3+R4) /(Ao-R4/R3)

” 1

(1 A -L L+ O)D I. r R3 -Ao

o—— —————o

1
1+

A C R R
T(s)_= ° 2 3 4‘ (7.311)

s(l+AO)C1Rl D

where

=1+iITlTr..1; + _1__'+ _1_.:I
SC1R1R5 C132 C2R3l‘R4

 

il l 1+A l 1+A. 1
. O '1 OD+_§r___:___[______.+ ( _ + )——-—*—*-.

s (1+Ao)cl 02R R R1 R CZRBIIRI‘
3 4. 2

Fig. 7.37 An Actifie Integrating Network realizing the Basic

Two Pole Transfer Fuction of equation (7.311).

- The circuit and the basic one pole transfer func-

tion of equation (7.39) follow by_putting

R3: R4: co 
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7.4 THE DESIGN OF THE SENSE COIL

7.Hl Introduction

Certain features involved in choosing the optimum

shape for a sense coil enclosing a film sample may be in;

tuitively establishedBa. The coil should closely surround

the film and the mean length of turn should be as small as

possible consistent with fitting the film and film holder

inside the coil. OgueyOl has given a restricted analysis

for an infinitely wide film (based on the infinite pole line

approximation discussed in Section 7.H7) which, combined

with experimental measurements of the field configuration

for a finite film, provides a satisfactory description of

the "enclosing type" sense coil (ETSC). This approach is

inadequate for the type of sense coil used in the present

instrument, where the coil is located on one side of the

film only. The following analysis has thus been developed

to cover this case and considers critically the effects of

finite sample size and coil end effects.

Section 7.u2 discusses relative advantages of

different types of sense coils. Sections 7.#3, 7.HH,7.H5 and

7.#6 develop the general analysis referred to above.

Section 7.H7 discusses the infinite pole line approximation
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and the use of a practical rectangular coil cross section

rather than the irregular optimum section given by Oguey.

Finally, Section 7.H8 gives experimental measurements of the

sense coil of the present MH plotter confirming the theory

presented.

7.H2 Basic Types of Sensing Coils and General Considerations

Two different types of sensing coils may be disting—

uished

- the sense coil may enclose the film as in Fig. 7.uu

- the sense coil may be on one side only of the film

as in Fig. 7.H5.

The advantages and disadvantages of each type are

briefly:

- The sensitivity of the "enclosing" type sense coil

(ETSC) is higher than that of the single sided sense coil

(SSSC). For the BTSC the fraction E of the film flux

effectively linking the coil is typically of the order of

0.65 while for the 5350, T is typically 0.13. A more de-

tailed analysis of sensitivity is given in Section 7.43.

- The calibration, that is the constancy of w , of

the SSSC is more dependent on the relative dimensions and
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position of the film sample and sense coil than that of the

ETSC.* For the present instrument using a SSSC, exPerimentai

measurements of the variation of 5 with spacing d between:

the film and coil are shown in Fig. 7.u1. Nevertheless, the

film may be positioned with sufficient accuracy so that the

repeatibility in measurement of the saturation flux for any

given film is better than 1 per cent.**

— The SSSC leaves one side of the film completely

open. This may be necessary for measurements during evapor-

ation, or for simultaneous investigation of the film surface

by, for example, the Kerr magneto-optic effect. These

features have been discussed with reference to single turn

coils by OgueyOl.

— The SSSC very much simplifies the mechanical design

of the film holder. The film holder of the present instrument

is shown in Fig. 6.32. The angular accuracy in positioning :

the film is higher than can be expected for a holder rotated

inside an ETSC by a gearB3 or cord driveoz. The design of

other fixtures, for example, a bending jig for magneto-elastic

measurements, is likewise simplified.
 

* A long flat ETSC having an almost constant calibration

factor has been discussed by Oguey01.

** Over a series of 20 independent measurements, the film

being removed from and replaced in the MH plotter between

each measurement.
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i- Fig. 7 41 The Variation of the Fractional FluxLinkage

' V with the Distance d between the 1 cm Diameter

 
Film Sample and the Sense Coil 
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- With a SSSC, the cancellation coil must also be

located to one side of the film. Cancellation of the air

flux (due to spacial harmonics) and of external interference

will be slightly worse.

7.H3 The Optimum Shape of the Sense Coil for Minimum Noise

Figure

The choice of the impedance level of the coil and the

conditions placed on the coil resonant frequency by frequency

response requirements have been discussed in Sections 7.2

and 6.72. It remains to decide the optimum shape of the coil

such that the noise to signal % of equation(7.12)has the

maximum possible value.

From equation(7.12),§ depends on the geometry of the

coil through the factors ¢i§/Ri and F. If the repetition

frequency mo is sufficiently low, F depends only on the

coil impedance level and is otherwise independent of the coil

"7
shape. Thus only the factor ¢i IRi need be considered. At

higher frequencies, F is no longer independent. For a

transistor amplifier from equation(7.25)

“—7 “'7 "?
¢i 1 u’o ¢i ¢i
TL—"T‘T’ “‘ r-“LR‘ '1-

p 3 Dd P P
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The present instrument is intended to operate at variable

frequencies ”0 . Since the highest sensitivity, that is the

maximum % ratio, is needed at the lower frequencies, we shall

consider here only the low frequency case and determine the

loptimum coil shape by maximizing ¢i§/R' .1

Now

7. n2 E7 32
1 _ .
F— _ .nq—7— (7.”1)

i pwlwn
MIR-I

' where

:7 is the mean squared saturation flux of the film,

E is the fraction of the film flux effective in

linking the sense coil, averaged over all turns in

the coil cross section,

n is the total number of turns of the coil,

lW is the mean length of a turn,

Aw is the coil cross sectional area,

pW is the resistivity of the winding material (copper),

W is the space factor of the winding.

If lw and AW are normalized in terms of a suitable

characteristic unit of length 2L (for example 2L may be the

length of a side of a square film or the diameter of a

circular film), then
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¢iz 2mw 452 052

—R— = o — (70142)

i ”w "

where

v = lw/QL is the normalized mean length of turn, and

a = Aw/(ZL)2 is the normalized cross sectional area.

«We/v is a dimensionless parameter depending only on the

geometry of the sense coil and film samples. The optimum

shape of the coil follows by maximizing aWZ/v . The formal

maximization of uEZIv in the general case is prohibitively

difficult. However, there exist two Special cases for which

an analytic solution may be obtained,

- the idealized rectangular coil discussed in

Section 7.4” below, and

- the infinitely long sense coil discussed in

Section 7.H7.

.,

We shall now consider these two cases.

7.uu An Analytic Solution for a Uniformly Magnetized Rect-

angular Film Sheet and an Idealized "Rectangular"

Shaped Sense Coil

Fig. 7.H2 shows a sense coil enclosing a rectangular

magnetic thin film of dimensions 2XP by 2ZP , uniformly
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rectangle replacing
semi-circle turn ends X
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magnetized along the z-direction.* Instead of the rounded

ends of a practical coil, the sense coil is assumed to have

an idealized "rectangular" shape in which each turn is re—

placed by an equivalent rectangle of equal area. Fig. 7.42

shows a typical coil turn through the point Q(O,y,z) in the

interior of the coil cross section; the semicircular ends of

the turn have been replaced by an equi—area rectangle of

dimensions 2y by 2X, where

x:s+-E.y (mus)

The magnetic field of the film can be calculated from

the line distribution of positive and negative poles prodvc‘

along the opposite sides of the film. It is sufficient to

consider initially only the positive pole line (—XP< X < XP 9

y = z = 0). If dxdy is an element of area at the point

(x,y,z) lying in the plane of the coil turn through Q , tto'

2
the fraction-d?+ of the flux emitted by a point pole at

P'(xP, 0,0) and passing through dxdy is

2 z dxdy
d ‘1’ = (70'4”)

+ 7“

2}2

 

0
)

un{(x-xp)2+y2+z
 

* For a circular film, an equivalent rectangular film can be

defined having the same total flux and the same dipole and

quadripole moments.
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d w+ for a uniform line distribution of poles (—XP< x < XP°

y = z = 0) follows by averaging equation (7.”H) as

 

  

P

d2? = 1 z dxdyde

+ EXP 2 2 2 3
uw((x-xp) +y +2 )7

XP: -XP

x = X
xP—x P P

' 1
z ((x—xp)2+y2+22)2

Mn(y§+z§) ZXP

XP= -XP (7.”5)

The fraction T+ of the flux linking the upper half of tho

coil turn through Q is found by integrating equation(7.u5)

with respect to x and y over the region (-X <x <X, O < y)c

For X', X" i O,*

w+ = 5;- f(x,y,z) (7.46)
P

 

* For the case x' = O

'
L- . f(X' ,y,z) : -—z— . L tanh_l “LT—

2xP 2xP 2w (y2+22)2
 



mm

 

 

_where

_ xY _ Y
f(x,y,z)=-i(tan l + E-tanh l ' )

2" 2221 x 222i
z(x +y +z )7 (x +37 +2 )2

and
"—x -|x+xP|

'— .-x -lx XP|

Equation(7.46) may be used to determine the linkage

for single loop sense coils of the type used with an input

transformerOI. To calculate the fractional flux linkage $+

for a coil of finite dimensions, then w+ must be averaged

over the cross sectional area A of the coil

I j I“
W __ A+ _

J I dydz

A

In a practical coil, the dimension X occurringin equation;

(7047} 

0.u6)and(7.u7)will depend upon the particular coil turn9 that

is, as in equation(7.u3),upon y . Now a sense coil of satism

factory design is necessarily elongated as in Fig. 7.44 so

that the flux per unit area in the region of the coil ends

may be taken as approximately constant. This assumption is

the basis of replacing each turn of a coil with curved ends

by an equivalenteamfirarea rectangle. It further follows that 



uul

X in equation(7.47)may be considered as constant, being re-

placed by a mean value of, referringto Fig. 7.H2,

Y2
I X(y)y dy

Y
 

that is

2 2
Y S _ % Y2 +Y2Y1+Y1 (x1+X2
— _ .fl ' _——

(Y2+Yl) 2
- S) (7548)

This assumption becomes increasingly accurate as the range of

X , X1 < X < X2 , decreases. Thus with this approximationnikfi;

 

x : X"
I I f(x,y,z)dydz

$+ = 2§r - A (7.u9)

P I I dydz
A x = X'

where now

X" = I? + XPI

and
x' = [X - xPl

For X' , X" ¢ 0, this equation may be normalized in terms of 
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E: y/x , n= z/x such that

 

x = X"
I I f(c,n) dcdn

W+ = §x- ' A (7.u10)

P I I
A x = X'

where

f(x,y,z) = f(c,n)

: %(tan'l —-—--C-——I— +ntanh'l -——-;-—-I-)

n(l+c2+n2)§ (1+g2+n)7

If the coil has a rectangular cross section (Y1 < y < Y2 ;

Z < z < 22), then equation(7.u10)is readily integrable
1

to give

. yzE;(y,z) y = Y2’z = Z2

{R‘Yl’Yz‘ 21:22) = W ‘7-“13
, 2 l 2 l _ Y z _ Z

Y ' 1’ ‘ 1

'Nhere

x = X"
- x
W+(YQZ) " fi— FUJI)
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F(C,n) =

C, n
gntan

c<l+c +n )

+t<n2-;2>tanh-1 --1-—-:
(1+;2+n2)7

+ %;(n2-l)tanh_l ————5————T

(1+§2+n2)7

l

2.2n2)(1+;2+n2)7 ; t o. n = o  1

 

ZWCn

5+ as calculated above is the fractional flux linkage

with the positive pole line only. The total fractional flux

linkage E; is given by adding the flux $; of the negative

pole line and the flux 0.5 passing through the upper half

section y >_O of the magnetic film itself

- (7.”12)

"For a coil symmetrically placed with respect to the film,

w+ = W_ and it follows from equations 7.u11 and 7.u12 that 



 

nun

for X'., x" # o.*

 

‘ YZE}(y,z) Y = Y2, 2:22

wt<Yl’Y2; 21,22) = ‘_.___‘___'“""
(7.u13)

y l, - l

where

3:7 ( ) - x F x = X"
t Y’z - W- t(;’n)

P x = X'

and

F65") = 0'5 - 2F(C,n) = "MW--

* For the caSe XI = O

'

xii Ft(c'§T: 71-12(7)-
P

- 7 yz tanh l y , z

(y2+z2)‘2‘

l

- é])'r(372-222)(y2+22)7 Y=0, z=0

 

2X .p nyz

 



 

nus

  
 

1% , n2 2 ”
gntan'l n(l+§ +n )

C

- %(n2-C2)tanh'l l

(1+;2+n2)7

- a} 5(n2-1)tanh'l 1
2 2(1+: +n )2

l

- %(1+;2.2n2)(1+;2+n2)7 5:0, n=o

"Ch

E} may be readily calculated from equation 7.u13 using the

values of Ft(C.n) given in Fig. 7.43, where Ft(c,n) is

plotted as a function of n with :/n as parameter.

7.u5 The Optimum Shape For a Sense Coil Enclosing the Film

The value of $ for a coil enclosing the film sample

may be found by adding the values of 5 calculated separately,

from equation 7.H13, for the upper and lower sides of the

coil (see Fig. 7.uu). Fig. 7.MH shows curves of E and

d$2/v for such a sense coil enclosing a square film sample.

uWZ/v is normalized in terms of the dimensions 2Xp = 22p of

the film. Curves are given for variable values of Y2 and S,

Wlth fixed values Y1 = O, Zl = O, and 22 = 2Zp. From
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Fig. 7.’+’+ Graph of 7:7 and ax'y'Q/v for a Sense Coil Enclos-

' ing a Square Film. The Curves are Drawn for the

Fixed Values Yf , XfO and S /2XP 
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Section 7.u7, the conditions Y =O,Z
l l

to optimum. In accordance with equations 7.43 and 7.H8 it

=0, 22:22? will be close

has been assumed that'

x = s + & . é . Y = s + 0.52 Y
2 2

Further

Yzzz
=_—§'x(2 p)

HS+ny2

21%

C II

The curves have been given in terms of S since 8 is

normally fixed by the minimum size required to accommodate

the film and film holder. aWZ/v is monotonically increasing

as 8 decreases with a maximum value oceurringfor Y2/2XP in 2

the range 0.5 to 0.7 . For a typical value of S/2Xp = 1.0,

(“EZ/V)max = 0.0“2.

7.u6 The Optimum Shape For a Sense Coil Lying on One Side

Only of the Film

The value of E for a coil lying on one side only of

the film may be found by subtracting the values of E cale-

ulated separately, from equation 7.Hl3, for the upper and
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lower sides of the coil (see Fig. 7.45). Fig. 7.45 shows

curves of E and aWZ/v for such a sense coil and a square

film sample. a$2/v is normalized in terms of the dimensions

2Xp = 22p of the film. Curves are given by variable values

of the dimensions Y, W and X , defined in Fig. 7.45, with

fixed values of 21 = O , 22 = 22P" Again, from Section

7.47 the conditions Z = 0, Z
l 2

optimum. In accordance with equations (7.43) and (7.48) it

22p will be close to

has been assumed that

 

13Twz+ §MY+Y2
X = S + 0.52 (7.414)

W+Y

Further,

Y22
a =

(2Xp)

_ HS+N(W+Y)

- 2
(2Xp)

A maximum value of aW2/v of (aWz/v)max + 0.0024 occurs

near Y2/2Xp % 0.6, W/2Xh % 0.6 , X/2Xp + 1.0 .

7.47 The Special Case of a Rectangular Film Sheet and an

Infinitely Long Sense Coil

If the length 2X of the sense coil is very much

greater than its lateral dimensions Y1,Y2 ; 21,22 and the

dimensions 2Xp , 22o of the film sample, then the total flux
1.

linking the upper half of a single coil turns through the point
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One Side only of a Square

Drawn for the Fixed Values
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Z1=O , 22:212.?
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Q(O,y,z) follows from equation(7.u12)and the limiting form of

equation(7.u6) as X + s ;

l ZZP-z)

y

_ l —1 z -
1p - fi(tan Ttan

 

s 0.5 (7.415)

The validity of equation(7.u15)is somewhat wider than the con+

ditions under which it was derived, for since it is independ-

ent of X , it follows that it is valid whether the film is
P

uniformly magnetized or otherwise. '

Equation(7.u15)has been previously derived by OgueyOl

who has shown that lines of constant w can be drawn on the

(y,z) plane as in Fig. 7.H6. These are circles passing

through the pole points (0,0) and (0,22P). Since 2X is very

large, the mean length of turn v will be independent of the

shape of the coil cross section. Thus, as discussed by Oguey,

for any given area a , the optimum «Ea/v is obtained for a

cross section bounded by the line w = 0.5 and a second line

of constant w , chosen to give the appropriate value of a .

It is important, however, to determine whether winding a coil

to this more difficult "optimum" cross section offers any

significant advantage over the simple rectangular section.

Curves of u$2 , plotted against a , are given in Fig.7.H6

for a sense coil enclosing the film sample. Curves are shown

for both the optimum cross section and a rectangular cross



initely Long Coils-lar Cross Section for Inf
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section having Y1 = O, 21 = O and 22 = ZZP , a is normalized

in terms of the pole line spacing 22p. The values of V have

been calculated by'an analytic integration of w of equation

(7.”15) over the appropriate optimum or rectangular cross

section. In the latter case they also follow from the limit—

ing form of equation (7.u13). It is clear that the optimum

section is only negligibly better, particularly over the

range of YZ/ZZP < 0.8, where the maximum value of 3E2/v

occurs. It may also be expected that these results will

apply for a sense coil of finite length, that is finite X ,

which justifies the restrictions Y1 = 0, 21 = O, 22 = ZZP

assumed in calculating the curves of Sections 7.H5 and 7.46.

7.H8 Properties of the Sense Coil of the Present Instrument

Dimensions and other data for the single-sided sense

coil used in the present MH plotter have been given in Table

6.62. The sense coil is intended for measurements on 1 cm

diameter film samples. As stated, a circular film of diameter

D can be approximated by a rectangular film of dimensions

2Xp x 22D having the same total flux and the same dipole and

quadruple moments, where

8
2x = D = 0.8% D

P 5-"- (7.416)

‘ fl —

2zp - h‘ D - 0.785 D
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For our present purposes we shall make the further approxim—

ation of a square film of dimensions 2Xp = 2Zfi = 0.82 D =

0.82 cm.

In terms of this square film the normalized dimensions

_ of the sense c011 are Zl/2Xp = O, 22/2Xp = 1.0, Y/2XP = 0.6,

W/2Xp = 0.0, S/2Xp = 0.73, X/2Xp = 1.17. The experimental

value of E has been found by measurinfi the saturation flux

of a number of permalloy films (HflMS = 10” cgs units) of

known thickness in the range 1000 K to 3500 Z. Thicknesses

were determined with an estimated error of i 10 per cent usinq

a Taylor-Hobson Talysurf Model 2. The experimental value

W = 0.165 agrees to within 10 per cent with the theoretical

value $ = 0.156 obtained from the curves of Fig. 7.H5. The

small error may be accounted for in part by the error in the~

thickness measurement, and possibly in the assumptions made in

regard to coil and effects and the "equivalent" rectangular

film. In operation of the MH plotter, it is necessary for

mechanical reasons to maintain some clearance between the film

and the sense coil. A clearance of 0.03 in. to 0.06 in. has

normally been used, givinq E values from 1.3 to 1.1 (see

Fig. 7.u1). The small less in sensitivity is negligible for

most purposes.

The quantity



1!, R C‘ .‘

2-2 2LA —2
2%.. = (—95%) (2.3—) (74:17)

is a convenient measure of the signal to noise performance of

the coil which is readily found experimentally by measure-

ment of n, W and Ri . The experimental value

nZEZ/Ri = l/2.06 m9 is again in good agreement with the

theoretical value l/l.93 m9 using 2L = 2X = 22o = 0.82 cm?
1’) J:

6= 1.7x10" :2 cm (copper). W = 0.45 and 0.3721» = 0.0021:F’w
from Fig. 7.H5.
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CHAPTER 8

CIRCUITS FOR THE AMPLIFICATION AND INTEGRATION

OF THE SENSE COIL VOLTAGE

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The following chapter describes the design of the

transistorized preamplifier and feedback integrator used in

the present MH plotter for the amplification and integration

of the sense coil signal. The preamplifier has been designed

for the minimum noise figure F as discussed in Sectionm7.l.

The integrator realizes the "three pole one zero" phase

compensated transfer function of Section 7.36 and is based

on the feedback circuit of Fig. 7.37. The transfer function

A(s) is independent of whether integration is performed before

or after amplification. The present instrument is intended

to display the voltage switching waveforms of a film in I

addition to the integrated hysteresis loops. Thus preamplifie-

ation followed by integration has been used.

Section 8.2 below discusses certain general features

of the system. Section 8.3 outlines the design of the pre-

amplifier. Section 8.# discusses the design of the integrator.

Since an integrator of this type has wide application where-
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ever accurate integration and low noise are desired, the

design has been described in some detail. Section 8.5 out-

lines briefly the method of test and adjustment of the system.

This is a very necessary aspect of the design if hysteresis

loop displays are to be reliably free from the effects of

phase error (see Sectionss.72 and 6.73). As stated, the

transfer function A(s) is independent of whether integration

is performed before or after amplification. If the voltage

switching waveforms are not required, prior integration has

advantages in simplicity and in absence of possible preampli~

fier overload due to the pulsed nature of the input waveform.

With MH plotters designed to date,it has been the practice

to provide a high impedance across the sense coil. The minimum

possible value of the integration resistor R1 (see Fig.

7.37) then occurs, if it is made equal to the resistance

required for critical damping of the sense coil resonance.

The equivalent input noise figure is substantially increased

by this added series resistance. Prior integration has thus

been avoided in high sensitivity application01. Integrator

circuits can, however, be designed for which no resistance

is added and no-increase in noise figure occurs. Possible

circuits of this type are outlined in Section 8.6. With

such circuits the impedance across the sense coil approaches

a short circuit. Improved high frequency response is
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possible while, with correct design, the effects of induced

currents in the sense coil and their associated fields are

Anegligible in the measurement of films of ~ 1000 X in thick-

ness. Finally, Section 8.7 discusses the reduction of noise

by hum synchronization and synchronous DC restoration. A

circuit and performance details are given of a transistorized

synchronous restorer suitable for this purpose.

8.2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

A circuit diagram of the preamplifier and integrator

is shown in Fig. 8.21. Performance specifications are given

in Table 8.22. The circuit requires a -12 V and a + 12 V

regulated DC supply and a suitable circuit develOped for this

purpose is given in Appendix B.

The 1.0 to 0.1 times attenuator between the preampliu

fier and integrator allows the maximum range of film thick-

ness to be measured. For a repetition frequency of fO=l Kc/s

and an attenuator setting of 0.1, an upper limit of 3000 X

is then set by overload of the preamplifier rather than the

integrator*. The attenuator is of the "n" type, having con-

stant input and output impedances of l k n to avoid changes

in the low frequency response via the capacitors C3 , C9

and the effective feedback integrator capacitor
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Table 8.22 SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PREAMPLIFIBR

AND INTEGRATOR CIRCUIT OF FIG.8.21

THE OVERALL SYSTEM

(Attenuator setting 1.0)

Voltage gain at l Kc/s

Overload

Distortion at Maximum Output

Transfer Function

6 1 1+

A(s)= 2nx10 zed sec-

(1

High frequency 3 db point

measured by the departure

from a perfect integration

characteristic.

Noise Performance without

*

Synchronous DC Restoration

Noise Output

Noise referred to the

Input by the gain at

l Kc/s .

Equiualent Noise Figure

1.00X103.

Determined either by the

preamplifier or the integrator

depending on the input waveform,

Less than 1 per cent.

2nxl7.34 rad sec-1

5

-1 3

+ 2nx5.78 rad sec )

S

Determined by the resonance of

the sense coil at 63 Kc/s,

otherwise by the integrator

3 db point at 80 Kc/s.

11 mV rms, #0 mV pp

11 uV rms, M0 uV pp

12 db



  Table 8.22 cont.

Noise Performance with
a

Synchronous DC Restoration

Noise Output

Noise referred to the

input by the gain at

l Kc/s

Equivalent Noise Figure

THE PREAMPLIPIER

Voltage Gain

Maximum Output at 80 Kc/s

Distortion at Maximum Output

Input Impedance

High Frequency 3 db point

for a 1 KO resistive source

Low Frequency 3 db point

THE INTEGRATOR

Voltage Gain at l Kc/s

Maximum Output

Distortion at Maximum Output

Transfer Function

A(s) = 211x105 rad sec"1
8

1+

' —1
(1+ 2nx5.?8 rad sec )

u64

300 mV Pp

3:0 uV PP

0.8 mV rms,

0.8 “V THIS,

7 db

10.0

u.0 V pp

Less than 1 per cent

2 Mall 18 pF

1 Mc/s

0.15 c/s

100

2 V pp

Less than 1 per cent

2nx17.3u rad sec-1
8 oi

S
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Table 8.22 cont.

High frequency 3 db point 80 Kc/s

determined by the departure

from a perfect integration

characteristic.

Noise Performance without
*

Synchronous DC Restoration

Noise Output 1.7 mV rms, 60 mV pp

Noise referred to the 17 uV rms, 60 uV pp

Input by the Gain at

l Kc/s

Equivalent Noise Figure 16 db

Noise Performance with
. e

Synchronous DC Restoration

Noise Output 0.11 mV rms, 0.” mV pp

Noise referred to the 1.1 pV rms, H uV pp

Input by the Gain at

1 Kc/s

Equivalent Noise Figure 9 db

 

The equivalent or averaged noise figure F is defined in

equation 7.12. Peak to peak noise voltages were estimated from

an oscilloscope and are more representative of the effects on

a hysteresis loop display than rms values. By measurements

on a number of ocuu transistors at higher frequencies, where

both peak to peak and rms values could be obtained, it has

been found the ratio of the peak to peak to the rms value is

approximately constant at 3.5. The rms values quoted and the

noise figure F have hence been calculated assuming this

value of 3.5. The preamplifier input transistor is the best

of a batch of 10 units tested for low % noise. Values of F

up to 2n db were obtained for particularly noisy units with

the average being 16 db.



 

In considering the overload behaviour of the circuit,

the input_pulse train at the repetition frequency f0 must be

considered as having both a peak pulse height and an "inte—

grated" amplitude defined as the amplitude of the signal ob—

tained after integration by an integrator of unity gain at f0.

With the present instrument at E = 0.13, a 1000 Z , 1 cm

diameter permalloy (HnMS = 101+ cgs units) film measured at

f0 = l Kc/s, gives a sense coil signal having a peak pulse

height of approximately 20 mV pp. and an integrated amplitude

of 6.3 mV pp. From the values of gain and overload level of

the preamplifier and integrator given in Table 8.22, for

attenuator settings of 1.0 and 0.1, the maximum film thickness—
0 0

es measurable at f = l Kc/s are 300 A and 3000 A set by
O

overload of the integrator and by simultaneous overload of

the integrator and preamplifier, respectively. Since the

peak pulse height will depend upon the squareness of the

hysteresis loop, the results quoted above apply for a typical

permalloy film measured in the easy axis direction (see

Fig. 4. 21). For an ideally square 100p, the pulse height

will be set by the damping factor 5 and the resonant

frequency f0 of the sense coil,and for the present instrum—

ent, taking 5 = l and fr = 63 Kc/s, will be then 300 mV pp.
0

for a 1000 A film.
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l

(1+AO)Cl

 

(see equation 8.4%).

The small preamplifier gain of 10 gives the maximum input

range while being sufficient to prevent the integrator con—

tributing to the equivalent input noise at the 1.0 attenuator

setting. The l k 9 impedance level of the attenuator and

the low noise design of the integrator have been made for

this reason. Films of greater thickness can be measured

either at a lower repetition frequency f0 , or by increasing

the physical spacing between the sense coil and the film.

An input attenuator has not been used as it is impossible

to present both a high impedance to the sense coil and a

low impedance to the base of transistor T6 (for low noise)

unless the minimum attenuation exceeds the ratio of the two

impedances. Further the high frequency response of the

system is determined by the resistance and capacitance across

the sense coil, requiring a compensated attenuator to avoid

variations with the gain settings.

8.3 THE PREAMPLIFIER

The circuit diagram of the preamplifier has been

given in Fig. 8.21 and performance specifications collected
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in Table 8.22 o

The circuit consists of two amplifying stages T6

and T7 with an emitter follower output stage T8 . The gain

is set at 10.0 i 0.2 by feedback via the resistors R and
fl

sz . Since this feedback extends to DC, low frequency time

constants are avoided and a high thermal stability obtained,

the output drift being -l.0 V for a temperature rise of

approximately 200 C to #50 C. The open loop gain of 4x103

(measured for a 1 kn source impedance) ensures linear

amplification independent of transistor properties. The

emitter follower stage T8 provides an output of ”.5 V pp.

at l Kc/s and u.0 V pp. at 100 Kc/s (distortion less than 1

per cent) across the 1 k9 resistance sz and the 1 k9

AC input impedance of the attentuator. Capacitor C7 and the

capacitor and resistor C and R stabilize the feedback
8 ll

loop at high frequencies. No oscillation or low frequency

squegging occurs on overload by any frequency up to l Mc/s.

The input impedance of the preamplifier is raised by

feedback across Rfl to 2 M 9 in parallel with 18 pF, being

then entirely due to the conductance and capacitance of the

collector to base diode of transistor T6*. Loading of the

 

* This could be improved by a more suitable type of

transistor or possibly by returning the emitter of T7 to

the emitter of T6 .
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input by the bias resistor R9 is eliminated by returning

R9 to the emitter of T6 via the capacitor C6 . Rg now

appears as an inductive reactance of value sCGRgR10 % 60 Me

at l Kc/s. The input network C5, C6’ R9 and R10 solely

determines the low frequency 3 db point of l/21rCSCSR9Rlo =

0.15 0/8, the circuit being otherwise DC caupled. The high

frequency 3 db point is at l Mc/s for a 1 kn resistive

source.

The input stage is optimized for low noise with

reSpect to source impedance and operating current

(Iec for T = 0.25 mA) as outlined in Section 7.22. R
6 fl 13

made low, since it is effectively added in series with the

extrinsic base resistance rbb'

Zl
input noise figure . The OCHH type transistor used has

of T6 in determining the

been found to have a significantly lower % noise level than

types OC7l, OCl7l and 2N501 also tested. Experimental

measurements of the noise are quoted in Table 8.22, and a

graph of the variation of noise figure with frequency has

been given in Fig. 7.23. At the 1.0 attenuator setting, the

noise level of the preamplifier determines the noise level

of the overall system, additional noise from the integration

being negligible.
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8.4 THE INTEGRATOR

The circuit diagram of the integrator has been given

in Fig. 8.21 and performance specification collected in

Table 8.22.

Briefly, the gain is 102 at‘fO = l Kc/s with an

integration error of 0.01 per cent at f0 = 1 Kc/s increasing

to l per cent at f0 = 100 c/s. The maximum output signal

of 2 V pp. without overload and the thermal output noise

level of 6 mV pp. determines the maximum % ratio of 50 db

with which a hysteresis 100p may be displayed. With syn-

chronous restoration this is increased to 75 db. The low

noise design of the input stage T1 assists in this regard

and also in keeping the required preamplifier gain as small

as possible. Typical hysteresis loops are shown in Fig. 6.7u.

8.Hl The Integrator Transfer Function and Low Frequency

Stability

The transfer function is, in the terminology of

Section 7.3, of the three pole one zero phase sompensated

type
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1+ 2fl+17.3u rad sec"1
5 -l

A(s) : 2px10 rad sec . s 3

s -1
(1+ 2nx5.78 rad Sec )

(8.”1)

S

The approximation problem in the derivation of the above

transfer function and the calculation of the pole position

from the l per cent accuracy required at f0 = 100 0/8 have

been fully discussed in Section 7.3. The integrator proper,

based on the feedback circuit of Fig. 7.37 provides the basic

two pole transfer function

 

 

5 c —l« A'(s) = 2nx3x10 rad sec . l -l 2 (8.u2)

5 (1+ 2wx5.78 rad sec )

s

and is followed by a phase compensating section R7, R8 and

; Cu (see Fig. 7.35) giving the additional pole zero pair

1+ 2"l7.3u rad sec-1
5

A"(s) = %. _1 (8A3)
1+ 2flx5.78 rad sec

U

 

 

In high gain transistor integrator circuits, where

integration extends to low frequencies, the amplifier may be

either AC or DC coupled. In the former case it is almost

impossible to avoid low frequency instabilities, while in the



latter case serious thermal drift of the output stage may

occur. The present circuit consists of three amplifying

stages T1 , T3 , Tu and two emitter followers T2 and TE

directly coupled throughout. High overall stability is

nevertheless achieved by almost unity DC feedback via the

network R3 , Ru and C2 . Further the pole produced is con-

trolled and forms part of the desired transfer function so

that C2 has the minimum possible value.

The design of the feedback network follows a simple

step by step procedure based on equation 7.331 of Fig. 7.37

- the frequency l/ClRl is determined by the re-

2
quired gain |A(jw0)l = l/wOClRl = 3x10 at the frequency

wo = 2nx103 rad sec-l. The resistance R1 is the 1 k9 out-

put impedance of the attenuator giving C1 = 530 pF.

- the frequency l/ClR2 is determined by the sum

of the poles S 2nxll.56 rad sec’l. From equation 7.331

 + + (8.”M)

(1+AO)ClRl ClR2

The large amplifier gain of A0 % 4x105 reduces the term

l/(l+AO)ClRl to < 2n x0.8 rad sec'l. S depends only on

l/ClR2 giving phase compensation free from drift due to
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amplifier gain changes*. It follows also that S is independ-

ent of R1 and thus of the attentuator gain settings. In the

final circuit R2 of Fig. 7.37'has been replaced by an

equivalent "T" network R5 , RE and R}; to allow more

convenient component values.

- the frequency l/ClC2R3Ru is determined by the

  

product of the poles P = (2nx5.78)2radzsec-2. From equation

7.331

P = 1r + E 1 + 1 J 1
C1C2R3Rl+ (1+AO)C1R1 c1122 Clegll—YRH

* atria—R“ ‘8“)
l 2 3 H

The transfer function A(s) of equation 7.331 contains an

unwanted zero whose frequency l/CQ(R3[|RH) should be as low

as possible to obtain full attenuation of low frequency

_ as .n01se . For a constant value of l/C1C2R3Ru, l/C2(R3||Ru) is

* In general it follows that if A0 is considered as having

possible variations by a factor of 2, then for a given inte—

gration accuracy, the minimum value of A will be the same
0

whether a phase compensated or uncompensated response is used.

** l/C(R3||Ru) is just the frequency r/L of the induct—

ance L in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 7.37.
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u7u  a minimum when R3 = Ru and when R3, Ru are small and C2

large. The value R3 = R1+ = 22 kg in the present design is

a compromise between increasing thermal drift (see below) on

one hand, and an increasing input noise figure and value of

C2 on the other. The frequency l/C2(R3||Ru) = 2nx0.010 rad

sec'l is negligibly small, justifying the assumptions made

in equation 8.HH and 8.45.

The large value of C2 requires an electrolytic

capacitor which is subject to change of value. Since the sum

of the poles (equation 8.Hu) is independent of C2 ,

variations in C2 will not effect the phase compensation

(see equation 7.3”). The effect of C on the product of
2

the poles and consequently on the error e_2-=l/C2 and the

noise bandwidth 8 c/C; is unimportant. Finally, a divider

network R5 and R6 has been used in the emitter of T5 to

reduce the voltage rating of C2 . The value of C2 is modi-

fied by the voltage division ratio to give the final value

of C2 = 2000 pF.

- The drift of the emitter voltage of T5 is given

by R5+R6 Ri+R3+Ru
V '1- T- . {(R3+R4)Ib+T . Veb} (8.148)
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where Ib , Veb are changes in the base current and the

emitter base voltage, respectively, of the input stage T1

due to temperature effects or variability between different

transistor units, and R1 is the DC resistance across the

base of T1 , excluding R3 and Ru I

The capacitor C3 decouples the low 1 k9 output

impedance of the attenuator from the base of T1 . R1 then

becoming just the input impedance hie+ 8kg of T Thel .

measured output drift is + 0.9 V for a temperature rise of

approximately 20°C to ”5°C.

An exact mesh analysis of the circuit with the capacit-

or C3 added has been made. The expressions are long, but

the nett effect of C3 is to add an additional real pole to

the transfer function A(s) of equation 7.331. If the added

pole lies well below the normal poles of A(s), then its

frequency is approximately l/RlC3 rad sec’l. Variations in

C3 , as with variations in C9 , will directly effect the

phase compensation. The value C3(= C9) = 200 uF removes the

pole to a sufficiently low frequency of 2nx0.8 rad see-l.

8.H2 High Frequency Stability

It is extremely difficult in a multi-stage transistor

feedback integrator, in which essentially at high frequencies
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the output is connected directly to the input by the integrat-

or capacitor C1 , to prevent high frequency oscillation.

This is especially so if the high frequenCy 3 db point re-

quired exceeds the 6 cut off frequency of the transistors

available. However, it is possible to obtain almost any

desired gain at low frequencies (in the present case

A > uxlOS) while completely avoiding all high frequency
0

instability problems by a method which may be described as

a "cascade connected of separate integrators inside an over-

all feedback loop". In view of its general application, the

theory of this method is given in some detail below.

Referring to Fig. 8.u1a, if the amplifier A is

assumed to have infinite input impedance and zero output

impedance, then the overall gain with feedback A' is given

 

by

vo A_ : ' : -vi A "(T-yupr-A Is (8.u7a)

_. A 1 5
- 175? - l—j—s'ar‘ ”Mb?

I+sr

_ A 1 '
' (1—A)sr ' 1+ 1 ‘8'”7C’.

- TS

where T = Rlcl .

The form of equation 8.u7b places in evidence the feedback
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loop gain STA/(1+ST). The form of equation 8.H7c represents

the circuit as a perfect integrator A/(l-A)ST with a low

frequency cut off at wL = l/(l-A)1 .

The maximum gain at low frequencies, subject to the

minimum gain at high frequencies (for reasons of high

frequency stability), is obtained if the loop gain

STA/(1+ST) decreases continuously with frequency. A rate of

6 db per octave avoids critical adjustments of the circuit.

This implies that A should be of the form

(1+ST3A) (1+St)

A=A'rr——7'(I—e-—7=Arr-—rrr——
7 (8-48"

0 +811A +u12A O +ST1A +ST2A

where TlA , T2A > T and A0 is constant and independent of

frequency.

The choice of T3A s T eliminates the "kink" in the

overall integration characteristic produced by the pole zero

pair (1+s13A)/(l+sr) otherwise contained by A' . Substituting

equation 8.H8 into equation 8.47,

A

A' = O L (8.”96.)

2

l+s(rlA+12A—Aot)+s TlATZA

 

A0 1 (8 1+9b)

Cl+srlA)Il+SI2A)
STAO

l-

zI+SIlASZl+ST2A5
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A0 1 1

S(*1A+T2A'AOT) 1 STlATzA

{1+W} {1“ + 45"}

° T1A T2A oT T1A T2A 'oT

(8.u9c)

Equation 8.u9c now represents A' as a perfect integrator

with an added high frequency 3 db point at

T +1 -A T IA T

wH = 1A 2A 0 e 0' (8.u10)

T1AT2A TlATZA

From equation 8.49b this is also the frequency at which the

loop gain

 

STAO AoT 1 1

(1+ STlA)(l+ST2A) STlATz'A for S>> TlA ’ T2A

has decreased to unity so that stability problems at higher

frequencies do not exist.

The required form of A given in equation 8.u8 with

13A a 1 can be automatically ensured by a cascade connection

of two "integrators" as in Fig. 8.ulb, where the gain of

amplifier A1 = A10 is independent of frequency and amplifier

A2 has the transfer function A2 = AZO/(l+812A). Under the

assumptions of infinite amplifier input impedance and Zero

output impedance, A' is given by
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A A .

A' = l 2 ' (emu)

l+s(1'+T-AlT'-A1A21)

where 1' = RlC'

and

 

Substituting A = A and A
l 10 2

exactly to the form of equation 8.H9, where now

_ I

- A20/(l+12A), then A reduces

A =A A

O 10 20

and

— v _ v
TIA - 1+1 A101

11A is just the time constant of the integrator formed by

Rl , C' and the amplifier Al (to be exact with Cl shunted

across the input of A1). The overall integration time con-

stant 11A+12A—Aot % IAOIT is equal to that for a normal

integrator of total amplifier gain A0 = A10A20 if the latter

could be made stable. The method clearly extends to the eas-

cade of any number of separate integrator units.

Referring to the circuit diagram of the present

integrator Fig. 8.21, the amplifier stage T1 and the emitter

follower T2 form the amplifier A1 with the feedback

capacitor C' = 6800 pF. It may be noted that the value of
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C' is limited by increase of the input noise figure at high

frequenciesZl . Transistors T3, Tu and T5 form the

integrator A2 = AQU/(1+ST2A). The circuit is identical to.

that used for the preamplifier with the feedback resistor

Rf2 replaced by the capacitor C" = 2200 pF to give an

integration type characteristic. As given by equation 8.H10§

both the high frequency 3 db point and the point of unity

loop gain occurs at

Since the transfer function AZO/(l+srA2) is also produced

by feedback

1
20 3 —l

——-= = 2nx1050x10 rad sec

TA2 RflC

giving

w = l = 21rx83x103 rad sec—l
H 5'C"R"fl

which is independent of A10 or A20 . The stability of the

circuit is thus almost independent of the properties of the

transistors and no adjustments of any kind are needed. The

circuit shows no tendency to oscillation even on overload by

signals up to l Mc/s in frequency. Tests of the integrator
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using a differential square wave input give rise and fall

times of unsecs for the output square wave,in agreement with

the value of fH = 83 Kc/s calculated above.

8.5 TEST AND ADJUSTMENT OF THE AMPLIFIER AND INTEGRATION

SYSTEM

The following section considers the accurate adjust-

ment of gain and the cancellation of phase errors in the

amplifier and integration system. This is of vital importance

if the operation of the MH plotter is to be free from the

peculiarities caused by phase errors (see Sections6.72 and

6.73).

Gain and phase adjustments must be made for the over—

all system (indeed, it is troublesome to do otherwise). If

synchronous restoration is used (see Section 8.7), then the

restorer has an additional pole at approximately 1.8 0/8

determined by the input impedance of the oscilloscope.. The

total phase shift of the preamplifier, integrator and restorer

(and of the oscilloscope, if a DC coupled instrument is not

available) must be set to zero with the oscilloscope connected.

Cancellation of the overall phase error does not imply zero

phase shift in the preamplifier output (and consequently in

a switching voltage diSplay), and this has been separately
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ensured by the "DC coupled" design of the preamplifier in

which the only low frequency pole occurs at 0.15 c/s.

Gain is most easily adjusted by trimming the integrate

or capacitor C1 . From equation 7.34 , the first order

phase error e_1 “P—l is cancelled, if the sum of all zeros

of the transfer function minus the sum of all poles is hero.

The principle poles are the low frequency poles of the

integrator, the sum of which (see equation 8.”#) is determined

by the network Ré , R3 and R'; , and the integration

capacitor C1 . A potentiometer across Ré thus provides a

convenient phase adjustment with no interaction on the gain.

Since only total phase errors can be measured, it is im—

possible to distinguish at any one frequency between first

and higher order error terms (6-1 ,e_3 , e_5 ..... of equation

7.3 6 ). The most accurate cancellation of low frequency

phase errors is thus obtained if the adjustment is made at

the lowest frequency at which these higher order terms are

below the order of accuracy desired. In the present case

-3
100 c/s is suitable giving + 10 .9-3

In the present instrument an accurate differentiating

network C10 and R12 (Fig. 8.21) is used to apply a test

signal to the input of the preamplifier. C and R can
10 12

be considered as a perfect differentiator of transfer
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function SClORIZ with a high frequency pole at l/ClO(R12+RO%

where Ro is the output impedance of the signal generator ;

proceeding the test signal. This pole lies at l Mc/s for

R0 = 0 and may be neglected. C10 and R12 have been

accurately adjusted to give a gain of 1.01:10'3 : 0.1 per cent

at f0 = l Kc/s. Since the gain of the amplifier and integrat—

or is also 103, then using the differentiometer as a reference,

gain and phase adjustments can be made by direct comparison

of the integrated output and the input signal to the differ-

entiator. This comparison may be made in numerous ways. We

shall briefly mention two

- the phase can be adjusted by applying the

integrator output to the vertical plates of the oscilloscope

as in normal use and the input signal of the differentiator

to the horizontal plates. The resulting ellipse may be

closed by R5 and the coincidence of the two sides determin—

ed to within 1 0.02 of a cm division. For a 10 cm vertical

deflection the phase error is < : HxlO-B.

- in normal use accurate phase cancellation is all

that is needed. However, if accurate adjustment of both

amplitude and phase is required, then the bridge method

illustrated in Fig. 8.51 may be used. R' and R" are two
B B

identical resistors. The overall gain is unity and the phase
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error zero when a null voltage occurs at the point P.

Amplitude and phase errors can be distinguished from the

nature of the oscilloscope display. The loading effect of

Rg (on the synchronous restorer output, or on the phase

compensating network R7, R8 and Cu , if the restorer is not

used) cannot be disregarded. Thus, after the adjustment is

made, R" must remain connected across the output to ground.
B

8.6 HIGH AND LOW IMPEDANCE INPUT CIRCUITS,

Previous writers01 have used amplifiers of high

input impedance across the sense coil to avoid induced

currents and unwanted reaction fields on the film. The

impedance across the sense coil is then

RD (8.61)
I+Scifin

where

C. is the self—capacitance of the coil,

R is a resistance, normally adjusted for critical

damping of the coil resonance and including the

input impedance of the amplifier.

Amplifiers of low input impedance for which the

resistance RD is effectively a short circuit across the
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the coil, can have certain advantages when

— the effect of capacity Ci on the high frequency

response must be eliminated, or

- if it is desired to integrate the coil signal

without prior amplification.

It is thus important to consider the effects of coil

loading more closely. Reaction fields will arise from two

causes .

8.61 The Reaction Field Due to the Voltage Induced by the

Air Flux

If the drive field is of magnitude H at frequency

mo , the reaction field H' will be

m L-
H' + H O 1 (8.62)

. RD
[Ri*3°°oLi*m

If, however, RD is placed across the sense coil, cancellation

coil and cancellation bridge as in Fig. 6.22, then no voltage

will appear across RD when the air flux cancellation is

correctly adjusted. In this case the value of RD can have

no effect and H' becomes
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(8.63)

 

2

”O l

— H -—— if m = > w
2 r O

“r ' iii

For the present instrument at f0 = l Kc/s, H'/H = 1 part in

HxlOs, a negligible value.

8.62 The Reaction Field Due to the Voltage Induced by the

Film Itself

In Laplace Transform notation the reaction field H'

will be

s¢.(s)y

1 (8.5”)H':-—-—

 

R
D

Ri+SLi+ WEIR:

where

¢i(s) is the film flux linking the total coil turns,

y is the field produced at the film by unit current

flowing through the coil.
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From equation 8.6“ , H' depends on the thickness of

the film and the shape of the coil, but is independent of the

number of turns. Two cases arise:

- If ¢i(s) approximates to a sine wave of amplitude

¢i and frequency “0 , then the peak amplitude of H' will be

w ¢.

H' + 2(-2)Y El

max “r i

. . . . _ l
for a critically damped c011 haVing RD - 5 eri> wOLi (neg-

lecting Ri ). For a short circuited coil,

w . .

H' = moé'IZ—r— < ‘Y E".

max i 3% i i

While H‘ is greatest for the short circuited case, it is

nevertheless negligible for thin films, where the flux ¢i is

small. This is distinct from the situation encountered in an

MH plotter designed for bulk samples. For the present

instrument H' may be calculated from the measured para—

1
meters of the sense coil to give Y = 3.2 oe mA' and

o

H' = 22x10'3 oe for a 1000 A 1 cm diameter permalloy film

(”HMS = 10u cgs units)

- If ¢i(s) approximates to a square wave of Zero

rise time and amplitude $1, then it may be shown that the
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peak value of H' is again

¢ .

' : .3:
Hmax Y

t"
and is independent of whether the coil is critically damped

or short circuited. In this case the critically damped coil

can thus offer no advantage. The values of H' is as before

negligible for films s 1000 X.

It is thus clear that low input impedance circuits

are entirely satisfactory in this application.

8.63 A Low Input Impedance Feedback Preamplifier

Fig. 8.61a gives a schematic diagram of a low input

impedance feedback preamplifier. In the standard manner,

R' + sL' can be replaced by an impedance (R'+sL')/(1+A) across

the input terminals of the amplifier. As the shunting

impedance is a feedback impedance rather than a passive

component, the increase in the noise figure F can be made

negligibleZl . The effects of coil inductance can be

cancelled and the gain vo/vi made independent of frequency

if R'/Ri = L'/Li . This condition can be accurately set by

a bridge technique similar to that outlined in Section 8.5.

For large A then
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C now shunts an effective impedance of Ri + sLi in parallel

with (R'+sL')/(l+A) and the input resonance frequency can be

increased by making (R'+sL')/(1+A) sufficiently low. A limit

is set by the self—resonant frequency of the coil L'. The

use of a circuit of this type is relevant to the discussion

of Section 7.21.

8.6” A Low Input Impedance Feedback Integrator

If only the integrated hysteresis loop of a film is

required and not the voltage switching waveforms, no pre—

amplifier is needed and the sense coil can be followed

directly by an integrating network. This arrangement is

simple and avoids possible overload of a preamplifier on the

peaks of the film switching pulses. Fig. 8.61b shows a con-

ventional high input impedance integrator in which the sense

coil is followed by an integrating resistor R1 of value

equal to the critical damping resistance of the coil. The

coil damping and the overall gain cannot be independently

adjusted. More important, the noise figure F of the input
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stage must now be evaluated for R1 in series with Ri .

For value amplifiers, where the equivalent noise resistance

in series with the input grid may be large due to % components,

this may not be serious. However, for transistor amplifiers,

having an optimum source impedance for low noise, a large

increase in F occurs. In Fig. 8.61b the effective

integrating capacitor is the feedback capacitance Cl/(1+A).

F is increased still further if a passive capacitor is used.

Fig. 8.61s gives a schematic diagram of a low imped-

ance feedback integrator, where the coil resistance itself

is the integrator resistor. In the standard manner,

l/sCl+R' can be replaced by an impedance (l/sCl+R')/(1+A)

across the input terminals of the amplifier. The effect of

coil inductance is cancelled if l/RiCl = R'/Li , and again

this condition can be accurately set by a bridge technique

similar to that outlined in Section 8.5. For large A then

V
3 _ l _ R'

Vi SCIRi sEi

At high frequencies, Ci effectively shunts a resistance

R'/(l+A), and its effect is negligible for R'/(l+A)

sufficiently low.
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8.7 REDUCTION OF NOISE BY SYNCHRONOUS DC RESTORATION

8.71 Introduction

In theory, no limit exists for the sensitivity of an

MH plotter. If the cancellation of air flux and other drive

frequency voltages is perfect, then, since the signal from

the film is periodic, random noise can be reduced to any

level by correlation techniques. In practice, two methods

have been found useful,

- since often the largest noise component is due to

noise frequency hum, the apparent jitter of an oscilloscope

diSplay can be reduced by "hum synchronization" in which the

display is unblanked for a fraction only of each hum cycle

chosen at the instant when the first derivative of the hum

voltage is zero. In the present instrument the hum level is

negligible as discussed in Section 6.66, and hum synchroniz-

ation has not been found necessary.

- low frequency noise variations may also be very

successfully reduced by DC restoration synchronous with the

repetition frequency fO in which the display is ideally

instantaneously reset to a fixed reference voltage once every

diSplay period To = l/fO . The effect of restoration on
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noise variations is illustrated in Fig. 8.71, where the

sinoidal voltage V sin<mt+¢) is converted to a modulated

sawtooth wave V' by restoration commencing at time t = O

and occurring thereafter at times t = To , = 2TO , ....

where T0 is the repetition period of the display. The peak

heights of the sawtooth at times t = 0, To , 2TO . . . are

given by

V'(¢0) = V sin¢0

V'(¢l) = V(sin¢l-sin¢o)

V'(¢n) = V(sin¢n-sin¢n_l), where ¢n = anO+¢O (8.71)

For wTO << 1,

V'(¢ ) % wT Vcos¢ l
n 0 {1-7

The r.m.s. value of the noise voltage is thus reduced by the

 

factor

V'

”“5 = j? wT = 0.816 “T =5..os 9-— (for w >> m) (8.72)
ms

As far as random noise is concerned, the action of the

restorcr is thus approximately equivalent to inserting an

additional low frequency pole l/(l+wo/5.055) in the amplifier



 

      

Complete Restoration

V sin(wt + ¢>

Partial Restoration
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Fig. 8.71 Waveforms Showing the Reduction of a Sinoidal

Noise Voltage by Synchronous DC Restoration.
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transfer function A(s).

Fig. 8.7lalso shows the case, where the signal is not

restored completely to zero during each restoration pulse, but

decreased only to the fraction A of its previous value.

Equation 8.71 then becomes

V'(¢O) = Vsin¢O

V'(¢l) = V(sin¢l-sin¢0)+1V'(¢O)

V'(¢n) = v(sin¢n-sin¢n_l)+AV'(¢n_l)

giving

n n—i

vvc¢n) = v {Z Apsin(¢n-prO)- z Apsin(¢n_l-meO) }
pzo 13:0

To find the steady state after many cycles, then letting

n +‘oa , . .

l¢n l¢n-l

V'(¢n) = Imaginary part of V. e -':wTO

1- 1e

wTO
% V T:T cos¢n_l

2

The r.m.s. value of the noise voltage is now reduced by the

factor
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V' 2 12 % 2 12 %rms OJ= (_+ ) (”T :2" ( + ) —— - (8.73)
arms 3 (1-D: O y (IL—x)2 “’o

The ratio (Vrms/Vrms)/(Vrms'/Vrms)A=O is plotted against

A in Fig. 8.72.

8.72 A Circuit for a Transistorized Synchronous DC Restorer

The circuit diagram of a DC cynchronous restorer

designed and constructed for use with the present MH plotter

is shown in Fig. 8.73. The restorer operates over a range of

frequencies from 0.1 to 1.6 Kc/s. Experimental measurements

of the reduction of applied sinoidal "noise" signals agree

closely with equation 8.72. A photograph showing the re—

duction by synchronous restoration of low frequency noise in

the flux detecting system of the MH plotter has been shown

in Fig. 6.610. Noise figure measurements for the MH plotter

with and without synchronous restoration have been given in

Table 8.22.

Referring to Fig. 8.73, a sine wave synchronizing

signal derived from the field display is fed via the emitter

follower T5 to a DC comparator formed by T6 , T7 , and

T8 . The sine wave is there clipped to produce a square
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I

V'rms

12

V10

  O 1 I h._ t n _ i1

0 ' 0.2 0.1,» 0.6. . 0.8 1.0'

Fig. 8.72 The Variation of the rms Noise Reduction with the

Fractional Restoration Efficiency 7,
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wave which is then integrated by the Miller integration T9

and T The resulting triangular wave is compared with a
10 '

reference voltage Vr by a second DC comparator Tll , T12

and T Adjustment of Vr by means of the front panel
13 '

potentiometer R2 provides a continuous linear variation

of the phase of the synchronization pulse over a range from

0 to 180°. Synchronization on the other half cycle 1800 to

3600 can be obtained using the switch 83 . The square wave

12 and T13 is differ-

entiated by C5 , the positive going spike suppressed by

output from the comparator Tll , T

diode D1 and the negative going spike used to trigger the

blocking oscillator T1” to the on state. In the absence

of a —ve going input pulse, T10 is normally held off by the

bias network comprising R3 , Ru and R5 . The blocking

oscillator pulse is coupled via a secondary winding X'X" to

turn on the balanced transistor chopper T3 and T1+ . The

desired input signal to emitter followers T1 and T2 is

thus synchronously reset to zero by discharge of capacitor

C through T3 and T“.
l

The following points may be noted

- the Qusecs. duration blocking oscillator pulse is

sufficiently short to cause only a negligible interruption

to a 1000 c/s hysteresis loop display. The DC load resist-
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ance RL across the signal output of the restorer must be

not less than 1 M9 , producing with the effective series

capacitance ClC2/(C1+C2) = 0.09 uF a single low frequency

pole at f S 1.8 c/s. The restorer must thus be included

in the circuit when the overall phase shift of the amplifier

and integration system is set to zero by the procedure out-

lined in Section 8.5. Switch 81 allows restoration to be

used or not used as desired while leaving the frequency

response unchanged. If the capacitor 02 is not used, RL

will cause an "undirectional" sag of the unclamped side of

a waveform as illustrated in Fig. 8.74. Low frequency phase

shift and undirectional sag will also be caused by the open

circuit impedance of the chopper. The effect is difficult

to analyse as the circuit is non-linear and the open circuit

impedance increases rapidly with signal level. For the

balance circuit used with the transistors in the "inverted"

B1, C1
9

connection then the calculated open circuit

impedance at 25° C for ideal transistors obeying the equation

of Ebers and MollEl varies from 0.5 Me for signals

<25 mV to > 5 M9 for signals > 250 mV. For a practical

transistor surface leakage effects across the collector to

base junction will also contribute in the latter case. For

the OCH” transistors used,measured saturated leakage currents
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73 storetion
ocorring hereu.

Fig. 8-74 Error in the Display of a Hysteresis Loop due

to Undirectional Sag occurring with Synchronous

DC Restoration.

The_dotted curve shows the error from the true response

(represented by the solid line)
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are typically of the order of 2x10'9 amps at 250C, thus

producing a voltage of 200 uV across Cl during a 10 msec

display period. (f0 = 100 c/s). The turn on "off set"

voltage and transient voltages across the chopper are of the

order of 1 mV. Experimentally, it has been found that the

above effects are unimportant for reasonable signal levels

of about 0.5 V pp.

- the two emitter followers T1 and T2 avoid

excessive loading on the phase compensating network following

the feedback integrator (see Section 8.4) and give a low

output impedance of < 15 9 in the discharge path of capacitor

C1 . T2 provides a peak discharge current of up to u mA

before cut off, corresponding to a change in noise voltage

at the input of > MO mV during one display period T For0 l

the worst case of the repetition frequency f0 = 100 c/s this

is equivalent to a 10 c/s noise voltage component of 125 mV pp,

The closed impedance of the chopper T3 and T1} is < 10 a

at all frequencies fO giving with the 15 9 output impedance

of T2 and the 0.1 uF capacitor C1 a time constant of

T < 2.5 usecs. The discharge factor A of Section 8.71 is

thus exp(—TF/T) < 0.03 for the TF = 9 usecs. duration

discharge pulse used.
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— the widely different on to off times of the block-

ing oscillator output requires the coupling network R1, C3

by which the emitter base diodes of T3 and Tu themselves

clamp the —ve going peak of the pulse to the correct DC

level. Since the average current through the capacitor C3

must be zero, then equating the charge passing during the on

and off periods,

T I : VP'vbe T = VRTR = V-VF T

F F rbb' F R1 R1 R

giving

T
R

I = (V-V ) T———-—-T—§-
F BE Rrbb'+ F 1

T R
F l

V = (V—V ) -—--fir- (8.7”)
R BE TRrbb'+ FR

where

TF , TR are the on and off time, respectively,

VF , VR are the on or forward voltage and the off or

reverse voltage, respectively, applied across

the external emitter to base terminals of

transistors T3 and Tu .

V is the total height of the pulse applied across x'x",

I is the base current in the forward direction for
F

both transistors,
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S the voltage drop across the internal base
H
.

EB'

emitter diode at the current being
T

‘F ’ rbb'

considered as part of the external circuit,

rbb' is the extrinsic base resistance of transistors

T3 and TH considered together.

The circuit has been designed with VBE < V and

T < T R so that the forward current IF is almost

Rrbb' F 1’

independent of transistor properties and varies inversely

as the resistance R1 . R is switched to give an
1

approximately constant IP of 1.3 mA per transistor over

the operating frequency range 0.1 to 1.0 Kc/s.

- Care has been taken with the pulse circuitry to

ensure a stable synchronization pulse with less than 0.6 usecs.

jitter and 0.5 usecs. drift per hour at 1000 c/s under normal

room conditions. Excessive jitter can introduce more

apparent noise into an oscilloscope display than without

restoration at all. The constant current DC comparators used

have been found to give a particularly stable pick off point.

The triangular waveform of V2 gives a constant stability

over the full range 0 to 1800 of the phase of the synchroniz-

ing pulse. The pulse waveforms in the various parts of the
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circuit have been made as large as possible to ensure accurate

comparison and reliable triggering of the blocking oscillator.

Capacitor Cu is switched so that V2 is approximately of

’ maximum amplitude at all operating frequencies. The amplitude

of the input synchronizing signal effects only the operation

of the comparator T6 , T7 and T8 . Signals from 2 to 6 V pp.

are most suitable, although the circuit will operate down to

o.u V pp.
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CHAPTER 9

THE VACUUM EVAPORATION OF THE FILM SAMPLES

9.1 INTRODUCTION

The present chapter describes the vacuum evaporation

of the film samples used in this thesis and certain of the

equipment constructed for this purpose. The general experim-_

ental set up is outlined in Section 9.2. In particular,

Section 9.22 describes the electron bombardment evaporation

source and gives results on the feedback stabilization of the

deposition rate. Section 9.3 contains circuits for a film

thickness and deposition rate monitor based on measurement

of the film conductivity. An excellent review of the

critical variation of film properties with the conditions of

BM who has discussed thedeposition has been given by Behrndt

effects of the substrate surface, substrate temperature,

deposition rate,and impurities from the residual atmosphere

and the evaporation source.

9.2 THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The films were evaporated in a standard metal 2 in.

oil diffusion pump system (Apiezon B) by electron bombard-

ment of the molten tip of an 81 per cent Ni, 19 per cent Fe
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alloy rod.* Photographs are given of the vacuum system and

associated control equipment in Fig. 9.21 with details of the

evaporation unit inside the bell jar in Fig. 9.22. The

system has no liquid nitrogen trap, the limiting pressure

being 10'5 mm Hg rising to 10~L+ mm Hg at the end of an evap-

1 could be obtained,oration. Deposition rates up to 5 2 sec-

being held constant by the feedback control described in

Section 9.22. The large Helmholtz coils surrounding the bell

jar apply an orientating field of 75 oe during evaporation3

uniform to l per cent over the substrate area. A curved metal

shutter, seen just below the substrate holder at the top of

Fig. 9.22, covers film bit positions 1 to 6 and 13 to 18 (the

classification system is given in the following section).

The shutter is magnetically operated via a soft iron plunger

inside a thin walled metal tube sealed through the base plate7

The actuating solenoid is wound around this tube and is out»

side the vacuum system.

 

Supplied by H. Wiggins and Co. (England), percentage

impurities C<0.0l, Si<0.01 and S<0.001.
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9.21 The Substrate

Classification of Bit Positions and Bit to Bit

Variations in Anisotropy and Thickness

3 in x l in soft glass microscope slides were used as

the substrate. These have a thermal expansion closely match-

ing that of permalloy with a very smooth surface. Short

0 Yr11,wz
range roughness is less than 10 A ‘ with occasional

O

irregularities up to 1000 A and a few microns in extentC2’Ss.

82
As discussed by Behrndt it is extremely important to obtain

a clean surface. Cleaning procedures for glass abound in

the literature81'Hl’M2’B2’P1’N1’L1’B6. The lowest and most

reproducible values of HK (2—3 oe) and HC (1.5—2.0 oe)

have been given by the vacuum melting process of Nielsean

and it is probable that his results can scarcely be improve”

upon. In the present work a simple washing procedure similar

to that of MetzgerM2 was adopted and found to give satis-

factory results (HK, 2.5-0.0 oe, HC’ 2-3 oe for films near

1000 A). The slides were scrubbed using tongs and cotton

wool in a boiling filtered detergent solution (Teepol),

distilled water, AR grade acetone, distilled water and

distilled water sequence, dried in a radiant heating oven

and transferred immediately to the vacuum system to avoid

atmospheric dust. Glow discharge cleaning was also tried
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but gave no discernable improvement and was thereafter dis—

continued.

The resistance heated substrate holder may be seen at

the top of Fig. 9.22. The slides were clamped inside the

holder under spring pressure, at a source to substrate dist—

ance of 9 ins. They were normally held at 30000150C during

deposition, as measured by a Degussa platinum resistance

thermometer inside the substrate holder block. Fifteen film

bits of 1 cm diameter circles were deposited simultaneously

through 0.015 in thick metal masks pressed against the sub-

strate surface, the edges of the holes being taped at 300.

Only the areas of the slides showing through these holes

were exposed to an environment other than at the temperature

of the substrate holder, so that it may be expected that the

surface temperature will not differ greatly from that of the

holder. Measurements using a Taylor-Hobson Talysurf Model 2

indicate sharp edges rising to 95 per cent of the full thick—

ness in approximately 0.0005 in. The method of classifying

bit positions (corresponding to the numbering of the film

samples in Section N) is shown in Fig. 9.23, together with

angles of incidence of the depositing vapour and experimental

data on the typical HK and thickness variation found from

bit to bit. The thickness distribution results from the
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asymmetrical shape (see Fig. 9.25) normally taken by the

molten Ni—Fe drop in the evaporation source.

9.22 The Electron Bombardment Evaporation Source

As stated, the films have been evaporated by electron

bombardment of a Ni-Fe alloy rod. A % in. length of 0.1 in.

diameter rod protrudes from a c0pper block and is melted

back to form a drop supported from the block via a frozen

zones The filament assembly and the square plate focussing

electrodes can be seen at the bottom centre of Fig. 9.22.*

l lThe maximum deposition rate is from 5 3 sec- to 10 2 sec“

(at a 9 ins. source to substrate distance) depending on the

particular drop shape and the amount of material previously

evaporated. Power requirements for a 5 2 sec‘1 rate are

12 kV and 20 mA rising to the space charge saturation limit

of 60 mA after approximately 1500 2 have been deposited and

the droplet grows smaller.

The unit may be operated at constant emission current

by any standard type emission controller which adjusts

filament current to give temperature limited operation

(filament requirements, 8A, 10V). A transistorized emission

controller was constructed for this purpose during the

present work and may be seen at the far left of Fig. 9.21).
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With constant emission current, appreciable variations in the

evaporation rate occur. Typical fluctuations are shown in

the recorder trace A2 of Fig. 9.2%. As deposition rate is

an important parameter in determining film properties, it is

desirable that it should be held constant. Section 9.3 des-

cribes a deposition rate monitor based on measurement of the

film electrical conductivity. Stabilization of the deposition

rate is readily accomplished by feeding back the monitor

voltage in series with the reference voltage (in this case a ;

1.3 V mercury cell) of the emission controller. A double

loop feedback system is formed similar to the type discussed

in Appendix B . The outer feedback loop through the rate

monitor contains time constants due to the closed loop

response of the emission controller (<0.02 secs, 3 db point

8 c/s), the rate monitor itself (<0.02 secs, 3 db point

8 0/8) and the thermal time constant of the evaporation_'

source (0.” secs, 3 db point 0.“ 0/5). Any open loop trans—

fer function attenuated at 6 db per octave to give unity loop

gain near 3 c/s provides an adequate phase margin of #50. In

the present system the simplest course has been adopted; no

other time constants have been introduced and the open loop

gain from DC to 0.H c/s made equal to 8. Clearly, as dis—

cussed in Appendix B , this may be increased at frequencies

f<0.n c/s to the value 3/f if desired. The effect of the
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deposition rate control is shown on the recorder traces BI-

and B of Fig. 9.2”, where the emission current steadily
2

increases as deposition proceeds from #00 R to lHOO Z . The

final fall in deposition rate results from the moderate loop

gain (8) and space charge saturation of the emission current.

The mechanical construction of the evaporation source is

indicated in the sketch of Fig. 9.25. The copper block C

is not water cooled but has sufficient thermal inertia to

limit the temperature rise to below 5000 C during a normal

evaporation. The filament is formed by two series connected

tungsten wire "hair pins" held between two % in. aluminium

P are cut into threeplates P and P and P
l 2 ' l 2

sections by the slots 81’ 82 and 83, insulated from the

focussing plates F1 and F2 by 30 mil. mica sheets M1

and M2 , and the whole assembly clamped into a rigid "sand-

wich" by bolts passing through clearance holes in P1 and

P Slots S S 83 are sloped to prevent deposition of
2 ' l’ 2’

metal on the mica insulation. The filament assembly bolts

directly on the filament current lead-ins L1 and L2

passing through the base plate. The filament to anode

spacing has been experimentally adjusted (via nuts N1 and

N2) to give the minimum Spot size by observing the region

of heating on the upper face of a (premelted) drop prior to

melting.
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We may add a few general comments on evaporation

sources. The relative merits of different types, the tungsten

filament, the induction heated crucible and others have been

discussed by ThunTl and by Pruttonpz. Melting by electron

bombardment approaches the requirements of an ideal source.

The electron beam can be focussed on a small spot on the

surface of the evaporant, giving minimum heating and out—

gassing of the system. Filament or crucible contaminationAl

can be avoided by supporting the molten zone on its own ‘

surrounding solid material. This may be done by melting a

pool in a large solid piece, as a pendant drop from the end

H8,Kl
of a rod , or, as in the present case, via a frozen

Ml,H3,H4,H5,H7. In
zone from a cooled copper tip or hearth

the present work it has been found that a pendant drop melts

back along the rod at deposition rates greater than about

1 R sec‘l,requiring the supporting copper block for higher

values. Higher rates could be obtained in an arrangement

in which the drop hangs vertically downwards, however, then

there is difficulty with accumulating dust and dirt falling

on the substrate. Similar results have been reported by

Holland and LaurensonHu. In recent years small electron

bombardment evaporations of varying degrees of complexity

(water cooled anode, self-focussing guns) suitable for

laboratory use have been described by a large number of
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workersS3’Ul’Tz’Cs’Hlo’El’Mu'Vl. The present unit repres—

ents a very simple design. Electron beams have extended

rapidly into industry and are used for large scale melt-

ingGZ, weldingM5 and other operationsBs. A useful review of

this aspect has been given by Candidus et alCl.

9.23 The Operating Procedure

For each evaporation the following operating procedure

has been adopted. The system is initially allowed to pump

down for 12 hrs with the shutter closed (covering bits 1-6,

13—18 but not 7-9 or the thickness monitoring slide) and the

substrate heater at 350°C.

The sample rod and the copper block require careful

outgassing. The rod is outgassed progressively for 5 minutes

at 12 kV, 1 mA, 2 mA and 3 mA. At a little above 3 mA the

rod bends over and melts into a drop on the top of the rod.

The current is gradually increased over a 5 minute interval

to 20 mA and the drop melted down to sit on the copper block.

The block is outgassed by lowering the current to 10 mA for

15 minutes. The power is insufficient to cause appreciable

evaporation, but over a 15 minute period raises the block

to a dull red heat. Outgassing is completed by raising the

current in short bursts to 30 or I+01nA.‘Part of such an
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initial degas is shown in the recorder trace A2 of Fig.

9.2”. About #00 X of film have evaporated at this stages

The evaporation source is allowed to cool for 1 hour during

which the substrate heater is lowered to the temperature re-

quired during evaporation (normally 300°C).

The final evaporation may now be carried out. The re-

quired evaporation rate may be set either manually or auto-

matically as described in Section 9.22 The shutter is

opened when the rate has been obtained and closed again after

the required film thickness is deposited. Again, this may

be done manually by observing the thickness monitor, or auto—

matically by the control described in SectiOn 9.3 which

opens and closes the shutter at two preset film thicknesses.

3.3 A FEEDBACK FILM THICKNESS AND DEPOSITION RATE CONTROL

Methods of determining film thickness and deposition

rate may be divided into

- methods measuring the total film thickness at any

moment. This may be done by measuring electrical conduct-

ivity, total magnetization, optical reflectivity or trans—

su’WB, or by mass determinations using micro—

Vl,H9

mission

balances , or the resonant frequency shift of a quartz
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crystalBs’L2.

- rate measuring methods. This may be done by

measuring the momentum of the vapour impinging on a micro-

balanceHg, or by placing an ionization gauge in the vapour

streamMz’Gl’S2.

With the former group the evaporation rate is obtained by

differentiation, in the latter the total film thickness is

obtained by integration.

In the present work the total thickness has been

monitored by a four terminal measurement of the electrical

conductivity. The measurement was made by evaporating a

strip of film over silver tabs fired on a microscope slide

in the pattern shown in Fig. 9.23, the slide being held in

the substrate holder (normally at 3000C). The conductivity

of Ni-Fe films may be expected to be accurately proportional

to thickness after the first few hundred Z H6. The moder-

ate temperature and compositional variations of conductivity

(0.3 per cent per OC and -3 per cent per per cent Ni, in the

range near 3000C and 81 per cent Ni, 19 per cent Fe) make this

an acceptable measure of thickness under fixed deposition con—

ditions.

A suitable circuit for the conductivity measurement is

given in Fig. 9.31. Transistors T1 to T6 form a
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high input impedance differential DC amplifier which measures

the voltage across the potential terminals P1P2 of the film

resistance strip. A current is passed through the strip

from the emitter of T6 such that the voltage across P1P2

is maintained equal to a reference voltage derived from the

mercury battery Bl . This current produces a voltage across

the resistor R1 directly proportional to the film thickness.

Comparison of resistance and thickness (Taylor—Hobson Taly—

surf) measurements have shown that,for the proportions of

the film strip shown in Fig. 9.23,the resistance between the

potential terminals P1P2 is lu.091 10 per cent for a

1000 2 film at 300°C. The derived value of resistivity,

35u9 cmilo per cent at 300°C, is very close to the bulk

valueBl. The unit may be calibrated by replacing the film

strip by a standard resistance of 1u.09 across P1?2 and

adjusting R2 to give 5.0 V across R1. The sensitivity is

then clearly 5 mV per 2 thickness. With these settings the

measured drift per day under normal room temperature var-

i ticns (lo-15°C) is 2 per cent of the thickness reading

with a linearity of i 2 per cent up to a maximum thickness

of 1600 X.

The rate of deposition is obtained by differentiating

the voltage across R1 by the feedback differentiating
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circuit T7 to Tll . A balanced input stage using silicon

planar transistors reduces drift and the output voltage is

set to zero by the potentiometer R,4 . The high freQuency

departure from perfect differentiation, caused by the time

constant of Cl with R1 and the feedback input impedance

of the differentiator, occurs at 9 c/s. The time constant

ClR3 = 10 secs. gives an output sensitivity of 50 mV per

0 — ; I I I C

A sec 1. Short time fluctuations over 1 minute intervals are

lo " 0

less than 10.02 A sec with a drift per day under normal

0 -

room temperature variations of i0.5 A sec 1.

Transistors T to T form an automatic control to
12 19

open and close the shutter at any two preset film thick-

nesses. The voltage V1 is fed to the two DC comparators

T T and T T The reference voltages12’ T13, 1n 15’ T16’ 17‘
V3 and V” are normally set,by the potentiometers Ru and

0

R5, at 2 V and 7 V corresponding to thicknesses of ”00 A and
O

lHOO A. For V1<V3<Vq, T12 is on, T17 is off; for

V3<V1<Vu, both T12 and T17 are off; for V3<V4<Vl ,

Tlu is on, T15 18 off. If both T12 and T17 are off, then

T18 is on, otherwise T18 is always off. The relay

Sl , used to operate the shutter solenoid (see Section 9.2),

is thus energized only during the period V3<V1<Vu when the

shutter is to be held open. The circuit operates with a dead



band less than 3 X independentof the characteristics of the

relay 81. The drift per day under normal room temperature

variations is <i3 X .

Suitable + and - 12 V regulated supplies for the

above circuitry are given in Appendix B .
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APPENDIX A

STATISTICAL RESULTS PERTAINING TO THE EFFECT OF DISPERSION

0N ANISOTROPY FIELD MEASUREMENTS
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= is the normalized standard deviation of 

the distribution.

The integral of equation (A2) cannot be evaluated directly as

the integrand is infinite at aKx = 1. If we neglect all

regions with IXI>X , where oKX>l, then the infinite integral

may be replaced by an integral over the finite range -X<x<X.

The integral can then be evaluated by expanding as an absol-

. . 2
utely convergent power series in OK ;
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X 1 2
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2
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X
-lx2

where IO = —i— I e 7 dx is the normal probability

'5“ -x

integral. Equation (A3) has been used for the calculation of

 

Fig. 5.62.
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A GENERAL PURPOSE PRECISION MAGNET SUPPLY
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Reprinted from the Journal of Scientific Instruments, VOL. 40, pp. 411—414, AUGUST 1963

A general purpose precision magnet supply

P. H. COLE and R. VAUGHAN

School of Electrical Engineering, University of Sydney, Australia

MS. received 23rd January 1963, in revisedform 17th May 1963

Complete details are given of -a 1 kw precision magnet current supply. Series transistors

are used as the regulating element, controlled by a solid state chopper amplifier. The

nature of the feedback system permits use of the supply with magnets of any impedance

and with large amplitude (500 v r.m.s. 50 c/s) external magnet modulation. D.C. drift is

less than 10 parts per million per hour and noise in the 01—1 c/s band less than 1 part per

million.

1. Introduction

This paper describes a lkw precision current supply for

electromagnets. A block diagram of the system is given

in figure I. An unregulated d.c. supply (0—200 V dc,

0-5 v r.m.s. ripple) is obtained from a single phase rectifier.

Regulation is achieved by series power transistors con-

trolled in a feedback loop by a semiconductor chopper

amplifier. The voltage across the series transistors is

manually adjusted to be within the operating range (2-15 v)

by a variable autotransformer in the rectifier mains supply.

Voltage dependent resistors across the series transistors

prevent damage if this adjustment is improperly made. The

output current is sampled by a thermostatically controlled

resistor and compared with a reference potential provided by

a multiturn potentiometer and a mercury reference battery.

In a laboratory containing a number of magnets of

different types, it is desirable that a supply can be connected

directly to any magnet without readjustment of the feedback

loops of the regulator. In addition, for certain ferromagnetic

resonance experiments it is necessary to combine dc. current

precision with the facility for external modulation. (Modula-

tion from small values up to 500v r.m.s. 50 c/s has been

required at various times.) Previous supplies described

(Johnson and Singer 1958, Garwin, Hutchinson, Penman

and Shapiro 1959, Brog and Milford 1960, Patlock 1960

unpublished, Mobley 1961, Bailey and Fellows 1959, Ryley

and Gambling 1962) do not possess all these features. The

present regulator has therefore been developed to meet all

the above requirements, principally by the use of a method

of feedback from the reference resistor alone.

2. General discussion of the method of feedback

Any feedback loop contains components whose phase

characteristics cannot usefully be compensated above a

limiting upper frequency (by other elements in the loop).

To preserve stability, it is therefore necessary to reduce the

loop gain to unity before this frequency is reached. In

addition, to maintain a satisfactory stability margin below

this frequency, the loop gain can be increased at lower

frequencies Only at a fixed maximum rate. The maximum

loop gain at‘any frequency is hence determined.

In a single loop regulator, using a chopper amplifier, the

chopper amplifier represents a frequency limiting component

of the above type. Loop gain must be reduced to below unity

before approximately half the chopper frequency is reached.

In addition, if stability at lower frequencies is required with-

out adjustments of the circuit, the loop gain should increase

at no more than 6 €18 per octave below the chopper frequency.

Even with chopper frequencies of up to 10 kc/s it is not

possible to achieve, at frequencies of l c/s and above,

sufficient gain for suppression of rectifier ripple and mains

transients.

A double loop system can be used to give adequate loop

gain at all frequencies. Such a double loop system, employing

a directly coupled amplifier in an internal loop (loop 1) with

a chopper amplifier in an overall loop (loop 2), is shown in

figure 1. It is found in a practical system as in figure 1

 

 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the regulator.

that feedback in loop 1 is limited by the frequency character-

istics of the series transistors and driver stage. Feedback in

loop 2 is as before limited by the chopper amplifier. How-

ever, the overall return difference (Bode 1945, p. 47), being

the product of the return dilTerences of loops 1 and 2, can

be made greater than unity at half the chopper frequency.

In addition for only 6 dB per octave slope in each loop, the

overall return difference may increase at 12 dB per octave

below half the chopper frequency.

It is important to note that the maximum possible loop

gain is independent of the particular way in which feedback

is derived from the output current. As a specific example,

feedback may be taken from across the reference resistor

alone or some fraction of the magnet voltage also included

(Garwin, Hutchinson, Penman and Shapiro 1959). In the

latter case, if the modification of the loop response produced

by the magnet inductance is suitably compensated, the

maximum possible loop gain remains determined as before
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by the other frequency limiting components of the loop. In

the present design, feedback is taken from the reference

resistor alone.

3. Regulator stability for magnets of arbitrary impedance

The stability of the regulator for an arbitrary load can be
established from a consideration of the regulator output

impedance and the load impedance, provided the regulator

is stable for a short-circuited load. The short-circuit stability
and the output impedance Z0 of the regulator are derived in

§4. Z0 is plotted as curve C of figure 2. It may be shown

A B CD A Return difference
B Mains rejection ratio7 8 9in 40 -4x|0 n c Output impedance

45 D Maqnet impedance

_ _ _ \ DI No shunt
\_ Dz lOOOyF

'05 H06 4 '0, "130° 051000}JF+|500
. . x .

\ D4 iO)iF

i35‘\ 05 |0}iF+ iskn
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-io5 404 «mo5 l80\ / /oi
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‘ _ " l: /\

/ 0

J: / “5
—i0 i02 ~4xi05 ; y 05 \A'B‘C
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// , _ \: ‘ ‘
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Figure 2. .Variation 'of overall return difference, mains
rejection ratio, output impedance and magnet impedance with

frequency.

(Bode 1945, p. 191) that the regulator remains stable on load
if the ratio |ZL/Zo] of the magnitude of the load impedance

ZL to the magnitude of the output impedance Z0 is less than
unity at all frequencies at which the phase of ZL/Zo exceeds

180°. The impedance of the magnet alone, plotted as curve
D1 of figure 2, violates this condition and the system is
unstable (magnetic inductance 40 H.)

To achieve stability, the load impedance may be reduced

by by-passing the magnet with a capacitor or capacitor

resistor combination. Various suitable load impedances are
plotted as curves D2 to D5 (figure 2). For curve D4 the

phase of ZL/Zo exceeds 180° (at 10 c/s), but the magnitude

IIZL/Zo| is at most 0-006 giving a gain margin of 44dB.
For curve D5 the ratio |ZL/Z0| exceeds unity (at 2kc/s),
but here the phase margin is 90°. All these combinations
have proved stable in practice.

If the filtering effect of the magnet inductance and shunt
capacitor is not considered, the mains rejection ratio is given

by
AVmains Ah # |Z_O|

Vmains im Rm

where im is the magnet current, Rm is the magnet resistance,

and Z0 is the regulator output impedance. For the particular

design of this paper the mains rejection ratio (curve B, for

L

a magnet resistance of 40 Q) has been plotted against

frequency in figure 2.
While only a small capacitor is required for stability, a

resonance will be produced by the magnet capacitor com-
bination. Mains rejection will be decreased and noise

increased at the resonant frequency by the Q. The resonance
can, however, be effectively damped by a small resistor in

series with the capacitor (curves D3 and D5) if it is found

necessary.
Feedback from the reference resistor alone hence allows

the regulator to be used with magnets of any impedance,

the only requirement being that a shunt capacitor of sufficient

size is used. No networks depending upon the magnet

parameters need be inserted inside the feedback loops to

maintain stability (Garwin, Hutchinson, Penman and

Shapiro 1959).
The facility for external modulation results from two

factors. Since no feedback is taken from the magnet voltage,

no modulation voltage is injected into the input of the feed-

back amplifier. In addition the by-pass capacitors provide

a return loop for the modulating current and reduce the
modulating voltage appearing acrossthe series transistors to

a low value (for example, 500v r.m.s. 50 c/s with a 40H
magnet and 1000 in: by-pass capacitor produces 01 v r.m.s.

across the series transistors).

4. The detailed circuit design

The solid-state chopper amplifier (figure 3), sampling at

3 kc/s, provides a d.c. gain of 3000 into a 1 k9 load. The
input is transformer coupled and hence, being completely

isolated from ground, can be connected to the potential
terminals of the reference resistor. To avoid inducing
unwanted signals in the a.c. amplifier, the square wave

oscillator is shielded, the two turn secondaries being wound

with coaxial cable. The gain is stabilized so that no changes
in the regulator stability can arise from component tolerances

or ageing. Of extreme importance is the large chopper
dynamic range of 1 mv at the input, principally determining

the ability of the system to reject fast mains transients and
other interference without overload. This has been achieved

by using only sufiicient chopper gain to prevent the directly
coupled amplifier contributing to the input noise and drift.

For this reason the directly coupled amplifier has a differ-
ential input stage, and the d.c. impedance in the base

circuits of the input transistors T9, T10 has been made low
(1 k9). The directly coupled amplifier has a gain of 500
from input to the base of the series transistor T15—22 and can

supply up to 0-3 A to the base of T15—22. The high fre-'

quency performance of the directly coupled amplifier is
relevant to the consideration of stability upon closure of

loop 1. At frequencies above 10 c/s capacitor C3, by feed-

back, shapes the response, stabilizes the gain (previously
directly dependent on the [3 of transistor T11), and lowers

the impedance presented to the bases of transistors T15—22.

The low impedance seen by the bases and degeneration

across the emitter resistors raise the effective collector
impedance of T15—22 to approximately the back impedance

of the collector base diodes. In addition, the high frequency
3 dB point is raised to 80 kc/s, using normal power transistors

Offg = 10 kc/s. -
The stability on short circuit is best analysed by con-

sidering successive closure of loops 1 and 2. In figure 1,

A, and A2 are the gains from 1 to 1’ and 2 to 2’ respectively,

calculated with the load short circuited. ,3, and [32 are the
fractions of the reference resistor voltage at 1’ fed back to
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l and 2 respectively. In loop 1 around the directly coupled

amplifier, the open loop gain BlAl is reduced at 6dB per
octave by capacitor C3 to give unity loop gain at 10 kc/s.

An adequate margin is hence provided against additional

open loop poles occurring about 80 kc/s. The closed loop

5. Drift and noise performance of the regulator

For daily ambient‘temperature variations of 150 C, the
drift in the magnetic field results principally from change in

the magnet permeability and dimensions. After the initial
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Figure 3. Regulator circuit diagram.

Dl—D2 0A200 M1 Transformer Fortiphone T13 0C74
D3—D4 OAZ207 MMlA T14—T22 ASZI6
D5 OA200 M2 Transformer Permalloy T23—T24 OC44
D6—D8 OA210 core s.T.C. w93312 T25 0C74
D9~D10 0A2207 6-filar winding T26 ASZ16
Dll—D12 0A200 Tl—TS oc44 T27—T29 2N647
D13—D14 OAZ207 T6 0C74 T30 ASZl6
DIS—D16 OA200 T7—T12 oc44 T31—T32 0C74

response Al/(l + BIAI) is unity at medium frequencies (at
which B] as determined by C1; R1 is unity), falling by 3 dB

at 10 kc/s. In loop 2 around the entire amplifier, the open

loop gain flzAzAi/(l —1— 31A,) is reduced at 6 (113 per octave,
by the chopper ripple filter C2, R2 to give unity loop gain at

300 c/s. An adequate margin is hence provided against

additional open loop poles occurring at the 3 kc/s chopper

frequency and at 10 kc/s, due to the closed loop response
Al/(l —|— 3114 1) of the directly coupled amplifier. Feedback
around loop 1 is blocked at d.c. by Cl—Rl to prevent unwanted

currents flowing in the reference resistor. The slope of
BzAzAl/(l —1— [31/11) does not increase above 6 dB per
octave at low frequencies provided only that ClRl 2 C2R2.
The overall return difference is the product of the return

difference of loops 1 and 2 closed successively. That is

1 +l31"‘1+/32/‘2An=<1 +BIA1)(1 + BZ—AZA' )1 +—/31A

This function is plotted as curve A in figure 2.
The output impedance Z0 is given by the product of the

overall return difference and the effective collector impedance

of the series transistors. Z0 has been plotted as curve C in
figure 2.

warm up the long thermal time constant of the magnet

(8 h) reduces this drift to 20 parts per million per hour.
Next in importance is the temperature change of the reference

cell (Mallory RM—3) which has a temperature coefficient of
17 parts per million per degc and an ageing drift of —3 parts

per million per hour at its operating current of 0-7mA.
The cell is set in a metal block and insulated by expanded

polystyrene foam to provide a 20h time constant. The

expected drift from this source is reduced to 6 parts per
million per hour.

The drift of the chopper amplifier has been measured on

open loop over a period of one week. The drift is 0 -4 uv h'l
referred to the input and results from ambient temperature
variations. It contributes a drift of 0-4 parts per million

per hour to the full load magnet current of 4 A. To reduce

drift due to change of temperature of the reference resistor

(alloy ISA 50, Isabellen-Hiitte, W. Germany) whose co-
efficient is 15 parts per million per degc, it is wound on an

aluminium former. A transistor regulator (Rignal 1961)
maintains the former at 50 : 0-1° c Selected aluminium

electrolytic capacitors Cl and C9 produce a magnet current

error of approximately their leakage current which has been

measured as 2 [LA at 25° c after 15 minutes operation.
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Tantalum electrolytic capacitors could be used for greater
reliability.

The noise of the chopper amplifier in the band 0-1—1 c/s
is 10‘8v r.m.s. It arises in the 1-5 k9 effective source

resistance and 6 dB measured noise figure of the a.c. amplifier.
Open loop tests have shown that the noise from the chopper

transistors and reference cell is negligible by comparison.

The resulting magnetic field fluctuation is 001 parts per
million. From figure 2 the calculated mains rejection ratio

in this band is 106. Mains variations reaching the output

will be 0-05 parts per million. Radio-frequency inter-

ference pulses which enter the amplifiers can produce over-

load and a resultant noise output in the low frequency band.
Precautions against their entry are essential. The com-

ponents R3 to R7, C4 to C8, and an LC mains filter perform

this function.

Mains frequency hum picked up in the reference circuits
becomes part of the reference and appears at the output.

It is minimized by electrostatic screening of the current
control potentiometer. Cancellation of magnetically induced

hum in the reference resistor is achieved by winding the
potential connections between wires of the current coil.

Measurements of the d.c. drift, and noise (in the 0-1—1 c/s

band), of the magnetic field were made at a current of [‘3 A
by comparison with a microwave oscillator stabilized in

frequency by a Pound system (Montgomery 1947, p. 58).
A narrow linewidth (l oersted) yttrium iron garnet sphere

was used as a magnetic field to frequency transducer. Both
the drift and noise were less than the limits of reading of

10 parts per million per hour (d.c. drift) and 1 part per million
(0-1—1 c/s noise).
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1.h .
LIST OF PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

Certain symbols have been listed in pairs, for

example H, h and M, m. In such cases. the small

h denotes fields normalized with respect to the

anisotropy field HK; the smell m denotes magneti-

sation normalized with respect to the saturation

magnetisation M8;



A(s)

OhAw/ZL

“1’ “‘2’ “3

CA

Cll’ch’clll

exchange constant

amplifier gain

integrator transfer function

winding cross sectional area

normalized winding cross sectional

area

directional cosines of the magnetisa-

tion relative to the cryotallcgraphic.

(100) axis

detector bandwidth

magnetoelastic coupling coefficients

normalized noise bandwidth

angular position of the easy axis

angular position of the mean easy

axis

angular dispersion of the easy axis

about the mean easy axis direction

angular dispersion as measured by

Crowther's first and second

angular dispersion due to demagne-

tising fields

common emitter current gain

capacitance

self capacitance of the sense coil

self capacitance of the cancellation

coil

input capacitance of the sense

amplifier

elastic constants

proportions of binary alloy, atomic

percent
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impurity concentration, atomic

i_percent

angle of the applied field H

to the easy axis

critical angle of the applied

field for reversal by domain wall

motion

field per unit current through the

field coils of the MH plotter

diameter of film

increment or difference in

energy

strain components

anisotropy energy function

mean anisotropy energy function

dispersion of the anisotrOpy

energy function from the mean

value

power density function of 61 in

:13 space

anisotropy energy function due

to non-rotatable anisotropy

fractional integration errors

noise figure

noise figure, non-reactive source

noise figure increment, white

noise and non-reactive source

noise figure increment, - noise
f

and non-reactive source



spot noise figure

spot noise figure increment,

white noise

spot noise figure increment,

é noise '
f

spot noise figure increment,

% noise and non-reactive source

function relating to the coupling

between the film and sense coil

frequency

repetition frequency

frequency of sense coil resonance

frequency characterising the sense

coil

frequency characterising the

noise figure of the sense coil

used with a value amplifier

angle of tilt of the depositing

vapour stream

normalized parameter

applied field

peak value of applied field

applied field component along the

easy axis

applied field component along the

hard axis

applied field component perpendi-

cular to the film plane

total field

demagnetising field of film
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Hi’ hi

H’

55
5‘

»?

ton;

Cr’ her

Hr hr

“:9 ' he
i 3

“c' *fc
A H

Me

variation of the demagnetising

field of the film from the mean

value

reaction field of the field or

sense coils

anisotropy field

saturated anisotropy field

anisotropy field from extrapola-

tion of hard axis initial suscep-

tibility

anisotropy field from torque curve

data

coherent rotational switching

threshold

hard axis reversibility limit

easy axis coercive force

hard axis coercive force

field interval for reversal

instrumentational error in coer-

cive force measurement

nucleation field for reverse

domains

threshold field for expansion of

a nucleated domain

threshold field for domain wall

motion

threshold fields for reversal

processes 1, 2, 3, . . .

threshold field for partial rota—

tion

"null" field for torque curve

measurement
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10(3) . my

K"3 (19; 1K"2 (1;)

K5

1%1%-

Kud

3K2

I-$1'.K1'K2’K3’K1+

6
domain wall damping parameter

current

emitter to collector current

base to collector current

base current

emitter to collector current for

minimum noise figure, white noise

and non-reactive source

instantaneous current

field coil current

orthogonal set of unit vectors

attached to M

anisotropy constant

mean anisotropy constant

dispersion of the anisotropy

constant about the mean value

components of the "vector" aniso-

tropy

power density functions of K'Ofl,

K" (r) m- k space "
poncho-rotatable anisotropy.

constant

non-rotatable anisotropy constant

component of Ku not rotatable by

low temperature anneal

component of Ku rotatable by low

temperature anneal

crystalline anisotropy constants

constants characterising the shape

of the integrator transfer function



H
a

L
-
s
z
z
z

3
3
‘
B
E

Baltzmannb constant

wave propagation constant

propagation constant characteri-

zing the scale of anisotropy

dispersion

exchange cut-off propagation

constant

magnetastatic cut-off propagation

constant

inductance

characteristic length

inductance of the sense coil

inductance of the cancellation coil

mean length of turn

effective domain wallnlength

waveLeng-rn '

exchange cut-off wavelength

magnetastatic cut-off wavelength

magnetastrictive coefficients

constants relating the initial and

saturated anisotropy fields

winding space factor

magnetisatian

mutual inductance

saturation magnetisatian

magnetisation component along the

easy axis

magnetisation component along the

hard axis

easy axis remanent magnetisatian

hard axis remanent magnetisatian
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a
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s
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F
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?

z
3

nnz/u

I
t
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90-1195

a
?
’
d
”

demagnetising factor out of the

plane of the film

longitudinal demagnetising factor

traverse demagnetising factor

number of turns

number of atoms per unit volume

number of aligned pairs per unit

volume

angle of tilt of the crystalline

texture axis

normalised parameter

unit vector in the direction of the

magnetisation

normalised mean length of turn

hole damping coefficient

sum-cf the products of the poles

taken two at a time

probability distribution function

of anisotropy regions

sum of the products of the poles

taken three at a time

null sensitivity factor

coil quality factor

electronic change

resistance

equivalent resistance of the sense

coil

resistance of the sense coil

resistance of the cancellation coil
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resonance damping resistor

source resistance for minimum

noise figure, non-reactive source

source resistance for minimum

noise figure, white noise and non-

reactive source

total, white and % noise resistances

position vector

ohmensien characterising the scale

of anisotropy dispersion

extrinsic base resistance

resistivity

resistivity of winding material

sum of the poles

switching coefficient

signal to noise ratio

complex frequency

poles of integrator-transfer func-

tion

zeros of integrator transfer func-

tion

stress

stress components in the film plane

normalised standard deviations

in the anisotropy magnitude and

direction

torque

absolute temperature

anneal temperature

transfer fmxotion of mplotter
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) q

4
‘G

<

m

:O'ZCK)

10

repetition period

film thickness

time
time interval for reversal

time constant

time constant for pair diffusion at

the anneal temperature

time constant associated with the

repetition frequency

time constant associated with the

sense coil resonance

instrumental delay time

instrumental delay time to 50 percent

response

instrumental rise time, 10 to 90

percent response

voltage

volume of film

instantaneous voltage

sense coil voltage

cancellation coil voltage

input voltage

output voltage

integrator error voltages

saturation flux of fihn

angle of the magnetisation to the

easy axis

angle of the mean magnetisation to

the easy axis

dispersion of the magnetisation

direction about the mean direction

power density function of @' in

k space
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X

Y,Yi,Y2

YCI')

,4 K
g
!

11

angle of the magnetisation at the

matching threshold

film flux linking the sense coil

thermal equilibrium potential

dimension relating to the sense coil

rotational hysteresis loss

width of partial rotation band

or labyrinth domain

pair ordering energy at tempera-

ture TA.

dimensions relating to the sense

coil

semi-width of rectangular film

angle between partial rotation band

or labyrinth domain and the easy

axis

dimensions relating to the sense

coil

Young’s modulus at temperature T

angle of the magnetisation out of

the film plane

fraction of the saturated film

flux linking the sense coil

fractional flux linkages for

the positive and negative pole

lines of a film

impedance

impedance of the sense coil at

resonance



z,z1,zz

12

dimensions relating to the sense

coil ;

semi-length of rectangular film

angular frequency

angular repetition frequency

angular frequency of the sense

coil resonance

angular frequency of high frequency

3db point

angular frequency of low frequency

3dh. point

frequency characterising the sense

coil

frequency characterising the noise

figure of the sense coil used with

a valve amplifier
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